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I

Gusztáv Báger – Gyula Pulay – András Vigvári

The main characteristics of
the operation of the
Hungarian state and the
directions of necessary changes 
In April 2007, the State Audit Office (SAO) pre-
sented to Parliament a document entitled “Theses
on the Regulation of Public Finances1”, which the
Parliament discussed, asking the government to use
the theses during the “reregulation of public
finances”. The renewal of regulations on public
finances has begun, as a result of which important
laws have been passed. These laws have, however,
failed to establish, as a system, a modern frame-
work for public finance management; a revision of
the volume of public finances has failed to take
place and there has also been a failure to incorpo-
rate into a system the public duties to be financed
by the Hungarian state now and in the future. In
September 2009, the Research Institute of the State
Audit Office continued the work begun by work-
ing out the theses by elaborating a study entitled
“An expedient economic role for the state in the
global economy of the early 21st century”. The
study sketches the logical chain related to the role of
the state, reviews international trends as well as the
main experience of the operation of the Hungarian
state in the past 20 years, outlining what changes
are necessary in the assumption of economic roles
by the state. Attached to the study, the Appendix
includes the theoretical-methodological system of
aspects that may serve as a starting basis for the
evaluation of the public political ideas and policies
aimed at the reform of the public sector. 

In this article, based on the study, we sum-
marise the main characteristics of the operation of
the Hungarian state and the directions of neces-
sary changes. The aspectual framework of the
study is determined by the following principles. 

In the mixed economy formed in the twenti-
eth century, the state assumed a role of a different
quality compared to before. The traditional (pub-
lic authority) functions of the government were
complemented with social (social political) as
well as economic tasks, the latter aimed at miti-
gating the effects of economic cycle fluctuations.

The activity of the state is not simply task-
solving of an organisational-technical nature but
is at the same time an effort made to serve the
public good.

The need to keep up in today's global compe-
tition means new challenges for the state. One of
these is the market perfecting function, comprising
three tasks: easing information asymmetries,
strengthening control, creating competition con-
ditions and, if necessary, forcing out competition.

The current crisis has made the challenges clear
in its own dramatic way. The global crisis is the
consequence of the fact that a distancing of an irra-
tional extent has developed between the real sphere
and the speculative financial space. The global cri-
sis and the search for economic courses leading out
of it cast a new light upon the role of the state. 
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THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
OPERATION OF THE HUNGARIAN STATE

The relevant acts in Hungary regulate the oper-
ational order of state institutions instead of
elaborating a detailed state model. The main
reason for this is that at the time of the political
change, there was no consensus between political
players on the issue of a state model to be estab-
lished. For the same reason, there was no com-
prehensive amendment made to the constitu-
tion. 

A detailed analysis of the overall operational
mechanism of the Hungarian state or even of
individual subsystems of public finances would
be far beyond the scope of this article. Our
starting point is that the state implementing a
market-making, privatisation centred econom-
ic policy and urging the influx of foreign oper-
ating capital would have been consistent (and,
as a result of a consistent policy, successful) if
it had transformed the government sector and
its institutions according to the requirements
of the market economy and the required eco-
nomic catch-up, contributed to creating the
conditions necessary for a dynamic develop-
ment and mitigated the inequalities caused by
market mechanisms. The analysis is therefore
carried out along three main strategic action
directions: 

•creative destruction, 
•creating the conditions required for catch-

up and for sustainable development later on
and

•serving the public good.
Creative destruction means the activities

that have been related partly, beginning with
the political change, to creating the operational
conditions of the state necessary for the estab-
lishment of the market economy and partly to
renewing the outdated operational conditions,
within the framework of reforms. The creation
of the conditions required for dynamic devel-
opment and catch-up focuses on the activities

that are needed from the side of the state for
the achievement of this goal. The service of the
public good means the totality of the activities
through which the principle of harmonising
individual and community interests is imple-
mented.

Creative destruction: the semi-reforms
of the government sector or the
reforms that have failed to take place 

The public finance reforms related to the politi-
cal change were decisively aimed at downsizing
the state socialist system, withdrawing the state
from the economy and democratizing and
decentralising2 the system of public finances,
while the need to establish mechanisms serving
the efficiency and transparency of the public
sector was ignored. The Act on Public Finances
passed in 1992 did not take it fully into account
in which direction the public sector would
develop and according to what old and new
rules in would operate in the developed world.
Thus, compared to the regulations on other
fields of the financial system (e.g. accounting,
credit institutions, the capital market, bank-
ruptcy procedures, etc.) public finances have
been lagging behind almost since the very
beginning. 

The political, economic and social transfor-
mation has been characterised by an institution
building serving the establishment of a middle
class system and an economic political
manoeuvring serving the maintenance of the
external and internal financial balance. This
dichotomy has characterised the transition
processes of the public sector as well. On the
one hand, the important institutions of the
public finances of modern market economies
have been established: a new system of taxation
has been introduced, a subnational government
level independent from the point of view of
public law, as well as a State Audit Office have
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been established (before the political change
already). In 1990, the source regulation system
of councils/local governments changed. In the
same year, the social security fund was separat-
ed from the central budget. By dismantling
state property, the privatisation of the entre-
preneurial property of the state began and local
governments as well as social security authori-
ties were assigned property. 

It was another important element of the
public finance reform process that, adjusting to
the international trends of globalisation, the
financing of deficit was gradually put on a cap-
ital market basis. Partly related to this, the
Bank of Issue Act passed in 1991 established
the independent bank of issue. By the founda-
tion of the Hungarian State Treasury in 1996,
the modernisation of the fund management
system of public finances began. The treasury
system produced significant savings; through
the opportunity of ex ante control, the finan-
cial discipline of economic entities supervised
by the Treasury improved. State-debt related
transactions were gradually transferred from
the bank of issue to the State Debt
Management Centre (Treasury), which was
part of the treasury system. The beneficial use
of the opportunities granted by the treasury
system and the strengthening of public finance
discipline are, however, significantly hindered
by the facts that the Treasury information sys-
tem is outdated on the one hand, while, on the
other hand, a considerable part of state duties
have been withdrawn from public finances and
assigned to various corporate and non-profit
organisational forms. In its report3 published
in July 2009, the State Audit Office establishes
the following: 

“It has impeded the operational efficiency of the

information system and, through this, of the

Treasury, that, lacking strategic establishment or

coordination, the system has been supported by

subsystems with activities developed at various

platforms, requiring parallel data input but being

unable to directly communicate with one anoth-

er, which were mostly characterised by outdated

technology furthermore, making only weak inner

and managerial control possible. The system sup-

porting budget planning and the compilation of

the report, based on a 15 year old technology,

involves high risk and cannot be further devel-

oped at this platform. The demands of the

accounting system introduced over 10 years ago

have also changed considerably, as a consequence

of which the system as well as its development

application perform on the verge of their capaci-

ty.” Related to the former, it would also be need-

ful to combine the technological modernisation

currently supported from EU funds with the sub-

stantive modernisation of the information and

budget presentation system”. 

Concurrently with the introduction of the
treasury system, the way of financing of local
governments changed (gross financing was
replaced by net financing), a law was passed on
the procedure to be applied in the case of local
government insolvency and articles of the
Local Government Act concerning financial
management were amended in several places. In
1997, the establishment and operation of local
government associations was regulated by law.
It would be advisable to consider extending
central financial management to the local level
of public finances, without violating the consti-
tutional independence of local governments. 

Apart from the above, the political forces
implementing the political change – beyond the
understandably different natures of the values
they represented, also due to economic politi-
cal constraints – were unable to reach a consen-
sus on the target model of the state “of after pub-
lic finance reforms”. “For the policy makers of
the country in transition as well as for its wide
social strata, the direct examples, the wish to
develop the welfare services assumed and oper-
ated by the state to approach the level of these
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examples and the particularities involved there-
in were determined by European integration
and the social-economic value and interest sys-
tem of the “social market economy” represent-
ing it. This obligatory adjustment meant the
adoption of the system of rules and institu-
tions, i.e. in practice of the EU legal order
(acquis communautaire) in force. Yet there has
been no consistent following of the European
example. Neither as regards social services
(social policy, health care and pension services),
nor as regards the society and economy organ-
isational (administrative, conducting and man-
aging) roles of the state. Since, for a segment of
the political-economic elite influential in deci-
sion-making, the so-called »mainstream« pat-
terns from overseas, advocating the efficiency
of a »night-guard state«, the advantages of pri-
vatising social services and the self-reliance of
citizens, were formulated, almost dogmatically,
as the keys to joining the mainstream.”4

It can be explained by the uncertainty about
choosing the model that some of the newly
established public finance systems and institu-
tions have operated with serious inner contra-
dictions. A typical example for this is that
social security funds were transferred to local
authority supervision in 1993 but were rena-
tionalised in mid 1998. The most important
sign of the lack of a consistent target model is
the Hungarian local government system, which
has been assigned a constitutional indepen-
dence of an unusual extent in international
comparison as well as a wide and, despite the
scattered settlement structure, a homogeneous
scope of duties and authority. Due to a misin-
terpretation of the principles of fiscal decen-
tralisation, the public legal institution of oblig-
atory association, which would ensure an
economies-of-scale and efficient task perform-
ance at the local level, has failed to be intro-
duced until today. The decentralisation of tasks
also meant the decentralisation of conflicts at
the same time. This eased the pain of the eco-

nomic transition in the short run but generated
several instances of tension in the longer run.
In the local government sector, serious lack of
funds and, even today and especially in the case
of the capital and of cities with county rights,
wasting, have been concurrent phenomena.
The situation is made more serious by the
untransparent operation of local-government
owned business organisations performing local
government tasks.5

In relation with the above, it is established in an

Audit Office report6 published in 2009 that every

year, a significant proportion of the local govern-

ments audited, in the years 2005–2007, some 80

per cent of them and in the year 2008, 70 per cent,

failed to ensure the balance of the planned bud-

get revenues and expenditures, i.e. their budget

revenues failed to provide coverage for their

budget expenditures. For the financing of the

planned budget expenditures, ensuring liquidity

for the year and helping the budget balance, some

two thirds of them planned to take up a short-

term liquid loan in 2005–2008. In 2007–2008,

one quarter of the audited local authorities issued

bonds, most of which (74 per cent) were foreign

currency based bonds with a variable interest

rate. Bond issuing meant a gradual indebtedness

of local governments; as the proposals of the bod-

ies of representatives reveal, the commitments

generated were to be covered from operating

budget revenues. Considering the exchange rate

changes of the currencies concerned as well as the

variable interest condition, bond issuing involves

risks for local governments. In the long run,

indebtedness has an adverse effect on the finan-

cial situation of local governments. Local govern-

ments, supported by the irresponsible credit poli-

cy of banks, involve an increasing risk for the

public finances balance, fragile as it is. 

The decision making affecting public finance
systems has been generally characterised by the
avoidance of conflicts involved in conscious
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structural transformation or in the closing of
superfluous institutions. Instead, it has tried to
encourage institutions or their maintainers to
increase the efficiency of financial management
by reducing central funding. A good example for
this is primary education where a fall in the
number of school children and the growth in the
rate of church-run and non-profit run schools
were not followed by a proportionate downsiz-
ing of the local government institutional system.

An Audit Office report published in 20087 estab-

lishes the following on the above: “In the period of

2004–2006, the number of children and students

in public education, as a consequence of the

national demographical situation, fell by 2.8 per

cent and, within this, the fall was 4.5 per cent in

state (i.e. local government) run schools. The fall

in the number of children/students was not fol-

lowed by a proportionate downsizing in the num-

ber of teachers. In the same period, the number of

teachers in public education fell by 0.6 per cent

overall and by 2.6 per cent at state (local govern-

ment) run institutions. The coverage per

child/student was (at state/local government run

institutions) HUF 471.6 thousand in 2004 and

HUF 550.2 thousand in 2006, which meant a

16.7 per cent rise. The coverage per child in

kindergartens rose by 13.2 per cent, while the spe-

cific coverage per student at primary and second-

ary schools rose by 17.4 per cent. The rise in the

specific coverage was partly due to an increase in

the payments to personnel, and partly due to a fall

in the number of children/students. Yet, the fall in

the student/teacher ratio and the rise in the specif-

ic coverage were not followed by an improvement

in students' performance, i.e. by a strengthening of

efficiency in public education. Comparing expen-

diture to efficiency it can be established that, in

Hungarian public education, the resources avail-

able have been used at low efficiency.”

Several instruments of the financial system of
public finances have served the withdrawal of

funds. It is sufficient to refer to the endless own
income interest of local governments or of the
council and later local government fund regula-
tion system encouraging the depletion of
assets. The loosening of budget management
was meant to compensate for the growing
underfinancing of the sector. Transparency or
accountability could not be demanded of such
a system. What we had here was a cynical prac-
tice of 'accomplices': “I will not give you
enough funds to cover your duties” but, in
return, “I do not care where you get the money
for survival”. Consequently, the reducing of
funding by avoiding a conscious restructuring
has led, in many cases, to the depletion of
assets, or the performance of excessive
state/local government duties at a low stan-
dard. At the central level of public finances, it
is due to an imprecise planning of the own rev-
enues of central budget organs as well as the
low efficiency control of the public moneys
used here that operation is characterised by low
efficiency. 

In economic transition processes, liberalisa-
tion, deregulation and privatisation8 took place
simultaneously, which weakened the state, since
privatisation and liberalisation would have
required a significantly stronger regulatory role
by the state than the one established. The main
reason for this was that privatisation was
extended also to public utility companies oper-
ating as natural monopolies.

Creating the conditions 
for sustainable development

The performance of duties by the state may be
undisturbed, continuous and safe if the state is
able to create the conditions for sustainable devel-
opment (growth). In today's globalised world,
state involvement is a general requirement of a
state for the sake of such development. This is
well illustrated by the fact that, among the mil-
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lennium targets of the United Nations, sus-
tainable development is number one. 

The content-theoretical formulation of the
requirement of sustainable development can
vary considerably, however. In the monetarist
mainstream trend it is used to describe a state
of economic growth which proceeds without
inflation. For environmentalists, it means an
economic growth sustainable in the long run
by the use of renewable resources, without
causing significant environment pollution. In
what follows, the various approaches are to be
presented by using the formulations of the
National Sustainable Development Strategy.9

For economic policy, sustainable develop-
ment means a development implemented in a
way creating a balance between economic, envi-
ronmental and societal-social targets not only
in the short but also in the long run. Thus, sus-
tainable development serves a broadly inter-
preted improvement of the quality of life,
because of which the sustainable management
of natural resources must couple with an eco-
nomic development fostering the achievement
and preservation of welfare and with social jus-
tice.

With reference to natural resources this
means that the realistic needs of society can be
only met through the sustaining capacity of the
natural environment, but the sustaining capaci-
ty of the natural environment also restricts the
meeting of demands at the same time.

In a society that follows the principles of
sustainability, social justice is implemented, the
basis of which is guaranteeing equal chances in
the access to opportunities and the sharing of
social burden, alongside with an effort to con-
tinuously improve the quality of life. The cur-
rently ongoing social-economic processes and
their effects often significantly contradict these
environmental and social requirements.

In this article, it is the financial aspects of sus-
tainability that are to be dealt with in detail. In
the first approach, we must meet the require-

ments of the European Stability and Growth
Pact and gradually perform the criteria of join-
ing the Euro zone. In the second approach, we
must further improve the public finance bal-
ance and conquer surface as well as deeper
structural problems. 

Surface structural problems include the lack
of budget discipline on the expenditure side of
the budget, an insufficiently sound financial
basis for government decisions as well as
ungrounded political promises. The revenues
side, on the other hand, is endangered by a
weak taxation discipline.

The sustainability of financial balance is
endangered by a deeper structural disproportion-
ateness behind the surface phenomena. The major
supply systems (health care, pension, social care,
education) are overdeveloped compared to the
economic potential of the country: there are
too many institutions and too broad entitle-
ments, while these systems operate with low
efficiency. At the same time, these supply sys-
tems are also strained by demography prob-
lems, by what were believed to be one-time
losses of the political change (e.g. the closing of
1.5 million work places) and by the major dif-
ferences that have occurred and remained in
regional development. Public finance revenues,
on the other hand, have failed to grow suffi-
ciently due to the lacking competitiveness of
Hungarian enterprises. Small and medium
enterprises are unable to either pay the high tax
and contribution burden or to significantly
widen employment. Their innovation activities
are also much restricted.

In the situation given, the creation of a sus-
tainable financial balance requires both the fur-
ther reduction of state expenditure and the
increase of revenues by widening the circle of
taxpayers, as well as the preparation of meas-
ures aiming at the rationalisation of the major
supply system. Through these steps, in just a
few years' time there will be savings attainable
that can be partly spent on increasing the com-
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petitiveness of enterprises. The growing com-
petitiveness of small and medium enterprises in
turn may mean rising employment. A signifi-
cantly rising employment level may contribute
to increasing budget revenues, reducing social
expenditure and improving the active/inactive
ratio. Thereby it may ensure an improving
financial balance and the sustainability thereof
in the medium run.

Correlations are certainly not as simple as
this as Hungary must face, even in the long run,
most adverse effects of the international eco-
nomic and financial crisis as well as serious chal-
lenges following from the ageing of the popula-
tion, the global transformation of the world
economy and environmental changes.

Considering economic growth, Hungary
was characterised by stagnation at the point of
reaching the political change: in 1988, there was
a slight decline in GDP, while in 1989, there
was only 0.7 per cent growth compared to the
previous year. After the change, in the period
referred to as transformation, there was a sig-
nificant fall in GDP, reflecting the overall gross
performance of the Hungarian economy: com-
pared to 1989, GDP was 18 per cent lower in
1993. The political change involved significant
structural changes: 

•through the privatisation process, owner-
ship structure was transformed,

•the number of market players grew,
•the weights of the state sector, the big cor-

porations- and the small and medium com-
pany sector changed,

•the rate of foreign ownership rose signifi-
cantly,

•there were changes in the structure of pro-
duction and in the geographical and prod-
uct structure of foreign trade.

Without discussing economic growth, exter-
nal effects or the actual economic political
responses to these, let us just note that there
was a failure to establish the conditions necessary
for sustainable development. In the beginning of

the period, after the one-time serious transforma-
tional fall, the policy based on foreign operating
capital import proved unsuccessful. As can be
seen today already, this process not only estab-
lished a dual economic structure but, due to the
global economic rearrangements, catchup
would require a conscious economic structural
change. In this, the state with a developing
function, with the necessary institutions and
operational mechanisms, and last but not least,
with the modernisation of the system of
national economic planning, should have a sig-
nificant role. 

Serving the public good: an attempt to
construct a social market economy 

For the practical implementation of serving the
public good through state involvement, the
system of conditions to start from comprises
what are referred to as the fundamental laws
(the Constitution primarily), the international
agreements and the internal and external
endowments and circumstances limiting the
scope of development. In relation with the
Hungarian Constitution, it is necessary to
underline that it is declared in two places in the
Constitution that the economic system of
Hungary is market economy, while a certain
market economy model with specified contents is
not identified. The Constitution is neutral from
an economic political point of view, so it gives
no guidelines on the extent or intensity of state
intervention, and there are certainly no hints
on a ban on state intervention. The
Constitution Preamble, however, talks of a social
market economy specifically, which does involve
obligations. Considering, furthermore, that the
sustainment and protection of market econo-
my are constant constitutional responsibilities
of the state, it is justified to view the model of
social market economy as authoritative in the
state involvement in serving the public good. It
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should also be seen that, lacking adequate pub-
lic finance regulations, the necessary restraints
and counterweights are missing with regard to
both the sharing of tax burden and state obli-
gations. 

The government of the political change estab-

lished in May 1990 announced the policy of

establishing a market economy according to this

model. But the practical implementation of the

principles of the model was hindered by the above

mentioned decline in economic performance and

the deterioration of the budget balance. Even in

1996, household consumption was still some 13

per cent lower than in the year 1990, which

means an annual fall of 2.3 per cent.

Throughout the whole period examined, econom-

ic transition had an adverse effect on social cohe-

sion. One of the major problems was a growing

income inequality: the ratio of the incomes of the

top 10 per cent to the bottom 10 per cent was

6.1:1 in 1990, rising to 7.3:1 in 1995. It can also

be established that qualifications had a growing

role in the development of income differences.

Even today, the living conditions of social groups

falling behind, especially the situation of the

Roma population, continues to deteriorate.

The macroeconomic correction in 1995 worsened

the chances for the very much needed strengthen-

ing of social cohesion most suddenly and to a

great extent. The slowdown of economic growth

in 1995 and 1996 and the reallocation of incomes

to the benefit of the corporate sector, with the aim

to increase competitiveness, caused a sensitive

decrease in the sources available for welfare func-

tions within public finance expenditures, includ-

ing the real value of the funds for the Health

Insurance Fund and the Pension Fund, in both

years. 

In the first two government cycles, the most
significant laws regulating welfare systems
were passed. The welfare services appropriated
in these, generally without detailed effects cal-

culations, could not be fully guaranteed by the
state, lacking the necessary financial or other
resources. Therefore, the laws had to be fre-
quently amended on the one hand and, on the
other hand, those in need did not have equal
access to social, health care or other welfare
services. From the beginning of the new mil-
lennium, the incorporation of the acquis com-
munautaire of the European Union into the
Hungarian legal system began. This consolidat-
ed the basis of social market economy but, at
the same time, further increased the difference
between declared rights and actually attainable
opportunities. 

From 1997 on, the acceleration of economic
growth to 4–4.5 per cent made it possible to
improve the position of public finances and
reduce unemployment. In salary outflow, there
was a conscious withholding for some time,
which gradually eased thereafter. Social and
social security expenditure similarly rose. The
ambitious measures raising salaries and pen-
sions, taken within the framework of a welfare
catchup but without realistically considering
the resources available, caused a deterioration in
the fiscal position to an extent that, form the mid-
dle of this decade, the stabilisation of public
finances became the primary task. The global cri-
sis in 2008 made it even more evident that a
comprehensive modernisation of the welfare sys-
tems was inevitable. 

THE SIZE OF PUBLIC FINANCES 
IN HUNGARY: THE PARADOX OF A LARGE
BUT WEAK STATE 

Is the size of public finances in Hungary really
too large? This question is easiest to answer by
an international comparison. In Hungary, in
the socialist system, the extent of state redistri-
bution well exceeded the corresponding extent
in capitalist welfare states. As a consequence,
after the political change, Hungarian public
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finance expenditures expressed in GDP per-
centage were above 60 per cent, which was
10–15 per cent higher than the extent charac-
teristic of European welfare states at the time.
Chart 1 compares the major ratios of
Hungarian public finances of the year 1992 to
the corresponding data of Germany and the
United Kingdom. The chart very well reveals
that the inherited socialist system of redistrib-
ution may even be regarded a newborn welfare
system: besides the debt management expendi-
ture included in the operational expenditures
of the state, it was welfare expenditure
expressed as GDP percentage that significantly
surpassed the corresponding GDP-proportion-
ate expenditures in Germany and the UK. 

It is worth comparing the situation with the
one that developed by 2007 (see Chart 2).

The chart clearly shows that Hungary, GDP
proportionately, spent as much on welfare
functions as Germany and the UK. Hungary

proportionately spent more than the other two
countries on the operation of the state, the
main reason of which was that the public debt
interest expenditure had to be taken into
account here. It is economic functions on
which Hungary spends in fact more, GDP pro-
portionately, than the two developed market
economies.

After the two “snapshots” in Charts 1 and 2,
Chart 3 presents changes in the functional
structure of government expenditures in
Hungary in the percentage of GDP, from the
political change until today. The chart very well
shows that in 1995–1996, through a drastic
reduction of welfare expenditures primarily,
the size of Hungarian public finances shrank to
approximately the average of European welfare
states and essentially stayed at that level until
2001. From 2001, government expenditure
expressed in GDP percentage started to rise
once more, exceeding the carrying capacity of

Chart 1 

PUBLIC FINANCE EXPENDITURES – MAJOR FUNCTIONS (1992)

Source: EUROSTAT data base
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Chart 3

PUBLIC FINANCE EXPENDITURES ACCORDING TO FUNCTIONS

Source: Ministry of Finance data base, 2008: End of year accounts bill

Chart 2

PUBLIC FINANCE EXPENDITURES – MAJOR FUNCTIONS (2007)
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the economy. This can be illustrated with the
rise of the state debt compared to GDP from
2002 onwards (see Table 1).

High public debt involves significant finan-
cial burden due to the lacking authenticity of
the economic policy and especially of financial
policy within this, as well as the obvious lack of
accordance between the monetary and fiscal
policies. Considering the close correlation
between public debt financing and the stability
of the Hungarian currency, sustaining the
recently attained improvement in authenticity
and joining the Euro zone as soon as possible
are issues of cardinal importance. 

Paradoxically, high public debt expenditures co-
occur with a deteriorating quality of public servic-
es, a rise in social conflicts and a general lack of
confidence. All these phenomena demand that
up-to-date budget planning methods and public
funds management simultaneously serve the
exploration of the reserves hidden in the “micro
structure” of public finance expenditures and
the improvement of public confidence. 

The main problems in the activity 
of the public sphere from the point of
view of competitiveness

The state can make various contributions to
the improvement of economic competitive-
ness. Ideally, it establishes and sustains the
legal, social, political and institutional media
and system of norms necessary for the activity
of the competition sphere serving society, i.e. it
creates a suitable business environment. In
addition, it establishes the infrastructural con-

ditions that are essential for the competitive
operation of the private sector and which the
competition sphere is reluctant to establish due
to the lack of market returns involved. In the
age of knowledge-based societies, major areas
of state contribution to competitiveness are
education and R&D. 

None of the competitiveness improving
activities of the public sphere give reason for
satisfaction at the moment. This is clearly
reflected in a World Bank survey on business
environments, according to which, in 2008: 

•the Hungarian economy, relative to its level
of development, is surpassed by 23 per cent
of the countries;

•compared to Hungarian public institutions
and local governments, it is in 46 per cent
of the countries where the operation of the
there public institutional system is a lesser
burden for the business sphere; 

•the backlog of Hungary is especially signif-
icant in the fields of authority procedures,
the protection of investors, the certifica-
tion of lawfully acquired property and the
management of tax payment.

From the beginning of this decade, Hungary
– as international comparisons, e.g. the IMD
World Competitiveness Yearbook reveal – has
fallen increasingly behind in the country ranking
in competitiveness. 

In the ranking according to the summarised indi-

cator of competitiveness, Hungary occupied only

the 45th place in the year 2009, in contrast to the

27th place in 2000. Considering direct rivals, the

country group comprising the Czech Republic,

the Slovak Republic and Poland had the 34th

Table 1

LEVEL OF PUBLIC DEBT EXPRESSED IN GDP PERCENTAGE

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Level of Debt 54.3 52.1 55.8 58.1 59.4 61.7 65.6 65.8 73.0 78.7

Source: Ministry of Finance
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place in 2008, while it was still 39th in the year

2000. Another country group (Bulgaria and

Romania) also improved its position in competi-

tiveness: from the 45th, it advanced to the 42nd in

2008. It was an improvement in several of the

sub-indicators of competitiveness that made it

possible to overtake Hungary. In the case of

Hungary, government efficiency deteriorated to a

great extent, while Bulgaria and Romania

strengthened their positions in this respect and the

Czech Republic, the Slovak Republic and Poland

were able to keep their earlier positions in the

ranking. As regards the sub-indicator of business

efficiency, Hungary once again worsened its posi-

tion in this respect, too, while the other two coun-

try groups maintained their earlier positions.

Regarding the sub-indicator expressing economic

performance, Hungary's position deteriorated

considerably, while Bulgaria and Romania sus-

tained and the Czech Republic, the Slovak

Republic and Poland improved their competi-

tiveness status to some extent. Considering all

indicators, it was only the field of infrastructure

where Hungary was able to maintain its relative

earlier position, similar to the country group

comprising the Czech Republic, the Slovak

Republic and Poland, while Bulgaria and

Romania both improved their positions com-

pared to previous years in 2008. 

The influence of party politics 
on public policies and the proliferation
of rent seeking 

Behind the weaknesses like the outlined non-
occurence of public finance reforms, the accu-
mulation of high public finance deficit, of a
decisive significance, and the insufficient public
service and regulation activities of the public
sphere, there were political obstacles of various
natures playing a significant role. These were
partly of politics-nature and partly of policy-
nature. 

Obstacles of politics nature include an
extreme opposition of political forces and the
lack of a consensus between the political elites,
as a result of which the reforms launched by
one government were tried to be annulled by
the next government.10 Another serious obsta-
cle of politics-nature was the attitude of polit-
ical parties governed by short-term goals like
popularity hunting and the collection of votes.
Maximising votes is a natural objective of
political parties. At the same time, the initia-
tives of political parties in Hungary often
failed to provide advantages to the targeted
group of voters sustainable in the long run,
instead, they led to measures easy to commu-
nicate and high sounding, which failed to pro-
duce permanent improvement in the living
conditions of target groups, however. These
anomalies were pointed out in several reports
of the Audit Office as well as in the study of
this research institute.11

Government measures with short-term
effects and which therefore mutually destroyed
the effects of one another are well illustrated by
the changes in the salaries of the public sphere
in the past 15 years. Chart 4 presents the devel-
opment of gross salaries compared to inflation
in the competition and public spheres. 

In a study analysing the macroeconomic
risks of the 2008 budget12 we highlighted upon
an easy to follow tendency in salary develop-
ment in the competition sphere: the rise in
gross salaries was mostly adjusted to the infla-
tion to the previous year. 

The correlation is well illustrated by the
chart. Even more obvious are the ups-and-
downs in the development of salaries in the
public sphere.13 Here it was namely not eco-
nomic regularities but the “logic” of politics
that was implemented: in the years when the
government in office strove to win the favour
of public employees, significant salary rises
were implemented, but at times when expendi-
tures could be reduced with the least political
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resistance by a decrease in the same salaries,
public employees suffered a real salary cut. 

It was also characteristic of the shaping of public

policies that individual policy branches were

shaped by an excessive rivalling of the opinion

forming and interest groups of the branches con-

cerned, which, too, had several ties to party polit-

ical influencing. A frequent consequence of this

was, as was also pointed out by a growing num-

ber of Audit Office reports, that the professional

goals or expected results of the policies were not

formulated, while the professional, social, finan-

cial and budgetary effects were not sufficiently

explored. Laws forced through with political

motivation proved contradictory, unfinanceable

and unimplementable in practice. 

The harmful political influencing experienced
in the public sphere has been especially appar-
ent in the following areas recently: 

•in political cycle changes (in the changes
apparent in macroeconomic processes in
election years, the excessive public finance
deficits in election years and in the contra-
dictory development of investments span-
ning over government cycles);

•in the allocation mechanisms of state devel-
opment subsidies and the operation of the
cronyist systems being parts of these
mechanisms, as well as in the existence of a
significant level of corruption;

•in the financial dependence of local govern-
ments from the central government and 

•in the strong party political affiliation of
the majority of the civil sphere, in their ide-
ological dividedness, the cohesive function
of their own financial interest instead of the
interests of the groups “represented” and in
the lack of their so much needed genuine
independence.

A direct consequence of party political influ-

Chart 4

THE ADJUSTMENT OF AVERAGE SALARIES TO INFLATION IN THE COMPETITION 
AND THE PUBLIC SPHERES 1993–2008, FULL–TIME EMPLOYEES, PREVIOUS YEAR = 100%

Source: Central Statistical Office - Employment and salary ratios,  institutional employment statistics
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ence, the weakened state (public administra-
tion) and the lack of a genuine civil control is
the proliferation of rent seeking. Rent seeking
denotes the forms of behaviour of economic
players targeted at the creation, attainment or
maintenance of rents in the economics sense.
Rents in the economics sense (i.e. extra profit)
are made when the owner of a resource,
through a certain activity (or attitude) attains
extras that would be impossible to attain by
other uses of that resource, under genuine
competition conditions. Rents produce higher
yields for the owner of the resource concerned
than the opportunity cost of the resource. 

Rents (extra profit) are also attainable at the
market, by getting into a monopoly position.
Rent seeking occurs when market players try
to attain rents by utilising for them favourable
conditions of state rules or orders, or by influ-
encing these conditions. The presentation of
the operational mechanisms of rent hunting
got into the focus of attention through the the-
ory of community decision making.14 Rent
hunters strive to influence legislative, govern-
mental or administrative measures that are
aimed at changing the life situation of individ-
ual voters and some production, employment
or consumer interest groups thereof, or have
such effects as unintentional side effects of the
measures. Accordingly, rents can be produced
in two different ways: 

•state decision makers intentionally favour
some groups, 

•rents are produced due to the deficiency of
state decisions.

In the former case, the politicians elected, so
as to increase their re-election chances, or the
appointed bureaucrats, civil servants or admin-
istrators, so as to increase the resources at their
disposal, grant monopoly rights in a certain cir-
cle of public goods, welfare or income trans-
fers, to the producer or service groups produc-
ing these or to the groups of employees or con-
sumers using them. It is important to empha-

sise that this is a case of the bad operation of a
political mechanism, i.e. it is about the imper-
fections of the government; it is not about cor-
ruption, but lawfully passed state measures.
They pass a law, for example, that grants a spe-
cial premium to a group of employees, or there
is a ministry that makes too strict licensing
requirements. The latter makes it necessary to
recruit more employees to the department
responsible for licensing while, at the same
time, market entry is made more difficult:
accordingly, those who do get a licence, acquire
a rent.

According to the literature, the social costs
of rent hunting at the political markets well
exceed the total sum of the individual profits
acquired by participation in it; this kind of
rivalry should be regarded as clearly improduc-
tive.15 The realisations formulating the pres-
ence of rent hunting and the necessity of inves-
tigating into it were born based on the findings
of empirical surveys on the operation of state
regulation and it is the same findings that serve
as a basis for estimations on the costs of rent
hunting. While it should be kept in mind that
the data are difficult to compare – calculations
refer to various time periods and estimation
procedures are different, too – empirical analy-
ses suggest very high numerical values in rent
hunting.16

According to the findings of calculations made

using data of India of the year1968, the costs of

rent hunting generated by regulation restrictions

in state investment, foreign trade, product con-

trol, interest restrictions and railway services,

amounted to 7.3 per cent of the national income.

Another survey using data of Turkey also of the

year 1968 found that foreign trade restrictions

implemented by customs duties, taxes and other

fees made the value of import licences incorpo-

rating the stake of rent hunting so high that it

amounted to GNP 15 per cent. Analyses exam-

ining the effects of foreign trade restrictions on
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the basis of data from 1980 estimated the costs of

rent hunting to have reached GDP 38 per cent

in Kenya and GNP 25–40 per cent in India. A

survey published in 1975, using data of the

United States, reveals that total social losses

involved in rent hunting amounted to 3.3 per

cent of the GNP. Estimations published in 1978

taking corporate production values as a refer-

ence basis show that social losses involved in

rent hunting consume 7–13 per cent of the cor-

porate production value in the United States

and 4–7 per cent in the United Kingdom.

According to the conclusions of an analysis

investigating into the costs of rent hunting for

welfare and income transfers, published in

1992, 10 per cent of the total value of govern-

ment transfers in the United States are lost in

the form of rent hunting costs.

The mechanisms of rent hunting are also
active in the Hungarian economy and society.
This is indicated by the fact that in public
finance expenditures, the weight of so-called
economic expenditures can be considered high
in international comparison (see Charts 1 and
2). Hungarian analyses examining the manifes-
tations of the above present that various acts
of state regulation, from foreign trade regula-
tion to the subsidisation systems of agriculture
and crisis branches, the utilisation of EU funds
and public procurement procedures, are all
marked by the signs of successful rent hunting
as is shown by the examples of other coun-
tries.17

The social costs of rent hunting can be very
high also in the Hungarian economy. A recent
analysis in which numerical estimations, too,
were made presents, for example, how and to
what extent the significant public finance funds
used for the implementation of a package of
government measures aimed to foster the pur-
chase of informatics instruments through tax
credits were “tapped” by the mechanisms of
rent hunting operating within the public pro-

curement rule system. Only 58 per cent of the
“profit” of the state subsidy granted in the
form of tax credits reached the consumer
groups that were to have been the original ben-
eficiaries, while 42 per cent of the state subsidy
disappeared in the pockets of the distributors
taking part in the project. During the imple-
mentation of the project, distributors earned
rents worth an estimated amount of almost
HUF 11bn.18

The destructive processes of rent hunting do
not stop at the border of fiscal processes: the
increasingly swirling vortices of “disorder”,
“chaos” and anomie sooner or later carry along
the whole state operation and the whole socie-
ty with them.19

The paradox of a large and inefficient
government sector 

It was through the processes described in the
previous subchapters that the paradox of
Hungarian public finance reforms developed,
i.e. that despite the hollowing of the state and the
decrease in its performance, its size has stayed sig-
nificant. There are four fundamental reasons
for the latter. 

Public opinion believes the number one rea-
son is the “overdeveloped” welfare system. On
the basis of the above international comparison
and the investigations of the Audit Office, the
number one fundamental reason is that the
economic sphere is given (back) too large sums
from the central budget. Companies in
Hungary (including those in foreign owner-
ship) live, to a significant extent, on state
expenditures (funds) and, considering this, the
net tax burden rate of the entrepreneurial
sphere is also significantly lower than the gross.
The state subsidies granted to the economic
sphere are unharmonised and wasteful; the cost
level of state orders (public procurement) is
unduly high. 
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For the illustration of the above, let us quote a

report of the Audit Office published in August

200920: “In the investments audited, aspects of eco-

nomic efficiency have not been given priority. The

economic efficiency requirements of state invest-

ments or the requirements of state investors are not

laid down in law and such requirements have not

been set by the ministry exercising the ownership

rights (Ministry of Economy and Transport,

Ministry of Transport, Telecommunications and

Energy Affairs), either. There have been no com-

plex comparative calculations or analyses made to

estimate the cost effects to be generated by relieving

the road network around the motorways to be built

(shorter travel times, lower environmental burden,

lower fuel consumption, etc.). During our audits

year by year, we have repeatedly found that, prior

to motorway construction, there are no preliminary

cost estimations or price calculations made based

on a detailed unit price analysis. The engineer's

costs that NIF Zrt. (National Infrastructure

Development Ltd.) had assessed for the implemen-

tation of the investments were based on earlier con-

tractor's costs, which also included the risk sur-

charges of the contractors. The estimation based on

the former did not reveal the realistic costs of the

respective motorway sections. The “lowest quota-

tion on the whole” formulated in the public pro-

curement act does not mean in itself the best quota-

tion from the national economic point of view .”

The second reason is that the political elite
suffer from growing legitimacy problems,
which they try to mitigate by granting financial
favours to various groups of electors. As a con-
sequence, instead of a comprehensive moderni-
sation of the welfare systems, there have been
newer and newer, on the whole unsustainable,
elements appearing in the social security and
social services system. 

The third reason is the lack of a cooperation
ability between political parties, as a result of
which changes or developments started by one
government, including investment projects to

serve several generations, have always been
neglected by the next government in office. 

The fourth reason is that, partly due to the
lack of political consensus, even the reforms
actually launched were discontinued or got
stuck at the surface, not getting beyond various
amendments made to financing regulations or
the formal transformation of the organisations
concerned. 

An Audit Office report21 established the following

on the basis of a recent investigation into the high-

er education reform, for example: “Under the

Higher Education Act, the financing of higher

education has been implemented in a multi-chan-

nel system (per capita support, tenders, agree-

ments). The per capita support to be allocated is,

however, not determined on the basis of the cover-

age required for the training or of performance

requirements but is practically rendered as base-

line funding, depending mostly (for 80 per cent)

on the number of state funded students and to a

lesser extent on the number of tutors/employees.

Thus, institutions have a stake in increasing and

maintaining student intake. The number of state

funded students at the respective higher education

institutions is determined, besides the number of

applying students, by the annually changing min-

istry decisions. The current system of granting

state funding, despite the competition for students

of higher education institutions, has not con-

tributed to the qualitative selection of the institu-

tions. State funding is independent of the value

judgement of the labour market and the students.”

Understandably, the “semi reforms” launched in

various fields of the public sphere every 3-4 years,

which were then discontinued, have not led to a

more efficient operation of the sphere. 

It should be mentioned as the number five
reason that the efficiency of the utilisation of
public moneys is rather low. The application of
up-to-date planning and management methods
is missing; alongside the above mentioned fre-
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quent changes in financial conditions, ensuring
survival until tomorrow has become a perma-
nent goal in the lack of a strategic attitude;
those in charge of public funds have developed
adverse interest. 

The state allowing rent hunting and post-
poning consistent reforms has become an
obstacle to economic development ensuring
catchup, which has been manifested in several
ways. The most apparent of these has been the
deterioration of legal security, which the state
has triggered not only as a legislator but also as
a law enforcer and, sometimes, even as a market
player. There has been no improvement in the
corruption situation. This is dangerous
because, on the one hand, it causes direct
growth losses through effectuating the leaking
away of a significant part of the funds. It is esti-
mated that, among countries of OECD, fol-
lowing Turkey, it is Hungary where the tax
losses, caused by corruption and the interac-
tion of tax rates with the high corruption,22 are
the highest (GDP 9.1 per cent). On the other
hand, it is easy to see that foreign economic
players have well adapted to the situation in
Hungary, which will influence the circle and
attitude of future foreign investors in Hungary. 

THE DIRECTIONS OF NECESSARY
CHANGES IN THE OPERATION 
OF THE STATE

Just as the existence of market failures and
market economic imperfections is a reason for
state involvement, government failures are the
natural consequences thereof. Government
failures are corrected through various public
sector reforms. In developed countries, there
have developed various reform trends (strate-
gies). These have included efforts to introduce
different modern budgetary methods and to
employ managements based on performance
criteria. Under Hungary's specific conditions,

the state should not only guarantee the general
conditions of competitiveness but, as has been
pointed out several times, it should serve
catchup as well. Therefore, what is required
under the reform of the government sector is
pragmatic solutions, a suitable mixture of vari-
ous public reform strategies (reform mix). 

In the past period, the need to meet global
requirements, especially EU legal harmonisation
and the performance of economic political and
financial tasks following from the cooperation
with international financial institutions, has
been a considerable adjustment pressure for the
operation of the Hungarian state. The latter were
especially determinative in the 1990's. While
this pressure has eased in the past few years, it
is to get significantly stronger, temporarily,
once again, as a consequence of the internation-
al financial and economic crisis and another case
of large-scale foreign indebtedness. In spite of
the latter, a strong dominance typical for the
1990's should not be expected to return, one
reason for which is that, under the current con-
ditions, even international organisations have
surpassed the practice of the rigid implementa-
tion of the strict principles of the Washington
Consensus. Accordingly, the consideration of
national characteristics can be given more room
in the practice of state operation. 

The expedient way and extent of state involve-
ment can be determined starting from the para-
dox of “sustainable development – maintainable
state”. The most important task of the
Hungarian state is to put the country on a new
development track sustainable from economic,
social as well as ecological aspects. In order to
achieve this, it is especially important to over-
come two difficulties. One is that, following
from the transitional, catch-up character of
Hungary, economic growth is much less even
than in developed countries: it is a process bro-
ken by standstills and backslides. This phe-
nomenon is caused by great external shock
effects, macroeconomic volatility and income
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differences as factors shortening growth peri-
ods. Another factor making the transition to a
new track difficult is the serious recession fol-
lowing as a consequence of the global financial
and economic crisis and the drawn out stagnation
involved as well as the risk that markets will
lose confidence in that the solvency of the state
can be maintained. 

As the first step to make in order to over-
come these difficulties, supported by the
experts of IMF, it is essential to work out a strat-
egy ensuring the maintenance of solvency, one of
the main pillars of which is to place the eco-
nomic stimulation policy into a mid-term
framework based on clear economic political
principles, goals and an institutional system
supporting these, and the other is to launch
wide-scale genuine structural reforms in order
to foster growth.

Related to these pillars, there is a new task
involved in the implementation of a develop-
ment-oriented economic management recom-
mended by the OECD and the World Bank, the
logical-contentual steps of which are: mutually
established goals and strategies, the application
of a performance or policy based budget, the
operation of a decision-making system based
on professional evidence as well as pubic
accountability. For the operation of such an
economic management system it is essential to
establish a multi-year national economic plan-
ning system, including a mid-term budget
framework and mid-term expenditure frame-
works, which would remedy the state opera-
tional deficiency that the political, macroeco-
nomic planning and budget making processes
are not adequately harmonised. The establish-
ment of the system would make it possible to
prepare economic and social development
alternatives for the society and the government
that would offer genuine choice opportunities
and at the same time help to prevent that the
budget policy put too high a burden on the
future generations but ensure that this policy

should be sufficiently flexible and adjustable in
the medium and long run. The successful and
smooth operation of the system certainly
requires raising the operational standard of the
government, keeping the law, employing a well
trained and experienced civil service apparatus
as well as the participation of civil society.

On the basis of the above it is obvious that
the implementation of this major task requires
the performance of a multitude of subtasks by
the state. At the same time, a major obstacle to
sustainable development is exactly the fact that
the competition sphere has to sustain a public sec-
tor of low efficiency compared to its size. The
only way to solve this contradiction is to
improve the efficiency of Hungarian state
operation. In what follows we shall list the
most important fields where we believe that the
Hungarian state operation should be signifi-
cantly improved.

Defining the contents of state functions
and tasks and laying them down 
in regulations

Reducing state commitments and increasing the
efficiency of task performance have usually
appeared as goals in the policies of consecutive
governments but their implementation has
failed. The reform of the public sphere namely
does not simply mean a need to reduce the size
of the state or economise public expenditure. 
A higher standard of state services should be
achieved by making the operation of the state
more efficient. In order to achieve this, it is a fun-
damental requirement to reconsider the contents of
state tasks, define them in more detail and set relat-
ed performance requirements. Through this

•it is possible to create a clear framework for
the budget, with transparent resource needs;

•in the knowledge of the tasks assumed and
assumable by the state, more specific goals
and performance indicators can be set,
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whereby the opportunities of control and
accountability improve;

•policies that fail to meet the expected
requirements can be cancelled;

•the clear identification (determination) of
state tasks improves the conditions of sep-
arating the authorities and ranges of duty
between the central and local governments;

•there are better conditions to decide what
and to what extent the state wishes to sup-
port by public funds in the civil sphere;

•the operation of the state becomes more
transparent also for the “public”, which will
strengthen political confidence, making a
more stable governing possible, even the
more so because a budget designed this way
and the financing based thereon involve a
better harmonisation of tasks and funds.

Defining a future vision

Under the conditions of the globalised world,
it is an unpostponable task for the state to
design a social and economic “country target”,
i.e. a politically formulated and professionally
well grounded future vision, achievable and to
be achieved, which is supported by the majori-
ty of society. The “country target”, the future
vision is basically a harmonised set of public
political and professional political correlations,
values and targets.23

From this statement it also follows that
without a clearly formulated future vision it does
not make much sense to talk about development
policy or competitiveness and the debates, scien-
tific research or political statements in the issue
of “the most competitive public sphere” also
become very shaky. It is a basic message thus
that this comprehensive target identification
cannot be avoided in any way; without this, any
shaping of an efficient public sphere is doubt-
ful, its implementation shaky and its end result
unpredictable. 

Establishing a national economy 
planning system

Designing a future vision and keeping it con-
tinuously “in condition”, harmonising state
tasks, require the establishment of a national
economic planning system and its construction
as soon as possible. 

The system to be established must guarantee, as
a most important characteristic feature, the
institutional harmonisation of real development
(national development concept and plan,
regional development, settlement develop-
ment, economy development, the development
of the social and cultural spheres) and financial
planning (the convergence policy and the annu-
al budget at both the central and local levels).
Another requirement of this system is that,
keeping the requirements of the development
policy and economic competitiveness in view, it
must incorporate structural reforms into the
development plans.

Two policies of the New Hungary
Development Plan (the State Reform and the
Electronic Administration Operative Policies)
may provide direct funds for the purpose of
designing a planning system serving the estab-
lishment of a modern state with a developing
function.

Mapping out national development
strategies

It is a widely recognised and recommended fact
related to the practical implementation of sus-
tainable development that states (govern-
ments) should work out national development
strategies that present requirements in an inte-
grated way. In order to help mapping out such
strategies, the United Nations and OECD have
worked out guidelines to follow, the most impor-
tant elements of which are the integration of
policies, the frameworks connecting genera-
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tions, coordination and institutional relations,
the harmonisation of local and regional man-
agement as well as monitoring and evaluation.
In the case of Hungary, these guidelines were
used by the government when working out a
document on the national sustainable develop-
ment strategy. 

A remarkable attempt has been made for out-
lining a development strategy with view to the
requirements of sustainable development also on
the part of the Audit Office.24 The study referred
analyses the arguments for and against the
application of two alternative development sce-
narios: a scenario creating the basis for sustain-
able development by improving competitive-
ness and the other one putting the emphasis on
sustaining and strengthening social cohesion,
coming to the conclusion that, for Hungary, at
this stage of development, the most expedient
solution would be the conscious utilisation of
some of the elements of both scenarios more or
less simultaneously, in a harmonised way. 

For development strategies constructed
from such bases, it is a major challenge to treat
the pressure caused by the effects of the interna-
tional economic and financial crisis in serving the
public good and social cohesion. It is necessary
to fairly distribute in society the longer-term
adverse effects and burdens of the crisis in a
way that all members of society and not only or
excessively social strata who are poor or have
weak interest representation abilities should
have a share. On the other hand, it is important
to consider that, as a consequence of the crisis
and other development factors, economic
growth has been slowing down and there is less
income to distribute, while social costs have
been increasing due to the ageing of the popu-
lation, among others.

Even though the tasks of the state are of spe-
cial importance from the point of view of serv-
ing the public good and social cohesion, in this
activity it is essential not only to use the
achievements of the well-established, usual

social dialogue but, in the spirit of the EU
guidelines, also to construct and introduce a
wider scale civil dialogue. The creation of the
basis of sustainable development can thus best be
fostered by working out a national development
strategy in which strengthening economic compet-
itiveness and increasing the public good, social
cohesion and the role civil society are intercon-
nected.

In the implementation of the requirements
of sustainable development, high level state or
civil (independent) committees which, on the
one hand, help work out and continuously
update the strategies and, on the other hand,
control the government's implementation of
the strategy partly considering the aspect if the
professional documents are prepared in accor-
dance with the strategy on sustainable develop-
ment, also play an important role. In Hungary,
the National Sustainable Development Council
has been established and started operation with
the latter authority. 

Improving competitiveness

As has been reported above, Hungary, since the
beginning of this decade, has increasingly fallen
behind in the country ranking regarding com-
petitiveness. The state, too, has a significant
role in the attempts to change the situation.
From the supply factors of competitiveness, the
role of the state is apparent in two fields prima-
rily: in economic policy and economic regula-
tion. With reference to the latter, it is necessary
that the state pay attention to the business envi-
ronment, taxation, infrastructure, education,
research and development as well as human
resources. The direct subsidies applied in the
case of some of these factors often lead to the
distortion of market competition, because of
which it is advisable to replace the majority of
them, in the field of innovation, for example, by
indirect, market oriented subsidies. As regards
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infrastructure, the implementation of e-admin-
istration seems especially important. A third
important area of state involvement is the tasks
of reforming education, especially higher edu-
cation, based on definitive qualitative criteria,
and of narrowing the excessively decentralised
institutional system.

The situation that companies regard the public
sphere as a serious obstacle factor for the expeditious
operation of the economy must be changed urgent-
ly. This requires the following major changes: 

•reducing the tax burden, ensuring a more
even taxation, increasing the service nature
of tax administration, simplifying regula-
tions on the various taxes and contributions;

•creating a stable business regulatory envi-
ronment;

• reducing administrational burden, improv-
ing the quality of administration and rais-
ing the ethical level of state institutions;

•developing line infrastructure and human
infrastructure;

•consolidating the situation of the small and
medium enterprise sector, working out
policies fostering its development and
applying subsidies, with regard to the facts
that this sector has generated considerable
economic growth in the past years but has
been hard hit by the current economic and
financial crisis;

•curtailing the black economy and corrup-
tion as soon as possible;

•fostering a more even regional development. 

Public institutional reforms

For the state to be able to perform an efficient
activity in increasing competitiveness, it is essen-
tial to launch major, EU conform public institu-
tional reforms in Hungary. The public finance
regulation theses of the Audit Office as well as the
reform trends in EU and OECD countries may
serve as good starting points for this: 

•instead of the concept of transparency, the
attention is focused on meeting the
requirement of openness which, in addition
to transparency, includes citizens' accessi-
bility to information as well as the demand
of fast response;

•the raising of the service standard of public
institutions, with special attention to a new
and genuine performance orientedness in
public services;

•the transformation of institutional organi-
sational conditions by decentralisation and
by meeting global challenges;

•the considerate application of various
forms of market-type mechanisms.25

Strengthening the role of civil society

The organisations of civil society may play an
important role in improving competitiveness. 

A prerequisite for fostering the above is the
performance of the following major activities: 

•increasing investment in human capital
with the aims of an institutional develop-
ment improving the educational, health and
social situation of the population and a
value-oriented community building;

•involving civil organisations in the forma-
tion of the government's social and eco-
nomic policies;

•maintaining an interest harmonisation
based on a regular dialogue for civil organi-
sations;

•establishing flexible partnership and finan-
cial relations on the part of government
institutions;

•harmonising the activities of nonprofit
enterprise supporting organisations and
making them thus more efficient.

It is important that the performance of these
tasks couple with a fundamental change of atti-
tudes that meets the requirement of “gover-
nance” type governing, i.e. that the civil sphere,
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in addition to the state administration and the
business private sphere, should be a recognised
and acknowledged third player, an equal part-
ner, in the management of state operation.

Reducing the volume of redistribution
and improving its purposefulness

The scope of redistribution is determined by
EU expectations, social-economic changes, the
related interest and power relations as well as
historical traditions. Within this framework,
there are four factors of determinative signifi-
cance for state involvement: fostering economic
growth and employment, improving competitive-
ness, stabilising economic cycles and strengthen-
ing social cohesion. Among these, on the basis
of international and Hungarian experience, the
first two factors can typically be served by low
redistribution and the third and fourth factors
by higher redistribution.

The demand for higher redistribution is pri-
marily important for strengthening social
cohesion so that the state could mitigate mar-
ket imperfections related to income distribu-
tion as much as possible. Considering the cur-
rent large-scale economic decline, the rather
high redistribution rate and even its rise in the
past few years, in the case of Hungary it is a
state task considerable from several aspects to
reduce the volume of redistribution and change
its structure, including the purposeful amend-
ment of tax rates and budget expenditures, in a
way fostering economic growth and helping
the improvement of competitiveness. The lat-
ter could be made possible by income realloca-
tion to the fields of research and education.

Strengthening state (financial) control

An important condition for the institutional
responses to the new challenges is the effort to

strive for good governance, meeting the require-
ments of good governance like accountability,
transparency and openness. Transparency
makes it possible for those concerned to over-
see the tasks of the government, its political
intentions, etc. A prerequisite for this is that
those in authority could be held accountable
and called to account for their decisions. The
component of control, as a part of transparen-
cy, is inevitably revaluated and put into the
foreground, both in the public and private
spheres.

One reason why the role of the Audit Office
changes in order to foster good governance is
that, in its activities, the emphasis is shifted to
counselling, for the Parliament primarily, since
improving the quality of state and government
activities is a most important goal. The Audit
Office as an organ with auditing and counselling
functions may contribute to establishing efficient
government control to a great extent. It is impor-
tant, at the same time, that the Office retain its
independence and avoid direct involvement in
determining government policy since the latter
is in the authority of the legislation and gov-
ernment organs. 

Also as a consequence of the social transfor-
mation involved in globalisation, the auditing
authority of the Audit Office has been widen-
ing fast. A new area of Audit Office auditing
posing a major challenge is sustainable develop-
ment auditing. These audits usually comprise
comparisons by which the actual situation is
compared to the desired development. The
basis for these is the requirements (standards)
on which the auditors and the audited institu-
tions agree upon. The standards may be taken
from international agreements or laws, nation-
al laws, policy targets and commitments, the
operational requirements endorsed by the
organisations concerned or the procedures fre-
quently used in the international practice,
meeting the requirement of best practices.
Beyond strategic goals, the audit of sustainable
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development must cover the implementation of
these goals, the measuring of the process, the
reporting on the implementation as well as
accountability. 

The wider auditing authority is also reflected
in the aspect that, instead of the auditing of short
term financial management, longer-term per-
formance oriented evaluation is put into the fore-
ground. The government, too, increasingly
prefers long-term control. Therefore, changing
the approach of auditing helps the government
to become more performance oriented. 

Strengthening social cohesion

Alongside the above illustrated political will
striving to mitigate great societal income dif-
ferences, it is a task of special importance for
serving the public good to strengthen social
cohesion by improving the situation of declin-
ing social groups and underdeveloped regions.
Considering declining social groups (a consid-
erable part of the Roma population, the
untrained youth in villages and small towns as
well as untrained immigrants), it is fostering
the catchup of the Roma population in an
increasingly serious situation that should be in
the focus of state policy.26

Modernising public finance 
management

The basis for the necessary modernisation of
public policy fields and the condition of the
long-term sustainability of the budget is a
much improved operation of public finance
management. Any type of reform in the govern-
ment sector demands the comprehensive mod-
ernisation of the public finance system. The rea-
son for this is the role of finances as fine tun-
ing mechanisms. Society, including the govern-
ment sector, is a living, organic, constantly

changing system in which, we believe, it is
impossible to introduce ultimate ideal solu-
tions. Paradigmatic, reform-level changes take
place with a frequency of once in several
decades. The corrections that seem to be nec-
essary on the basis of the operational experi-
ence of paradigmatic changes can be most flex-
ibly performed exactly by financial stimulators
and curbs. Certainly, the financial situation is at
the same time the indicator of the health or illness
of the system. This is also obvious from our earli-
er diagnosis about the paradox of a large and inef-
ficient state. 

The renewal of public finance regulation
serves a double goal. Its immediate goal is to
set rules, establish institutions and find techni-
cal solutions that make the management of
public finances more transparent, predictable
and efficient both at the level of the national
economy and local governments and at the
level of institutions. The ultimate goal is, how-
ever, that, through the better operation of the
public finance system, the improvement of
public finance equilibrium and the growth of
confidence in the former, the external and
internal conditions of competitiveness and sus-
tainable development should improve. In what
follows, we shall determine in more detail some
of the tasks involved in the renewal of public
finance regulation. 

Implementing the principles of good
governance in public finance regulation
Some principles of public finance regulation
follow from the democratic state order. In the
formulation of other principles, the documents
of several international organisations may be
taken as a basis since, in the past 10-15 years,
these organisations have declared several prin-
ciples of good governance, contrasting these
with the practices of certain countries (cf. the
box below). It is important that the new regu-
lation, in its spirit, reflect international stan-
dards. These are, in the field of statistics, the
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GFS and ESA95; in accounting, the IFAC
Public Sector and IPSAS- standards; in external
control, the guidelines and standards of INTO-
SAI, as well as the COSO and COBIT stan-
dards laying down the principles of internal
control systems, and the internal control stan-
dards of IIA. 

Under today's public conditions, transparen-
cy is a value that must be represented at sever-
al parts of the legislation on public finance
management as an important objective to
achieve. Transparency is a justified expectation
of all players having to do with public finances.
According to the relevant document of the
International Monetary Fund, the implementa-
tion of transparency is ensured by the follow-
ing factors: 

•the straightforward determination of tasks
and authorities,

•wide access to the accumulated information,
•the publicity of budget making, implemen-

tation and reporting,
•fair management. 

Renewing budget planning
The practice of budget planning in Hungary must
be renewed paradigmatically. The current insti-
tution-oriented baseline planning is unsuitable
both for the implementation of performance
requirements and for creating a basis for the
necessary structural changes. The current prac-
tice of residue planning conveys unilateral, fis-
cal aspects to sector players who, applying the
adequate techniques, are able to adjust to these
constraints. There is no alternative to following
the goals of financial equilibrium but, without
these changes, the recreation of equilibrium
problems comes as a rule. From the countries
ahead of us, many have proved that the per-
formance requirements of the public sector as a
whole, its branches and the individual players
produce welfare excess. 

At the planning of appropriations, the goal of
the proposed expenditure, the way to achieve

the goal, as well as the justification of the sug-
gested resources and of the amount of expendi-
ture must be presented. For the identification
and accountability of the goals, performance
indicators are to be widely used. In the case of
appropriation changes, the same requirement
must be implemented. Performance-oriented-
ness is guaranteed by introducing the practice
of program-based budgeting to fields of expen-
diture where performance can be measured or
the conditions for it can be created and the
monitoring of budget implementation as well as
the institutionalisation of performance control
are possible. 

THE PRINCIPLES 

OF GOOD GOVERNANCE

Under the conditions of globalisation, there are uni-

formisation tendencies experienced in the operation

of the state as well as the performance of public

tasks. Some of these processes are due to nation

states' following good examples and adopting good

international practices. Some of the international

organisations are catalysts to the uniformisation

process. Within the framework of this, they formu-

late rules obligatory to follow as well as various

guidelines for their member states. OECD, for

instance, has worked out an efficient system of reg-

ulatory principles for the trade and investment poli-

cies to be followed by the states, which has set both

procedural and conceptual values, as follows:

• the transparency and openness of decision

making processes,

• the lack of discrimination,

• the avoidance of unnecessary trade restrictions,

• the application of internationally harmonised

measures,

• the acceptance of valid regulatory measures

applied in other countries,

• the application of the principles of economic

competition.
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The logic of the application of program
budgeting and performance indicators is that
resource (input) needs are calculated on the
basis of the results and the expected output.
The quality and volume of outputs must be jus-
tified just like the volume and composition of
the necessary inputs. This planning procedure
“guards” the purposeful spending of public
moneys: the procedure of accepting expendi-
ture targets and resource needs does not only
produce savings but, to a significant extent,
automatically filters out the possibilities of ille-
gal spending and overinvoicing.

So as to foster this reform-level changes, the
following tasks must be performed: 

•summarising international experience,
•on the basis of the international experience,

identifying the areas of application of pro-
gram budgeting in Hungary and working
out an application methodology meeting
Hungarian conditions,

•during budget planning, selecting the pilot
fields to apply the methodology. Potential
fields include: environment protection,
health care, higher education and economy
development as well as local governments.
In the case of the central budget, one of the
starting aspects in the selection may be the
rate of what are referred to as chapter man-
aged appropriations within chapter expen-
ditures, the other is the rate of EU sub-
sidised projects within chapter managed
appropriations. 

If the suggested changes are implemented,

the planning of the expenditure side should be
made in two main clusters. Some of the expen-
ditures are to be planned with the method of
program budgeting. This method is to be
applied where significant structural changes are
required and/or there are explorable resource
reserves. In another segment, planning should
continue to follow in an institution-centred
way, starting from the resource needs of the
sustained level of the capacities that seem nec-
essary. This principle typically holds for public
authority organisations, i.e. to state authority,
administrational, justice, defence and law
enforcement fields. Here it is exceptional if the
performance of tasks is assigned to an organ
outside the budget order. In this case, the vot-
ing unit is the institution. In the case of insti-
tutions, some natural and fundamentally typi-
cal input data (the size of the staff, office area,
number of equipment, etc.) can also serve as
the basis for appropriations. The budget deci-
sion here refers to the approval of the justified
character of the planned resources. The plan-
ning of these capacities does not necessarily
mean baseline planning. It is possible that,
through different screenings, the given capaci-
ty can be guaranteed by a different combina-
tion of resources or that, in the case of a new
task, the item of expenditure is produced by
zero-based planning. 

Modernising the public finance 
information system
An information system (be that statistics or
accounting) is always to be established accord-
ing to certain decision aspects. A modern prac-
tice is unimaginable without a well constructed
and organised information system. Macro and
mezzo level information meet the interest of
those outside the circle of executors in the
public sector, primarily of taxpayers, the polit-
ical bodies representing them, international
organisations, creditors, investors, etc. 

The first field of information management is

The White Book of the European Commission on

the European Governance names the following

principles as the criteria of good governance:

• openness,

• participation,

• accountability,

• efficiency,

• coherence.
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accounting. This includes the rules of book
keeping, the reporting system, the accounting
policy (e.g. the evaluation principles of instru-
ments and sources, consolidation methods,
etc.). Despite efforts, state accounting, as
regards its specificities, does not by far dispose
of internationally accepted principles either in
book keeping, or in the reporting system or in
accounting policy. Regulation has a wide scope
of action. What should be reasonably kept in
mind is that the new practice should not con-
tradict international expectations, it should
adequately support the implementation of the
principles laid down in the legislation and
should avoid causing extra costs. 

At the level of economic entities, the partial
accrual approach of book keeping should be
followed. During the transition to this, all
aspects must be treated carefully, with special
attention devoted to the management of amor-
tisation. In the international practice, there are
considerable differences in the latter field.

Transition to any type of an accrual approach
takes 4–5 years at the minimum. It also
involves significant personnel and transaction
costs. Before the actual decision making, a
cost-profit analysis must be made. There are
also examples for a gradual transition and the
introduction of the new practice to various
public finance segments in various ways.

We believe that, without the solution of this
multitude of subtasks, it is impossible to give
the right answers to either the challenges
caused by the current global crisis or those fol-
lowing from the dead-end nature of the eco-
nomic policy of the Hungarian political change
followed after 1990, despite the frequent
attempts to find a way out. It is therefore
imperative to prepare the modernisation of the
operation of the state as fast as possible and
ensure its possibly soonest implementation. 
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tott támogatások mértékérõl és hatékonyságáról
(Summarising and exploring study on the volume and
efficiency of the subsidies spent to improve the situa-
tion and foster the rise of the Roma in Hungary since
the political change)
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Tibor Erdõs

Economic recovery – a few
topical theoretical problems

With a GDP decline of around 7.5 percent com-
pared to the previous level we have probably
reached the bottom of the crisis. The time to be
spent here may vary depending on the concrete
situation, but this is out of the scope of this paper.
This article focuses on getting through the crisis. It
discusses several economic correlations, especially
those that are topical and important for the current
state of the Hungarian economy. The question has
recently been raised again: What can put the
Hungarian economy on the road to recovery, and
what growth rate can be expected in the longer
run? A lot of people think that the state should play
a crucial role in recovery. Of course, the role of the
state is not negligible, but likewise, the mechanism
that spontaneously affects recovery and later eco-
nomic growth is not immaterial either. What is
more, we can say that the operation of this mech-
anism is the fundamental momentum of recovery.

There is currently great uncertainty about this
topic. No wonder, since we have no experience
about economic rejuvenation following the eco-
nomic recession and the concurrent financial crisis.
More rigorous studies have not been pursued, not
even at theoretical level. This is, in part, due to the
fact that the context was different earlier, under the
socialist economic management, and also because
after world war II recession was significantly
smaller all over the world than in the current cri-
sis. On top of that, in Hungary the study of civil
economics was played down in the past forty years.

This article examines whether the state budget
can do anything for recovery. How are the correla-
tions being complicated by the role of multination-
al companies in Hungary, as well as by the situa-
tion of small and medium-sized companies? What
can be the task of monetary politics? What develop-
ments can be expected in exports, and in this
respect, what can we expect from the rejuvenation
of the global economy? To what extent should gov-
ernment policies fostering recovery pay attention to
the factors of long-term economic growth? What is
the role of the spontaneous mechanism in the recov-
ery? How do external and internal factors con-
tribute to recovery, what will fundamentally deter-
mine the turnaround after the economic slump, and
how this will in turn determine the applicable eco-
nomic policy? On the basis of reality, how strong
and how dynamic will the expected recovery and
growth be, respectively? The study begins with the
examination of the role of the state budget, since a
lot of people think that this is indispensable for the
turnaround and the start of recovery.

BUDGETARY EXPANSION 
AND RECOVERY FROM THE CRISIS

In line with the Keynesian economic theories,
at times of crises, the governments usually pur-
sue adverse budgetary policies, and the result-
ing deficit is usually growing. The objective
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then is to mitigate recession. Together with the
factors having spontaneous effects this, in part,
explains that at a given price level aggregate
demand becomes greater than aggregate supply,
which then boosts production. After that point
the deficit of the state budget, and also the
deficit of public finances shows a decreasing
rather than an increasing trend. This is not
because the state deliberately starts reducing its
expenditures. To a great extent, what we face
here is a spontaneous process: in the incipient
recovery several expenditures drop automati-
cally, like, for example, expenditures on unem-
ployment benefits. On the other hand, tax rev-
enues begin to rise, since greater production
yields greater tax revenues with the same tax
rates. However, it can be stated that after crises
the governments do not strive to raise demand
artificially, since it starts rising by itself.

Naturally, exceptions do exist, like the balance of

the central budget of the US in the wake of the

great depression of 1929–1933: its deficit equalled

2.3 percent of the GDP in 1933, but was higher,

equalling 4 percent on average, in the period

between 1934 and 1936. This crisis was followed

only by a very weak recovery, and the Keynesian

crisis therapy unfolded only gradually, with delay

and mostly instinctively.1 In addition, unemploy-

ment was extremely high even after the crisis. In

the years mentioned above it reached almost 20

percent. If the situation is not so grave, and the

affected country is not big (we will discuss this

problem later on), the deliberate increase of the

deficit is not justified. We can say that with the

exception of special cases, the deficit of the state

budget typically drops already during the recovery,

and usually the rate of the deficit declines, too.

The situation of the Hungarian economy is
unique both in terms of the crisis period and
the expected time of recovery. When the eco-
nomic recession unfolded, the public finance
deficit did not grow. On the contrary, it

decreased at a fast pace, faster than the GDP:
the deficit ratio also declined. The decrease of the
deficit was a necessary step, forced by the immi-
nent financial collapse. Economic recession and
the threat of state bankruptcy emerged at the same
time. However, the latter requires a therapy
opposite in nature to the remedy for the mitiga-
tion of recession: it requires the decrease of the
public finance deficit. Since the financial col-
lapse would trigger a much greater economic
decline than recession itself, paradoxically, it is
not the growth in public finance deficit, includ-
ing, primarily, the deficit of the central budget,
which becomes inevitable, but the curtailment
thereof! It is true that it deepens recession,
however to a much smaller extent than the one
we could witness as a result of the financial col-
lapse. 

It can be stated without exaggeration that in
such a situation it is actually the decrease of the
deficit that allows for a smaller economic setback.
When Keynes examined the possibility of miti-
gating the crisis, he kept in mind a situation
very much different from the current state of
the Hungarian economy: he focused on a situ-
ation determined by the severe threat of state
bankruptcy and recession at the same time. The
Hungarian example well illustrates how impor-
tant it is to refrain from conventions. It can
always and only be decided on the basis of the
thorough analysis of the concrete circum-
stances what economic policy is recommended
or necessary to be used. The automatic applica-
tion of the Keynesian therapy or of any other
theory can be labelled dogmatism in certain sit-
uations.

During an economic upswing the direction
of the economic policy is often opposite to the
direction of the economic policy applied at
times of crises. Since in Hungary the economic
policy was primarily restrictive due to the risk
of financial collapse, it is a question whether
budgetary expansion is a justified move to pro-
mote recovery? Such intentions and even
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demands do exist! It is said that reducing the
deficit ratio under 3 percent would put the
country in bondage. The IMF must be encour-
aged to accept a strategy that would temporari-
ly allow raising the deficit to 6 or 7 percent. For
example, if a significant tax reduction was
introduced, it could provide an impetus for
both the demand and supply sides of the econ-
omy. The latter would happen, for instance,
when the performance of the small and medi-
um-sized corporate sector was encouraged
with a lax credit policy, including preferential
loans financed significantly from state
resources. This could trigger the start of
growth sooner, or maybe this would be the
only way to trigger growth. Therefore, we must
come to terms with the thought that after
experiencing a slump during the crisis, the pub-
lic finance deficit is said to rise again.

I have already presented in a study of mine
that in small and open countries increasing the
deficit with a view to mitigate the crisis implies
more risks than in large and less open economies.2

This holds even more in the period of recovery
from a crisis. What is more, this policy may have
more pitfalls at the time of rejuvenation than
when mitigation of the crisis is on the agenda.

Let us look at the reduction of tax burdens
without a decrease in budgetary expenditures.
The reason behind choosing this particular case
is that now we examine the impact of growing
deficits, and because the overwhelming majority
of economists state that the growth of the econ-
omy cannot be made dynamic in the long run
without significantly reducing the current tax
rates. Consequently, let the public finance
deficit grow like that, i.e. through tax reduction,
temporarily according to the intentions of politics.

Most people disregard the following: in gen-
eral production should increase much more rap-
idly than the rate of tax reduction to ensure
that the deficit would grow only for a short
time, i.e. for a year. This holds even more in
case of larger scale tax reductions, and if the

former level of taxation was small compared to
the size of the GDP. 

For example, if tax revenues as a percentage of the

GDP were to be reduced from 40 percent to 30

percent, the GDP should be increased by 33 per-

cent in order to avoid a growth in deficit. On the

other hand, the reduction of tax burdens to the

level of 35 percent, i.e. by 5 percent would require

a GDP growth of 14.6 percent in a year. Of course,

the required growth rate is smaller if we count with

a longer grace period. Consequently, if we count

with a tax reduction of 10 percent and a grace peri-

od of three years, an average growth rate of “only”

10 percent would be needed to make the deficit

and the deficit increment disappear by the end of

the third year. (In the case of a one-off tax reduc-

tion of 5 percent an annual growth rate of 4.6

would be needed). But this can only be achieved if

state expenditures do not rise at all despite the

growth. Naturally, a smaller growth rate would

suffice if the tax-paying morale improved due to

the tax reduction. However, the extent of such an

improvement cannot be anticipated with certainty

– and we cannot rely on it, at least not on its

extent.3

On the other hand, it is true that during
recovery following any crisis the growth rate of
production can be significantly higher than the
average, which seems to support the arguments
of those recommending the temporary increase
of the deficit. At times of crisis idle production
capacities are generated both in terms of pro-
duction equipment and labour. As a result,
rapid and large-scale production growth can be
achieved with relatively small investments and
little lead time. This means that what is general-
ly not possible during the growth process, may
possibly be implemented during the recovery
that takes place after the crisis. And in fact, this
relatively fast boom can be observed almost
everywhere after a crisis. This process is
explained by the category of the income multi-
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plier, on the basis of idle, but usable production
capacities.4 Proposals relying on the beneficial
effect of tax reduction are developed especially
on the basis of this process.

The effect of the income multiplier can be two-
directional: it can restrain the drop in production
at times of crisis, and can accelerate production
growth during recovery after the crisis. Of
course, the rate of the latter can be greater if
the state starts to increase its budget deficit. In
the former case, conscious actions almost
always have a role, while in the latter, i.e. after
the start of recovery, intentional deficit growth
can be given a thought and can be implement-
ed in order to support the recovery process,
but is usually not recommended. This problem
is very significant for the Hungarian economic
policy practice.

It must be understood that especially after a
crisis the actual size and ratio of idle but com-
petitive production capacities is very uncertain.
A crisis may always accelerate the process that
makes the product structure obsolete year after
year, and which deteriorates the marketability
of a sizeable portion of goods distributed earli-
er. What could be sold before the crisis, can in
part become unnecessary after the crisis. In
other words: the composition of production
can never be the same before and after a crisis.
Recovery is not about the simple restoration of
the former production level, since changes are
always reinforced by the crisis. This also entails
that after a crisis only a significantly smaller por-
tion of the existing capacities are fully suitable for
competitive production. Such “free” capacities are
existent and non-existent at the same time!

Consequently, the rate of deficit increase
designed to foster recovery cannot be of any size.
Deficit always mitigates the severity of the cri-
sis, independent of its actual size. However, the
multiplier effect upwards is limited, in part, due
to the size of idle and competitive capacities. If
the demand, which increases as a result of the
multiplier effect, starts to exceed this effect, it is

inflation and not production that accelerates.5

Then the income multiplier has only a nominal
effect. And in the absence of real growth of the
economy one cannot count with the real
growth of tax revenues either! Therefore, the
end result will be permanent rather than tempo-
rary deficit increase.6

For the Hungarian economy this is a highly
topical issue. If we disregard the activities of
multinational companies, i.e. we take the output
of Hungarian-owned companies, including the
small and medium-sized corporate sector, as a
basis, the production structure cannot be regard-
ed modern. And we can hardly hope that it can
rely on competitive production capacities,
which are triggered, in part by the newly and
significantly rising budget deficit, and can
therefore satisfy accelerated aggregate demand.
As a consequence, after the bitterly achieved
significant decrease the public finance deficit
would start growing again, which would be the
worst piece of news for the international capi-
tal and money markets about the Hungarian
economy. The achievements earned so far
could easily vanish into thin air. The external
financing required for the repayment of debts
due can come to a halt, the exchange rate of the
Hungarian Forint would be again and consider-
ably devalued, and people with foreign curren-
cy debts would again get into a difficult situa-
tion. And the process of recovery would get
stuck instead of becoming more dynamic. In
addition, the conditions for long-term growth
would significantly deteriorate.

Here, once again, one must count with the
special role of the Hungarian subsidiaries of
multinational companies: deficit increase
designed to boost recovery is not justified
because of such companies either. It holds true
for every stage of the cycle that the economic
policy of the government plays no crucial role in
their decision-making process. Their decisions
are affected by the government's economic pol-
icy, but only very indirectly. Just because of a
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rise in the public finance deficit, e.g. because of
the reduction of the rate of contributions on
wages, they would not increase their perform-
ance. Or, if their output grows, this happens
not because of growing domestic demand.
Only a small fraction of their production
capacity is bound by the domestic market
demand, the utilisation and expansion of their
aggregate capacities mostly depend on changes
in demand on the global market. In this respect,
increasing the deficit would be a priori of no
avail, wherefore we could save the related costs
to ourselves. Of course, the general tax and
contribution burdens, which affect these com-
panies, too, do matter, but rather in their
choice of countries to invest in. And this does
not depend on whether tax reductions will be
introduced to foster recovery after the crisis.

But let us assume that subsidiaries operating
in Hungary increase their production due to
the fact that, and when the government
increases the budget deficit on purpose. This
can have a beneficial effect if the share of
Hungarian producers in supplying raw materi-
als and semi-finished products to the sub-
sidiaries of the multinational companies is large
and growing. However, we are not in good
shape in this respect, the supplier activity of the
domestic companies is well below the desired
level. Their share in the production of these
subsidiaries is mostly realised within the frame-
work of employment. The “yield” mostly com-
prises of the wages and wage contributions paid
by the multinational companies rather than of
the supply of materials, parts and semi-finished
products. Unfortunately, multinational compa-
nies operating in Hungary usually exert only a
moderate driving force on the national sector,
and consequently, the internal growth effect
expected from the acceleration of their activi-
ties is moderate, too.

On top of that we need to count with the spe-
cific conditions typical for small national
economies, which trigger serious problems in

countries that struggle with payment difficul-
ties, too. Hungary happens to be such a country. 

Small countries are usually much more open
than for instance the US and the large Western
European countries, and the openness of the
Hungarian economy is above average even
within this group of countries. In connection
with the expansive budgetary policy, which aims
to foster recovery, we can say the same thing
that is known in connection with the deficit-
ridden public finances that try to mitigate the
depth of the crisis. The main point is the same:
the expected impact of the deficit is weak here,
too, since deficit spending in this country can
mitigate the crisis to a much smaller extent than
in the large countries, and its contribution to
the recovery is also equally smaller. Production
largely depends on exports, and demand gener-
ates imports on a large scale. Therefore, the
problem is twofold: on the one hand the
upward multiplier effect can work only to a lim-
ited extent, and on the other hand, a significant
portion of the additional demand, multiplied by
the multiplier, does not foster the domestic
production sector! Therefore, the risk is high
that instead of the faster recovery of the econo-
my we will witness an unexpected, permanent
rise in the public finance deficit.

This would have a detrimental effect on the
Hungarian economy. If now, after reaching bot-
tom low, the rate of the public finance deficit
significantly grew again, Hungary would need to
face another devaluation of the Forint and the
threat of financial bankruptcy. We have no other
choice but to abide by strict fiscal discipline. We
must give up the premise that deficit increase
can be a tool for starting recovery, because it
generates demand. This is not a good argument
that with this we would just do what many other
countries do: since by today the deficit in many
countries have grown to a higher level than what
is currently experienced in Hungary. In said
countries the deficit grew during the crisis, but
by the time of recovery deficit reduction will be
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put on the agenda. During the crisis they could
do what we could not; they did not face the risk of
financial collapse. Like it or not, we cannot
always do what others do. Their economies are
much stronger than ours, and they had not tested
the patience of creditors earlier, before the crisis.7

ECONOMIC AUTOMATISM 
IN STARTING THE RECOVERY PROCESS

If a deficit rise should be avoided from the
deepest point of the crisis, or even from a time
somewhat earlier, how can recovery start and
how can we get on the road to growth again?
This question is often raised, usually in tandem
with the assumption that the turnaround itself
would require budgetary expansion. As if noth-
ing significant could happen without the con-
scious actions of the state, and in respect of the
given issue, it seems as if spontaneous econom-
ic processes would not matter at all. However,
these things are indispensable for understand-
ing the crisis mechanism as a whole, as well as
the occurrence of the deepest point and the
turnaround itself. Since the turnaround does
have an automatism!8

Turnaround occurs even if the state does not
do anything. The most important thing here is
to understand that in any crisis, no matter what
the triggering factor is, consumption eventually
declines slower than production. This holds true
for closed and open economies alike. The key
issue is the understanding of processes going
on in closed economies. If crisis emerges, pro-
duction decreases, and consequently the size of
the produced and realised macroeconomic
income decreases to the same extent. However,
within the latter the saving rate drops, which
means that the decline of consumption is slow-
er than that of production.9

Let us mention a few of the concrete causes behind

this slower decline. 

Employment usually declines at a smaller rate

than production, because companies are reluctant

to make the most highly skilled and experienced

workers and employees redundant. This restrains

the reduction of wages paid at national level. 

The consumption of wage earners drops at a slow-

er pace than real wages on the whole, since wage

earners too can have accumulated savings, where-

fore they cover the costs of their consumption in part

by reducing their savings. They may also manage to

get loans or rely on support from relatives.

It is much more important that the better off lay-

ers of the society are not, or are only slightly forced

to decrease their consumption. This is made possi-

ble by their high incomes and accumulated wealth.

This finding is also supported by everyday experi-

ence. The demand for expensive commodities and

services does not decline at all, or it declines much

less than the demand for mass products.

The income flexibility of certain commodities,

and especially of certain services, is very low.

However, by today the weight of services within

the total demand has considerably grown. In fact,

the purchase of services accounts for well over 50

percent of the total demand. In order to more or

less sustain the level of service purchases, the popu-

lation – and companies too – are willing to utilise

some of their accumulated savings. 

Already these correlations explain that the
lower turning point is reached and recovery
from the crisis occurs even if the state does not
do anything to this end. At the given price level
consumer demand will sooner or later exceed
the supply of consumer services. Consequently,
aggregate supply will soon grow, and recovery
will start.

An important part of aggregate demand and
supply is formed by the demand for and supply
of investment goods. These, too, will necessar-
ily experience a turning point, due to purely
spontaneously economic processes.

At times of crisis the level of real interest
rates declines, predominantly because sched-
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uled investments drop faster than production.
However, the reduction of the interest rates
paves the way for the growth of investments at
a later stage. This is all the more so, since, as we
could witness, sooner or later a contrasting dis-
proportion develops between the supply of and
demand for consumer goods and services. The
latter will exceed the former one. When making
investment decisions, companies always com-
pare the future income they can yield from the
investments – or rather the value of such
income discounted with the interest – with the
current opportunity cost, which practically
equals the current real interest rate. 

Interest rates – even those of short and long
term loans – necessarily drop at times of crisis.
However, independent of the level of the
expected future yield of investments, their cur-
rent discounted value will sooner or later exceed
the current opportunity cost, i.e. the size of the
interest rate. The more the interest rate declines,
the sooner this will happen. And since consumer
demand starts to exceed the value of consumer
supply, one should not fear that the amount of
goods that will increase at a later stage due to
investments, will not be marketable. Therefore,
investments also start growing. 

This means that each element of aggregate
demand and supply grows, and consequently,
production grows, too. We get over the lower
turning point, we see the start of recovery,
which can be a self-sustaining process for quite
a long time.

Evidently, if for any reason, e.g. in fear of
state bankruptcy, the state pursues a restrictive
policy, this will affect the level and the occur-
rence of the lower turning point. If we assume
to have a closed economy, due to the restriction
the lower turning point will be deeper, and
recovery will start with delay. Therefore, it is
very important to give up restrictions as soon
as possible! The timing depends on when the
direct threat of state bankruptcy or financial
collapse goes away.10

A good yardstick for this is the development
of balance of public finances. Once we get
close to a balanced budget, we can give up the
restrictions! We must not necessarily strive for
fully balanced public finances, since further
restrictions would trigger another drop in pro-
duction. We must not ignore the fact that at
times of crisis public finances are in deficit in
the overwhelming majority of the cases, and
the public finance balance is reached as an aver-
age over time.11 This means that in a crisis a
budget deficit is typical for those countries, too
that formerly had a positive balance, i.e. they
did not operate with permanent and large-scale
budgetary deficits. In addition, once recovery
starts, this will ab ovo improve the budget bal-
ance, provided the state does not start large-
scale spending again, in excess of revenue
growth. Tax revenues will increase due to the
growth in output. If the state does nothing but
increase its expenditures at a lower rate than the
revenue growth, it is guaranteed that the bal-
ance will restore within a short period of time. 

However, in countries that were jeopardised
by a direct financial collapse, it is life threaten-
ing to use an explicitly deficit increasing policy
from the start of recovery; it would cause
another blow to trust, which in turn could lead
to actual financial collapse. It is best to forget
about the idea of increasing the deficit to 7 per-
cent, since now, at the bottom of the crisis, the
average deficit of EU member states equals 
7 percent of the GDP.

The examination of factors that occur spon-
taneously and trigger the turnaround cannot be
regarded complete yet. From among these fac-
tors the strongest effect is exerted by foreign trade,
which is more significant for Hungary than for
countries with large internal markets. It is
enough to refer to the fact that in Hungary the
export/GDP ratio equals 80 percent, if we take
the export of services into account, too. This
ratio is two or three times higher than in the
large Western European countries, and is
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almost sevenfold compared to the export ratio
of the US. (Which also includes the export of
services). This already means that the rate of
export growth may contribute much more to
recovery in Hungary than in the above coun-
tries with large economies. The openness of the
economy, and the relatively small size of the
national economy compared to other large
economies do not necessarily constitute a disad-
vantage for economic development! What was
considered a disadvantage during the crisis due
to large-scale openness, may become an advan-
tage during the recovery.

If economic rejuvenation begins in the glob-
al economy, the imports of partner countries
will grow, and therefore Hungary's exports may
increase. This fact alone can boost recovery in
Hungary: the faster the exports grow, and the
higher the export/GDP ratio becomes, the
stronger this recovery will be. However, it
must be emphasised: this effect does not simply
depend on the foreign trade balance! It much
more depends on changes in the volume of
exports, and on the export ratio. However, we
must have some reservations here too.

Exports could become a factor boosting the
domestic market and production according to
its full value and growth rate only if imports did
not exist at all, and we would not need imports
at all, or if imports included only items that
support and enable domestic production, and
that do not squeeze domestic products out
from the domestic market. In other words, if
they do not set domestic production back.
Such items include machinery and production
equipment that support domestic production,
as well as the imports of raw materials that can-
not be produced locally. In Hungary this
includes the imports of energy resources and
energy, certain food products that cannot be
produced locally, durable consumer goods that
can be obtained only abroad, as well as the
imports of technology and know-how. In
short, the imports of goods and services with-

out which domestic production can be neither
continued, nor expanded. These articles must
be imported to enable the process of reproduc-
tion, and also to enable Hungary to export.

Last but not least, imports that pose compe-
tition to Hungarian products can and, in fact,
do have a stimulating effect. Competition itself
encourages economic growth, since it encourages
cost-efficient production, forces technical
development, learning and the adoption of the
best production procedures. Therefore, it is
difficult to determine how to quantify the
effect of foreign trade, and also the openness of
the economy on development, and – in this
article – on recovery from the crisis. This can-
not be judged merely on the basis of the
export-import balance, or on the basis of the
volume and dynamics of exports.

However, the effect is very strong. If we look
at the turnover of exported/imported goods
only, and disregard exported/imported servic-
es, we can see that in 2008 the exports of goods
reached 69.4 percent of the GDP. The imports
of goods were only slightly, by 0.3 percent
higher. At the same time, at least half of
imports consisted of goods that fundamentally
contributed to the domestic re-production
process. In fact, this process could not have
been implemented without such imports.
Earlier it was alluded that imports can hamper
recovery, however, it may also support it by
stimulating competition. It is now understand-
able that although not all, but a significant por-
tion of exports have a beneficial effect on
domestic development.

Just to be on the safe side, let us calculate
with only half of the exports, although it would
surely be justified to calculate with a higher
ratio. This value corresponds to 35 percent of
the GDP. If we calculate with the former
growth rate of exports, which was around 12
percent per annum, and we weigh this with the
35 percent ratio we have just calculated, we
come to the conclusion that exports, and for-
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eign trade by itself, allow for a more than 4 per-
cent annual growth rate during the recovery
from the crisis, practically on the basis of its
impact on demand. 

Then the growth in demand actually triggers
an expansion of production, since free produc-
ing capacities are available in the wake of the
crisis. The rate of recovery may differ from this
calculated 4 percent, it can probably be higher,
depending on the actual size of exports after
the recovery, and on what percentage of the
exports should need to be taken into account.
The pace of rejuvenation during recovery is
also temporarily increased by the fact that due
to the reverse disproportion that occurs
between production and consumption during
the crisis production must grow relatively fast,
albeit only temporarily. Therefore, one need
not worry that in the absence of an expansive
state budget, i.e. when the state does not strive
to boost demand in this way, rejuvenation of
the economy cannot start at all.

The activities of the Hungarian subsidiaries
of multinational companies must be mentioned
separately. So far in this article it has been
claimed that they decide on the basis of facts
other than changes in the domestic market,
they continuously react to changes in the glob-
al market, and are practically unaffected by the
potential crisis-mitigating measures of the
state. Neither tax reductions, nor increased
state expenditures trigger any reaction from
them, which can also make potential state deci-
sions on crisis mitigation less effective. Of
course, this constitutes a disadvantage in
domestic crisis management, since both their
production/GDP and exports/GDP ratios are
above average by international comparison.

But what was a disadvantage in crisis manage-
ment, turns into an advantage during recovery.
We must admit that recovery for the Hungarian
economy may come at the earliest after the start
of rejuvenation of the global economy. The rea-
sons behind this are the degree of openness, as

well as the scarcity or even lack of resources
available for rejuvenation. In fact, the rejuvena-
tion of any small national economy depends on
the favourable turnaround of the global economy.
The tool that can be actually applied in
Hungary for boosting the recovery is the
improvement of the ability of the national
economy to adopt and utilise the turnaround of
the global economy. There are several, e.g. tax
policy or monetary policy tools for this, how-
ever the increase of the deficit can in no way be
regarded as such.

In addition, it is exactly the decisions of
multinational companies that foster recovery,
since they respond very flexibly to changes on
the global market, both in terms of exports and
investment activities! As a result of the growth
of external demand, domestic production can
react fast in conjunction with the multinational
companies. Even without any actions or spend-
ing by the state. 

The impacts of the decisions of multinational com-

panies are always stronger on the performance of

small countries than on the performance of large

ones, especially because they have a greater than

average share in exports and GDP as a whole.

While Hungary has limited possibilities in influ-

encing rejuvenation because of the vulnerability of

the financial balance, foreign trade, including

exports, and largely the exports of multinational

companies based in Hungary, makes fast expansion

possible, during the recovery period as well as dur-

ing the period of economic growth following reju-

venation. It is a very bad and unfortunate idea to

expulse multinational companies from the country.

A lot depends on the intensity of production
and market relations between the multination-
al companies and the domestic small and medi-
um-sized corporate sector. The larger the sup-
plier activity of domestic companies towards
the local subsidiaries of multinational compa-
nies, the stronger the related propagation effect
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can be, and the larger the growth rate of pro-
duction be during the rejuvenation process. In
the years to come the development of the small
and medium-sized corporate sector must consti-
tute a key part of the economic policy strategy, as
well as of a system of tools that will enable this
sector to improve its production cooperation
with the subsidiaries of multinational compa-
nies, and to improve the export ability of these
companies in general. Unfortunately, by the
time of the currently needed recovery this can
be implemented to a limited extent only. 

It is not wise to temporally extrapolate the fast
production growth experienced during recovery
and rejuvenation, as well as the rate of this growth!
At such times the rate of production growth
does not express the long-term growth potential
of the economy! Then the speed of production
growth is determined by the increase in demand,
as well as the income multiplier based on com-
petitive capacity reserves behind it. As soon as
free capacities are exhausted, the rate of produc-
tion growth declines. From this moment on the
average growth rate can only equal the rate that
can be derived from the long-term growth fac-
tors. This must be pointed out, since the mem-
bers of the governments in power are always
inclined to fall into euphoria. The economy has
embarked on a higher growth path – they say.
However, the fast production growth experi-
enced in the period of rejuvenation has nothing
to do with the growth path.

WHAT CAN BE DONE FOR 
THE ACCELERATION OF REJUVENATION?

Resources required for recovery and
rejuvenation, facilitation 
of the utilisation of resources

This does not mean that the government can-
not do anything to facilitate recovery and
accelerate rejuvenation. A lot depends on the

intensity of the responding ability of small and
medium-sized companies accounting for over
half of the total employment, the responding
ability of larger state-owned companies, as well
as on the conditions under which such compa-
nies may receive resources. Since these are
needed as early as during recovery from the cri-
sis, and also when fast production expansion is
mostly based on the improved utilisation of
existing and competitive production capacities.

We must refer back to the statement accord-
ing to which after a crisis the production struc-
ture can never be exactly the same as before the
crisis. At times of crisis the (moral) degrada-
tion of a certain portion of products and serv-
ices, and the tear and wear of production equip-
ment, machinery and tools come to light.
During a crisis – and in part during recovery –
a larger than usual portion of goods and servic-
es can be sold with difficulty or only at a lower
price. Since the process of rejuvenation is not
restricted to the mere restoration of the former
level of production, structural changes must
accelerate, too. This leads to serious problems.

Accelerating changes in the product structure
go together with a relative increase in credit
demand, while the volume of investments grows.
In theory, a significant portion of the latter can
be financed from the replacement fund, but
this is not an easy task to do. It is not sure that
depreciations provide real coverage for renewal
everywhere; this can be explained by the neces-
sary changes in the structure of demand.

Naturally, the amount that can be used for
renewal always appears in the books of the
companies as depreciation, however, it is a
problem whether such funds can be
mobilised.12 Due to the accelerating structural
changes and the accompanying changes in the
price ratio, in certain areas sales revenues ab
ovo exclude the possibility of renewal financing.
Especially in areas where the demand ratio is
smaller than what it used to be. In such areas
the replacement fund exists on paper only.
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Goods and services must be first sold at a sat-
isfactory price in order to gain access to depre-
ciation resources. This is what cannot, or can
only partially be implemented during a crisis,
and for some time during recovery. In declining
areas one could not spend amounts equalling
deprecation on investments, or could not place
part of this amount non-available for invest-
ments in banks, even if they wanted to. In such
areas actual renewal is significantly smaller than
before, just like the resources actually available
for renewal. In other areas the demand for
investments above the renewal extremely
increases. Since nothing guarantees that the
companies in emerging sectors will yield suffi-
cient extra revenues, the significance of loans,
including that of money generating loans, will
grow. Consequently, changes in the interest
rates become also very important.

This sets strict requirements on the budget-
ary and monetary policies. In the case of public
finances it concretely means that once recovery
has started, public finance deficit should not
grow, but instead it should significantly
decrease! On the other hand, monetary policy
is required to refrain from a restrictive policy,
and instead of raising the interest rate it should
strive for the reduction thereof. 

The development of the level of interest rates
is important in the case of credits and deposits
alike. Interest rates on deposits cannot be too low,
since this would hinder the growth of credit sup-
ply. Therefore, during rejuvenation the banking
sector and also the central bank can best support
recovery and rejuvenation by decreasing or at
least freezing the interest rates on loans, while
ensuring that the interest rates on deposits
decrease to a smaller extent, i.e. by reducing the
interest margin. This can be supported by the
competition among banks, and the banking
supervisory authority. In Hungary it causes a
problem especially on the market of household
deposits that the interest rates on household
deposits do not really encourage people to save.13

In the first place, changes in the public finance
balance play a crucial role. Here the deficit
always influences the size and “price” (i.e. the
interest rates) of loans available for companies.
As a result of the increasing utilisation of free
capacities, the “crowding-out effect” can be felt
stronger when the state is compelled to take
out a loan. Consequently, loans available to
companies shrink and become more expensive.
This situation can and must be improved by
reducing the public finance deficit, and deficit
growth may in no way be permitted.

The current problems of the interest
and exchange rate policy

Monetary management may play a crucial role in
the encouragement of recovery. In Hungary inter-
est rates have for a long time been considerably
higher than in most countries with which we
maintain close economic ties. Earlier the under-
lying reason was the fact that by international
comparison inflation was considerably higher,
and the National Bank of Hungary (NBH)
strived to curb inflation alone, without the
involvement of budgetary and income policies.
Later the interest rates were kept higher because
after the emergence of the international financial
crisis the central bank pursued an interest-rais-
ing policy to avoid external insolvency.

The NBH has had a double cause to pursue
an interest reducing policy after the imminent
danger of financial bankruptcy disappears.
With a basic interest rate of 11.5 percent
(which has been the highest so far) and even
higher market interest rates recovery and reju-
venation cannot be expected. This is all the
more so, since the inflation rate has begun to
sink for several reasons, and both nominal and
real interest rates have become too high on all
deposits but most household deposits. This
makes recovery uncertain even if the global
economy starts to rejuvenate.
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However, there are two unique conditions
that hinder the implementation of an interest
reducing policy in Hungary. The first one is that
although the risk premium going with the loans
that Hungary can take on the international
money and capital market to finance external
debt repayment is decreasing, it is still relative-
ly high. It is already a result that at least part of
our external debts due can be covered by exter-
nal loans. Due to the still relatively high risk
premium the internal interest rate must be rel-
atively high, too: in conditions of the free flow
of capital interest rates correlate. The NBH can
reduce the basic interest rate – and then, using
its own means, the market interest rate,
depending on how much the risk premium
expected from the external creditors can be
reduced.

However, the latter raises another problem,
too, under the current conditions: debtors who
took out foreign currency denominated loans
earlier are not at all indifferent to changes in
the interest rates. And here comes the other
complicating circumstance!

In the medium run there is a correlation
between changes in the internal interest rate and
the exchange rate of the Hungarian currency. The
correlation is linear, however, the exchange rate
is influenced not exclusively by the interest
rate. Especially in the short and medium run
the exchange rate depends on many other fac-
tors, too, out of which the interest rate can be
regarded as one of the most important. It must
be taken into account that the exchange rate of
the Hungarian currency may drop – even to a
larger extent – due to a decrease in the interest
rate.14

This has a mixed impact on the internal
economy. It basically has a beneficial effect on
small and medium-sized companies, since it
encourages their exports, decreases the compe-
tition of foreign companies on the Hungarian
market, and production and employment can
be increased more easily. It has an almost indif-

ferent impact on the business activity of multi-
national companies, since they mostly calculate
in foreign currencies, and they can avoid the
problems implied in the changes of the
exchange rate of the Hungarian currency. The
drop in the exchange rate of the Forint has an
inflationary impact, too. This partially explains
why the central bank is so careful when making
interest rate policy decisions.

The items listed are correlations that can be
observed in each country. However, one thing
is almost unique to Hungary. In international
comparison, the ratio of foreign currency denom-
inated loans is extremely large both in the house-
hold and the corporate sectors. For the time
being such loans account for nearly 70 percent
of their loans.

If the central bank reduces the basic interest
rate, it examines whether this will have an infla-
tionary effect, or not. For the time being this
effect is not very big for several reasons. First,
in a crisis – as long as until the start of rejuve-
nation – the commodity market is charac-
terised by oversupply. Second, due to the domi-
nance of foreign currency loans in Hungary,
the decisions of the central bank can still only
moderately influence the demand for and sup-
ply of the Hungarian currency, and conse-
quently the inflationary effect is weak. Third,
for the lack of trust there is no such thing as
negligible risk premium. Foreign money
investors must be given this premium, too,
otherwise they are not willing to finance the
repayment of the external debts due. This
means that a drastic interest rate reduction,
which would cause inflation, is of little threat.
Fourth, it is not sure that the interest rate,
which also contains the otherwise falling risk
premium, will be linked to a HUF exchange
rate that is not detrimental to companies and
individuals having foreign currency debts.
They pay the instalments due in Forint,
through the mediation of the banks. And if the
HUF exchange rate is low, the size of the
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instalment can be much higher. This is another
reason why interest rate cuts must be moder-
ate. For Hungary the latter is extremely impor-
tant.

Currently, the really important problem with
the interest rate cuts is that the interests of
households burdened with foreign currency
denominated loans are contrary to the reduction
of the HUF exchange rate. If the exchange rate
falls significantly, too many foreign-currency
debtors may get into trouble, because the for-
merly high and non-decreasing HUF exchange
rate, together with the high Forint interest
rates, misoriented the population due to the rel-
atively low interest rates on loans denominated
in euro, Swiss franc, US dollar and Japanese
yen! Households took out, relatively cheaply,
too much foreign currency loans implying sig-
nificantly smaller interest burdens.

In fact, borrowings were so extensive that
they mean excessive burden for a great portion
of debtors even with a high HUF exchange rate
in place. And if the HUF exchange rate falls,
this would put an unbearable burden on many
foreign-currency debtors. This actually hap-
pened when the HUF exchange rate began to
dive as a result of the international financial cri-
sis. Naturally, foreign currency debtors are not
happy about the fall of the HUF exchange rate.
This has also become a source of political ten-
sion by now.

Yet, both a falling HUF exchange rate and fur-
ther interest rate cuts are indispensable for recov-
ery and rejuvenation. The economic turnaround
will become obvious and self-propellant when
investments start growing, mostly as a result of
the interest rate reduction.15

If we do not count with the multinational
companies operating in the domestic market, the
overvalued Forint is a serious competitive disad-
vantage for domestic producers. Producers often
refer to their competitive disadvantage. This
may be explained not only by the great tax bur-
den, but also by the overvalued exchange rate.

Up until the second half of 2008 the nominal
HUF exchange rate grew (and not decreased)
despite the fact that inflation was significantly
higher than in the other countries. In 2008 the
exchange rate continued to grow again by near-
ly 10 percent for a few months.

Averaged out in the longer run, the
Hungarian currency must not be overvalued. In
relation to the marketed goods and services,
the exchange rate must get close to the pur-
chasing-power parity of the same goods and
services. This is how comparative advantages
can prevail, this is how economic automatism
can best enforce the economical utilisation of
resources, this is how the production structure
best approaches a state that ensures a good
position for the domestic companies, including
mostly small and medium-sized companies, in
the international competition for markets. In
small and open economies this requirements is
much more important than in larger countries
with more closed economies than ours.

Taking into account the development of con-
sumer prices on the internal and external mar-
kets, as well as the different factors associated
with price hikes (for example the special role of
services in price-forming, as well as the rela-
tively small share in exports) the optimum
exchange rate should be in the HUF 280–290
band against the euro.16 Of course, this is not
good news for those burdened with foreign
currency debts, but it is favourable for small
and medium-sized companies, the expected
development of employment, as well as the
competitiveness and export potentials of
Hungarian-owned companies. Consequently, it
is favourable for recovery from the crisis, the
rejuvenation of the economy, as well as the
expected development of employment.

The exchange rate policy should not be the
number one tool for curbing inflation. A more
important role should be given to budgetary and
income policies in this respect. The currency
exchange rate should depend on the different
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changes in price levels in international compar-
ison, and not vice versa. It would be the worst
economic policy if in the monetary policy, and
in the interest rate policy within that, Hungary
would strive for an overvalued HUF exchange
rate, in line with the interests of foreign cur-
rency debtors. This would mean another grave
mistake on top of the former economic and
monetary policy mistakes. The former econom-
ic policy has created a difficult situation for enti-
ties with foreign currency loans. It would be an
even greater mistake to add to the deficiencies by
making recovery from the crisis significantly
more difficult with the interest and exchange rate
policies.17

A special loan scheme, rescheduling, or the
temporary suspension of loan repayment is
needed. Or the SME sector must be offered
credit conditions that are designed to offset
large companies' vantage point, which is appar-
ent in borrowing, too. However, schemes that
are designed to offset disadvantages arising
from artificially high market interest rates are
not needed. Similarly, there is no need for a
scheme that would deter the adverse conse-
quences of an overvalued HUF exchange rate
accompanying the high interest rates for the
SME sector. And finally, such a scheme is not
needed, because as a result of such a scheme –
and possibly other decisions, too – the already
complicated regulatory system would become
overcomplicated and even more intransparent.

Downsizing and reform, the reaction
ability of companies

I have already referred to the fact that tax cuts
would have a fermenting effect on the econo-
my, even if it would not lead to the further
swelling of the already swollen public finance
deficit. We could also see that in recession tax
cuts are not advisable, not even if they are
accompanied by a similar reduction in expendi-

tures: at such times this too will lead to a drop
in production. And due to the latter, tax rev-
enues will drop again, and the end result is not
only a drop in production, but also a further
rise in the deficit. However, the situation is
changing if the economy begins to rejuvenate!

During the recovery, i.e. at the beginning of
rejuvenation, optimism becomes dominant.
One can do things that have to be avoided dur-
ing recession. Taxes and budgetary expendi-
tures can be decreased concurrently, and practi-
cally to the same extent! This would no longer
decrease aggregate demand. The amount of
deliberate savings, which resulted from the tax
cuts, would be offset by the deliberate invest-
ments, which would grow, too. The balance
would be achieved not subsequently, as a result
of the decline in deliberate savings caused by
the drop in production, but in parallel with
growing production, on a continuous basis, with
increasing savings! Output can grow fast both
in the shorter and longer run, due to more
favourable investments and of course due to
increasing exports.18

State redistribution, as well as the curtail-
ment of utilisation by the state increase the pri-
vate sector's share in income, which manifests
in the growth of the rate of private – individual
and corporate – savings, albeit to a smaller
extent than the drop in the rate of centralisa-
tion: since due to the reduction of state roles
the costs of the private sector must somewhat
grow. It is not correct to exaggerate the growth
rate of savings. At national level it can be max-
imum 2–3 percent, which may ensure a growth
rate surplus of maximum 0.5 percent based on
the current investment efficiency of Hungary.
Of course, this counts, too.

As a result of streamlining, the share of the
private sector will grow within total savings.
The share of corporate investments may rise,
which has a more direct influence on the
growth process. Resources that lay the founda-
tions for production growth can be bigger and
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more efficient at national level, too, as a result
of reducing non-useful state consumption, and
growing private resources.

Among other things this explains why the
reform fever spread so quickly especially during
the recession; everybody was looking for the
missing resources required for crisis manage-
ment and faster growth. The statement, accor-
ding to which smaller-scale – but of course not
any times smaller – resource utilisation by the
state makes faster growth possible, if in the mean-
time the rate of private investments increases.

However, the rejuvenation of the economy
would require not only the reduction of the rate
of income centralisation compared to the GDP.
Although this would improve the economy's
reaction ability to external impulses, but not to
a sufficient rate. Structural changes are at least of
equally important: How should tax revenues
and state expenditures be structured? There is
consensus about the reduction of the costs of
state bureaucracy, but not about the rate of
reduction. It cannot be known in advance what
savings and what redundancies reduction
would bring about. In addition, it cannot lead
to a decline in the quality of state and commu-
nity services. It is sure that the curtailment of
state bureaucracy is far from being able to yield
revenues necessary for the reduction of the
aggregate tax burden by around 5 percent com-
pared to the GDP.

The trouble is that expenditures can be recog-
nisably decreased only if this affects consumption
by low-income people more than consumption by
rich people. This comes from the fact that in
Hungary, just like anywhere else in the world,
it is rather the expenditure than the revenue
structure of public finances that reduces
income disparities among the different layers
of the society.19 Expenditures mostly include
wage-like expenditures and transfers, as well as
social security payments and services. Any
growth in such payments and services are taken
by the population with ease and pleasure, while

any reduction thereof is received with indigna-
tion. The lesson is: one must never start the
groundless increase of expenditures, and any
such offer is a grave mistake. Such a policy will
backfire at its makers, especially when they
happen to be in power.

However, tax burdens and expenditures must
be reduced concurrently and synchronously.
Today politics is inclined to announce large-
scale contribution cuts, but this should be
accompanied by the reduction of healthcare
and pension expenditures if we do not want to
violate the principle of insurance, and if we do
not wish to increase the deficit either. This has
not been very much publicised lately (or if yes,
only implicitly, with reference to the Swedish
example). On the other hand, a lot has been
said about unilateral contribution and tax
reductions.

Together with the required institutional
reforms, the detailed description of which is
beyond the scope of this article, enterprise
friendly taxation and expenditure structure,
much smaller public finances than today, as
well as more cheaper resources available to the
private sector -especially for small and medi-
um-sized companies – would be most of all
important to enable the economy to adjust
flexibly, and to make economic recovery
stronger, and the subsequent economic rejuve-
nation more dynamic.

Stability, direct capital import, 
recovery, growth dynamics

For a temporary period economic performance
may grow much faster if the rise in investments
is supported by direct capital import, too. Loan
capital imports, which make the debts grow, are
ignored here on purpose; the debt stock in
Hungary is already too high, and the interna-
tional money and capital market reacts to its
changes sensitively and to the detriment of our
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country. However, direct capital import may
play an important role in the recovery process,
too. This can happen through the reinvestment
of the profits of foreign companies operating in
Hungary, as well as through brand new foreign
direct investments.

From among the several motivating factors
of direct capital import primarily two can come
into play in the next years. The first one is the
extent to which economic stability can be
ensured in the near future. The other is politi-
cal stability. Important and determining fac-
tors, such as the condition of the infrastruc-
ture, the level of qualification, the quality of
education and training, as well as the determi-
nation thereof by the needs of the economy
should not and cannot be significantly changed
within a short period of time. Although politi-
cal stability is a very important factor, its analy-
sis is beyond the scope of this article.
Therefore, only the significance of economic
stability is discussed here.

Economic stability partially assumes the exis-
tence of price stability. Therefore, bringing the
inflation down and keeping it at a low level is an
unavoidable task. This includes the near-balance
state of public finances, too, which also means
that if the balance is negative, it should not
show an excessively deteriorating trend. An
important accessory of stability is the foreign
economic balance, and consequently the bal-
ance of trade and payments, as well as the direc-
tion of changes in the balance of payments. The
latter are closely related to the external debt
stock of the country, and to the changes there-
of. In other words: stability assumes that the
economy is only slightly vulnerable, since the
smaller the internal and external imbalance, the
smaller the possible problems caused by the
shocks arising from vulnerability.

Such economies can expect strong direct
capital import, which is a great advantage in the
recovery from the crisis, too. For example,
because apart from its own resources the coun-

try can also rely on growing investment
resources that do not directly increase its exter-
nal debts. Of course, this holds if direct capital
import is not hindered by other internal eco-
nomic – as well as political – factors.

The economic stability criteria lend even
more weight to the statements made in this
article so far. If the price stability is an indis-
pensable part of the economic stability, and this
is favourable for direct capital import, the
country should not pursue a deficit policy in
public finances, and should not pass decisions
that will increase the deficit – albeit temporari-
ly according to the intentions. As we could see,
deficit can easily become permanent and much
larger than planned. 

For maintaining the price stability it is risky
to pursue a monetary policy that relies on high
nominal and real interest rates, on the high real
exchange rate of the Hungarian currency, and
maybe its rising nominal interest rate, too
despite the fact that inflation is faster than
abroad. This can easily lead to the overvaluation
of the Hungarian currency. The latter does not
help exports, especially the exports of
Hungarian-owned companies, including prima-
rily small and medium-sized companies. It dete-
riorates the willingness to invest, hinders the
growth in performance, may aggravate the busi-
ness conditions of these companies against com-
petitors, i.e. hampers recovery from the crisis. It
counts a lot what tools the government and the
monetary management use to ensure price sta-
bility. It counts even after the worst is over: it is
significant how strong recovery proves to be.

Vulnerability is greater when not only public
finances, or the balance of payments is in deficit,
but both at the same time. This is the so called
“twin deficit”. There is no major problem with
the balance of the economy when there is a
deficit on the current accounts side, however,
there is a surplus on the side of public finances.
Since this can be the consequence of rapid eco-
nomic growth, let's say during a strong rejuve-
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nation process. Rapid growth itself increases
the public finance revenues, and state expendi-
tures do not necessarily grow at the same rate.
Then the current accounts balance can become
negative, because rapid growth can have a very
strong suction effect on imports. This means
that a surplus in public finances can be accom-
panied by a deficit in current accounts. The
reverse of the situation may also happen.
Internal and external balances having opposite
signs can be often observed in developed
economies, usually for a temporary period.
This leaves the international flow of direct cap-
ital practically unaffected.

But when economic growth or rejuvenation
is attempted to be boosted by an increase in
public expenditures, or unilateral tax reduc-
tions, the deficit of public finances soars again,
and due to its impact on demand imports grow
faster than exports, and as a result, both the
internal and the external balance become nega-
tive. The greater the efforts are for accelerating
the performance growth of the economy with-
out the existence of the required preconditions,
the higher the deficit rate is. The “twin deficit”
is not the result of the self-propelling nature of the
economy, but that of an economy overstretched
especially by the given economic policy. The reac-
tion to the resulting balance problems is the
slow-down of the direct capital import, and in
line with this, and eventually, the weakening of
rejuvenation.

Economic stability first of all depends on the
economic policy of the government. The basic
requirement is that public finances must always
be near the state of equilibrium, and changes in
the balance must reflect the smaller and bigger
fluctuations that occur mostly spontaneously
in the economy. This means that the public
finance system should be solid, it should not
spend on the basis of ungrounded expectations,
and should not strive for popularity at any rate.
In this sense its position is similar to that of pri-
vate households. However, the behaviour of

public finances, and in the background that of
politics, especially that of the government, and
the parties behind is often less solid than that
of private households.

If public finances start lavish spending, stabili-
ty is severely threatened. The central bank, i.e. the
monetary government is unable to solve this
problem by itself. The task of monetary manage-
ment is rather fine-tuning, the continuous per-
formance of which requires great attention.
Yet, it is unable to change the basic propor-
tions. This also means that if public finances
insist on pursuing a profuse policy, and this is
accompanied by a too fast rise in nominal
incomes, the central bank cannot even ensure
price stability, at least not without other serious
consequences. Public finances and the central
bank must cooperate on the basis of the exact
knowledge of objective economic correlations,
they cannot strive for contradictory objectives.
Of course, the monetary policy can be expan-
sive temporarily with public finances being
restrictive, but this always serves the manage-
ment of occasional shocks, disturbances, and of
the temporary imbalance, which is considered
to be unique in a certain sense.

In the past decade we could learn in Hungary
how much it matters what policies the public
finances and the central bank pursue, and what
damage can be caused by the lack of coopera-
tion between them. The current grave situation
cannot be understood without it. And neither
can the growth perspectives. This question has
not been concretely and sufficiently analysed
domestically to date. Exploration of this issue
is very much needed, but this will be a subject
of another paper.

OBJECTIVES, MEANS, REALITIES

How vivid can recovery be, and how dynamic
can the subsequent economic growth be? This
question is raised because the expectations are
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often exaggerated, although they are definitely
more modest since the emergence of the crisis.

In connection with recovery we must count
with three important influencing factors. Being
a small country, the determining factor both
globally, and especially in Europe is the intensi-
ty of the economic rejuvenation to come.
Exports account for 80 percent of Hungary's
GDP, and as much as 70 percent of all exports
are generated by multinational and other for-
eign companies operating in Hungary.
Decisions of the latter are primarily deter-
mined by external boom.

The signs show that in Europe rejuvenation
will not be strong, in part, due to the produc-
tion structure related factors, and in part, due
to the fact that the public finance deficit has
grown big in most Western European coun-
tries. This must be diminished after the end of
the crisis. Not only because this is required by
the European Union, but also because perma-
nently high deficits restrict the growth poten-
tial. If deficit was reduced right now, this would
cause a slump in demand already during the
period of recovery. And if deficit reduction was
postponed, the growth potential of the
European economic block would decrease.
Both are disadvantageous for the Hungarian
economy.

It is considered to be a second influencing
factor that despite a given external boom the
rate of the rejuvenation and then long-term
growth of the Hungarian economy can vary, in
part due to factors manifesting in internal, quan-
titative indicators. Here we can concurrently
count with favourable and unfavourable fac-
tors. It is an advantage that by now the public
finance deficit has become significantly smaller
than it was before the evolution of the crisis.
During the period of rejuvenation we can only
rely on the fact that despite the given tax bur-
dens the balance of the budget can improve due
to the growth in production, provided that the
government will not go on a spending spree

again. Having a smaller initial deficit without
ongoing restrictions is a significant advantage.
But the quantity side contains risk factors, too!
To what extent will the monetary policy
encourage investments, and how will the
exchange rate of the Hungarian forint develop?
As we could see, uncertainty is significant in
this respect, too.

The third restricting factor is quality-related,
it cannot be described with quantitative indica-
tors. If the institutional system remains
unchanged, and so does the economic environ-
ment determined by the economic regulators,
as well as the extent of incentives to save, we
can also expect more modest dynamics.
Restrictions that have been used in the crisis to
date have been subordinated more to the
improvement of the budget balance than to a
comprehensive strategy that influences austeri-
ty, entrepreneurship and the willingness for
employment, and that forces the continuous
maintenance of the balance. The entire institu-
tional and regulatory system must be consis-
tent, since the individual elements are correlat-
ed with one another.

For example, if the size of the contributions
payable is decreased, the composition of the
contributions does matter, and a decision must
be made about the system regulating pension
and healthcare costs, too. Since balance must be
maintained here, too, even for compliance with
the principle of insurance. If the personal
income tax rates are drastically decreased in
order to improve entrepreneurship and the will-
ingness for employment, or if at the same time
a flat rate tax is introduced, the expenditure side
must not be ignored, and equally, it must not be
ignored what changes must be made for the
protection of low income people. Can a princi-
ple be enforced according to which the person-
al income tax, the corporate profit tax and the
value added tax would be the same rate, and the
value added tax would be flat rate, too? How
will these changes affect prices temporarily and
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permanently, and what will happen to monetary
regulation in the transitional period? 

The critical mass of the reforms is often
mentioned. If this means that the individual
elements of the economy are organically inter-
related, wherefore the reform must be compre-
hensive, and the individual parts must fit one
another, the concept of “critical mass” catches
the essence well. However, a lot of reform steps
can be implemented very badly too, therefore
the emphasis is not at all on the quantity of
reform steps. I find the use of the term “critical
mass of the reforms” misleading.

The lack of consistent quality change first of
all deteriorates the dynamics of long-term
growth, and jeopardises the maintenance of the
balance, too. It is not favourable for the immi-
nent recovery process either. It is not known
what the next government will do. Based on
the declarations it cannot be excluded, in fact,
it is rather probable that temporarily it will pur-
sue a deficit increasing policy, which would be
a grave mistake. This means that economic pol-
icy can do a lot for accelerating recovery and
long-term development. Success does not sim-
ply depend on how many financial resources
can be spent on the acceleration of rejuvena-
tion either from own resources, or from loans.
A lot more depends on whether governance is
carried out understanding and relying on the
laws of economics, including the self-pro-
pelling nature of the economy, and not driven
by preconceptions or desires, in the belief that
we must just want it hard, and the situation will
surely improve.

If we increased public finance deficit to make
rejuvenation and economic growth more
dynamic by giving the “first boost”, we would
experience the opposite of the expected result.
We have already proved that being a small and
extremely open economy, even if capacity
reserves do exist, production, and consequent-
ly the size of tax revenues, could grow only
moderately due to the budgetary deficit.

Consequently, the public finance deficit would
continue to grow, which would definitely dete-
riorate the conditions for longer-term econom-
ic growth.

In the process of economic growth the mul-
tiplier effect has no more role to play, therefore
not a single growth theory deals with it.
Instead of the improved utilisation of idle
capacity reserves such factors come into play
like the size and ratio of savings and invest-
ments, the rate of technological development,
the quality of importable technology and
know-how, and the national level of willingness
and ability to introduce developed technolo-
gies. It is equally important how suitable the
trade structure is for the reception of new tech-
nologies, which is fundamentally determined
by workforce training, education, the quality of
schools and education, and even scientific
research. It is a separate condition how pri-
mary, secondary and higher education meets
the needs of the labour market, what is the
weight of skilled worker education pro-
grammes, just like the composition and quality
of higher education, etc. Neither the public
finance deficit, nor the multiplier has any posi-
tive influence on these conditions, and the
impact of the deficit can only be detrimental.

The fact that the public deficit affects the
growth dynamics very adversely is explained
separately by a few growth correlations, as well
as the increasing problem of environment pro-
tection all over the world, and the impacts
thereof on growth.

As far as growth correlations are concerned:
it is of key importance to understand that
dynamic economic growth almost always
requires increasing saving and investment rates.
The sequence is important: the size and ratio of
the necessary investments can be understood
starting out from the requirements of faster
growth.

The fundamental and direct factor of faster
pace economic growth is faster technological
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development. However, this requires a higher
replacement ratio, because then the process of
moral degradation is faster, too. But the ratio of
net investments must be higher, too, since
technological development itself usually frees
workforce up. As a result, a given output can be
achieved by a smaller staff, wherefore, the
employment of a given staff requires greater
output. The faster the technological develop-
ment the greater the output. In the case of a
given capital efficiency this assumes a propor-
tionately faster capital growth, i.e. a growing
net investment ratio. Thus we have come to the
faster growth/higher investment ratio correla-
tion, which is called “inverse correlation” in
modern economic literature.20

In Hungary everybody dreams about fast
economic growth. Some people believe that
this can be achieved by a first boost generated
by a growth in expenditures. However, neither
the theory on economic growth, nor any school of
economics within that knows about a deficit-
based boosting effect. The growth decelerating
effect would be a more relevant category linked
to the deficit. Since – in reality – what effects
does the increased public finance deficit have?

The public finance deficit is a deduction from
the national saving rate. In other words:

The formula shows: national level savings
drop if the public finances are in deficit. Public
finances as a whole decrease savings, too, if the
size of investments funded therefrom is small-
er than the public finance deficit itself.
Statistics show that these investments almost
always fall short of the size of the public
finance deficit. The larger the deficit, the
greater the difference. Consequently, the only
conclusion can be the following: since faster

growth usually assumes a greater investment
rate, and because the source of investments – if
we ignore external loans – comes from savings,
increasing the deficit can only lead to the deceler-
ation of growth dynamics.21 In this case, due to
a growth in deficit, only a smaller investment
ratio can be achieved, although faster growth
would require an increasing investment.22

What can be expected, not in the distant
future, in terms of capital efficiency, as well as
the development of production and productivi-
ty in Hungary and in the entire world economy?

In Hungary's economy – just like in most
other countries – capital intensiveness will grow,
and it will do so for a relatively long period of
time. One reason behind this is, for instance, the
relative underdevelopment of the infrastructure.
This is an outstandingly capital intensive area,
and its development can be followed by pro-
duction growth only with a great delay. A sim-
ilar effect will be caused by environment pro-
tection, which requires considerable invest-
ments in many areas, without any immediate,
and often without a later effect on output
growth. What is more, it assumes the applica-
tion of technologies that increase the current
production costs. In both cases increased capi-
tal intensiveness is a must, which decelerates
output even if the investment rate does not
drop, or only slowly grows at national level. At
the same time, increasing the deficit will reduce
the investment and saving rate at national level.

Now let us see the global economic processes
and the impacts thereof on the Hungarian econ-
omy. Europe is more likely to experience pro-
tracted growth, because environment protec-
tion, which is getting more and more important,
is a hindering factor here, too. Also, because the
existing production structure needs to be trans-
formed. This will require large investments for
quite a long time, and can lead to any consider-
able growth in economic performance only
slowly, with a time lag. It is another question
whether restructuring will take place, and

National level savings = household savings + corporate

savings + public finance balance + investment funded from

public finances
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whether it will go in the right direction. For
years, performance growth in Europe will also
be slowed by the fact that public finances in
many Western European economies, which ear-
lier operated with balanced budgets, have
incurred significant debts. If the deficit is not
decreased in the coming years, investments will
be subdued, and growth will not take place. If
deficit is reduced, this can only be done by keep-
ing the aggregate demand back, and this is why
growth will be slow in the first years.

Hungary's main foreign trade partner is
Western Europe, however a strong demand
impulse capable of making Hungary's econom-
ic development dynamic cannot be expected
from there. It would be appropriate to increase
as much as possible, but at least modestly, the
share of other regions. The possibilities here
are restricted, wherefore they cannot be
utilised without investments. It would be a
great disadvantage if the resurging public
finance deficit would deteriorate the chance for
the increase of investments.

If we look into the more distant future, we
can see serious problems in connection with
the dynamics of growth and the capital intensi-
ty of production everywhere: in Hungary, in
Europe and in the entire global economy. The
protection of the natural environment is a crucial
issue, environment protection may become a
number one priority, which can change the
nature of economic development. So far techno-
logical development has obviously most often
been linked to a growth in productivity, i.e. bet-
ter performance both at the micro- and macro-
economic level. However, technological devel-
opment can be subordinated to environment
protection. Probably this would increasingly
mean that the same performance can be
achieved by using less energy and materials,
and by causing much smaller environmental
degradation.

Then GDP growth will remain in the back-
ground, and possibly it will not occur at all in

many places. On the other hand, the propor-
tion of environmental investments will contin-
uously grow. Capital efficiency in the traditional
sense will deteriorate, and will receive a new con-
tent. Capital intensity will grow even faster, and
so will the significance of savings. It is highly
possible that the investment rate will rise
despite constant GDP. Public finance balance
will be much more significant. 

This is not a problem of the distant future,
but that of tomorrow. For the author of this
article the concept – which is unsupportable in
terms of economic considerations, too – seems
to be mere anachronistic that public finance
deficit should be increased to start rejuvenation
and future growth, and to give a boost to eco-
nomic growth like that. These notions have
become completely obsolete and irrelevant for
the current economic condition of Hungary. It
is absurd to respond to the new challenges by
the deliberately increasing the deficit.

When making international comparisons one
must understand what happens and why. If a
national economy starts to grow markedly fast,
at a rate of nearly 10 percent, it is not at all sure
that it has stepped on a path of permanent
growth of around 8 to 10 percent. This may be
a transitional consequence of a sudden rise in
direct capital imports for a certain reason. Soon
we will witness a spectacular drop in the growth
rate. It is possible that the fast rise in produc-
tion is merely a transitional consequence of
economic opening in a country that is otherwise
suffering from a relative technological backlog.
It is also possible that labour reserves are plen-
tiful, and growth is extensive in nature on the
basis of a simple increase of investments, and
dynamics will drop in the not too distant future.
It is also possible that the price of fast growth is
that too much of the GDP is spent on invest-
ments, exports and export surpluses, and the
majority of the population does not enjoy the
benefits of fast growth.23

Therefore, we must look behind the process-
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es. It must be known whether the process is
permanent or temporary, what the recent suc-
cesses can be attributed to, what opportunities
we can have, and whether we are ready to
assume the costs of results experienced else-
where. And the most important thing for the topic
of this article: we must have a good understand-

ing of objective correlations valid during eco-
nomic crises and in the process of economic
growth. This is not only the researchers'
responsibility; the citizens of the country
expect the same from the decision-makers and
politicians speaking on the topic. In this
respect, Hungary is doing not at all well. 

1 Brown, E. C . (1956)

2 Erdõs (2009) 

3 This means that the average tax burden can and must
be decreased on the basis of the improving tax-pay-
ing morale. However, this should rather be done sub-
sequently, after the actual improvement of the tax-
paying morale. Until then other tools must be used.
For example: state expenditures that increase at a
slower pace than the growth rate of the economy
entail an improving balance in public finances with
the same tax burdens. On the other hand, the
improving balance makes it possible to decrease the
tax burdens without risking a deficit growth. If tax
burdens are reduced in this manner, this may
improve the tax-paying morale, which can improve
the budget balance, and tax reduction may again be
included in the agenda. In addition, we can mention
tax reductions made possible by decreased expendi-
tures: this means that public finances can be stream-
lined risk-free.

4 The multiplier shows the extent of the change –
growth or reduction – in output triggered by a
change in autonomous spending – such as the
growth or reduction in budgetary expenditures.
Since any rise – or drop – in autonomous spending
affects demand both directly and indirectly. If for
example public finances increase their purchases by
100 units with the same revenues, in case of suffi-
cient reserve capacities the output can adjust to this
in a flexible manner, i.e. this will grow, too, by 100
units, albeit with a relatively short time delay. A
growth in income equalling the latter creates more
demand, depending on the level of the marginal
propensity to consume. If this is 2/3, purchases will
again grow at a rate equalling 2/3 of the income
increment. Output will again grow, but this time
only by 67 units. With a certain marginal propensity
to consume this process continues according to a
declining geometric series, in a regular pattern, and in

the given example the maximum numerical value of
the multiplier will be 1/1–0.67, i.e. 3. This means that
in this particular case the total demand and output
increment equals 300 units. 
The multiplier is influenced by several factors, such
as the ratio of taxes imposed on incomes. If this tax
equals 20 percent, the multiplier will be smaller, and
will equal 1/1–(0.67×0.8), that is 2.15. In this case a
growth in state demand by 100 units can generate
only slightly more than 200 units of demand and
output growth. Other influencing factors need not
be mentioned here. In relation to the subject of this
study the only thing that matters is that the concept
of income multiplier expresses a real correlation. Its
numerical value depends on concrete conditions, and
is valid until there are free and marketable produc-
tion capacities. The latter must be emphasised: this is
how we can understand that the income multiplier
has nothing to do with the growth potential of the
economy. It is also important to know that it is easi-
er to interpret the multiplier effect in theory than to
determine its size in practice. The “multiplier uncer-
tainty” is a concept well known concept from litera-
ture. Lucas, R. E., (1981) 

5 The multiplier effect was first noticed by Keynes and
his colleagues. They also noticed that as soon as the
economy achieves the state of full employment, it
does not make any sense to increase state expendi-
tures. On the contrary, this would cause serious
problems. As Keynes put it: “When full employment
is reached, any attempt to increase investment still
further will set up a tendency in money-prices to rise
without limit, irrespective of the marginal propensi-
ty to consume; i.e. we shall have reached a state of
true inflation. Keynes, J. M., 1965 This also shows
that Keynes found it important that the increase of
state deficit should not lead to inflation, and he
thought that deficit spending was not always applica-
ble. This was taken so seriously by Keynes and his
colleagues that from the very beginning they regard-
ed it an issue to be clarified whether during a crisis

NOTES
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the increase of state expenditures would cause an
unlimited growth in demand. Since when they
realised the existence of the multiplier effect, first
they feared that the re-spending of income generat-
ed on the basis of state expenditures, and then the
spending of income so earned, etc. would have an
infinite multiplier effect. First they just thought that
this could not be true, but they did not know why. It
was Keynes's colleague, R. F. Kahn, who discovered
that it must have been a convergent geometric series,
if the re-spending ratio was between 0 and 1. From
that point it was only one step to the recognition
that the marginal propensity to consume determines
the re-spending ratio, and this is really a value
between 0 and 1. These contemplations of Keynes
can serve as a lesson to all who would be willing to
increase – even significantly – the public finance
deficit even in the current situation of Hungary.
Baumol, W. J. – Blinder, A. S., (1979) wrote an excel-
lent analysis about the process of the birth and devel-
opment of the Keynesian theory.

6 The significance of the existence of marketable and
idle production capacities is also shown by the fact
that the neoclassical school of economics found and
still finds the multiplier effect unworthy of examina-
tion. According to its representatives, the economy
always strives for the state of full employment, and
with the exception of a few periods of time this is
actually characteristic of the capitalist market econo-
my. According to this, it is not justified to analyse the
multiplier effect, which assumes that capacity
reserves exist a priori. The income multiplier fits into
the Keynesian theoretical system, but it is incompat-
ible with the theoretical system of the neoclassical
and the monetary schools. Baumol, W. J. – Blinder,
A. S. (1979)

7 This is convincingly proved by statistical data, espe-
cially by those that can be studied in a separate pub-
lication on the basis of the revenue and expenditure
structure of public finances, on the basis of the devel-
opment of the public finance balance over a longer
period of time, and on the basis of international
comparison. Eurostat (1/2009); European Central
Bank (2009). 

8 An indepth analysis of the issue is provided by Barro,
R. J. (1989)

9 The decline in the saving rate can be well seen in the
statistical figures. By the first quarter of 2009, in the
countries of the eurozone aggregate net savings
dropped by around 67 percent, i.e. to one third of the
level experienced in the first quarter of the preceding

year. In contrast with this, consumption declined
only by 0.5–1 percent in the same period despite the
fact that the disposable income of the population
decreased by 5.2 percent. The sharp difference is
explained by the strong decline in net savings. This is
also the reason behind the fact that the consump-
tion/GDP ratio increased by 1 percent during a year.
Naturally, the GDP fell, by a little over 3 percent,
wherefore the ratio of consumption, which declines
only slowly, increased compared to the faster
decreasing GDP, ECB (2009)
It is not easy to follow the development of this
process. For example, the drop in consumption can-
not be accurately determined on the basis of retail
turnover or household purchases. The latter always
decrease to a much greater extent, than the decline of
consumption itself. Well over 50 percent of house-
hold purchases are service purchases, most of which
must be paid for no matter what. These purchases are
not included in the retail turnover. What is more, it
can be stated that in part it is especially the income
inflexibility of expenditures spent on services that is
responsible for the relatively fast decline in retail
turnover. And this is what causes that aggregate
household consumption decreases much more mod-
erately than the GDP at times of crisis.

10 It is difficult to determine when to switch to a new
economic policy. This depends on many factors,
including the one that we must take into account
that the economy always responds to decisions with
delay. First of all we must realise when the time has
come for action. This requires the accurate and up-
to-date knowledge of facts, however statistics show
the facts with delay. The more recent the changes,
the less accurate the statistical materials are. The
time needed for decision-making is also an impor-
tant factor. Fiscal decisions usually require much
longer time than monetary policy related decisions.
The response of the economy to the decisions of
the government and the monetary authorities
comes with even greater delay. For example, if the
central bank decreases the basic rate of interest, the
banks need time to respond and encourage the
reduction of the general market interest rates. An
even longer period of time passes before households
and companies will increase their consumption and
investment expenditures. Lower interest rates, as we
know, provide an incentive for investments. But not
right away! Investment decisions are preceded by
corporate considerations. The expected yield is
compared with the costs, the expected market
changes are taken into account and a plan is devel-
oped for the given investment. This may take up to
a year, or occasionally even longer. The implemen-
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tation of a process started also takes time. For exam-
ple, it requires at least one year for the income mul-
tiplier to take full effect. The problem of timing is
always there: too early or too late decisions by the
government are equally detrimental. Similarly, the
application of inappropriate dosage also makes mat-
ters worse. Kareken, J. – Solow, R, 1963; Case, K. E.
– Fair, R. C. (1996)

11 Modern civil economics emphasises: public finance
deficit does not always reflect deliberate deficit
spending. Changes in production and cyclical fluc-
tuations also affect the balance of public finances. At
times of crisis it may also happen that a budgetary
deficit occurs exclusively due to a drop in produc-
tion. “Full employment deficit” is especially a relat-
ed category. Among other things it warns about the
fact that restriction should not always be used for
the purpose of deficit reduction. This term was first
used by Brown, E. C. Today it is regarded as a wide-
ly used argument category in the analyses of crises
and business cycles. Brown, E. C. (1956)

12 Here I do not count with the correlation according
to which the replacement fund is also unable to
cover the costs of actual replacement when produc-
tion becomes more capital intensive. In such cases
the same level of production can be ensured only
with larger investments. The method of discussion
of this issue also depends on how we define the con-
tent of replacement. It would lead to many compli-
cations, the discussion of which would divert atten-
tion from important correlations directly linked to
the crisis and rejuvenation. 

13 It is difficult to follow the correlations here. There
has been no end of attractive promotional offers in
the interbank competition for depositors' funds.
Within these schemes the banks generally offer a
very high annual interest rate for a period of two
months, but they drastically reduce the interest
rates after the two months pass. The average house-
hold deposit interest rates are much lower than the
promotional interest rates. On top of that, due to
the 20 percent interest tax the real net interest rate
often falls short of the inflation rate. Then, in the
case of household deposits, the interest tax burdens
formerly accumulated savings, i.e. capital, instead of
the income earned. This is always the case when the
real interest rate is negative. Earlier, for some time,
there was a rule in effect, according to which no
interest tax can be levied on a negative interest rate.
However, this rule has fallen into oblivion.
Imposing taxes on negative real interest rates is
expressly detrimental, it weakens the willingness to

save, and together with this the growth of corporate
investments, and eventually it hampers economic
growth.

14 The correlation is easy to understand. If the internal
interest rate rises, money investors become more
interested in securities denominated in the
Hungarian currency. Ownership of such securities
provides a higher yield than earlier, and together
with the demand for securities the demand for the
Forint grows, too. Therefore, the Forint exchange
rate will be higher. If the yield remains high for a
longer period of time, the Forint exchange rate will
also remain high permanently. (Naturally, it must
always be kept in mind that the risks associated with
money investments into different currencies differ
from currency to currency, wherefore the yields
must also contain different risk premiums.). It must
always be kept in mind that the yields may be dif-
ferent even if we disregard the risk premium, and
may change to varying extents, and the currency
exchange rate rises or drops depending on these lat-
ter changes.
This correlation is not easy to present. Exchange
rates often change in the same direction within an
entire region, if the judgement of money investors
about the entire region changes in the same manner.
Therefore, it is possible that the interest rate of a
country within this region grows, yet the exchange
rate of its currency decreases: for some time pes-
simistic judgement will prevail about the entire
region. Or judgement about other regions and other
and large countries suddenly improves, wherefore
investors with larger money capitals and who hunt
for larger and sure profits go to these countries, and
at the same time money capital flows out of the
aforementioned region.
From among the many complicating factors two
must be highlighted, which can be regarded
extremely important for the exchange rate of the
Hungarian currency. The first is: money capital does
not always hunt for larger yields (interest rates). It
also hunts for the spread profit that can be gained
from the changes in the exchange rates of securities.
For example, if the central bank considerably
reduces the basic interest rate, general interest rates
may soon follow this trend, but of course, not the
amount of interest actually paid on the existing
securities portfolio. Most of the existing securities
portfolio consists of fixed-interest bearing securi-
ties. Yields drop when the exchange rate of the secu-
rities rises, and the expected yield drops relative to
the price of the securities. The exchange rate of the
securities may increase significantly. If a speculative
trader buys securities right at the beginning of the
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rise in the exchange rate, he can later sell said secu-
rities with a great profit. In the beginning such pur-
chases may dominate, wherefore an interest rate cut
may paradoxically be followed by the rise in the
exchange rate of the currency of the given country,
e.g. that of the Hungarian Forint! As if it was not
true that interest rate cuts are accompanied by the
drop in the exchange rate of the currency of the
given country. Yet, the correlation is true! We do not
have to wait long before the exchange rate of the
currency drops, too. As soon as growth in the prices
of the given securities loses its momentum, fall
occurs instead rise, securities and the Hungarian
forint are being sold by the speculative traders, and
the exchange rate of the Forint drops.
The other correlation: especially in a small country it
must always be kept in mind that the currency
exchange rate cannot be independent of the internal
purchasing power thereof. This has always been
emphasised by the purchasing-power parity value.
Of course, the purchasing-power ratio does not
tightly determine the exchange rate. But the factors,
on the basis of which bank and stock exchange ana-
lysts assess the given, expected daily, and weekly, i.e.
short-term changes of the exchange rate of the
Hungarian currency are fully inadequate to explain
why the euro is worth 270 times more than the
Hungarian Forint. The comparison of the interest
rates leads us nowhere; it can, at best, explain a rel-
atively long-term deviation compared to the pur-
chasing-power parity, similarly to other factors that
can provide temporary explanations for a shorter or
longer time. Not even in relation to large countries!
And this is very significant in practical terms!
For example, if we want to know how much the
exchange rate of the Hungarian Forint will improve
compared to the lowest rate of HUF 315 = EUR 1,
and if we do not cherish illusions, we cannot expect
it to increase to the level of HUF 250 = EUR 1 (or
even HUF 230). Not even if the interest rate cut
will temporarily be accompanied by an increase in
the exchange rate of the Hungarian Forint. The
HUF 250 = EUR 1 exchange rate is not realistic.
The exchange rate will be significantly smaller, since
the effect of the purchasing power will eventually –
albeit with difficulties – prevail. No matter how
hard some would like to throw it out of the window.
A valuable discussion about the changes in the
exchange rates of the currencies of small and large
countries is provided by Hall, R. E. – Taylor, J. B.
(2003)

15 Earlier we referred to the problem of delay.
Naturally, this problem occurs here too, but rejuve-
nation sooner or later follows the interest rate cut,

and the subsequent drop in the HUF exchange rate,
which occurs on the same basis.
The reduction of the HUF exchange rate would be
of special importance in Hungary. Before the emer-
gence of the economic and financial crisis the
Hungarian currency became rather overvalued.
Since 2000–2001, consumer prices in Hungary have
grown nearly 30 percent faster than in the euro
zone. The most important factor behind the rapid
growth of internal prices was inflation. If the Forint
was not extremely undervalued in 2000–2001, it has
definitely become overvalued by today. If this
process continues, it would keep back the exports
of small and medium-sized companies, and will hin-
der rejuvenation.

16 In 2000–2001 the exchange rate was around HUF
250–255 for EUR 1. Since then, by 2008, the con-
sumer price level in the eurozone and in Hungary
grew by 20 percent and 58 percent, respectively.
This means that the growth of the price level in
Hungary was 32 percent faster mostly due to the
permanently large public finance deficit, and the
quick rise in nominal wages. Even if only half of this
32 percent difference is attributed to inflation, one
euro should be worth at least HUF 290. The HUF
280–290/EUR band can be regarded neither exag-
gerated nor pessimistic.

17 If the central bank refrained from cutting the inter-
est rate, even if this would be made possible by the
decreasing risk premium, a very unfavourable situa-
tion would emerge. The SME sector would get into
a disadvantageous situation, and this could only be
eased by means of preferential loan conditions. The
related coverage should be provided by public
finances, which would deteriorate the balance, or
resources would have to be withdrawn from other
important tasks, including investments. Once pro-
ducers are granted state subsidies, such subsidies
always prove to be insufficient. The cost-efficient
utilisation of subsidies is difficult if not impossible
to ensure. Allocation of the subsidies causes anoth-
er serious problem. Supervision would use
resources, too, and would imply large administrative
costs. Manual control is always costly, because it is
sluggish, too complicated, biased, and wittingly,
unwittingly it gives room for corruption. Inefficient
companies, ones that would rather need liquidation,
would also receive subsidies.

18 There is a continuous adjustment process among
output, investments, savings and exports, which
plays an important role not only during recession.
Let us look at the period when economic growth is
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more or less evenly paced, since completely even,
balanced economic growth does not exist. There
always exist deliberate savings the ratio of which
compared to the GDP is never constant. If the
economy is on a kind of growth path, the absolute
size of deliberate savings grows. The same holds for
changes in deliberate investments and exports. At
the same time, adjustment between deliberate sav-
ings and investments is the really important
process! If the economy is on a growth path, both
savings and deliberate investments increase, where-
fore no big trouble may hit. If these two are in equi-
librium, balance is reached right away in a closed
economy, since then at the given price level aggre-
gate demand must equal aggregate supply. This
would hold true both ex ante and ex post! Yet, these
two sides are never exactly equal. If the amount of
deliberate savings is larger, smaller marketing diffi-
culties may occur, and therefore production will
grow somewhat slower, or the price level will aug-
ment at a slower pace, and exports will increase
faster. This is the process of adjustment. This can
manifest in the deceleration or acceleration of eco-
nomic growth, on a temporary basis. When deliber-
ate investments happen to be larger, aggregate
demand starts growing faster, inflation may speed
up. On the other hand, if there are free reserves,
growth may temporarily be faster. The real interest
rate may rise, and the growth of investments may
slow down at a later stage. This means that fluctua-
tions always exist, and the rate of investments and
savings change continuously too, in line with the
pace of economic growth. However, in the tempo-
ral average, at times outside recession, investments
and savings reach a balance – ex post –, without
causing economic performance decline in absolute
terms. The constant short-term production fluctua-
tions can in part be explained with this adjustment
process.
The situation is different in recession! Then the
willingness to invest is very low. If deliberate savings
increase significantly at such a time, e.g. the growth
in investments does not take place because of the
tax cuts carried out concurrently with the cuts in
expenditures, and in a global recession exports can-
not be increased either, a further drop in production
is inevitable. Then disproportion has become rather
sizeable! And then expectations are pessimistic! The
curtailment of public finances is not possible with-
out further deepening the crisis. Finally, invest-
ments and savings do reach a balance, but only at
the expense of a significant drop in production! But
what is true during recession, is not valid in the peri-
od of rejuvenation. This is the time when streamlin-
ing of public finances can or should be started.

19 A lively description of this was given by Musgrave,
R. A. and Musgrave, P. B. (1987) upon examining
the economy of the US

20 “In the neoclassical growth model developed for
closed economies the saving rate is the exogenous
variable, and equals the input/output ratio. A high-
er saving rate increases the output per worker steady
state level, and hence increases the growth rate com-
pared to a given initial value of the GDP. (…)
However, it is probable that a reverse cause and
effect relation is of significance here.” Barro, R. J. –
Sala-I-Martin, X. (1997) pp. 32–33

21 Of course, those believing in the significance of
the “first boost” may say: deficit will decrease
with time, and consequently the growth potential
will not diminish. However, a decreasing deficit is
also a hindering factor, and hinders as much as can
be gained from the first boost through the multi-
plier effect. This means that there is no point in
starting to increase the deficit. What is more, it is
always difficult to turn in the budgetary policy. We
are greatly tempted not to hold expenditure
growth back, or not to increase them at a slower
pace than revenue growth. It is always easier to
increase the deficit than to reduce a swollen deficit
later on.

22 We must add here that the investment rate can
also be increased by means of forced savings. Even
in this case savings grow as much as investments
simply because of the following: let us say that
investments are encouraged by very cheap loans,
by permitting the wide-scale and liberal use of
accelerated depreciation, and by investment tax
loans. Therefore investments grow quickly, and
aggregate demand also grows faster than aggregate
supply, if we count at constant prices. However,
inflation begins to accelerate, too, and grows at a
faster pace than nominal wages. This means that
the growth of real wages slows down, or it may
come to a halt, or wages may even decrease.
Therefore the rate of corporate profits begins to
rise, and they, as well as cheap loans granted at the
beginning of the process, as well as the preferen-
tial interest rates can be used to finance larger
investment projects. Eventually, larger corporate
profits alone can be sufficient to finance increas-
ing investments: larger profits lead to larger cor-
porate savings. However, these are not deliberate,
but forced savings, achieved mostly among house-
hold savings, but also among companies. In fact,
the household sector is the saving sector, since
household consumption is forced to drop. The
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uniqueness is implied in the fact that savings
appear at the companies, and not where consump-
tion was forced to drop.
However, the method of forced savings described
above cannot be applied if the reduction of the infla-
tion is a top priority task. This is the situation that
Hungary, and practically Europe will experience in
the coming years.

23 Here, as an example we can cite China, where the
growth rate has been higher than in any other coun-
tries for a long time now. In China fixed capital
spending alone has equalled 40–40 percent of the
GDP for years. The export surplus has been 2–3
percent of the GDP for years. Fixed capital spend-
ing does not include stockbuilding. Huge sums are
spent on defence and space research. All in all, only

maximum 50 percent of the GDP can be spent on
consumption, including consumption by the rich. If
we also count with the strong income polarisation,
it can be calculated how much is allocated to the
majority of the population where – at comparable
prices – the per capita GDP equals 28 percent of the
per capita GDP in Hungary, and per capita con-
sumption is 18–19 percent of that in Hungary.
However, on the positive side there is the current
fast growth in China. The question is whether we
would undertake the “costs” of this 8–10 percent
growth, knowing that this growth rate will sooner
or later drop to a fraction, just like it has dropped in
Ireland in Europe, or in Japan on the Far East. Data
source: OECD. A concrete analysis can be read
about the fast economic growth of China in: Csaba
L. (2006)
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I

Gyula Pulay

Is the aid scheme for disabled
workers efficient? 

In 2008, HUF 631 billion were allocated in the
Hungarian state budget for the disability pension
of the working-age population, HUF 94 billion
were made available to finance the social benefits
of people with health impairments. The two fig-
ures added together make up 2.9 per cent of the
GDP. If the approximately 700 thousand people
who were absent from active production due to
disabilities and health impairments had been
effectively employed, and if they had been able to
contribute to production only with a 50 per cent
efficiency compared to the remaining 3.7 million
people employed, their contribution could have
raised the Hungarian GDP by close to 10 per
cent. Understandably, not every person with
health impairment is capable of re-entering the
labour market, nevertheless, the statistical figures
clearly indicate the magnitude of state expendi-
ture and loss of revenues caused by the absence of
disabled workers1 who are the passive beneficiar-
ies of aid schemes. An aid scheme designed for
disabled workers may be regarded efficient from
socio-economic perspective, if it were to be geared
at employment more effectively and proportion-
ately less money were to be allocated for supple-
menting their income.

International comparative studies indicate
that this is not an impossible job to do. In the
leading Member States of the European Union
40 per cent of disabled workers in the working-

age group are effectively employed. According
to a survey conducted by the Central Statistical
Office (CSO – Hungarian acronym: KSH) in
the forth quarter of 2008, this figure reaches
only 23 per cent in Hungary (see Table 1).
There are several factors lying behind this sig-
nificant gap. One of such factors is the failure
of the various subsidies to provide sufficient
incentives for employers to recruit disabled
workers at a larger rate. In order to prove the
above statement, first, we endeavour to define
the principle on the basis of which a scheme
with more effective incentives could be devel-
oped. Then, after the definition of these princi-
ples, we want to establish whether the existing
Hungarian scheme can satisfy these principles. 

UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS IS IT 
PROFITABLE FOR AN EMPLOYER TO
RECRUIT DISABLED WORKERS?

There are two different conditions under which
an employer may find it useful to employ dis-
abled workers. In the first case, the disabled
employee is offered an employment rehabilita-
tion (training, preparation, initial practice)
which enables him to perform the job with a
quality equal to healthy employees and without
additional costs put on the employer's shoul-
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ders. In the second case, in which the above
condition cannot be met, the disabled worker
can only achieve lower productivity which is
compensated by state aid. 

The clear distinction between the two cases is
particularly important, because they require dif-
ferent types of handling by the state. In the first
case, the state is expected to support the reha-
bilitation process, and if it is successfully con-
cluded there is no further need to additional
state intervention. State intervention in this
first case may actually represent an impediment
in the process in which disabled workers under-
go employment integration, because it would
encourage employers to apply for state subsidy
rather than make them interested in full reha-
bilitation. In the second case, even after a suc-
cessful rehabilitation, integrated employment
can be maintained with continuous state subsi-
dies. It is important to point out that in both
cases employment rehabilitation is completed.
Even in the second case, there may be a room to
improve the employability and productivity of
the disabled workers, nevertheless, due to the
degree of their disabilities, health impairments
and because of the limited availability of poten-
tial jobs they will not be able to perform their
jobs with an efficiency equal to healthy employ-
ees even in jobs offered in their jobs in rehabil-
itation employment. Consequently, it is neces-
sary to raise the question: what is the objective of
employment rehabilitation, i.e. under what condi-
tion is it considered successful? 

We believe that various levels of employment
rehabilitation may be specified as an objective
subject to the nature of disability or health
impairment. The rehabilitation levels to be
achieved can be distinguished based on two
dimensions, the first dimension is the produc-
tivity of work, i.e. we need to answer the ques-
tion whether the disabled worker is able to
perform his job with a productivity equal to
healthy employees after adequate preparation
and initial practice, or whether his perform-
ance is lagging behind others to a smaller or
larger degree. The second dimension is inde-
pendent conduct of work, i.e. whether the dis-
abled worker is able to perform his job without
assistance or whether, alternatively, he is in
need of regular or regular and considerable
assistance. These two dimensions are
described in a table below (see Table 2). The
selection of these two dimensions is especially
useful, because a regulation of the European
Commission on state aids2 also provides a legal
opportunity for continuous aid for the inte-
grated employment of disabled workers based
on the above: one dimension is the wage sub-
sidy which compensates lower productivity,
the other dimension is the coverage of costs of
employing staff on the assistance of disabled
workers. 

Based on what has been shown in Table 2, it
is practical to make a distinction between the
three basic cases of successful rehabilitation from
the perspective of aid. 

Table 1

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION 
OF DISABLED VIS-A-VIS HEALTHY WORKERS

(forth quarter of 2008)

Characteristics Disabled workers Healthy workers 
Activity rate (%) 27.4 72.7

Employment rate (%) 23.0 67.3

Unemployment rate (%) 16.3 7.4

Source: Social characteristics and the social supply systems, 2008; KSH, 2009, based on the figures presented on page 63
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Full rehabilitation: when a disabled worker
is able to perform his job after the successful
completion of rehabilitation without any fur-
ther assistance with a productivity equal to
healthy employees. This means that in the case
of full rehabilitation, there is no need for regu-
lar assistance for the continued employment of
the person concerned.

Partial rehabilitation: when a disabled
worker can work under normal working condi-
tions, but he needs regular assistance even after
the successful completion of rehabilitation and
is able to perform his job only with a produc-
tivity lower than healthy employees. This
means that despite the successful rehabilitation,
there is a need for regular assistance for the con-
tinued employment of the person concerned. 

Rehabilitation requiring sheltered employ-
ment: when a disabled worker has been trained
to perform simple jobs, but due to his disabili-
ty or health impairment, he is able to work only
in a sheltered environment and only with a
lower than average productivity. This means
that despite the successful rehabilitation, there is a
need for regular assistance and sheltered working
conditions (which also has different degrees) for
the continued employment of the person con-
cerned. 

The distinction of the full, partial employ-
ment rehabilitations and rehabilitation aimed at
sheltered employment as well as the clear defi-
nition of their aid consequences underline the
qualitative significance of rehabilitation. In this
context, the key issue is to find or develop posts

in which a disabled worker is able to carry out
work of full value. (I.e. the productivity of his
work can reach the average productivity of
healthy employees.) In some cases, however,
the (remaining) capacities of disabled workers
are not completely in line with the require-
ments of the potential posts. This is why there
is a need to adjust the posts to the capacities of
disabled workers. 

Viewed from the aspect of corporate econo-
my described above, the following conclusions
can be drawn concerning the employment aid
of disabled workers. 

Employers would require technical assis-
tance (professional services) to adjust their
workplaces and the potential posts in the enter-
prise to the capacities and personal needs of
disabled workers.

In the course of the rehabilitation phase
(preparation, initial practice), it is necessary to
provide the employer with a considerable sup-
port until the performance of the disabled
worker reaches the expected level.

At the end of the rehabilitation phase,
rehabilitation is to be assessed based on the fol-
lowing criteria. 

• Was the rehabilitation successful from pro-
fessional point of view?

• Does the rehabilitation lead to full, partial
or continued sheltered employment?

• What additional support or service is
required for the employment of disabled
people? 
Based on the above criteria, decision can be

Table 2

LEVEL OF PRODUCTIVITY

The level of productivity The productivity of disabled workers vis-a-vis 
independent work healthy employees

Equal Slightly lower Significantly lower
Ability to perform independent work Full Full Partial

In need of regular assistance of a small degree Full Partial Sheltered employment

In need of regular assistance of a large degree Partial Sheltered employment Sheltered employment
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taken on what subsidies or services may the
employer claim for the continued employment
of disabled persons. 

THE USEFULNESS OF THE PREFERENCE
FOR INTEGRATED EMPLOYMENT 

As indicated by Table 2, after successful reha-
bilitation only a certain percentage of disabled
employees require sheltered employment. In
the case of integrated employment, which
offers a great variety of posts, there is a much
greater chance for full or partial rehabilitation
compared to sheltered employment which
offers only a narrow selection of posts. There
are also serious employment policy and eco-
nomic arguments to support the integrated
employment of disabled workers. Here are
some examples. 

Even under fortunate conditions, there are
only a few dozen posts available for the shel-
tered employment of disabled workers, where-
as integrated employment may – in theory –
offer a full variety of existing posts.
Consequently, it is much easier for disabled
workers to find posts which provide them with
the opportunity of a job with full value.
Similarly, such posts are much easier to create
in the open labour market than in organisations
that offer sheltered employment.

In certain geographical regions there are
practically no sheltered employers, and there
are also regions where we can find only one or
two sheltered employers with limited capacities
and choice of jobs. The conclusion is: for a
large majority of disabled workers sheltered
employment is not accessible, or it is accessible
only at a significant additional cost.

The (specific) cost of sheltered employ-
ment for disabled employees is significantly
higher than those recruited in integrated
employment. The parallel employment of
many disabled persons usually requires signifi-

cant additional tasks and additional costs for
the corporate management and administration,
also for the transportation and other services
provided for disabled employees. 

Organisations offering sheltered employ-
ment often use outdated technology and pro-
duce products with a low price range. These
features are, on the one hand, caused by a
shortage of capital. On the other hand, these
enterprises specialise in labour-intensive
products which naturally require labour-
intensive technologies, because this is the
means of offering posts for a relatively large
number of disabled workers. Due to this
product structure and technology, these com-
panies will have to compete with the products
of low-wage countries in the Far-East, and
they can maintain their profitable operation
only with very significant state aid.3 In con-
trast, when disabled workers are employed in
the open labour market, their employers are
profitable enterprises which do not require
any continuous state subsidy for their daily
economic activities. 

THE EMPLOYMENT SCHEME 
FOR DISABLED WORKERS 

Based on the above criteria, there are two
important questions that need to be raised.
First, to what extent does the employment of
disabled workers rely on integrated or shel-
tered employment in Hungary. Secondly, to
what extent do the rules regulating employ-
ment aid accept the fact that successful
employment rehabilitation may have different
levels. In order to answer these two questions,
first, we want to describe briefly the present
employment scheme for disabled workers, the
various subsidies that can be claimed in
Hungary, and then we investigate how far the
present scheme can meet the criteria outlined
above. 
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The major features and contradictions
of the scheme

The employment of disabled workers can be
facilitated in a number of different ways in
Hungary. One category is defined as integrated
employment. Integrated employment means
that a disabled employee works in a workplace
in which the large majority of his fellow work-
ers are healthy people. Integrated employment
can be subdivided into two further groups
depending on whether employment is provided
at an accredited employer or at an employer
which does not have accreditation. The oppo-
site category of integrated employment
includes sheltered employment or employment
at a social institution.

In the case of sheltered employment, the
employer conducts a business activity which is
marketable in the open market, and employs –
in a considerable percentage4 – disabled persons
adjusting the labour conditions and the criteria
to the special needs of those with a disability. 

In the case of employment at a social institu-
tion, the employer is a social institution and the
employees are persons who need social care. In
this case, the primary objective of employment
is rehabilitation per se, rather than the produc-
tion of marketable products. According to
Hungarian legal regulations, there is also a
forth category of employment in Hungary,
namely, employment based on a contract with a
sheltered organisation, which is a transitional
type between sheltered employment and
employment at a social institution. Below, we
provide a list of the major characteristic fea-
tures of the individual employment categories.

Employment at an accredited employer
In November 2005, a system of accreditation
was introduced for the employers in Hungary.5

It means that enterprises, civil organisations,
private entrepreneurs are entitled to subsidy
from the state budget for the purpose of

recruiting disabled workers only on condition
of the above accreditation which certifies the
following: 

• the employer can provide the necessary
personal and material conditions which
guarantee the employment of disabled per-
sons and those with health impairments in
a work environment which is adapted to
their disabilities and state of health, and

• the employer is prepared to facilitate by
means of his activities the highest possible
level of employment which is potentially
achievable with the capacities of the
employees.

The process of accreditation also makes it
possible to distinguish the employers whose
facilities are suitable to employ disabled per-
sons in a sheltered (or semi-sheltered) employ-
ment from those who have already created the
necessary conditions for integrated employ-
ment. Final accreditation is divided into three
types. The basic one certifies that the employ-
er complies with the basic accreditation criteria
concerning the employment of disabled work-
ers, i.e. he is certified as an accredited employer.
The rehabilitation certificate declares the
employer as a rehabilitation employer. The pref-
erential certificate qualifies the employer as a
sheltered employer. Hungarian legal regula-
tions set quite stringent criteria even for the
granting of a basic certificate, whereas the
rehabilitation and preferential certificates
require considerable investment and continu-
ous additional expenses. In the case of accredit-
ed employers, an employment can be qualified as
integrated employment only on condition of a
basic certificate. Table 3 describes the number of
employers and the types of accreditation cer-
tificates granted as well as the organisational
type of these employers. 

Table No. 3 shows that there are a relatively
large number of rehabilitation employers and
sheltered employers. Altogether, there are a
total number of 250 organisations that are
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involved in sheltered and semi-sheltered
employment.6 In contrast, there are only rela-
tively few employers who offer accredited and
integrated employment: their total number is
less than four times that of the employers
offering integrated employment. It should also
be noted that the group of employers with a
basic certificate includes quite a few founda-
tions and associations that operate in the inter-
est of disabled people and employ people with
similar disabilities in service-related functions
or for representing their interests. Their
endeavours are certainly positive, but cannot be
regarded as employment in the open market in
the traditional sense of the word.

Based on the changes in the structure of
accredited organisations, we can conclude that
the present system of accreditation is not quite
adequate to facilitate integrated employment.
The criteria set for acquiring or maintaining the
accreditation certificate are two stringent
(often unrealistic) and the process is bureau-
cratic, consequently, employers in the open
labour market have hardly any incentive to
obtain an accreditation certificate. This state-
ment is contradicted by the fact that the total
number of accredited employers is on the rise:
by the end of 2008, 1 560 organisations were
already accredited. Within this total number,
however, it was the organisations with prefer-

ential certificates whose number grew almost
twofold. It is clear that the accreditation sys-
tem channels the employment of disabled
workers towards sheltered employment.

Employment based on a contract with 
a sheltered organisation 
Before Hungary's accession to the European
Union, target organisations which employed
disabled people in large groups received a state
subsidy amounting to 360 per cent of the wage
paid to the disabled workers.7 After EU acces-
sion, Hungary was also obliged to apply the
relevant regulation of the European
Community, a regulation which allows an aid
intensity which is manifold lower. As a result, a
new type of state subsidy was developed, a
rehabilitation cost compensation, which is
linked to employment characterised by domi-
nantly social components, and as such it does
not fall under the scope of the Community
Regulation. Community norms which were
created in order to prohibit any distortion of
market competition are not applicable if the
subsidy is a measure of social nature. Only
those non-profit organisations are entitled to
rehabilitation cost compensation aid which
sign, through tendering, a sheltered organisa-
tion contract for the employment of persons
who do not find employment in the open

Table 3

THE NUMBER OF ACCREDITED EMPLOYERS ACCORDING TO THE ORGANISATIONAL TYPE 
AND TO THE ACCREDITATION LEVEL

(status as of 9 July 2008)

Organisational type Private Limited Ltd., Non- Gompany Coope- Found- Associa- Total
Certification entre- partner- General profit limited rative ation tion

preneur ship partnership co. by shares
Basic 157 102 414 17 42 11 67 103 913

Rehabilitation 2 15 104 10 7 1 5 5 149

Preferential – 2 74 16 1 1 1 2 97

Total 159 119 592 43 50 13 73 110 1 159

Source: National Employment and Social Office
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labour market due to their health impairment
or disability. 

Integrated employment at 
a non-accredited employer
The data in Table  3 show that the large major-
ity of employers in Hungary are not accredited
for employing people with a disability, so
understandably, they cannot receive subsidy from
the state budget if they employ people with a dis-
ability. A group of employers, for instance,
budgetary organisations are ab ovo excluded
from accreditation and the possibility of sub-
sidy from the state budget. Non-accredited
employers may receive wage subsidy from the
Labour Market Fund if they undertake the
employment of job seekers with disabilities or
persons receiving rehabilitation benefit. 

The further broadening of integrated
employment is also promoted by a legal regula-
tion8 which stipulates that employers with a
workforce of more than 20 employees are
obliged to engage – up to 5 per cent – disabled
workers, otherwise they are to pay a rehabilita-
tion contribution to the Labour Market Fund.
This is a form of negative incentive. The total
amount to be paid as rehabilitation contribu-
tion, however, is not high enough (it was HUF
177 600 per capita/year in 2009) to put suffi-
cient pressure on employers to make any sig-
nificant rehabilitation-oriented efforts. In
January 2010, an important change was intro-
duced by raising the amount of rehabilitation
contribution to HUF 964 500 per capita/year. 

In-house employment of disabled people
under the care of a social institution 
The in-house employment of people with a dis-
ability who have an institutional legal relation-
ship with the given institution is regulated by
the Act on Social Provision9 and by its imple-
menting provisions10. There are two different
forms of social employment: work rehabilita-
tion and development and preparatory employ-

ment. The choice between the two forms
depends on the existing capacities, age, physical
and mental state of the disabled person. The
social institution is entitled to apply – through
tendering – for a state subsidy for those
engaged in social employment. In theory, the
development and preparatory training serves
the purpose of preparing disabled workers for
integrated employment. The present regula-
tion, however, does not specify any incentive
that would make the social institutions inter-
ested in actually preparing those under their
care for integrated employment.

The employment aid scheme designed
for disabled workers 

According to the provisions of tax laws, private
entrepreneurs are entitled to reduce their pre-
tax profit and employers whose activity fall
under the scope of corporate tax and dividend
tax are also entitled do the so if they employ
disabled workers. The private entrepreneur may
deduct the wages paid to the disabled employ-
ees from his business revenues, but this deduc-
tion may not exceed the monthly minimum
wage effective on the first day of the month.11

The entity subject to corporate taxation may
reduce his pre-tax profit in this way on condi-
tion that the average number of staff in the
given tax year does not exceed 20 employees.12

When a disabled worker is employed in a
contractual post up to only 60 per cent of his
wage and wage contributions may be covered
from the Labour Market Fund for a maximum
period of one year. If the person is registered as
a job seeker for at least 24 months, the subsidy
may be granted for the employment of that
worker for a maximum of two years.

In the case of the employment of disabled
workers, non-refundable and refundable aid
may be applied for through tendering for the
following purposes: 
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• job creation, 
• transformation of production and service

facilities in order to adjust them for the
possible employment of disabled workers
(including barrier-free access), 

• acquisition or transformation of tools and
equipment for the employment of disabled
workers, 

• modernisation of the workplace and the
production tools. 

State subsidy financed by the state budget may
be allocated for the following purposes: wage
subsidy to facilitate rehabilitation employment,
subsidy aimed at employing staff who provide
assistance in a workplace, cost compensation
aid for sheltered employers, and rehabilitation
cost compensation.

The subjects of wage subsidy facilitating reha-
bilitation employment may be employers who
recruit disabled workers, who fall under the
scope of Article 73 of the Labour Code, who
possess an accreditation certificate and who
comply with the employment obligations of
rehabilitation. Employers are entitled to
receive between 40–100 per cent of the wages
and contributions as a wage subsidy subject to
the degree of their reduced capacity to work or
health impairment. The degree of disability is
established in a differentiated way for a maxi-
mum 36 months, a process which may be
repeated in the future. 

If the co-operation of a assisting person is
necessary for the work of an employee due to
his reduced capacity to work or health impair-
ment, then the wage and wage contributions on
the time spent by the assistant on helping the
disabled worker may also be compensated for
the employer. State subsidy for the employment of
a person providing assistance in a workplace may
be granted for the total period of his activity up
to a maximum of 36 months. This type of sub-
sidy may be granted again for a number of times.

For a sheltered employer a tendering process
is available to claim subsidy for the costs of

transportation required for disabled workers to
commute to work, for their employment and
for the administrative and other transport costs
necessary for guaranteeing the special condi-
tions of work.

Rehabilitation cost compensation aid may be
paid through tendering to employers which
operate as non-profit organisations, which
accept the obligation to secure employment –
in a contractual job – for workers who cannot
find a job in the open labour market due to
their health impairment or disability. Up to 80
per cent of the costs specified by the legal reg-
ulations item-by-item and associated with the
employment of such workers in a contractual
job may be paid as a subsidy to the employer.

Contradictions in the aid scheme 

If we compare the conditions specified for the
employment aid for disabled workers with the
currently available subsidies, it becomes clear
that the aid scheme in Hungary is made up of
many components and is extremely contradicto-
ry: in certain cases it is too generous, whereas cer-
tain important types of subsidies are absent from
the scheme. 

The support of the first phase of rehabilita-
tion seems to be relatively well-funded: if a dis-
abled worker is recruited, the employer is enti-
tled to a significant wage subsidy, for an accred-
ited employer the timeframe of support is three
years and for a non-accredited employer it is
one year. There is also an opportunity to grant
support for the transformation of the work-
place for the purpose of rehabilitation, but the
tendering system is too bureaucratic to satisfy
the needs in a flexible way. (Support for the
transformation of the workplace is actually
needed when a worker with disability is about
to be accepted for a job rather than when the
tender invitation is published.) Subsidy for the
employment of staff providing assistance in a
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workplace of disabled persons is available only
for accredited employers, however, very few
accredited employers actually apply for it pos-
sibly13 due to the bureaucratic difficulties of
application and settlement. A survey conduct-
ed in 2007 among the target organisations of
that year shows that more than 60 per cent of
the 200 organisations answering the question-
naire chose not to employ an assistant in the
workplace.14 The other possible reason is the
relatively low percentage of severely disabled
persons among the disabled workers, i.e. the
majority of disabled workers do not need an
assistant.

The figures in Table 4 show that only 10 per
cent of employees receiving rehabilitation wage
subsidy are people with severe visual, mental or
hearing impairments. The proportion of
employees with severe physical disability
almost reaches 40 per cent. In this particular
case, there is a serious contradiction, i.e.
according to a government decree, the very
same persons who are automatically regarded
as people with reduced work capacity from
employment point of view are treated as people
with severe physical disability from the aspect

of transport allowance. (For this category of
workers employers are entitled to receive the
highest level of subsidy.) Understandably,
severe physical disability usually represents a
serious impediment in travelling, nevertheless,
the same disability does not necessarily consti-
tute an obstacle in a great variety of jobs. A fur-
ther problem is caused by the inability of the
present system establishing the status of phys-
ical disability to prevent abuses. 

The biggest contradiction of the aid scheme
is that the regulations do not require any assess-
ment of the rehabilitation measures either in the
phase of admittance of the disabled person or at
the closure of the rehabilitation phase, and they
fail to offer any such effective assistance to the
employers. This contradiction considerably
reduces the chances of a disabled person to
acquire a job or to proceed through phases of
rehabilitation which may lead to his full reha-
bilitation.

At this point of analysis we are confronted
with another big contradiction of the aid scheme:
it does not make a clear distinction between full
and partial rehabilitations. On top of this, the
logic behind the subsidy financed by the Labour

Table 4

THE DISTRIBUTION OF ENTITIES RECEIVING WAGE SUBSIDY FOR REHABILITATION 
ACCORDING TO THE TITLE OF THE SUBSIDY (IN 2008)

Title of subsidy Number of Distribution
employees (%)

Health impairment is between 50–79 per cent, rehabilitable 118 0.0

Health impairment is below 50 per cent, tailor-made rehabilitation is needed 3 449 10.0

50 per cent reduction of work capacity 7 606 22.0

67–100 per cent reduction of work capacity 6 993 20.3

Health impairment is above 79 per cent 26 0.0

Health impairment is between 50–79 per cent 163 0.0

Visually impairment 890 2.6

Severe mental impairment 1 226 3.6

Severe hearing impairment 1 324 3.8

Severe physical disability 13 326 38.7

Total supported employees 35 121 100.0

Source: National Employment and Social Office
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Market Fund is fundamentally different from the
logic followed in budgetary subsidies. The time-
frame of subsidies financed from the Labour
Market Fund is limited to maximum 12
months15, i.e. it is based on the presumption
that the given 12 months are sufficient for the
full rehabilitation of disabled workers, and con-
sequently, employers find it worthwhile to con-
tinue the employment of the rehabilitated
workers even without continued subsidy. In a
significant proportion of cases and especially
when they involve people with severe disabili-
ties, the above presumption proves wrong, i.e.
employers consider the continued employment
of disabled workers only on condition that the
subsidy is also continued. This is one of the
reasons why out of the disabled workers sub-
sidised from the Labour Market Fund only a
very small proportion is made up of severely
disabled people. 

In contrast with the above, wage subsidy
facilitating rehabilitation employment, which is
one of the components of budgetary subsidies,
is based on the presumption that the rehabilita-
tion of disabled workers is only a partial one, and
it consequently requires continued subsidy for
continued employment. The relevant provisions
of the legal regulation stipulate that subsidies
granted for three years can be repeated over
and over again on condition that the status of
the person's health impairment remains the
same. The legal regulation does not provide for
any assessment concerning the effectiveness of the
rehabilitation even in the case of prolonged subsi-
dies. The legal regulation does not contain any
criteria for efficiency as the employer is entitled
to the very same level of subsidy at the begin-
ning of rehabilitation than after many years of
employment. This is a serious cause for con-
cern especially after having seen the statistical
figures which demonstrate that out of the dis-
abled workers subsidised from the state budg-
et, severely disabled people represent only a
very small proportion. 

The question is whether the provision of sub-
sidy for employment at a very high level in a
timeframe of 36 months (up to 40–100 per cent
of the wages and wage contributions) is justifi-
able. Although the 36 months is the upper ceil-
ing, in actual practice, the labour centres gener-
ally establish this maximum limit, because they
lack any discretionary guidelines (based on
professional principles) to set any shorter
timeframe. The budgetary lines for subsidy are
not decentralised, consequently, there is no
pressure on or incentive for the labour centres
to establish any shorter timeframe. 

We may venture to make the statement that
the wage subsidy scheme facilitating employment
at accredited employers and financed from the
state budget is too generous. As the fundamental
rules regulating the employment aid of disabled
workers are laid down by a European
Commission regulation, the aid schemes in the
EU Member States are functioning in a very
similar way, but in a number of countries the
aid scheme so far developed is less generous,
and the subsidies are more tailor-made, and the
labour authorities of the state establish the
degree and timeframe of the aid based on the
actual rehabilitation needs of the persons con-
cerned (the timeframe is usually set consider-
ably lower than 36 months). At the end of the
rehabilitation period, the effectiveness of the
rehabilitation is evaluated and further contin-
ued support is decided on the basis of the
assessment.

Some may argue that in the generous
Hungarian scheme the employer is interested in
the full rehabilitation of the disabled worker:
the subsidy is not withdrawn and the more
extensive the rehabilitation the more profit the
employer is likely to make. The problem is that
this country is not rich enough to operate such
a scheme. Table 2 shows that less than one thou-
sand employers with basic accreditation certifi-
cate benefit from this generous support and the
money spent has now for many years consider-
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ably exceeded the limits set in the budget line
(see Table 5). The table demonstrates that this
overrun was especially large in 2004. The meas-
ures upgrading the scheme which were gradual-
ly introduced from 2005 on have somewhat
mitigated the excessive overrun, but the price to
pay for this was the significant decline of
employees engaged in the scheme. Due to a cut
in the 2008 budgetary appropriation, the over-
run was quite significant again, and it is only
partly justified by the reduction of the employ-
ees in the scheme. The further future sensible
modernisation of the aid scheme is also impor-
tant in order to keep the budgetary appropria-
tion under control. The unsustainability of the
present aid scheme is underlined by the
Government Decree issued on 26 August
200916 which ordered a suspension of the
issuance of further accreditation certificates and
further applications for new wage subsidies
effective from 1 September 2009.

One of the arguments against maintaining
the present, excessively generous aid scheme is
the following: the total number of disabled
workers who are out of work today and who
could potentially apply for support in order to

find employment17 amounts to 330 thousand,
whereas the existing budgetary subsidy scheme
is designed for the employment of approxi-
mately 50 thousand people. 

There is a need for the rationalisation of the
budgetary subsidy scheme by means of redistrib-
uting the funds in a larger circle of recipients
rather than by reducing support. A wider distri-
bution of support should also be linked to actual
needs in order to facilitate the employment of
more disabled workers.

Another contradiction in the present aid
scheme is that it grants disproportionately
more money for the support of employment at
sheltered organisations compared to social
employment, sheltered employment and espe-
cially integrated employment. In Table 6 we
depict the degree of differences among the var-
ious employment aid forms allocated for one
single disabled worker.

Accredited employers who are engaged in
integrated employment receive wage subsidies
which facilitate rehabilitation employment. (In
addition to this support, they may also receive
aid for the employment of assistants. The
amount of this support, however, is indeed

Table 5

CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF DISABLED WORKERS 
AND IN THE BUDGETARY SUBSIDY (2003–2009)*

Budget year Total budgetary subsidy Number of employees receiving 
(in HUF million) support

appropriation fulfilment
2003 36 000.0 46 462.6 45 000**

2004 40 860.0 64 147.7 52 000**

2005 55 000.0 54 995.8 47 000**

2006 52 000.0 56 034.5 39 303

2007 51 358.7 56 147.5 45 378

2008 44 300.0 53 888.6*** 52 540

2009 47 300.0

* Excluding the figures for social employment 
** Estimated data
*** Based on the draft bill on final accounts 2008

Source: Acts on the state budget (2008, 2009) and on their implementation (2003–2007)
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negligible.) The support for the integrated
employment of disabled workers financed
from the central budget amounted to 430 thou-
sand in 2008 on average. Sheltered employers
receive the same level of wage subsidy in addi-
tion to aid in the form of cost compensation. If
we add the amount of cost compensation to the
above figure, the total amount of aid from the
budget allocated for the sheltered employment
of disabled workers reaches a total of HUF 780
thousand on average. The average support level
of social employment is significantly lower and
amounts to HUF 530 thousand only, however,
social employment in the majority of cases rep-
resents part-time employment or employment
of therapeutic nature only. Employment at a
sheltered organisation receives an outstanding-
ly high level of support per person. It would be
justifiable to bring the level of this support
closer to the level of sheltered employment.
Statistical figures indicate that the total amount of
money used for support today could facilitate the
employment of more disabled people than today,
if employment were to be accomplished in a
greater proportion in the integrated form, or if
employment in a sheltered organisation could be
replaced at least partially by sheltered employ-
ment or social employment.

It is obvious that people who are severely
incapacitated to work require various forms of

sheltered employment. The progress in this
direction does not necessarily mean an increase
in financial support, instead, a stable business
background of buyers is needed who can provide
the basis on which rehabilitation employment can
be developed. Although there are already exist-
ing legal conditions18 to guarantee that in a
public procurement process the contracting
authority is able to limit bidders to sheltered
workplaces, today, in actual practice, the sys-
tem is not functioning in this way. Considering
the fact that most potential contracting author-
ities are budgetary organisations either directly
under the government or the various min-
istries, the functioning of the system depends
on political decisions.

THE CHANCES FOR FACILITATING 
INTEGRATED EMPLOYMENT 

In order to resolve the above described contra-
dictions, a significantly greater role should be
given to integrated employment. There are a
number of ways to do this. The clear distinction
among the various options is particularly
important, because legal regulations, the avail-
able services as well as the various aid types all
depend on which way we want to go.
Understandably, if we want to achieve our

Table 6

CHANGES IN THE SUBSIDY PER PERSON ACCORDING TO THE TYPES OF EMPLOYMENT 
SUBSIDIES IN 2008

Type of subsidy Supported number Amount of subsidy Subsidy per person,
of employees (HUF million) HUF/person/year

Wage subsidy facilitating 

rehabilitation employment 37 014 15 893 429 348

Support for sheltered employers 

in the form of cost compensation 10 763 3 776 350 806 

Rehabilitation cost subsidy 18 560 31 296 1 686 207

Normative subsidy for social 

employment 10 553 5 600 530 655 

Source: The calculation is based on the data of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour, and National Employment and Social Office.
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objectives, each and every option must be open,
so it is useful to examine them one by one.

In our view, the following possible options
are open for facilitating the integrated employ-
ment of disabled persons: 

• keeping open the option of open labour
market employment even after a person
suffers disability (or health impairment),

• making the labour market accessible to
disabled people,

• promoting direct placement in the open
labour market.

Let us examine each option in detail.

The maintenance of open labour 
market employment after an incident
of health impairment

Only 17 per cent of disabled people were born
with disabilities, the rest of them became dis-
abled in the course of their active life as 55.2 per
cent of the disabled people belong to the age
group under 60.19 The largest factor in becom-
ing disabled (53.8 per cent) is some long-term
illness, and only a very small percentage of those
who become recipients of disability pension due
to a long-term illness become active earners
again. According to a study based on a ques-
tionnaire titled “Turning Points of our Life”
conducted by the Demographic Research
Institute of the Central Statistical Office, only
one per cent of those with a disability pension
in 2001 re-entered the labour market in 2004,
90.2 per cent of them maintained the status of
disability pensioner and only 6.2 per cent
became old-age pensioners. 2.5 per cent of them
belong to the category of other inactive work-
ers.20 The typical pattern seems to be the follow-
ing: after an incident of health impairment, the
person who becomes disabled chooses to give up
employment, i.e. becomes inactive. Following the
stabilisation of his state of health, the disabled per-
son usually makes an effort to be partially rehabil-

itated, i.e. tries to take up work parallel with
receiving disability benefits. The above attitude is
not targeting a full rehabilitation, because today
a worker who partially loses his capacity to
work is interested in receiving disability pen-
sion which he can supplement with other addi-
tional income linked to some sort of employ-
ment. In order to do that, some disability pen-
sioners have recently taken up certain type of
jobs (badly paid jobs that do not require any
skills) which do not serve their rehabilitation. 

In order to preserve the chances for an
employment in the open labour market, it
would be of crucial importance to change the
incentives for workers who became disabled in
the course of their active life. It would be espe-
cially important to make sure that the income
and material security granted as a result of
rehabilitation are considerably higher than
those that are achievable through disability
pension plus supplementary work. It is also
important to emphasise that in terms of chang-
ing the incentives, the crucial motivation is not
limited to a difference in the attainable income.
What matters is how the disabled person views his
mid-term material security attainable by the
above two life strategies. 

The motivation that works against rehabili-
tation is not necessarily to be found in the con-
tradictions of legal regulation. There are a num-
ber of objective factors that reinforce the view
that people with a deteriorated state of health
can better find their material security in dis-
ability pension than in employment. 

Among the applicants who claim disability
pension those with low-level schooling and
unskilled workers represent an overwhelming
majority. For them the chances of finding a new
job is indeed quite slim. Jobs that do not
require any skills or hard physical labour are
rather scarce, consequently, disabled people
objectively do not have much chance to secure
a stable material existence by means of an
employment in their active life between 40–65.
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Another typical phenomenon is that when
a worker's state of health is severely deteriorat-
ed, he is out of work for a certain period of
time, so before his sickness benefit expires he
tends to apply for disability pension, and in
order to do so, he gives up his job. When his
state of health stabilises he may try to find a job
again, but then his chances of taking up a job
are much worse. Typically, such a person is
already above the age of 45, and at this age a
person with serious health impairment will find
it very difficult to re-enter the labour market. 

The lasting and significant deterioration of
health often represents a great challenge even
for highly skilled workers, because they are
unable to reach their previous income even
through full rehabilitation, consequently, it is
in their interest to maintain disability benefits
supplemented by an additional income generat-
ed by some work.

People with health impairments are partic-
ularly exposed to the risk of unemployment, so
understandably, they are unlikely to give up
disability pension which provides them with
long-term security in exchange for a job which
would offer higher income for a relatively short
period of time.

The above factors clearly indicate that
efforts aimed at directing disability pensioners
towards integrated employment are hindered
by serious obstacles. Prevention of retirement
with a disability pension seems to be a more effec-
tive policy, i.e. measures should be taken to keep
workers with health impairment within the scope
of integrated employment until their rehabilita-
tion can be started. Mention should also be made
of the fact that this phenomenon is not limited
to Hungary. The European Commission's
Disability Action Plan for 2008–2009 also
highlights this problem emphasising that it is
extremely difficult to re-integrate workers who
once have already become disability pensioners
into the labour market. According to the Action
Plan, the possible solution lies in developing flex-

ible systems which better encourage work and
social security provision. 

In 2008, the Hungarian authorities intro-
duced the rehabilitation benefit in order to pre-
vent too many people from receiving disability
pension. The new regulation puts a preference
on rehabilitation vis-a-vis disability pension. It
stipulates that workers who have suffered a
health impairment which reaches the degree
(50–69 per cent) that is needed for disability
pension will receive rehabilitation benefit rather
than a disability pension if there still is a chance
for rehabilitation. The regulation also stipulates
that while the rehabilitation benefit is being
provided, the beneficiaries should receive all
possible services necessary for their rehabilita-
tion. The rehabilitation is viewed by the new
law and by the Government Decree linked with
it21 as a complex process in the course of which
the medical, social and employment rehabilita-
tion services for people with health impairment
are closely interrelated. 

In concert with the objective of maintaining
employment, the law and the Government
Decree put a preference on the rehabilitation of
people receiving rehabilitation benefits, and it
is also suggested that their further employment
should be continued with the same employer
(if there is such employer). The legal regula-
tions also provide that those who receive reha-
bilitation benefit and also pursue an activity
that generates income should try rehabilitation
within the scope of this job. Labour offices
which are in charge of elaborating the rehabili-
tation agreement are obliged to contact the
employer who in turn is also obliged, within
ten working days, to conduct consultations
about the various options of rehabilitation
measures. The Labour Code has also been
amended recently to facilitate the rehabilitation
– by his own employer – of the worker receiv-
ing rehabilitation benefit, the amendment now
extends to the protection against dismissal of
people with rehabilitation benefits.22
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From 1 January 2008, the system of social
benefits of people with health impairment was
also newly regulated by the government.23

A new element of key importance in the regu-
lation stipulates that those who receive regu-
lar social benefits and may be rehabilitated
should receive assistance from the labour cen-
tres to find employment again. For people
who suffer the health impairment with a
degree of less than 50 per cent, the protection
against dismissal was not introduced and the
rehabilitation obligations of employers are also
insufficiently regulated despite the fact that such
measures would certainly be necessary to main-
tain the open labour market employment of dis-
abled workers. 

The Labour Code authorises the Govern-
ment to introduce rules by government
decrees, rules that apply to the employment or
social employment of disabled workers.24 The
Government has so far not made much use of
the above authorisation and applied it only in
the case of social employment. We believe that
the government decree should mainly describe
the procedure (series of tasks) to be followed
by the employer if his employee can no longer
meet the requirements of his original job
description due to his health impairment. In

addition to the above government decree, a fur-
ther amendment of the Labour Code would be
useful to guarantee that workers can only be laid
off with a declaration that they are unfit for health
reasons, if the employer can verify he has per-
formed all the required series of tasks and is
unable to undertake the rehabilitation of his
employer within his own organisation. 

HOW TO MAKE THE LABOUR MARKET
ACCESSIBLE 

Employment rehabilitation does not start at
the gates of places of work. One of the primary
objectives of the European Commission's
Disability Action Plan for 2008–2009 is to
improve the accessibility of the labour market, as
the chances of broadening employment for dis-
abled people largely depend on how far the
labour market is ready to accept disabled peo-
ple, for instance:

• is employment attractive for disabled peo-
ple or they can find only jobs with low
prestige and bad pay,

• are the services of the Hungarian Public
Employment Service (Hungarian acronym:
ÁFSZ) accessible to them,

Table 7

RESULTS OF THE PROGRAMME AIMED AT HELPING DISABLED JOB SEEKERS 
TO FIND EMPLOYMENT, 1999–2008 

(number of persons)

Disabled job seekers* 26 705 32 899 42 825 38 276 42 706 45 002 47 792 44 360 40 551 41 345 

Finding employment without 

support** 3 210 4 389 4 778 5 957 6 600 7 700 6 846 7 778 7 912 7 023 

Finding employment with support** 4 681 5 429 6 088 7 998 7 984 5 961 8 000 7 510 6 664 7 490

Total number of persons who found

employment 7 891 9 818 10 866 13 955 14 584 15 519 14 846 15 288 14 569 14 513

Total number of persons who 

entered training 1 640 2 144 2 395 1 890 1 917 1 103 1 449 1 424 836 1 084

Closing number 13 782 14 973 15 321 16 623 17 686 19 951 22 075 20 948 20 979 23 230 
* One person can only be taken into account once.
** One person can be taken into account more than once in the period under review.

Source: National Employment and Social Office.
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• are there any special labour market servic-
es adjusted to their needs, and

• are there opportunities for them to acquire
marketable skills? 

Based on our knowledge of the Hungarian
situation, not all questions raised above can be
answered positively. From the second half of
the 1990s, employment rehabilitation and the
special services provided for disabled job seek-
ers played a priority role in the activities of
labour centres. Successful results were accom-
plished in these years to make the access to the
ÁFSZ building barrier-free. In each county of
Hungary employment rehabilitation working
groups were set up followed by the establish-
ment of a Rehabilitation Information Centre.
Later, however, due to an abundance of other
priority issues, the special treatment of
employment rehabilitation lost ground. This
professional domain was also affected by staff
reductions initiated by the central authorities. 

Table 7 presents the results accomplished by
the labour centres in the past ten years in fos-
tering the placement of disabled job seekers.
The statistical data show that after a fast devel-
opment of the programme until 2001, success
indicators continued to improve until 2004.
Following this year, however, the figures indi-
cate a period of stagnation and even certain set-
back both in the number of the participants of
the programme and in the number of people
who succeeded in finding a job. Following a
peak in 2005, the number of those who could find
employment with support began to decline, while
the number of those who found a job on their own
started rising. The above trend reflects the
efforts of the labour centres to provide an
increasing amount of information and services
for disabled job seekers in order for them to
find a job without support. 

A sad fact revealed by the above figures is
that there are a relatively small number of dis-
abled workers who entered the training sup-
ported by the labour centres. While in 2001

approximately 2 400 disabled workers took
part in retraining, by 2008 their number
dropped to hardly more than 1 000. The nor-
mative subsidy for the training of disabled
workers has also run dry. The opportunity of
adult training introduced in 2003 could be
used by as many as  2 374 people in 2004, but
the number of disabled workers entering this
training was gradually declining. From 2008
on, the budget of the competent ministry no
longer contains appropriation for the norma-
tive subsidy of adult training. The above facts
mean that training and retraining, in principle
among the most important means of occupation-
al rehabilitation, have become marginal in
Hungary. 

From 2008 on, employment rehabilitation
gained growing emphasis again in the activity
of ÁFSZ in order to prepare for the complex
rehabilitation of rehabilitation beneficiaries.
In parallel with this, the resources have also
increased, but they only make it possible to
perform the tasks of co-ordination at a high
standard, but are not sufficient for providing
employment rehabilitation services. It is
therefore desirable for ÁFSZ to purchase
these services from external partners, primari-
ly from specialised civil organisations. In the
recent years, several civil organisations intro-
duced special labour market services for the
different groups of disabled people with the
support of the European Union and the
Hungarian state (public foundations).25 The
standardisation of the service models for dis-
abled people is, however, yet to be developed.
The co-operation between the labour centres
and civil organisations is of an ad hoc nature.
It would represent a real step forward towards
making the labour market accessible if the
ministry selected out of the pilot models, pro-
grammes and methods the ones which have
proved successful. The selected models, pro-
grammes and methods should be standardised
and made available to external service
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providers in the labour centres or at external
service providers based on a contract with the
labour centres. The first steps of the standard-
isation of services have been taken.

The facilitation of direct placement 
in the open labour market

The practice in which disabled job seekers, who
require a variety of assistance, are directly sent
to an integrated employer can be successful espe-
cially through those special labour market servic-
es which, in addition to the traditional employ-
ment agency activity, also include preparing the
disabled persons (and their families) for taking
up a job again, and enabling the potential
employers to admit disabled workers while assist-
ing and monitoring the whole process of employ-
ment. 

On top of the traditional employment
agency activity, a variety of other services are
also provided by ÁFSZ for disabled people,
these services, however, do not cover all the
necessary services which would be required
for the successful facilitation of integrated
employment. Moreover, ÁFSZ is also short of
the necessary human resources that would be
required to provide tailor-made services for
the approximately 30–40 thousand disabled
people who are looking for a new job. It is
desirable that the above complex services
should be provided by non-profit organisa-
tions set up for the purpose of assisting (indi-
vidual groups of) disabled people based on an
agreement signed with ÁFSZ. In the recent
years, a number of steps have been taken to
develop complex labour market services with
the aim of assisting the employment of dis-
abled people. Based on the pilot programmes,
we can already pinpoint certain components
which could be the building blocks of the
complex service assisting the integrated
employment of disabled people. 

HOW TO MAKE EMPLOYERS INTERESTED

Each and every option outlined above pre-
sumes that employers who are able to engage in
integrated employment have an interest in
employing disabled workers. Let us see what
the prospects are!

The simplification of the accreditation
system

In the present aid scheme only accredited
employers have a financial interest in employ-
ing severely disabled people with health impair-
ment. The performance of these employees –
even following a successful rehabilitation –
cannot reach the average performance of
healthy employees, consequently, disabled
workers will continue to need permanent care
and attention by the employer. Today employ-
ers feel that they are obliged to shoulder too
much burden associated with accreditation.
This contradiction could be resolved by simplify-
ing the accreditation procedure. 

The second option is the possible introduction
of a simplified accreditation certificate. This type
of certificate would be available for employers
who employ or plan to employ up to three dis-
abled workers.

The third option is the possibility of accredita-
tion for certain posts. Earlier it was mentioned in
this paper that it is necessary to adjust tradi-
tional posts to the capacities of disabled people.
Recent efforts have already succeeded in creat-
ing jobs that represented entry posts for dis-
abled persons into integrated employment.
Especially those posts which have been created
for disabled people with slight mental disorders
(gardening, restocking) can be found at quite a
few employers. It is understandable that a
supermarket will not be ready to have all of its
premises accredited just for the sake of
employing one or two young workers with
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mental impairment, but should there be an
opportunity to have certain typical posts to be
accredited, many employers would likely make
use of it.

Arguably, the simplification of accreditation
carries the risk that a large number of employ-
ers will possess accreditation and become enti-
tled to support, whereas the available funds are
already quite narrow. One solution to resolve
this conflict is to make the present aid scheme
more efficient and to do away with excessively
generous support. Another possible option is
to link simplified accreditation to a reduced level
of subsidies. 

The transformation of the aid scheme

The largest possible saving in the aid scheme of
accredited employers – generating monies that
can be regrouped – is to be achieved in the long
run by a measure that makes employers inter-
ested in full rehabilitation. In the case of suc-
cessful rehabilitation, most disabled workers
can be employed efficiently with a gradually
diminishing aid and later even without any aid
at all. Accordingly, the three-year period should
be extended only in the case of people with severe
health impairment (disability), and also on con-
dition that the employees concerned are incapable
of producing an average performance even despite
a successful rehabilitation, or on condition that
they are unable to work on their own. One of the
conditions to meet the above objective is to
evaluate, in merit, the effectiveness of the reha-
bilitation process in the workplace by an exter-
nal expert organisation. The task of such an
evaluation would be to establish whether the
rehabilitation was successful and whether the
rehabilitation of the disabled person was a full
or a partial one. If full rehabilitation has been
accomplished, the employer should no longer
be entitled to claim employment rehabilitation
aid for the employee concerned. 

If – despite every necessary measure taken
by employer – rehabilitation turns out to be
only a partial one, the employer may continue
to be entitled to employment rehabilitation
support. Before the above described evaluation
system can become operational, it is necessary
to establish the methodological, personal,
material and legal conditions for it, but the
expected savings would in a relatively short
period of time cover the expenses of establish-
ing and operating such a system.

How to make budgetary organisations
interested

One of the blind spots in making employers inter-
ested in engaging disabled people in the domain
of budgetary organisations, which are excluded
from both the accreditation and budgetary sub-
sidy, despite the fact that they represent a
potential domain for employing disabled work-
ers. There are some countries in which the
majority of the so-called “entry” jobs available
specifically for people who have a disadvantage
on the labour market are created in the public
sector. In Hungary public work is somewhat
similar to this option, but it is a solution with a
dead end from the aspect of long-term employ-
ment. Moreover, this is an option that is not
accessible to disabled people. With a view to
the above, it seems justifiable to develop a pack-
age of measures specifically designed to facilitate
the employment of disabled people in budgetary
institutions. 

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The objectives of the employment aid scheme
for disabled workers are not clearly defined,
consequently, it is hard to establish whether the
existing tools (subsidies, services) serve the
said objectives in an appropriate way. It is our
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view that there are two major objectives that
need to be specified for the aid scheme. 

Full rehabilitation should be accomplished
for the largest possible proportion of people
with health impairments (with disabilities) so
that after full rehabilitation their employment
can continue without regular support.

People in their active working life who are
permanently incapacitated to work due to
severe health impairment or disability should
be offered the opportunity of a sensible job and
the chance of earning additional income in line
with their state of health.

Two different sets of tool are needed to
accomplish the above two objectives. So far,
however, objectives and tools have not been
harmonised, as a result of which certain com-
ponents of this scheme are wasteful, whereas
other components are too stringent and con-
tain unjustifiable limitations. Due to the too
generous subsidies, the aid scheme has become

financially unsustainable, so the whole scheme
is in need of a comprehensive reform.

The sensible direction of the future reform
of the scheme should lead to the increasing
weight of integrated employment which a fea-
sible idea even with the specific reduction of
financial subsidies if

• labour market services were to better pre-
pare disabled people for finding a job in
the open labour market,

• the accreditation system were to be simpli-
fied,

• employers were granted more professional
support and more flexible financial sup-
port for the adjustment of posts to suit
rehabilitation,

• new legal regulations were introduced to
specify the rehabilitation-related duties
and obligations of employers, and

• budgetary institutions were to have an
interest in employing disabled workers.

1 The Hungarian law provisions use the term “people
with reduced work capacity” which means disabled
persons and persons whose health impairment
exceeds a certain degree and who are incapacitated to
work .

2 Commission Regulation (EC) No. 800/2008 declar-
ing certain categories of aid compatible with the
common market in application of Articles 87 and 88
of the Treaty.

3 A report on the research conducted by the National
Association of Sheltered Organisations (Hungarian
acronym VSZOSZ) presents this problem in details.
See VSZOSZ (2007) 

4 Both the Hungarian and European Community reg-
ulations provide that the proportion of workers with
a disability (with reduced work capacity) should be
at least 50 per cent in order to qualify an employer in
the market as a sheltered employer. 

5 Government Decree No. 176/2005. (IX. 2.) on the
rules for the accreditation of employers employing

disabled workers and for the inspection of such
employers, and Decree of the Ministry of
Employment and Labour No. 14/2005. (IX. 2.) on
the rules of the rehabilitation accreditation proce-
dure and its set of criteria.

6 Rehabilitation employers can be regarded as the so-
called semi-sheltered employers. Semi-sheltered
employers are however not known by the European
Community regulation. Consequently, there is no
possibility for providing preferential aid to them.

7 Only the subsidy paid after workers with the most
reduced work capacity was so high, and other restric-
tive rules were also applicable.

8 Paragraphs (1)–(2) of Article 41/A of Act IV of 1991
on Job Creation and Unemployment Benefits

9 Articles 99/B-99/E of Act III of 1993 on Social
Administration and Social Services.

10 Government Decree No. 112/2006. (V. 12.) on
authorisation and subsidisation of social work.

NOTES
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11 Point a), para (6), Article 49/B of Act CXVII of
1995 on Personal Income Tax

12 Point v), para (1), Article 7 of Act LXXXI of 1996
on Corporate Tax and Dividend Tax

13 In 2008, 691 persons were employed as assisting
staff.

14 Balogh, Z. – Czeglédi, G ([2008)

15 Granted for a period up to two years for the
employment of persons registered as jobseekers for
at least 24 months.

16 Government Decree No. 168/2009. (VIII. 26.) on
the amendment of government decrees concerning
the employment of disabled people 

17 Social characteristic features and social supply sys-
tems, 2008; Central Statistical Office , 2009

18 Government Decree No. 302/2006. (XII. 23.) con-
cerning the detailed rules of public procurements
limited to sheltered employers

19 Point 1 of Chapter II of the New National
Disability Programme

20 Cited by Judit Monostori, 2008, p 1

21 Government Decree No. 321/2007. (XII. 5.) con-
cerning complex rehabilitation 

22 Article 91 of Act XXII of 1992 on the Labour Code.

23 Government Decree No. 387/2007. (XII. 23.) con-
cerning the social benefits of people with health
impairment

24 Point e), para (2) of Article 203 of Act XXII of 1992
on the Labour Code

25 Nineteen services are linked with the 4M (Solution
for Employers and Disabled Workers) network.
The Employment Opportunity network is operated
by 11 service providers. The Supported
Employment services network comprises seven
organisations. Complex Labour Market Services
operate currently at five locations. The work assis-
tant network of the Szombathely Regional Social
Resources Non-profit organisation is active in
seven settlements in Vas county.
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P

Gábor Papanek 

Corruption in public 
procurement and in general 
in Hungary*

PURPOSE AND METHODS OF RESEARCH 

There is no single, generally accepted definition of
corruption.1 In this study, we consider the fol-
lowing factors the three key attributes of cor-
ruption: In an act of corruption, the person
committing it 

acts in favour of a personal or group
interest, violates one or more rules of commu-
nity or business life for the enforcement of
which he is otherwise responsible and in the
course of this act he

conspires with at least one other party, be
it a private person or the representative of an
institution. Corruption in public procurement
is described as an act of corruption that 

relates to a public procurement process or
constitutes the bypassing thereof.

The main elements of the research project
were as follows: 

• Review of (recent) international and
national literature; as described in the KT-
GKI contract: “prepare an analysis of the
(…) reasons, social background and
effects of corruption as a social-economic
phenomenon”;

• Processing press releases issued in Hungary
on this subject in recent years; i.e. “press
monitoring  (...) regarding corruption in
public procurement”;

• Conducting 120 in-depth interviews; i.e.
“organising and conducting in-depth
interviews to assess the current status
regarding corruption in public procure-
ment, to reveal corruption threats and to
develop proposals on combating corrup-
tion. The interviewees should come from
three target groups: organisations inviting
bids, bidders and official public procure-
ment consultants”;

• Conducting a survey of 900 individuals; i.e.
conducting a nationwide, representative
survey among bidders and tender inviters
about corruption in public procurement
(this was carried out by M.Á.S.T. Market
and Opinion Survey Company); and finally

• Summarisation of results
When carrying out the assignment, our main

objective was to obtain an academic, research-

* This article summarises the main findings of the
study prepared at GKI Gazdaságkutató Zrt. [GKI
Economic Research Institute, hereinafter GKI] for
the Public Procurement Council. The underlying
analyses were compiled with the contribution of
Zoltán Andrási, dr. Balázs Borsi, Katalin Pál Mrs.
Németh, Zsuzsanna Papanek, dr. Tibor Sebestyén,
C.Sc. (GKI), dr. Ferenc Ács (M.Á.S.T. Kft.), Gergely
Kis and Szabolcs Timár (eNET).
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supported picture of the key characteristics of cor-
ruption in domestic public procurement proce-
dures and of the possibilities and methods of com-
bating corruption. The reason is that the suc-
cessful reduction of corruption is a key matter
regarding the future and research efforts simi-
lar to our project may be of substantial help to
these endeavours. Therefore, we tried to make
sure that the techniques employed during the
survey harmonise with the latest research
methodology principles in social sciences.2

As corruption is a social process generated
by a complex system of congruencies which
trigger diverse impact mechanisms, we made it
a priority to support our findings with multiple
arguments in order to base it on solid, academ-
ic grounds. 

We reviewed and present former knowl-
edge regarding the topic. To this end, we read
thousands of pages of international and domes-
tic technical literature (the vast majority in
English and Hungarian). We made it a point to
get to know analyses that described the social
background and congruencies of corruption, to
reveal the related motivations, the connection
network of corrupt individuals and the conse-
quences of corruption that distort economic
processes. We paid utmost attention to interna-
tional analyses and the latest learnings from
international benchmarking exercises (especial-
ly to publications on successful anti-corruption
efforts and the related best practices).

We analyzed the contents of domestic press
releases and articles on the subject. We processed
the nearly 750,000 releases published in major
Hungarian dailies, weeklies (Magyar Hírlap,
Magyar Nemzet, Népszabadság, HVG, etc.)
and trade periodicals (Közgazdasági Szemle
[Economic Review], Külgazdaság [Foreign
trade], Magyar Tudomány [Hungarian Science],
etc.) between 2002 and 2007. Out of the full set
of articles, we selected the 15,000 releases that
included the search terms <corruption> and
<public procurement> and set up an electron-

ic database of them which we then subjected to
bibliometrical, statistical analyses. Using search
keywords, “word trees” and the logical connec-
tions among them we determined the frequency
of occurrence and the main congruencies of topics
discussed in the articles. At the same time,
researchers who participated in the project
reviewed the 15,000 selected articles them-
selves and collected the expressions, statements
and conclusions which they deemed typical.

We requested and received a large number
of detailed, in-depth interviews from profes-
sionals who are actively involved in public pro-
curement. When conducting the interviews, we
tried to enable the generalisation of results (by
using representative samples and selecting
interviewees randomly) and applied scientific
methods (e.g. benchmarking, factor analysis,
etc.) for data processing wherever possible. We
selected the interviewees from buyers, bidders
(winners and non-winners) and official public
procurement advisors by way of layered sam-
pling [40+(2x30)+20, i.e. 120 persons in
total]. Keeping their characteristics in mind,
questionnaires were developed for each of the
four groups. In each questionnaire, questions
were sorted into 3 sets: at the beginning and at
the end of the interview, we asked for short
answers to closed questions. In between, we
requested the interviewees for longer answers
to open questions. The interviews were record-
ed in a standardised form (ensuring anonymi-
ty). Answers to the closed questions are pre-
sented along with their frequency and percent-
age distribution, occasionally using calculations
that enable the detection of deeper congruen-
cies. When reviewing the open questions, we
follow a logical path to find out the extent of
corruption according to procurement partici-
pants and the reasons which they think are
behind the formation and sustaining of corrup-
tion. We also make an attempt to reveal the
types of corruption that evolved in Hungary,
the participants involved and the impacts of
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corruption. The interviewed public procure-
ment professionals were also asked about the
potential means they deemed suitable for com-
bating and reducing corruption in public pro-
curement and for mitigating damages. Within
the individual chapters, we often separate the
answers by respondent group, i.e. the experi-
ences of buyers, official public procurement
advisors and bidders are presented separately.
In order to present the information as accu-
rately as possible, we highlight the most typi-
cal, most remarkable answers in each category.

We extensively relied on the results of the
survey which M.Á.S.T. Kft. carried out among a
wide range of public procurement participants
in order to reveal opinions on corruption. This
survey was carried out on a nationwide, repre-
sentative, layered (2x450) sample of 900 indi-
viduals by way of face-to-face questioning.
Interviewees were public procurement decision
makers at institutions/companies, or their del-
egates for answering the questions. The ques-
tionnaires included a large number of questions
designed to reveal the interviewees' views on
the characteristics of public procurement
ethics, activities that are considered acts of cor-
ruption and the frequency, techniques, reasons
and effects of these. The surveyors participated
in training beforehand and the fact that inter-
viewees actually answered the questions was
checked for 15% of the interviews. The
received information was processed by way of
mathematical-statistical methods. 

We emphasize that the results cannot be gen-
eralised without qualification and they primari-
ly apply to the past 10–15 years and to the
Hungarian economy. Furthermore, we point
out that the results of the different surveys we
carried out often do not (fully) harmonise. At
the same time, we are convinced that the final
results and conclusions gained by the comparison
of partial survey results rest on sufficiently solid
grounds and that the main findings are correct.
Wherever possible, we note that specific partial

results also render a picture of the likely error
margins of findings.

PENETRATION OF CORRUPTION AND
CORRUPTION IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
IN HUNGARY

Based on survey findings, in summary we are of
the opinion that the frequency of corruption in
the Hungarian economy is “medium” and cor-
ruption affects the majority of public procure-
ment procedures in Hungary –the exact figure
varies time to time but reaches approximately
two thirds –three fourths (65–75 per cent) of
public procurement procedures.

This finding is supported by survey results
that are contradictory with each other in  many
ways. During the survey, our initial assumption
was that according to widely known historic
experience, corruption is a rather old and
omnipresent problem for societies but the way
of its manifestation, measurement (proving),
degree of penetration, the weight of conse-
quences and public view of it all differ by time
and location. 

Having read the relevant technical literature,
we found that key authors always emphasise
the high3 latency and complex social congruen-
cies of corruption but usually accept the find-
ings gained with various modern methods of
social sciences (empirical surveys, mathemati-
cal-statistical calculations, sociological analy-
ses). The most frequently referenced source is
the international benchmark of Transparency
International (TI) which aggregates several
research results for each country under review.
The rankings of the latest status report are
shown in Chart 1. Albeit not without debate,
most domestic authors accept the “medium
corrupt” assessment for the Hungarian econo-
my shown therein; they are of the opinion that
while corruption in Hungary significantly
exceeds that of developed countries, it is definite-
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ly below the level of corruption in developing
economies. Our empirical research (in particular
interviews) also led to findings that harmonize
with the overall opinion described above.

Our further research findings show that cor-
ruption is rather frequent in domestic public pro-
curement procedures. According to other publica-
tions,4 some form of corruption is present in 90
per cent of public procurement procedures.
However, our research found that suspicions of
corruption must be assessed with utmost care and
that the 90 per cent estimate is exaggerating.

We processed press releases and articles
with a search program using keywords and the
exercise sharply highlighted the frequency of
corruption in public procurement. According
to our findings gained from electronic sorting,
domestic press discusses corruption quite fre-
quently. Out of the 750,000 articles published
in daily and weekly papers and the Index online
news portal between 2002 and 2007, 8,000 arti-

cles include the word <corruption> and also
nearly 8,000 contain the expression <public
procurement>. In the latter subset of articles,
readers were confronted with corruption in
public procurement two or three times per week at
an average. The specific cases of corruption
presented in the related articles and the changes
of topic time to time are also remarkable. To
illustrate the nature of the underlying topics,
Table 1 shows the frequency of some well-
known search words that may also relate to
public procurement.

Some of our investigation findings seem to
contradict with statements that suggest (in one
way or another) overall corruption infection in
public procurement. In answering the first ques-
tion of the M.Á.S.T. survey, both interviewed
buyers and bidders deemed the public procure-
ment sector basically ethical. As shown in chart
2, interviewees said that the ratio of definitely
unethical public procurement participants is

Chart 1

CORRUPTION 2008
(1=strong; 10=no corruption)

Source: GKI: Competitiveness Yearbook, 2008, based on Transparency International 
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around 4–5 per cent and buyers consider their
side more ethical than the average.
Occasionally we could record similar findings
from the GKI interviews as well.

As part of the survey, we carried out an in-
depth examination of the reasons behind the sig-
nificant differences between technical literature,

press statements and interview answers. We
found three explanations (which also highlight-
ed the error margins of results and the reasons
of specific errors).

First, in-depth analyses often revealed that
some interviewees chose their words very “cau-
tiously”. E.g. in a downstream phase of the

Table 1

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF WORDS* MENTIONED IN ARTICLES THAT 
CONTAINED »CORRUPTION«, %

Search terms 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Motorway, highway 57 56 90 42 45 67

Combino – 5 1 1 12 4

Cocoa–proof – – 20 9 6 1

Metro (underground) 33 19 25 21 42 24

National Theatre 10 16 4 7 11 4

Centre for Country Branding 29 17 2 2 2 –

Fireworks 15 4 4 2 5 5

* We emphasise that the frequency figures provided herein only refer to the fact that public procurement procedures described with the search
word concerned were suspected to be corrupt by certain press products, but the validity of the suspicion was not proved. It says a lot that in
most cases that were found by keyword search, law enforcement was unable to prove the validity of the underlying suspicion.

Source: GKI press monitoring

Chart 2

OPINION ON MORALITY IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Source: M.Á.S.T. survey
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M.Á.S.T. survey, nearly half of the respondents
said that corruption is likely to be routinely pres-
ent whenever public funds are spent in Hungary.
Furthermore, analysts made it a point to add
the following remark to the indicated ratios:
“the effort to defend the reputation of public
procurement professionals (...) was clearly
detectable upon every question that related to
the interviewees' own field.” Yet the subjects of
GKI's deep interviews provided rather contro-
versial assessments of the frequency of corrup-
tion in Hungary. Only at about half of our
interviewees said that they had been informed
of suspected corruption or acts of corruption in
relation to the public procurement procedures
they were aware of. At the same time, (contrary
to gloomy press releases) quite a few respon-
dents deemed domestic public procurement
procedures extensively corruption-free but then,
after the shiny happy picture drawn up at the
beginning, in reply to subsequent interview ques-
tions they admitted that corruption is frequent.
Every second and every fifth surveyor who inter-
viewed buyers and winning bidders respectively
reported after the interviews that the validity of
answers was uncertain. 

A typical interview answer that triggered doubts

went as follows: “At our company (…), staff

members who conducted public procurement

procedures were not approached in any case with

corruption-related intentions. However, I am not

in a position to make statements on behalf of the

decision makers. At the same time, I am not

aware of any actual or alleged case of corrup-

tion.”

It also says a lot that we found significant differ-

ences per sector regarding the ratio of respondents

who mentioned suspected corruption. During the

GKI interviews, 56 per cent of industry-member

respondents and actually each of the five IT com-

pany representatives mentioned suspected cor-

ruption. The related ratio was 66 per cent among

construction industry interviewees, 23 per cent

among commerce, trade, etc. representatives, 31

per cent among education institution employees

and only 14 per cent among public administra-

tion workers. We think these sector-dependent

figures reflect real differences. 

Second, occasionally we get hints that cor-
ruption is suspected (assumed) way too frequent-
ly. Not everything is corrupt that seems to be
corrupt. Some of our interviewees mentioned
cases that were free of corruption but involved
unusual administrational techniques due to
schedule issues and other problems and there-
fore participants were suspected to be corrupt.
Impossible legal regulations and creative deals
to bypass them may also lead to controversial
situations. As corruption is not or not clearly
visible, non-winning bidders are inclined to
blame corruption for the failure of their bids.

Third, as outlined in certain publications,
uncompensated bias can easily be misperceived
as corruption, although it may emerge due to a
number of not corruption-related reasons.
Positive discrimination may stem from simple
popularity, close or distant family ties, a com-
mon past or a shared fate. In other cases, it may
originate in sympathising between the parties,
perhaps the returning of polite or flattering
behaviour, perhaps seeking the favours of a per-
son with sex appeal, power or fame, or simply a
way of thinking that is similar to that of the
beneficiary. Negative bias may have subjective
reasons (antipathy, different worldview or
political stand, different ethnic background
etc.), it may be a necessary complementing
counterpart of positive discrimination and it
may stem from different ways of thinking
(Miller – Roberts – Spence, 2005, etc.).

The factors outlined above do not enable an
accurate estimation of the actual frequency of
corruption in Hungary. Interviews suggest that
currently the majority of tender procedures are
infected but unreasonable suspicion is not rare
either. Therefore, emphasising the considerable
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level of uncertainty in our judgement, we con-
cluded that varying by period and type of ten-
der, currently at about two thirds to three fourths,
i.e. 65–75 of domestic tender procedures are
affected by corruption.

TYPES OF CORRUPTION 

Our survey found that the classification of cor-
ruption scenarios is rather immature worldwide
and empirical information on the types of pub-
lic procurement corruption in Hungary is
mostly poor. Richer information (albeit often
without clear evidence) and analyses are only
available in certain technical literature sources
and press releases. Most of these are about the
significant frequency of corruption that is
rooted in politics and the increasingly severe
consequences thereof. However, interviewed
corporate executives rarely touched on this
topic. Nevertheless, even among professionals
who are not familiar with classification consid-
erations, rich information could be collected on
phases of the public procurement process that are
affected by corruption and about the way this
effect takes shape. 

The most widely known theoretical cate-
gories are corruption in the private (mostly
business) sector, corruption by civil servants
and political corruption.

A typical example of corruption in the private

sector is when an asset is managed by the owner's

representative who enforces his own interests

instead of that of the owner by collaborating with

a third party. Business corruption refers to cases

when entrepreneurs bribe an official or a politi-

cian in power in order to gain financial advan-

tage (e.g. to get an order, push through an unrea-

sonably high price or inferior quality).

Corruption by civil servants entails scenarios

when a public official liable to represent the inter-

ests of the public asks for a (financial) “gift” to

settle or see through a matter with a favourable

outcome for the client (obtaining an approval,

recording in the land registry, cancellation of a

penalty, “customised” regulation). Sometimes

there is no clear demarcation between these two

types. Political corruption (the reallocation of

public funds contrary to the interests of society as

enabled by the collaboration of political and

business players), however, is mostly implement-

ed through the collaboration of increasingly large

interest groups for e.g. gaining or preserving

power, i.e. to purchase the loyalty, votes or sup-

port of certain society group5 (Hankiss, 1983, pp.

83–86). Obviously, the classification of border-

line cases and complex connections might be very

difficult.

According to the world famous Manual of
Rose-Ackerman (2006), current corruption
research focuses on political corruption
throughout the world and our survey found
that it also true in Hungary when it comes to
forming an opinion on the economic weight of
different corruption types. The reason of this
overall trend is that since the Watergate scan-
dal, researchers have paid special attention to
the analysis of close correlations between the
institutionalization of corruption and the poor
standard of public administration (this correla-
tion is only suspected sometimes but its conse-
quences are clear). It is quite likely that a simi-
lar focus is needed in respect of the Hungarian
economy.

In simple terms: today the protagonists of corruption

are not sitting in public offices but in elite clubs,

events, hunting societies, business delegations, etc.

where corporate leaders and politicians meet. In

public life, corruption risk is high –it is typically

greater at the higher levels of organizations than at

the lower or hands-on levels. The reason is that at

the upper levels, a minor error in a decision (which

is invisible from the outside and represents a devia-

tion from standards) is enough to provide serious
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benefits to a favoured person or organisation. For

the really big corruption deals, no office and enve-

lope are required. What is essential, however, is rela-

tionship capital, favours that help to bypass regula-

tions, “favour banks” for which no offices are need-

ed –a well-assembled phonebook and short phone

calls are often enough. Business lunches and visits to

homes are rarely necessary and are usually prereq-

uisites only when entering “favour circles” or a

“favour bank”. This is what the strange wording

used by a middle manager of Siemens referred to

when he said “it takes serious market knowledge to

know what needs to be provided, where and to

whom” (Manager Magazin, 2007, issue 2).

The results of our surveys indicate that in
the Hungarian economy today, not only politi-
cal corruption but business corruption is also a
serious issue, and so is the simultaneous pres-
ence of the two. When one participant of a cor-
rupt deal is a politician, the other party is often
a businessman and there are several examples of
unlawful collaborations between two corporate
representatives as well.

One fact that illustrates all this is that the
most frequent “technical term” in domestic press
articles on corruption was <politics> in recent
years. Due to the undisputedly high degree of
latency, the fact that similar scenarios are not
common in domestic scientific publications, in
our interviews and even in court rulings is not
a real counter-argument (but rather typical).

It is important to note that the sharp tone in
the Hungarian press does not really depend on
political side. The distribution per dailies and
years of the 8,000 articles encompassed by our
survey which referred to politics and politicians
while also containing the word <corruption>
is shown in Chart 3.

The politically neutral statements of inter-
viewees (which harmonized with their overall
motives) stemmed from their cautiousness
which we mentioned before. It is also likely
that the large number of scientific publications
that avoid this topic is due to similar reasons.

The loose categorization of public procure-
ment corruption scenarios based on general cri-
teria as described above was relatively rare in

Chart 3

NUMBER OF ARTICLES CONTAINING BOTH »CORRUPTION« AND »POLITICS« 

Source: GKI press monitoring
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Hungary so far and our survey shows that it is
not a thoroughly known topic in real life either. 

International and sometimes domestic tech-
nical literature (and press) often publishes
remarkable information on specific corruption
techniques (exposing process elements that
enable the violation of norms, i.e. the “master
tricks”). We also received information on this
topic during our empirical research. The main
findings (first and foremost the list of main
types) are summarised in Table 2 and 3.

Naturally, the contents of the table should be

evaluated with a certain degree of cautiousness

–first, because the sample size of interviewees was

modest and not representative in this respect; sec-

ond, because the answers to open questions were

often not comprehensive; and third, because

replies were “cautious” and difficult to sum-

marise. It is obvious that nearly all mentioned

techniques are detectable in domestic public pro-

curement procedures (otherwise they would not

have been mentioned). It is sure that the protag-

onists of the process committed the referenced

violations of norms more often than indicated

(i.e. the frequency of mentions is only a loose

lower limit of actual frequency), that often other

players also played an important role in this and

that other methods were also employed time to

time. Nevertheless, the list is an important output

of the project.

The information in the tables shows that
participants of public procurement corruption,
both in Hungary and throughout the globe, use
rather diverse methods which also change over
time and may impact the process in any phase. It
is a serious misconception that corruption can
only be significant upon the evaluation of bids;
for restrictions on the potential circle of bid-
ders or cartel formation are frequent in the
inquiry phase already and acceptance of inap-
propriate fulfilment is not rare either. This
finding has high real-life relevance and may be

a great help in building safeguards against abuse
scenarios. Classic corruption between tender
inviters (public officials) and bidders (busi-
nessmen) also take various forms and is imple-
mented through bribery, pressure, bypassing of
rules or doctoring of tender results –always as
the circumstances require. And there is a wide
array of tools for collaboration between bid-
ders, including cartel forming.

Data suggest that acts of corruption are more
frequent at the initial phases of tender procedures,
i.e. inquiries, bid preparation (where accompa-
nied by cartel forming), and bid preparation,
than in the downstream phases of the process.
Every third inquiry restricts the range of
potential bidders. At least one out of seven
procedures bidders are likely to form a cartel.
In one fourth of tender procedures, pressure is
likely to be exercised to promote the success of
a specific bidder and bribery is likely to take
place in one fifth of tenders for the same rea-
son. Sometimes a tender procedure is affected
by multiple acts of corruption. It is also
remarkable that in the majority of cases, the
direct purpose of corruption is not to increase
a higher price but to influence the market.

We must point out that the activities of the
key players of political corruption and corrup-
tion by public officials are interrelated.
Furthermore, the mobility of prominent players
between political and public administration posi-
tions is quite high. It is quite frequent that the
same person appears in a key public official posi-
tion and then in a key political position. It is also
common that the prominent members of the
political party that wins the elections migrate to
top management positions of ministries or to
large [state owned] companies while retaining
their political positions and mandates.

As political corruption and corruption by
public officials often involve the same individ-
uals, it is difficult to separate the two types
which makes the assessment of their respective
frequencies very difficult.
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Table 2

A/ TYPES OF CORRUPTION THAT INVOLVES COLLABORATION BETWEEN BIDDERS 
(AND SUBCONTRACTORS)

Types In OECD Other GKI in-depth interviews Classification
(2007) sources Sample* Frequency of in M.Á.S.T.

Mentions mentions, % survey**
Bids submitted by multiple companies 

of bidder Á

Preliminary (cartel) agreement x x Full 13 S

Bids state subcontractors who will not 

be involved in implementation x S

Agreement on non-disclosing quality 

deterioration Full 2

Table 3

B/ TYPES OF CORRUPTION THAT INVOLVES COLLABORATION BETWEEN TENDER 
INVITER AND BIDDER(S) 

Types In OECD Other GKI in-depth interviews Classification
(2007) sources Sample* Frequency of in M.Á.S.T.

Mentions mentions, % survey**
Avoidance of public procurement procedure x x S

Inquiry stating false purpose x x

Restriction of the range of potential bidders x x Full 36 S

Pretended inquiry (when the winner is 

already known in advance) x x S

Leaking of exclusive information to a bidder x x Full 8 Á

Unreasonable exclusion of bidder Bidders 17 S

Exercising of pressure to promote the 

success of a bidder x Full 23

Bribery in favour of the success of a specific 

bidder x Full 8

Bribery to have a high price accepted Full 19

Declaration of unsuccessful tender based 

citing false reasons x

Biased assessment of bidder x x

Acceptance of a non-compliant bid x

Unreasonable modification of contract Bidders 3

Acceptance of non-compliant fulfilment x Bidders 7

Unreasonable, subsequent addition of order 

items in case of a low bid price x Full 9

Failure to seek legal remedy x

* Technical literature and GKI's in-depth interviews gave us an insight into corruption scenarios (only a part of the basic population of 120 was in
a position to tell us about the application of specific techniques). The M.Á.S.T. survey, however, explicitly asked participants whether the use of
these specific techniques refers to corruption.

** Á: deemed corrupt by most respondents, T: deemed corrupt by the majority of respondents, S: deemed corrupt by many.
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REASONS OF CORRUPTION 

It is widely known that the corrupt behaviour
of specific individuals mostly stems from the
fact that directly achievable personal advantages
are tempting in the light of the assumed low risk
of getting caught. However, the emergence of
corruption mostly has other complex motives
and specific “technical” (formal) reasons as
well. This opinion is confirmed by the majority
of analyses published in technical literature and
it is also supported by our survey findings. 

Concerning the reasons of the most frequent-
ly mentioned type, political corruption,6 domes-
tic and international expert opinions almost
entirely harmonise with our survey findings.
According to Miller – Roberts – Spence (2005),
major acts of corruption that relate to public
spending are usually rooted in misuse of power
and formal (technical) reasons only help this
abuse. These authors point out that the creation
of unrealistic legal provisions that are impossible
to comply with, failure to separate scopes of
mandates, the lack of declared ethical principles,
the limited capacity of law enforcement author-
ities and institutions all boost corruption.

Therefore, the common public viewpoint (and a

favourite topic of election campaigns) that the

main reason of corruption is the personal greed of

politicians is often completely misleading. It may

be the reason sometimes but often it is not realis-

tic because in many countries key politicians and

public officials must regularly publish their assets

declaration (and even report major asset growth

in their families) and potential abuses are subject

to very severe sanctions.

At the same time, vague regulations regarding
the financing of political parties and campaigns
are not only important roots of corruption both
internationally and in Hungary, but they also
hinder the building of safeguards against polit-
ical corruption.

International and domestic statements
regarding political corruption are detailed in
the GKI study. Here we only discuss the main
impacts. 

Statements that highlight the “technical”
background of political congruencies have a
long tradition. Mankind could already learn
from Socrates and Platoon that the chances of
the proper management of public funds are
greatly improved if transparent records are cre-
ated and kept of both available resources and
expenditures. This is a twofold requirement:
regulations and administration must be easy to
comprehend (plain language should be used)
and the resulting documents must be easily
accessible for the widest possible segment of
society (but at least the officials in charge with
control and auditing). There is an agreement
both in international technical literature and
among domestic experts that the non-fulfil-
ment of either of these pre-requisites (e.g. the
classification of information on public funds as
“confidential” which is frequent in some devel-
oping countries) is an important reason and
sign of corruption. 

Our press analysis revealed that the expla-
nations of domestic corruption in public pro-
curement provided in various papers harmonise
with the aforementioned statements as it is
mostly political corruption that receives most
of the media attention. E.g. in our database, out
of the 693 press articles which include both
<public procurement> and <corruption>: 

• 229 mention the word <politician>,
• 55 contain <financing of political party>,
• 2 mention <nepotism> and
• 3 include the words or word pair <patron-

client>. 
Here is a typical description: “The problem is

lying in the law. The problem is that politicians
regularly interfere with public procurement pro-
cedures. What is more, professional competence
is inadequate at tender inviters and bidders” said
public procurement specialist György Várday.”
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(Népszabadság daily, 16. 12. 2002) Naturally we
do not say that all surveyed articles reflect a sim-
ilar opinion. Some articles mentioned politicians
in a quite different context, as potential helping
hands in eliminating corruption.

The bibliometrical examination showed
that the other approach which avoids political
aspects and focuses on “technical” issues is also
frequent in press publications that investigate
the roots of corruption in domestic public pro-
curement. Out of the 700 articles that con-
tained both <public procurement> and <cor-
ruption>, 182 mention publicity, 87 mention
transparency and (only) 5 mention accounta-
bility, i.e. the lack of these conditions (or the
importance of creating them). The interviewees
of GKI's in-depth interview, however, high-
lighted more specific reasons as shown in Chart
4 (which often also explain the different forms
of public procurement corruption mentioned
in the previous chapter).

The interviewees' statements on the forms of
corruption as presented in the chart are further
fine-tuned by the answers detailed in the previ-
ous subsection. The comparison of these two
sets of information reveals that it is not always
financial benefits that make tender inviters
restrict the range of bidders or make bidders
form cartels, etc. 

The information we received in the M.Á.S.T.
survey confirmed the findings outlined above.
When we asked who are the initiators of public
procurement corruption, 70 per cent of inter-
viewees named politicians, 23 per cent named
professional superiors and only 7 per cent men-
tioned employees (which of course reflects the
extremely negative public image of politics and
politicians).

Having said that, we cannot withhold the
fact that although the Hungarian public is
mostly interested in the damages caused by
political corruption, we found that the fre-

Chart 4

DIRECT REASONS OF CORRUPTION IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Source: Answers to the open questions of in-depth GKI interviews
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quency of business corruption should not be
underestimated either. As mentioned before,
there are several corruption scenarios that
involve politicians and “businessmen” (corpo-
rate leaders, political “implants”, etc.). The
same way, both parties to the “deal” may come
from business.

Some years ago, with the active support of a large

local bank, a major Hungarian company formal-

ly transferred a part of its assets to foreign owner-

ship in order to save hundreds of millions of

forints in tax payments. However, the Tax and

Financial Control Authority found that the

owner never transferred the shares to the “buyer”,

the “buyer” never paid and never exercised own-

ership –so the company was penalised for tax eva-

sion (see Papanek, 2000). 

Another important learning from our
research is that the reason of both inquiries
that restrict the circle of potential bidders and
the forming of cartels by bidders is that these
are ways for committers to defend themselves
against the overly inflexible rules of the public
procurement act (and that of inquiries). It is in
the interest of both tender inviters and truly
eligible bidders to annihilate the participation
of companies who are unable to carry out the
assignment at a high quality while offering a 50
per cent bid price. However, current regula-
tions do not enable the identification and
exclusion of such actually ineligible bidders.

NEGATIVE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
EFFECTS AND THEIR PERCEPTION BY
THE DOMESTIC PUBLIC

The survey proved the common view that cor-
ruption can cause extensive damage in any
procedure that it infects and thus in public
procurement as well. At the same time, we
also found that albeit recent international

research projects also reveal the severe social and
economic impacts of corruption, these findings
are not sufficiently known and appreciated in
Hungary yet. 

What we saw is that the corporate conse-
quences of public procurement corruption
among tender inviters and buyers is judged
nearly identically by international technical lit-
erature, the domestic public and in the light of
our research. E.g. during GKI's in-depth inter-
views, interviewees classified these scenarios
into four distinct groups (some interviewees did
not mention any effect at all while others men-
tioned more than one). The four direct effect
groups and the frequency of references to them
are shown in Chart 5. As seen in the chart, the
subsequent price raise and poorer quality of
fulfilment were mentioned most frequently but
many interviewees referred to the limitation of
competition as well.

Occasionally, the M.Á.S.T. survey also pro-
vided estimates of the size of damages
–although indicating significant deviation
across the figures. E.g. according to intervie-
wees, if a public procurement tender were
invited in all mandatory cases, the number of
public procurement procedures would go up
22–26 per cent at an average. Estimates of the
price increasing impact of corruption averaged
around 23–26 per cent.

Time to time, information appears in the press on

the range of price deviations. There were fre-

quent mentions of domestic motorway construc-

tion that cost the double of comparable interna-

tional projects and a new Spanish underground

line which cost one fifth of the new Budapest

underground. 

Beside the “high damage” cases, acts of cor-
ruption which do not cause significant losses
are also frequent. In most cases, no losses are
generated by the aforementioned arrangements
that serve to resolve the inflexibility of public
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procurement procedures (although they still
have a devastating effect on business morals).
Here is a remark heard at an in-depth GKI
interview:

“It can happen that a buyer may wish to use a

well-known, proven, long-time subcontractor to

make life easier and to have the done quickly and

wants to stay away from working with an

unknown company. In this case, this unlawful

approach does not cause any loss in quality or

financially.”

During the in-depth GKI interviews, most
interviewees pointed out the indirect impacts
suffered by public procurement participants. In
particular, the spreading of non-compliant
behaviour increasingly holds back entrepreneur
initiatives, working capital influx from abroad
and significantly deteriorates economic per-
formance (decreases GDP).

Here is a typical statement heard during the

interviews: 

“The direct, short term effect of corruption is

equally detectible in a higher price, or the

decreased service content for the same price and

in the long run it is reflected in the increase of

costs. What is much greater a loss, however, is the

moral damage: this behaviour of the “elite”

undermines values in society.”

Some estimates attempt to quantify the
macroeconomic damages of corruption. The
close (negative) correlation between the GDP
and the level of corruption was pointed our by
all relevant international benchmark surveys
(See e.g. Chart 6, prepared especially for our
survey). Certain calculations (that are not sup-
ported by specific data though) suggest that
damages in Hungary reach hundreds of bil-
lions or even a thousand billion forints year by
year.

Chart 5

IMPACT OF CORRUPTION PER INTERVIEWEE GROUP
FREQUENCY OF MENTIONS IN ANSWERS

Source: Processing of replies to open questions in GKI's in-depth interview
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International surveys have confirmed (some-

times also by mathematical-statistical methods)

that in corrupt economies (minor) renewals are

often neglected so that deteriorating assets can be

renewed at a high cost or replaced by way of a

new investment project –both of which enable

abuse. Human resources management, in partic-

ular the selection of leaders may change: dismissal

of managers who reject corruption and the

appointment of those who take part in it or toler-

ate it may become the norm. Even the career

choice of students may be distorted: seeing the

damages of corruption, many young people may

choose not to become engineers (who can actual-

ly create value) but learn to become lawyers

instead, etc.7 Based on the regression calculations

referenced above and press articles on regular

overbilling in motorway or underground invest-

ment projects, the magnitude of domestic losses

cannot be deemed low.

At the same time, empirical research provid-
ed hardly any information on macroeconomic

effects. What is more, we found that some
domestic experts (although without any sup-
porting scientific arguments) dispute the view-
point voiced by a number of leading interna-
tional researchers that corruption significantly
increases the weight of economic problems. We
think this reluctance may hinder efforts to
combat corruption. 

ADVANTAGES ATTAINABLE THROUGH
CORRUPTION

In the 1970s, a typical example of corruption
scenarios cited by Elemér Hankiss, one of the
doyens of corruption research in Hungary was
that a one forint (one cent) tip in the canteen
could buy a good quality espresso [instead of
regular, inferior coffee]. Since then, the stakes
have been raised quite a bit.

Here are some examples of current “benefits”
mentioned by our sources: illegal release of
permits, administration of insurance cases,

Chart 6

CORRELATION BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF CORRUPTION AND THE GDP

Source: GDP, IMD: World Competitiveness Yearbook, 2007, CPI: TI, 2007
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false medical certificate, confidential informa-
tion, non-compliant receipt of bank loan or
acceptance of goods, fake invoice, biased pres
article, audit by the tax authority, court ruling,
appointment to lucrative or high-profile posi-
tions, political support, laws that leave room
for creative deals.

The direct objective of political corruption is
rarely financial in nature. The actual goal is
rather to gain and retain power. The laundering
and use of money obtained by political corrup-
tion is only a tool to achieve this objective.

A very firm standpoint has evolved in interna-

tional technical literature recently about the for-

mer belief that “corruption can boost efficiency”

(saying it can resolve the issues of shortage

economies) (Leff, 1964). Authors point out that

after the comparison of the benefits and draw-

backs of corruption for society, the aforemen-

tioned view “completely lost credibility by now”

(Offe, 2005). Our survey revealed opinions that

harmonise with this latter view: e.g. concerning

the spending of public funds, 73 per cent of

M.Á.S.T. survey respondents rejected irregulari-

ties (with varying intensity) even if it did not

mean personal benefits.

As mentioned earlier, some of our interviewees
mentioned that illegal solutions are applied in
part to resolve problems deriving from inflexi-
ble regulations. It is difficult to dispute that
this point is sometimes rightful. Therefore, it
would make sense if legal provisions allowed
such kind of collaboration within specific time
and value limits.

We have found that it is definitely damaging
if the seeking of creative deals becomes the
norm due to regulations which hinder the
application of reasonable business practices.
This situation annihilates any distinction
between socially acceptable and unacceptable
arrangements and brings on the risk of a value
crisis (or the further deepening thereof).

OPINIONS ON ALTERNATIVE COUNTER-
MEASURES

Our research shows that effective measures
against corruption and public procurement cor-
ruption would be indispensable in the Hungarian
economy as well. There is probably not a single
expert today in Hungary who would question
the need for intensified efforts in this field. A
number of important international institutions
and business partners expect us to combat cor-
ruption more powerfully than before.8

However, there is no agreement on desirable
specific action items.

In recent years, partly on own initiative and
partly under international pressure, the
Hungarian government launched several anti-
corruption programs. These efforts, however,
yielded modest results only (e.g. TI
Corruption Risks in Hungary, 2007).

The main government steps in this field were as

follows among others:

• In 1992, Hungary was the first former Soviet

block country to enact a modern law on the

publicity of data of public interest.

• In 2001, a “comprehensive” Anti-corruption

Government Strategy (Government Decree

1022/2001) was elaborated which focused

mainly on sanctions and penalising measures.

Implementation, however, was never complet-

ed.

• In 2002, the Office of State Secretary for Public

Funds was established within the Prime

Minister's Office (to be wounded up in 2004).

Government Decree 2396/2002 required the

revision and updating of legal regulations on

access to data of public interest.

• In 2003, in order to tame corruption, the

National Assembly accepted the so-called “glass

pocket” act and established the short-lived

Republican Council of Ethics.

• In 2006, the act on lobbying was enacted but

failed to fulfil expectations.
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• In August 2007, the Anti-corruption

Coordination Body was established and

assigned to renew the anti-corruption strategy.

The new strategy has been prepared but has not

been enforced yet.

Many people have formed an opinion already on

the reasons of the failure of domestic anti-corrup-

tion efforts. Dissatisfaction in society is especially

strong due to the lack of strict sanctioning of

revealed abuses. Here is a typical comment in the

news: “In Hungary, only one single case of pub-

lic corruption was revealed officially: Zoltán

Székely's bribery case which put him behind

bars.”9 (HVG, 13. 10. 2007).

Other documents mainly urge measures that
focus on the internal motivations of human
actions, trigger changes in overall attitude and
behaviour and promote demand for fairness,
honesty, reliability and integrity in society. The
most frequent demand in domestic press is for
public exposure (while often not mentioning
the importance of accountability and sanction-
ing). Others render importance to external fac-
tors that affect behaviour –legal regulation,
control and sanctions.

Our surveys did not reveal any magic
weapons. They simply confirmed that only the
harmonised application of several combating
techniques can lead to success.

The M.Á.S.T. survey asked a wide range of
participants about existing opportunities to
combat corruption. Based on the answers, the
nine pre-defined techniques could be assigned to
three groups, each containing three techniques.

The first group includes techniques which
respondents consider clearly suitable for com-
bating public procurement corruption effectively.
Ranked by frequency of mentions, these tech-
niques were as follows: 

• Effective verification of contractual fulfil-
ment (considered effective by 74 per cent),

• Control of delivery by due dates by both
parties (71.7 per cent),

• Control of compliance of the delivered
service / goods with the committed tech-
nical scope, sanctioning of discrepancies
(71.6 per cent).
The second group contains solutions that

are deemed suitable for combating corruption
by the majority but less than two thirds of
respondents. These solutions are as follows:

• More flexible regulations (considered
effective by 63.2 per cent),

• Elaboration and enforcement of codes of
ethics (62.5 per cent),

• Stronger sanctions (56.9 per cent).
The third group includes techniques that

the majority of respondents consider unsuit-
able for combating public procurement corrup-
tion. The items in this group are as follows:

• Higher salaries for public servants (con-
sidered effective by 45.1 per cent),

• Introduction of an entirely on-line process
(45.3 per cent),

• Enactment of more detailed regulations
(43.7 per cent).

In-depth GKI interviews added several
action items to the above. 

Naturally, before formulating the conclu-
sions of our research, we also looked at the
results of other surveys. We came to the con-
clusion that anti-corruption efforts can only be
expected to bring success if a number of major
and minor action items (detailed below) are
implemented.

PROPOSALS

Based on overall survey results, we could for-
mulate diverse recommendations for several
institutions. Most of these indicated directions
only (the elaboration of details was beyond the
scope of our assignment).

Proposals to the Public Procurement Council
Assume the duty of making the Act on

Public Procurement simpler –more specifically,
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to support the National Assembly in imple-
menting the recommendations listed below.
Strive for identifying rules and regulations that
are either unrealistic or require an unreasonable
amount of effort to fulfil. Try to make regula-
tions easier to comprehend and require deeper
control (that focuses on “technical scope”
among others). Allow simplified tendering for
low value, repeated assignments in audited sce-
narios. 

The simplification of legal provisions is probably

the most frequently mentioned expectation of

public procurement professionals. It is also cited

as an action item of outstanding importance in

the 2008 report of the State Audit Office. E.g. the

report said the following about the 2008 bill on

amending the act on public procurement: “Due to

the lack of a mature public procurement policy

and clear improvement directions for public pro-

curement supported by impact studies, the prepa-

ration of the bill did not bring a sufficient con-

sensus. (…) Throughout the preparation and

harmonisation process, the scope of duties and

responsibilities of the central institutions of pub-

lic procurement remained a controversial

issue…” (op. cit. page 11).

Make your records and inventories of public
procurement relevance more user friendly (facili-
tate searching and processing of information).
Set a comprehensive, public database that
enables diverse searches and contains all events
that relate to public procurement (tender
announcements, bids, contracts, subsequent
modifications, certificates of fulfilment, etc.). 

Here is a typical remark from the in-depth GKI

interviews which inspired this recommendation:

“The homepage (…) of the Public Procurement

Council provides a thorough organisational chart

[of the Council] (…) but not a single piece of

useful news or datasheet on public procurement

trends.”

Organise regular follow-up surveys (every
two or three years) to research corruption in
public procurement. This way, your proposals
on anti-corruption measures for the coming
period can always be based on an up-to-date
insight into the domestic situation.

Urge and promote the further simplifica-
tion of mandatory duties that certified public
procurement tender inviters and bidders must
take care of upon new public procurement pro-
cedures (e.g. bid documents).

This recommendation utilises the favourable

experiences with the “best practice” applied by the

National Customers and Excise Guard concern-

ing the selection of “reliable customs clients”

which was also presented in the press.

Proposals for the government
Revise (update) the national anti-corrup-

tion strategy every four or five years. Prepare
proposals on how to elaborate (among others)
rules of selecting, employing and compensating
public servants in a way that enables the
decrease of corruption and on the advised
directions of improving law enforcement
(encompassing the police, protection of lead
providers, penitentiary institutions).

Both technical literature and our respondents

pointed out that this strategy is missing, although

its elaboration is strongly recommended by the

UN, the OECD and the State Audit Office.

Prepare proposals for the National
Assembly for the legislative duties (listed
below) targeted at combating corruption.

Recommendations for the National Assembly
Anti-corruption efforts should begin with

“managing” the most harmful cause, political
corruption and the realistic regulation of political
party and campaign financing. Out of the many
specific action items, we highlight those here
which require “allies”: identify the groups that
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would enjoy the benefits of decreased corrup-
tion, then win their support by presenting
these benefits to them. E.g. the majority of the
business sector has an interest in the enactment
of realistic regulations. The “handling” of par-
ties with opposite interests should not be neg-
lected either: the suspension of the immunity
of members of parliament in case of serious
corruption allegations or charges is a recom-
mendation that deserves consideration.

According to numerous press statements
and some responses to our survey, the adoption
of (further) international recommendations on
the strict formal requirements of public procure-
ment procedures is an urgent action item. 

TI (2007a) recommendations include the
following items among others: 

• Require buyers and bidders to declare their
anti-corruption commitment (e.g. to
declare it in a code of ethics), 

• Assign the drafting of tender invitation,
bid evaluation and verification of fulfil-
ment to different forums, 

• Change the line-up of decision makers on
a rotary basis, and

• Impose stricter sanctions on violators of
rules. 
A fundamental task for legislation is the

significant simplification of the Act on Public
Procurement based on the recommendations of
the Public Procurement Council.

A proposal mentioned at an in-depth GKI inter-

view session which is also deemed important by

survey directors: “There are a lot of rules of pro-

cedures. Sure, there is a reason for each of them,

but still, the complexity of regulations has reached

a level that is difficult to follow even for special-

ist lawyers –let alone companies who are not pro-

ficient in this. Simplification is highly recom-

mended.”

The extension of “Sound Corporate
Governance Guidelines” and the related require-

ments beyond listed companies would signifi-
cantly expand the opportunities of combating
corruption. Each large company should be
required to comply with the financial and
accounting rules set out in the guidelines (which
are currently mandatory for listed companies
only) and to impose strict sanctions in case
management fails to fulfil these requirements.

In the USA, financial and accounting rules

regarding top management responsibilities have

always been strict. Then the Sarbanes-Oxley act

passed in the wake of the Enron scandal in 2002

further narrowed the room for dodging liabilities

and imposed drastic sanctions on abuses. This

solution has proved to hold back corporate leaders. 

Real-life experiences learnt during the survey also
highlighted the importance of compliance with
guidelines. Both the press and our interviewees
provided extensive information on corrupt pro-
cedures where controls focused on the formal
compliance of bids (e.g. page numbering) instead
of their correctness or unrealistic nature, or
incompatibility and collaboration between deci-
sion makers. Way too frequent are the cases
which are closed without sanctions due to desue-
tude or lack of evidence albeit the suspected pres-
ence of corruption is valid. If the guidelines had
to be followed on a mandatory basis, the violation
of codified requirements would be unavoidable in
far more corruption scenarios. This would nar-
row the possibility of hiding corrupt acts,
increase the chances of getting caught and there-
by improve the preventive power of regulations.

Recommendations to buyers in the public pro-
curement process

Elaborate and put in place an anti-corrup-
tion policy.

Managers should take it a mission to find
“clear handed” persons for handling public pro-
curement projects and provide for regular
training so that these people hear about new
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considerations and methods of combating cor-
ruption. 

Avoid invitation of single bids for overly
complex tasks. If possible, ask for separate bids
for each sub-task.

Many interviewees complained that overly com-

plex assignments are usually won by single main

contractor bidders who take most of the money

and hardly leave anything to SMBs who actually

do the work.

Strive for releasing tender invitations that
call for simple bids. Stay away from requesting
information that is already known or unnecessary
for bid assessment. Do not require bidders to
collect and submit information which is already
available in public administration records or
databases. Minimize requests for “original” cer-
tificates: e.g. adopt the EU practice where only
a few references are required for bidding and
only the winner will be required to submit legal
documents that prove its eligibility prior to
contract signing.

Here is a remark from an in-depth GKI inter-

view in support of this proposal: “Documentation

should not be required at least in respect of pub-

licly available data, or electronic submission

should be sufficient.”

In each and every case, require bidders and
subcontractors to have a code of ethics in place
that sets forth their anti-corruption strategy.
However, qualified bidders (who also fulfil the
previous requirement) should be allowed to
participate while minimising their administra-
tive burdens. 

Extend the application of electronic public
procurement procedures. If possible, apply
reverse auctions which significantly decreases
the room for corruption between tender
inviters and bidders or cartel forming between
bidders. Instead of a price decrease, ask bidders

to improve the technological content of bids
and make this a frequent practice.

Here is another useful statement in the press:

“Experience shows that the use of online reverse

auctions enables an approximately 15 per cent

saving compared to current purchase prices.

Although the use of the auction platform provider

incurs a cost (for bidders), in case of an average

procurement amount of HUF 3 to 5 million the

saving exceeds the service charge. (…) Electronic

public procurement and reverse auctions help

reduce corruption and the more efficient, trans-

parent use of public funds.” (Világgazdaság, 

21. 06. 2007) 

In order to keep incompetent bidders (who
offer unreasonably low prices) away from bid-
ding, increase the weight of technological require-
ments and professional competence within evalu-
ation criteria.

In line with SAO recommendations, pay
more attention to the monitoring of your own
public procurement procedures. As part of the
monitoring system, implement a corruption
alert subsystem.

Regarding completed projects, make sure to
sum up and compare objectives, costs and results,
provide for an (external) audit and involve e.g. a
transparency specialist. 

Draw up and publish a blacklist of corrupt
bidders in the industry of your company.

Proposal from a GKI interviewee: “A list could

be compiled of poor performers, intentional mis-

leaders, background dealmakers –what is more,

they could be excluded temporarily from public

procurement procedures.”

Proposals to bidders:
Elaborate and put in place an anti-corrup-

tion policy.
Managers should take it a mission to find

“clear handed” persons for handling public pro-
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curement projects and provide for regular
training so that these people hear about new
considerations and methods of combating cor-
ruption. 

Set up a monitoring system for public pro-
curement procedures that you participate in.
As a part of it, implement a corruption alert sub-
system.

We find the latter recommendation especially

timely. As we learnt from respondents of the in-

depth GKI interview, the suspicion of corruption

is more likely to decrease the frequency of con-

trolling attempts instead of increasing it. Chart 7

shows the ratio of control or audit efforts among

respondents who perceived or did not perceive

any suspicion of corruption.

A recommendation to all
Let us face the problem and be self-critical at

the same time. It is misleading and sometimes a

sign of covering up one's own dirt if statements
regarding the “medium” level of corruption or
suspected corruption are swept under the car-
pet citing reasons like difficulties of measure-
ment and that there are economies where the
situation is worse. The veiling of problems only
hinders the solution. 

According to management books, a diagno-
sis that identifies the actual problems is a fun-
damental prerequisite of finding the remedy.
This principle is fully applicable here, too.

IN SUMMARY: efforts to combat corruption will
only be successful if long-term anti-corruption
measures (backed by genuine political will) are
equally based on the improvement of human fac-
tors and on the enforcement of legal provisions. 
A key prerequisite of success is that the leaders of
political parties should be at least as determined
to combat corruption in and around their own
party as at their opponents.

Chart 7

NUMBER OF COMPANIES THAT APPLIED TECHNIQUES TO CHECK PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
PROCEDURES VS. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPANIES, %

Source: In-depth GKI interviews

Suspicion existed No suspicion

Appointed a Contracted Managerial control Ex-post check of Internal
jury an advisor of tendering tender procedures audit
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1 Synonyms or near synonyms of corruption are used
quite frequently. E.g. bribery, fix, sop (in more gener-
al cases: fraud, misuse of power, “constitutional
expense” nepotism, client system, misappropriation,
in former times: old (socialist) boys' network, today:
relationship capital) – slush fund, soap, tip, gravies, in
the middle East: bakshish.

2 Concerning modern methods, see e.g. Babbie (1998).
For exact references, please refer to the literature sec-
tion.

3 According to department head prosecutor Pál Sinku
(Department of Major Cases, Supreme Prosecutor),
criminal charges are raised for roughly one in every
thousand case of violation of applicable laws. See
Gábor Bendik: Conference on the possible ways of
combating corruption (2008) http://www.levego.
hu/letoltes/kapcsolodo_anyagok/korrupcio-konf_
0811.pdf 

4 See Freedom House (2006), referenced by
Transparency International Hungary (2008), page 1.

5 The term political corruption has a number of syn-
onyms. Lately it has been referred to as relationship

capital. The English expression crony deal indicates
corruption by politicians where legal regulations are
bypassed by way of és bratyizás révén kijátszó kor-
rupciós ügyeit jelzi.

6 It is rather illustrative that when interviewees were
asked during the extensive M.Á.S.T. sociological sur-
vey to name the initiator of corruption, 48 per cent
mentioned political leaders, 16 per cent mentioned
professional (business) 5 per cent mentioned admin-
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the Rose-Ackerman Manual (2006) mentioned earlier.

8 E.g. the UN convention (see Act XXXII of 2000);
the OECD (1997) convention (also adopted by
Hungary) and the Bribery in Public Procurement:
Methods, Actors and Counter-Measures (Paris,
2007) document; several EU publications, including
EC (2003) communication, etc.

9 Public opinion was not changed much by the
Zuschlag lawsuit, the arrest of some high-ranking
local government officials, etc.
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T

Ágnes Hegedüs 

Sustainable development, 
sustainable budget as viewed
by international economic
and financial organizations

The concept of sustainable development became
widely known after 1987. It was introduced in
the Brundtland-report,1 i.e. the final paper of the
UN's World Commission on Environment and
Development – a body established in 1983:
“Sustainable development is development that
meets the needs of the present without compro-
mising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.” Although the environmental
aspect of the term enjoys most of the attention
today, sustainable development equally includes
economic, social and ecological equilibrium. 

In recent years, UN organisations and inter-
national development institutions have put an
increasing emphasis on social considerations, i.e.
on implementing inclusive development, beside
environmental aspects. This is mainly related to
their commitment to overcome poverty which is
expressed in the so-called Millennium Objectives.
It must not be neglected, however, that relevant
international benchmark surveys indicated a
strong correlation between the sustainability of
growth and social cohesion. 

The OECD is paying a lot of attention to the
social and economic aspects of sustainable devel-
opment and its environmental, agricultural, nat-
ural resources management, technological,

human resources-related and social, etc. implica-
tions. They look at how today's needs can be ful-
filled without restricting the opportunities of
future generations to fulfil their needs. The main
objective is human well-being in a broad sense.
Experiences are discussed at conferences and pub-
lished in various publications.2

MEASURING SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

The measurement of sustainable growth is a
highly complex task. No wonder that so many
publications were written about related
research efforts and that the explanations and
approaches provided therein are so diverse. 

A joint UNECE/Eurostat/OECD work
group was established in 2005 to examine the
statistical consideration of sustainable develop-
ment. The purpose of the work group was to
assist national governments and international
organizations in revealing concepts and real-
life solutions by creating a system of indicators
that characterise sustainable development,
establishing an official statistical system that is
specific to the topic and proposing a bunch of
indicators with not too many elements which is
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suitable for international benchmarking.
Although the comprehensive study3 drafted by
the work group was officially prepared for the
UNECE, for the OECD and for the statistical
offices of EU member states, it is expected to
draw much wider interest. One of the duties of
the work group was to compare existing, eco-
nomic-policy based indicators to a possible
new set of indicators that take into considera-
tion the various forms of capital.

The complexity of the task is well illustrated
by the fact that the team first had to come up
with an agreed definition of sustainable devel-
opment. Although the professional back-
ground of work group members was similar,
this was not an easy exercise. Finally, they
approved the practical explanation that sustain-
able development is the growth of well-being in
the broadest possible sense over a very long time.
What is important in this definition is that
“well-being” not only encompasses the usual
meaning as used by economists, i.e. the con-
sumption of goods purchasable on the market,
but also covers free goods or even the enjoy-
ment of natural beauty, while “very long time”
means several generations.

The survey carried out by the work group
found that in countries where indicators were
already in use for describing sustainable develop-
ment, the indicators mostly serve to fulfil the
specific information needs of the national sus-
tainable development strategy (focused on envi-
ronmental considerations) and are rarely based
on a comprehensive concept. In many countries,
the process of setting up sustainable develop-
ment indicators gave way to the adoption of
environmental awareness at higher government
levels and helped make environment protection a
matter of identical importance to economic and
social issues. (This is one reason for the overflow
of environmental aspects in communication.) 

Surveys found that countries did not care
much about international comparability when
establishing the system of national indicators –

although aspects of global significance, e.g. the
emission of greenhouse gases is part of each
national indicator system. Nevertheless, some
similarities were found within the European
Union which may have two possible reasons.
First that the EU's approved system was devel-
oped based on the relatively well-founded sys-
tem of old member states and second, that the
new members took into consideration the EU's
system when setting up their own indicators.
The survey compared the indicator systems
used by 20 European countries (Hungary was
not included), two non-European countries
(Australia and Canada) and two international
institutions (the EU and the UN). A total of
27 indicators were identified which were used
in at least 10 systems. 

The other task of the work group was to
develop a concept that is based on a capital the-
ory. From this viewpoint, sustainable develop-
ment is regarded as a state where per-capita
“wealth” is not decreasing. What it means is
that the expansion of goods must match at least
the rate of population growth. (This does not
say much about the distribution of wealth yet.)
It must also be assumed that the development
potential defined this way would not be wasted
by subsequent generations on e.g. wars or a rel-
atively luxurious lifestyle. Therefore, per capita
economic growth does not guarantee the sustain-
ability of development but the lack of it definite-
ly annihilates sustainable progress. 

In this capital-based concept, all goods and
services are regarded as items that cannot be
produced without capital and human contribu-
tion. As “consumption” is used in a rather broad
sense, however, “capital” must be defined in a
similar manner. In this approach, the capital of
society consists of five elements: 

• financial capital (e.g. shares, bonds,
deposits), 

• produced physical capital (e.g. machines,
buildings, telecommunication and other
infrastructure), 
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• natural capital (natural resources, agricul-
tural land, ecosystems that are uses for a
specific service, e.g. for the absorption of
waste), 

• human capital (trained and healthy work-
force), and 

• social capital (operating social networks
and institutions). 

Therefore, what needs to be examined with
this approach is whether the per-capita quanti-
ty of these individual types of capital increases
or not and if the decrease of a specific element
(e.g. the expiry of crude oil reserves) is com-
pensated by something different (e.g. by the
growth of human capital, innovation).

Specialists point out that the capital-based
approach has its difficulties as well. It is hard to
find a common unit of measure for quantifying
the diverse capital types. Money is the only
obvious choice, but there are a number of
problems with it. First, it is not easy to deter-
mine accurately the nature and way of contri-
bution to welfare for each capital element.
Second, due to the imperfection of markets,
even the known value of contributions is diffi-
cult to express in money amounts.
Furthermore, there are a lot of ethical ques-
tions, like the extent to which we can alter
nature for the sake of mankind. Another diffi-
culty with evaluation is that the various types of
capital cannot substitute for each other unlimit-
edly and irreplaceable, critical capital elements
must not be aggregated with replaceable ones.
Due to all these reasons, it was deemed appro-
priate to use supplementary indicators in addi-
tion to the financial ones which characterise
the limited substitutability of capital types and
the critical capital elements.

The international expert work group pro-
posed that for goods and services that can be
bought and sold on the market, market value
should be considered a good indicator of con-
tribution to welfare. This applies to all financial
and physical capital, many elements of natural

capital (e.g. timber, fish, minerals, energy) and
to the marketed element of human capital
(labour). However, market value can only be
observed directly in the case of financial and
physical capital and of certain elements of nat-
ural capital. The majority of natural capital ele-
ments, however, are not traded on the market.
For these and the value of human capital, wide-
ly used indirect estimates are available.
However, the value of social capital is the most
difficult to quantify, for neither directly
observable market estimates nor scientifically
elaborated indirect estimates exist for it. 

In recent years, World Bank associates elabo-
rated an evaluation method for the comprehen-
sive estimation4 of economic value and it is cited
by the authors of the study. With this method,
the net present value of future market value is
calculated by taking future market revenues as
the grand total of expenditures on goods and
services available on the market and of net
investments into the various types of capital.
The specialist of the World Bank applied this cal-
culation method to more than 100 countries. It
should be noted that the economic wealth calcu-
lated this way is sensitive to both assumptions
on future revenues and to the discount rate used
for calculating the net present value. The
authors of the UNECE/Eurostat/OECD study
point out that whenever this method is used for
generating indicators for official statistics, the
underlying assumptions must always be stated
explicitly. 

Most of the well-known critical capital ele-
ments are in natural capital. (In everyday refer-
ences, it again leads to the frequent emphasising
of environmental considerations.) Although
the exact list of critical i.e. indispensable ele-
ments is subject to disputes, there is extensive
consensus that the list includes sufficiently sta-
ble and foreseeable climate, safe air, sufficient
and good quality drinking water and natural
territories that are suitable for preserving bio-
diversity. Certainly there are other capital ele-
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ments that are critical e.g. in respect of social
capital, but no sufficient knowledge has been
found yet for the specification of these. In the
indicators, these elements are only reflected
currently as spare empty spaces. 

The other set of supplementary indicators is
necessary because certain capital elements do
not contribute to overall well-being through the
market. While this is little of an issue in the case
of financial and physical capital, it is often the
case with natural capital when we directly use
and enjoy nature. These non-market capital ele-
ments which provide a “sense of well-being” are
greatly identical to the critical capital elements
listed above, i.e. they can be characterised with
the same indicators. Human capital makes an
impact mostly outside the market. Researchers
pointed out that education, proficiency and
good health may not only make a better work-
force but better parents as well – helping people
to find their place in society, enjoy arts and
reach a higher level of personal satisfaction.
This is why it is advised to apply separate indi-
cators for education and medical condition.

Regarding social capital, the members of the
work group propose the use of indirect indica-
tors (e.g. participation in local organizations
and networks, trust in norms and compliance
with them, collective action).

Besides stock-type indicators, the interna-
tional work group also saw a need for flow-type
indicators as these enable the tracking of the
reasons of significant changes over time. All in
all, it is about the itemization of net invest-
ments into all assets. In respect of social capi-
tal, a part of the indicators are still spare space
without real content yet. 

Finally, specialists proposed an experiment
with a total of 14 stock indicators and 14 flow
indicators. In advanced countries, proven
methods are available for the calculation of
most of these, although sometimes the meth-
ods relate to scientific research as opposed to
official statistics.

THE DYNAMICS OF SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

While in everyday parlance sustainable growth
is used with different meanings, it is outlined in
macroeconomic textbooks as a logical model
that is based on accurately defined precondi-
tions. These textbooks emphasize that the
long-term pace of sustainable growth is consid-
ered to be equal to its actual growth rate
although the economic policy of governments
is unable to influence it directly. However, the
government is definitely able to affect short-
term growth directly and extensively. Having
analysed the impact of economic policy on
growth potential, researchers also present5 (e.g.
op. cit. pp. 343–344) that it is not the dynamics
but the factors of economic growth that fiscal
policy has a direct impact on (technical devel-
opment, research expenditures, human capital,
investments, general finances, taxation, sav-
ings, capital influx, etc.) and this impact is exer-
cised in a highly complex system. The analysis
of the sustainability of growth is often part of
the comprehensive country reports prepared
by the IMF, the World Bank and the OECD.
Furthermore, the specialists of international
organisations carried out a number of compar-
ative examinations as well. 

With years of work, IMF specialists carried
out comparative analyses for 140 countries,
examining the lastingness of growth.6 Having
analysed growth trends, they took into consid-
eration the fact which is already known in tech-
nical literature, that growth in developing and
transitional economies is much less even than in
developed countries and that the quick boom is
followed by frequent stoppages and setbacks.
Consequently, the results of average growth
rate calculations may be misleading. Many
experts were investigating the possible causes
of sudden setbacks and restarts of growth.
Former regression calculations that were
reviewed comprehensively in the study did not
provide a clear picture. Sometimes they led to
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the obvious, expected reasons, e.g. that the
existence of an appropriate institution system
is important for achieving growth, or that
macroeconomic instability, the collapse of
exports and war conflicts caused sudden set-
backs while sometimes the calculations did not
provide sufficient guidance. E.g. the analyses
showed that the stoppage of investments, not
surprisingly, triggers a setback in growth.
However, they did not prove that concentrat-
ed, high-volume investments unconditionally
lead to a lasting acceleration of growth.

Based on former statements in technical lit-
erature, IMF researchers came to the conclu-
sion that the factors that trigger growth are not
necessarily identical to those that maintain
growth over a long period of time. In the
research project discussed here, participants
only focused on the latter, i.e. the factors that
serve the sustaining of growth and examined
items that impact the length of the period
between the start of growth and the next set-
back known as the growth spell. (As a curiosi-
ty in methodology, duration analysis focuses
on the likelihood that the growth period is
still there after a specific amount of time. This
is the same logic as the probability of survival
for cancer patients in medical science.)
Calculations repeatedly confirmed that exter-
nal shocks and macroeconomic volatility have a
negative impact on the duration of the growth
period. What is more interesting is that accord-
ing to the same calculations, the liberalization
of trade not only helps start growth but helps
sustain it as well, especially if it is accompanied
by a competitive exchange rate and a positive
balance of payments. Similarly to other
researchers, they found that not only an export
oriented economic policy but the composition
of exports is also of vital importance. The larg-
er the share of the processing industry in
exports, or in more general terms, the more
sophisticated the selection of goods, the longer
the growth periods. A surprisingly strong corre-

lation was found between the duration of growth
periods and the distribution of incomes: the
smaller the income differences in a country, the
longer the growth cycle. (Here it must be
borne in mind that in developing countries, the
deviation of incomes may be quite significant.)
According to preliminary analyses, this correla-
tion may partly be due to the fact that stronger
social cohesion leaves little room for populist
economic policy. Furthermore, societies that
strive for avoiding large social differences usu-
ally have a stronger institution system. In any
way, further surveys are proposed to reveal
more accurately the correlations between social
cohesion and more lasting, more powerful
growth.

SUSTAINABLE BUDGET

Obviously, a lasting balance is also needed at
the level of national economies. International
organisations examine multiple aspects of sus-
tainability. One key consideration is that actual
economic policy must not put too big a burden
on future generations while it should ensure
that the government pursues an adequate eco-
nomic policy in the medium and long run and
that it carries out the necessary corrections. In
essence, they describe whether the current fiscal
policy can be financed and whether it leads to
excessive indebtedness.

Due to the financial crisis and the resulting
severe recession that broke out in 2008, budget
sustainability was put in a different light. For
the crisis actually entails the increasingly severe
disruption of global trends while the achieve-
ment of a new, long-term balance requires
extraordinary measures and time.

The time horizon in analyses that scrutinize
budget sustainability principally depends on
the purpose of the underlying calculations. In
certain cases when the short and medium-term
dynamics of government debt is about to be
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analysed, the time horizon may be relatively
short. E.g. the assessment of convergence pro-
grams in the European Union under the frame-
work of budget surveillance belongs to this cat-
egory. Similarly, calculations prepared for the
analysis of debt service and the dynamics of
external debt also encompass relatively short
timeframes. This type of analyses is prepared
by e.g. the IMF to assess the risk of non-repay-
ment when preparing the disbursement of a
loan. In the case of calculations for the short
and medium term, the factors to be taken into
consideration for the assessment of sustainabil-
ity include the expiry structure and currency
structure of the debt and the average term of
new obligations. When analysing external debt,
further factors like the dynamics of currency
exchange rates, trends in the exports and
imports of goods and services and net foreign
capital influx must be taken into account.
When the global economy is in a “regular”
state, these kinds of analyses are mainly pre-
pared about low-income countries and emerg-
ing markets. Many analyses of this sort are
drafted by the IMF, occasionally in cooperation
with the World Bank. In respect of developed
countries, the assessment of the fiscal policy
and equilibrium of EU member states are often
featured topics in the monetary policy report
of the European Central Bank which is used for
decisions on the interest rate.

By 2008, the IMF elaborated a new set of
tools for managing government debt. They
emphasise that an adequate debt management
strategy that relies on strong monetary policy and
fiscal policy helps the country concerned to resist
sudden, adverse market shocks and financial tur-
bulences.

The calculation methodology7 elaborated
jointly by World Bank and IMF specialists pro-
vides a systematic analytical framework for risk
assessment and risk-avoiding measures in
respect of the various kinds of government
debt. Besides, this analytical framework enables

the assessment of the country's risk position
regarding government debt in a benchmark
comparison to similarly developed countries.
While the tool itself is a simple Excel spread-
sheet, it also enables the consideration of a
number of traditional and new measures. The
tables can be used also for estimating the costs
of a specific debt management strategy. 

The authors are of the opinion that a number
of factors need to be taken into consideration
for the effective management of government
debt. These include the assessment of market
risk, credit risk and liquidity risks, the level of
debt, its expiry and currency structure, the
quality of information available on the debt
portfolio, the potential costs of the debt man-
agement strategy and the coordination of debt
management with fiscal policy and monetary
policy targets. The authors consider risk assess-
ment the first and critical step in managing
debt. Risk assessment enables the mitigation of
vulnerability, including vulnerability caused by
international financial shocks. Small and
emerging economies are regarded as more vul-
nerable as they are usually less diversified, their
domestic savings base is lower, the financial
system is less developed and therefore resist-
ance to imported external financial problems is
weaker, too.

The assessment of factors with a long-term
effect, e.g. the pension system, calls for calcula-
tions that encompass a much longer period. In
the European Union and many other devel-
oped countries, the aging of the population is one
of the key risks to budget sustainability. Most of
the already completed calculations focused on
this aspect and covered several decades. This is
what the studies issued by EU organs concen-
trated on. The analyses prepared by interna-
tional financial and economic organisations
regarding developed countries also examined
the long-term changes of life structure. The
analysis of the lasting budget equilibrium plays
a significant role both in IMF consultations
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with member states pursuant to Article IV and
in the OECD's country studies.

The study8 on the sustainability of the finan-
cial position of EU member states provides a
good summary of the methodologies and indi-
cators used by the European Union and of
their interpretation. In this study, the attributes
of sustainability indicators are discussed in
detail.

In order to assess long-term budget sustain-
ability, estimates are developed concerning the
extent of budget imbalances. This is needed for
understanding the challenges faced by political
decision-makers and for gaining an overview of
possible and necessary measures. The magni-
tude of budget disequilibria is characterised
with sustainability gap indicators. These indica-
tors show the extent of lasting (not only tem-
porary) budgetary corrections that are needed
in specific areas. Examples include the perma-
nent budget expenditures that are not linked to
the aging of the population or the permanent
growth of incomes – both specified as a per-
centage of the GDP. 

Sustainability indicators provide a good basis
for assessing the sources and extent of risks
that a country's budget is exposed to. The indi-
cators provide information on the nature and
size of necessary corrections and on the poten-
tial costs of postponing measures to ensure
sustainability. Furthermore, sustainability indi-
cators also show the extent of implicit govern-
ment liabilities that depend on the aging of the
population.

Instead of the sustainability gap, the primary
balance to be achieved in the medium run in
order to ensure budget sustainability can also
be used for describing budget imbalances. This
is the required primary balance (RPB) indica-
tor. It is more stable than the sustainability gap
because it only depends on the actual level of
debt, budget revenue and expenditure forecasts
and on the interest rate but not on the actual
structure of the primary balance. The primary

balance applied to the future is affected by
expenditures that depend on aging. However,
once achieved, the RPB is a starting point
which can ensure the sustaining of stability in a
no policy change scenario, i.e. if fiscal policy is
not changed. 

DEVELOPMENT-ORIENTED ECONOMIC
POLICY

In close cooperation with the World Bank, the
OECD recommends the methodology9 of
development-oriented economic policy mainly
to developing countries. First, they take into
consideration the fact that the institutional and
specialist resources available to governments in
developing countries are relatively limited and
second, that donor resources make up a signif-
icant portion of budget funds and convincing
evidence must be presented on their appropri-
ate utilisation. 

In developing countries, it is the Millennium
Development Objectives announced by the
UN, the strategies required by the IMF and the
World Bank (IDA) for overcoming poverty
and national or sector-specific budgeting prod-
ucts required by other donors which form the
backbone of national development strategies.
Therefore, the study refers to these documents
and to examples corresponding with the posi-
tion of the developing countries concerned.
The logic of the toolsets used in the methodol-
ogy, however, can actually be applied in any
country. Successful application for European
Union support funds must be based on a simi-
lar logical framework, too.

The analytical framework is based on the
generally accepted principles of sound gover-
nance – clear objectives, decision-making based
on facts, transparency and permanent improve-
ment. Actual accomplishments and perform-
ance are used as feedback for decision making.
A key aspect of the method recommended by
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the OECD is that a wide domestic consensus is
needed and efforts should be made to gain the
support of external donors for these national
priorities. As part of this methodology, clear
and measurable goals are set – what is more,
they are specified in the form of a limited num-
ber of indicators and targets with deadlines.
This “development outcome” approach is also
applied by the World Bank for the assessment
of development programs which it financed
with loans.

In order to facilitate comprehension and
planning, it is advised to link interventions to
results wherever possible, enabling systematic
performance assessment. In most cases, logical
diagrams are used which illustrate strategies,
the correlations between inputs, outputs and
outcomes and the achieved impacts. 

The generation of a mutually acceptable, pri-
oritised system of targets and strategies is quite
difficult both from a political and a technical
viewpoint. One characteristic feature of the
process is that ideas and plans must be trans-
formed into a strategy, wish lists must be trans-
formed into priorities and the long list of poten-
tial indicators must be converted into a manage-
able number of specific indicators. This calls for
extensive internal and external consultations.
According to OECD experts, the best way to
carry out harmonisation is to make it a part of
the budgeting process where political priorities
can be transformed into tangible budget ele-
ments. It usually assumes some sort of a pro-
gram-based budget in which resources are
clearly inked to achievable results. Although no
country is using a purely performance-based
budget, according to the OECD, many coun-
tries made encouraging progress into that
direction. Although set development objec-
tives usually cannot be accomplished in a single
year, planning is greatly facilitated if medium-
term expenditure quotas are set during budget-
ing and if donors make calculable offers that
stretch over multiple years. What makes things

difficult, however, is that in most countries
planning and budget preparation are two sepa-
rate processes carried out by separate organisa-
tions which are driven by different interests.

RESTORING GLOBAL BALANCE

In the autumn of 2008, it was already clear for
international financial institutions that the deep-
ening global financial crisis cannot be managed
without extraordinary measures. The possibility
of an extensive government intervention
cropped up back then. A reference to that actu-
ally appeared in the report on the consultation
session held between the IMF and the USA
pursuant to Article IV in July 2008. 

In September 2008, the supreme operational
body of the IMF, the Executive Board reviewed
one of the most important roles of the organi-
sation, bilateral surveillance. They concluded,
among others, that due to the unfolding crisis,
more attention must be pair to macroeconom-
ic congruencies than before. A detailed
methodology guideline10 was issued for IMF
associates to help surveillance consultations. 

Not much later, in October 2008, the IMF's
executive board defined the priorities11 to be
applied in bilateral surveillance during the com-
ing three years. Naturally, similar priorities
already existed before, although they were not
specified in a formal statement. The executive
board emphasised that with a view to the high-
er-than-usual uncertainty of the situation, the
priorities might be reviewed and fine-tuned
before the end of the scheduled three-year
period if necessary. The declared priorities can
be classified into two groups. The first includes
economic priorities which were deemed neces-
sary for returning economies to a sustainable,
non-inflationary growth track. The second
group includes technical, operational priorities
set for IMF associates. 

Economic priorities to be followed include
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the following. Regarding the Alleviation of ten-
sions in the financial system, restore the stabili-
ty of the financial system and minimize the
negative impact of the crisis of financial mar-
kets on the real economy. Regarding the
strengthening of the global financial system,
develop cross-border surveillance and regula-
tion, especially in large financial centres; pro-
tect capital importing countries, including low-
income countries against the impact of excess
exposures. Regarding the dampening of large
price fluctuations in commodity markets, seek
responses to these price fluctuations which are
compliant with the domestic environment
while being globally consistent, alleviate the
inflationary pressure during booms and limit
the risks of a price dive. Regarding the facilita-
tion of the organised mitigation of global imbal-
ances, strive for the simultaneous decrease of
adverse real economy and financial linkages. 

In cooperation with other international
financial institutions, the IMF was ready to
take a leading role in promoting a common
understanding of the linkages behind these
challenges, in shaping an opinion and drawing
key lessons across its membership. Besides, the
IMF undertook to provide clear, advance warn-
ings of risks to global economic and financial
stability and advise on economic policy meas-
ures, in particular monetary, fiscal, exchange
rate and financial sector policies in support of
these objectives.

The following operational priorities were
underlined. Regarding risk assessment, refine
the related tools so that clear early warnings
can be provided to member countries; more
thorough and more systematic analyses are
needed concerning risks to base line scenarios;
where reasonable, low probability but high-
cost risks and their economic policy impact
must be analysed as well. Regarding financial
sector surveillance and real-financial linkages,
improve analysis of financial stability, including
diagnostic tools; deepen understanding of link-

ages between markets and institutions; and
ensure adequate discussion during bilateral sur-
veillance and in surveillance reports. Regarding
multilateral perspective, systematically take
into consideration inward and (where appro-
priate) outward spillovers in the course of
bilateral surveillance; it is also advised to
observe relevant lessons learnt in other coun-
tries. Regarding the analysis of exchange rates
and external stability, develop the risk analysis
of the latter and therefore special attention
must be paid to currency exchange rates within
the analyses of various economic policy
aspects, which in turn calls for the development
of methodology toolsets. At the same time,
continued attention must be paid to the tradi-
tional key areas of IMF analyses, in particular
to fiscal policy and the sustainability of exter-
nal debt.

At the Washington summit of G-20 coun-
tries in October 2008, internationally har-
monised measures and a specific action plan
was agreed upon. The IMF was assigned a sig-
nificant role both in preparing analyses to iden-
tify necessary measures, examining their
expected effects and in keeping track of meas-
ures taken by individual countries. Then in
order to reverse increasingly negative trends
and to overcome the crisis which deepened in
the meantime and heavily affected the real
economy, agreements of decisive importance
were finally made at the London G-20 summit
held on 2 April 2009.

In the official communiqué12 released on the
summit, the leaders of the 20 key countries of
the world declared that they regard prosperity
undividable and not an objective for developed
countries only. Therefore, in order to make it
sustainable, growth must be divided and not
only the interests of living generations but that
of future generations must be taken into con-
sideration as well. The leaders emphasised that
sustainable globalisation and increasing prosperi-
ty can only be built on the solid foundation of an
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open world economy which is based on market
principles, effective regulation and strong global
institutions. Participants declared their commit-
ment to take measures that are necessary to
restore growth and jobs, and to do it explicitly
in a manner that does not hazard the sustain-
ability of fiscal balance in the long run.

At the summit, the G-20 group undertook
to make all efforts to restore confidence,
growth and jobs; restore the financial system to
restart lending; strengthen financial regulations
to restore confidence; reinforce international
financial institutions and their financing in
order to overcome the current crisis and avoid
similar ones in the future; reject protectionism
and foster global trade and investments in
order to lay the foundation of prosperity; and
to achieve inclusive, green and sustainable sta-
bilisation.

The leaders agreed to carry out further har-
monised government action in addition to for-
merly taken significant measures. The G-20
summit requested the IMF to assess regularly
the measures taken to restore growth and iden-
tify additional steps that are needed on a glob-
al basis. They emphasised that they support the
honest and independent bilateral surveillance
activities of the IMF which measures all coun-
tries equally..

At the regular general meeting of the IMF
held in late April 2009, the executive board
confirmed that the IMF undertakes the pivotal
role in keeping track of and assessing measures
taken against the crisis and integrated this com-
mitment into the IMF's work plan. In early
June 2009, the IMF released a detailed assess-
ment13 of the impact of the extraordinary and
harmonised government interventions of pre-
vious months, complete with an outlook and
proposed additional actions. 

In that study, IMF specialists emphasise that
the global financial crisis exercises a severe
impact on the financial position of most coun-
tries. Fiscal revenues decrease, direct financial

support must be provided to the financial sec-
tor and many countries employ unique finan-
cial stimulus to mitigate the effects of global
recession. All this has an adverse influence on
general government finances. 

The detailed analysis looked at the direct
costs of the crisis in specific countries, partly
through direct support provided to the finan-
cial sector and through government guarantees
and similar commitments. Both government
and central bank subsidies were taken into con-
sideration and the net medium-term cost of
interventions was calculated. Furthermore, cal-
culations were prepared regarding the costs of
the recession. Besides the calculated output
gap, the impact of certain additional external
factors were taken into account (e.g. stock
market prices, housing market prices, com-
modity exchange prices, profitability in the
financial sector, exchange rate and interest lev-
els) along with the costs of certain economic
stimulus interventions that are based on specif-
ic government decisions. The third set of cal-
culations revealed the investment losses of pen-
sion systems and its impact on the budget.
Based on the detailed calculations, conclusions
were drawn on the short and long-term out-
looks of fiscal balance, including risk analysis. 

Due to the different characteristics of indi-
vidual countries, results were slightly different
for developed and emerging economies within
the G-20 group. Researchers found that fiscal
balance deterioration was especially strong in
developed countries where both government
debt and guarantee-like contingent liabilities
expanded rapidly. What aggravates the situation
is that long-term imbalances had existed
already, especially in countries with a quickly
aging population.

In the medium term, the improvement of the
fiscal balance was considered likely but it was
not thought to reach the pre-crisis level.
According to the calculations of IMF special-
ists, the average public debt-to-GDP ratio of
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developed countries within the G-20 group
(which deteriorated by nearly 20 percentage
points compared to the end of 2007) would
continue to deteriorate in the coming years. At
the same time, the experts found that short and
medium-term financial risks increased due to
the crisis both in advanced and emerging coun-
tries. 

Three especially significant adverse risks
were identified: further support may need to be
provided for the financial sector; the setback of
output may be intense and lasting; and the size
of potential revenues from the sale of assets
nationalized through the provision of financial
support during the crisis is questionable. 

Based on the calculations, the rather gloomy
financial outlook raises the possibility of budg-
et insolvency in some cases which may trigger
unfavourable reactions on the market. IMF
specialists consider the avoidance of insolvency
threats very important as market confidence in
the solvency of governments is a prerequisite of
stability and economic recovery. (Or else the
budget cannot be financed.) Therefore, the
IMF believes it is very important that national
governments prepare a clear strategy on avoid-
ing the risk of insolvency. 

Regarding future perspectives, IMF special-
ists highlight to interrelated questions. First, if
the economic outlook continues to deteriorate,
what is the “elbow space” for further fiscal pol-
icy measures? Second, how markets can be
convinced that the solvency of a government is
not at risk? IMF experts do not quantify the
allowed extent of subsidies, they apply a risk
management method instead. They conclude
that not all countries have a room in their
budget for economic stimulus packages.
Governments facing this situation must weigh
to opposite risks. One is the risk of prolonged
depression and stagnation. From this respect,
the economic and financial cost of “no action”
may even exceed that of a potential interven-
tion. Therefore, the government may choose to

provide support even at the expense of further
budget deterioration – especially in the finan-
cial sector which plays a decisive role in financ-
ing but potentially by directly stimulating
aggregate demand. The other main risk, howev-
er, is the loss of market confidence in the sus-
tained solvency of a country. Amidst
unfavourable global economic conditions, the
deteriorating financial position of the general
government is natural. However, in order to
avoid intolerable risks, key indicators (e.g. real
interest rate, interest margin, debt expiry struc-
ture) must be monitored closely. The weaker
these indicators become, the narrower is the
room for fiscal intervention. 

It is quite difficult to find a balance between
these two opposite risks. This is why IMF spe-
cialists consider it very important that govern-
ments come up with credible and transparent
strategies for sustaining solvency in order to avoid
any loss of confidence. According to experts,
this strategy must rely on the following four
pillars: 

Where the sustaining of fiscal stimulus
packages is reasonable, these packages should
be designed in a way that they do not lead to
permanent deficits. Fiscal stimulus packages
should consist mainly of temporary measures.

Policies should be cast within medium-
term fiscal frameworks that rely on clearly
specified economic policy principles and a sup-
porting institution system, thereby confirming
government commitment to carry out a gradual
fiscal correction once economic conditions
improve. Permanent monitoring must be pro-
vided for all along the way.

In order to enhance growth, structural
reforms are needed.

In countries exposed to extensive demo-
graphic pressure, there should be a firm com-
mitment and a clear strategy to contain the
trend increase in aging-related spending.

IMF specialists emphasize that the proposals
outlined in the study are not new. Some of the
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have been part of the IMF's economic policy
recommendations for long. However, calcula-
tions show that with general governments
being in a weaker financial position, failure to
see through the necessary measures would lead
to much higher additional costs.

Concerning economic stimulus packages, it
was recognised earlier that these packages are
expected to be left in place for a longer period
of time because the setback of demand in the
private sector is likely to last long. However,
the authors of the staff position note empha-
size that these packages must not be launched
as permanent measures which lastingly deterio-
rate the budget position. In an ideal case, what
is needed is a shift over time that, with respect
to the pre-crisis baseline, raises deficits for the
expected duration of the crisis and reduces
them later, so as to leave long-run debt levels
unchanged. It is important therefore that stim-
ulus measures are self reversing or at least
affect a set period of time. The examination of
economic stimulus measures of individual
countries found that by far not all actions com-
piled with the aforementioned criteria. This is
why the IMF study proposed that governments
should draw up a clear plan as soon as possible
on how they intend to deactivate the economic
stimulus measures in the medium run. 

Perhaps it was partly due to the criticism
voiced by the IMF but definitely a sign of the
organization's professional reputation that the
G-8 group (consisting of the 7 most advanced
countries and Russia) officially requested14 the
IMF in the middle of June 2009 to prepare an
analysis of the possible ways of gradually elim-
inating the extraordinary government measures
that were taken to combat the crisis. 

The IMF urged the adoption of medium-
term fiscal frameworks because the setting of
4–5 year credible goals would help reveal vul-
nerabilities. IMF experts point out that the
credibility of these targets is more important
than ever and therefore the targets must be

backed up with the specification of clear and
firm economic policy measures. The IMF
found that not all countries do so even if they
apply medium-term frameworks.

In order to capture fiscal risks, medium term
frameworks must address the manageability of
government debt under different scenarios.
This analysis is considered especially important
in the current situation where the volume of
guarantees undertaken by governments
increased significantly in many countries. IMF
specialists urge countries to put effective and
transparent measures in place to maximize rev-
enues from management and recovery of assets
acquired during the financial support opera-
tions. Regarding support provided by central
banks to financial institutions, experts point
out that central banks must be promptly reim-
bursed for their losses incurred on these oper-
ations through transfers recorded as expendi-
tures in the government's budget.

Concerning fiscal rules, IMF experts are of
the opinion that these rules can help maintain
or restore solvency if they rely on adequate
political commitment, if they are sufficiently
flexible to take extraordinary circumstances
into consideration and if they are designed and
applied in a way that avoids excessive con-
straint on economic policy. According to the
IMF, whether or not formal rules are intro-
duced, governments should express their commit-
ment to tighten fiscal policy in good times, now
that fiscal policy had to be relaxed during bad
times. 

At their Pittsburgh summit held on 25
September 2009, the G-20 expressed their
opinion that the IMF should continue to play
a coordination role and further develop sur-
veillance activities. In this context, the IMF's
supreme economic policy body, the IMFC
(International Monetary and Financial
Committee) set action items15 in four main
areas at their general meeting held in Istanbul,
Turkey in October 2009. First of all, the man-
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date of the IMF must be revised and the exer-
cise should strive for covering all macroeco-
nomic and financial sector issues that relate to
global stability. In agreement with the point
raised by the G-20 group, bilateral surveil-
lance must be transformed in a way that
focuses on the joint assessment of the eco-
nomic policy of individual countries. Also on
the request of the G-20 group, the IMF quo-
tas (financial commitment and voting ratios)
were changed in favour of currently underrep-
resented emerging countries. At the same
time, building on the initial success of the
newly introduces flexible credit line and tak-
ing into consideration the limited resources of
the IMF, it must be examined how the IMF as
a “last resort” lender could provide loans to
even more countries in extraordinary situa-
tions so that national governments could set-
tle with keeping lower foreign currency
reserves themselves.

The overcoming of the crisis was a key topic
at the annual ministerial meeting of the OECD
held in June 2009. The member countries
agreed to make all efforts to overcome the
global financial, economic and social crisis
which evolved due to major failures in the
financial sector and in regulation and surveil-
lance.16 To this end, they expressed their sup-

port of further harmonised efforts of OECD
member countries. They emphasised that
recovery plans must also address the social and
human dimensions of the crisis by supporting the
most vulnerable groups of societies with active
employment policy measures, training pro-
grams, skills development, income support,
effective social safety nets, etc. The declared
purpose of these measures is to avoid long-
term unemployment growth triggered by the
crisis. In the course of these actions, special
attention is to be paid to young and relatively
old workers. The lesson drawn from former
experiences is that measures that reduce labour
supply are fruitless or rather counterproduc-
tive. Therefore, preference is given to actions
that expand labour supply in the long run.

The ministers attending the meeting expect
the many extraordinary financial, monetary
and fiscal policy measures taken already to
restore market confidence and to cushion the
adverse impact of the crisis in activity and
employment. In its areas of responsibility, the
OECD undertook to participate in the analy-
ses of the potential ways of unwinding the
extraordinary measures taken in response to
the crisis so that the world economy can
return from a policy-driven recovery to a self-
sustained growth.
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Gábor Braun – Zoltán László Kovács

The fiscalization of 
environmental protection

Environmental protection and sustainable devel-
opment have become major topics on the global
agenda (OECD, 2008, European Commission,
2007) partly because of the seriousness of the si-
tuation and partly because of the need for inter-
national cooperation. Global climate change has
made it clear to many decision makers that 
climate protection should be taken into consid-
eration as an international strategic goal.
Environmental protection, which had fallen
principally within national competence before,
operated especially through regulations (e.g. stan-
dards, quotas, production restrictions), it was
therefore these instruments initially that were
attempted to be adopted at the international level.
An obvious example for this was the Montreal
Protocol signed on the 16th September 1987,
which banned as from 1st January 1989 the use of
certain greenhouse gases (freon) damaging the
ozone layer. However, the application of regula-
tory instruments at the international level has
remained limited till now, as it is extremely diffi-
cult to reach a consensus between a large number
of states of various economic magnitude. Due to
the lack of sanctions, certain countries have failed
to cover the expenses of environmental protection
and, applying free rider tactics basically, they
have failed to meet their commitments or have
not joined the relevant international agreements
in the first place. 

In the beginning of the 1990s North-
European, especially Scandinavian countries
recognized that the climate policy objectives
could be nicely combined with other sector
policies (energy or tax policy, research and
development, innovation) and in fact the posi-
tive synergy effect deriving from that policy
mix could be quite remarkable. As a result of
that, new industries and technical solutions
have been established for the exploitation of
renewable energy sources, which latter have
come to play a considerable role in the energy
mix at the national level. Typically European
countries have encouraged the achievement of
energy and climate policy goals by introducing
environmental tax reforms as well.

The ambitious energy and climate policy
objectives of the European Union (EU) for
2020 already denote supranational commit-
ments to the reduction of greenhouse gas emis-
sion, the general use of renewable sources of
energy and the enhancement of energy effi-
ciency. In the scope of the tax coordination
superior to Member States, Directive
2003/96/EC on energy tax came into force as
of 2004 and set minimum tax levels for the EU
Member States as regards particular sources of
energy (coal, gas, electricity). The European
Commission has placed the revision of the
energy tax directive on the agenda, within the
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framework of which it wishes to put explicit
emphasis on the environmental element or
introduce expressly a CO2 tax. As an innova-
tive market-based instrument, the European
trade in the emission units of greenhouse gases
(emissions rights) was also launched as of 1st

January 2005.

ECONOMIC POLICY INNOVATIONS FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Examining national and international economic
policies it the past decades, a wave of innovations
can be observed (Hansjürgens, Wätzold –
2005). In the course of the latter, solutions
have shifted from command and control type
legal regulations to market based and ecological
methods, and within these from individual to
comprehensive treatment (see Chart 1).

The dialogue serves to improve both the effi-
ciency and equity of national economic policies
and the international economic system, while it

seeks to retain the advantageous effects of
competition and avoid or eliminate its harmful
effects. Actors and their interests differ widely
within and between states, it is therefore espe-
cially important for the dialogue to have a
“common language” and a generally under-
standable and accepted standard. This opens up
the opportunity to find common denomina-
tors, objectives and instruments like the
Millennium Development Goals (MDG) at the
level of the international community or the
efforts of the Lisbon Strategy of the European
Union for sustainability (European Council,
2000) at the supranational level. Through the
global and local public dialogue, the issues of
environmental protection and sustainable
development have reached ever higher levels of
quality; common thinking and discourse have
been characterised by the use of economic
terms and standards to an increasing extent.
Through the fiscalization of environmental
protection, the field has increasingly integrated
into economic systems.

Chart 1
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The Kyoto Protocol is a protocol to the
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC), adopted at the
third UNFCCC conference on 11 December
1997. The protocol entered into force on 16
February 2005 and determines at an interna-
tional level the commitments of states in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions; its first

phase expires in 2012. The follow-up with
hoped for stronger commitments was meant to
be secured by the Climate Conference in
Copenhagen between 7 and 18 December 2009.
The result of the Climate Summit was a mini-
mum consensus, which set a 2°C limit on the
increase of global average temperature as a goal
without selecting instruments, recorded in an
accord that participants voted to take note of
and which would be included in the UN
process.

THE PROBLEM AND SOLUTIONS FROM
AN ECONOMIC POINT OF VIEW

According to the first fundamental theorem of
welfare economics (Léon Walras) Pareto effi-
cient distribution will always take place at a
free, competitive market where there are no
transaction costs and the preferences of the
stakeholders are entirely independent (i.e.
there are no externalities). However, if external
economic effects (externalities) exist then it is
unlikely that the market ab ovo generates a
Pareto efficient distribution. 

In democracies with market economies and
at international markets connecting nation
states, it is a fundamental requirement for effi-
ciency that pricing reflect the appropriate
information about the actual state of economic
activity at the markets. The functioning of the
“invisible hand” might otherwise lead to mar-
ket failures, the elimination of which, in most
cases, is incumbent upon the governmental
regulation, the economic policy. The private
sector can in certain cases also solve the prob-
lem of external effects: Coase, for example,
proposed voluntary private agreements if prop-
erty rights were clearly defined and there were
only a few actors involved (Coase theorem),
but also mergers and acquisitions can help to
internalize externalities. However, there are
several factors limiting the management of

The Millennium Development Goals are con-

tained, in a general formulation, in the

Millennium Declaration, which was adopted by

189 nations at the UN Millennium Summit in

September 2000. At the next Summit in 2001

these goals were concretized in a target system.

This international development initiative intends

to achieve 8 broad goals by the target date of

2015, which are broken down to 21 subtargets

and 60 indicators for the purposes of progress

measurement and feedback. The identification of

the goals was assisted by the contribution of the

experts of the UN Secretariat, IMF, OECD and

the World Bank. Goal 7 refers explicitly to secur-

ing environmental sustainability (UNDP).

The Lisbon Strategy is an originally ten-year

modernization agenda set out at the meeting of

the European Council in March 2000 that intends

to increase prosperity in the EU by improving

competitiveness. The strategy rests conceptional-

ly on three pillars: economy, society, and the envi-

ronment. The essence of the environmental pillar

is that economic development should be sustain-

able, based on natural resources. The mechanism

for integration and change management of the

strategy is open coordination, which is based on

jointly defined objectives and measures as well as

on comparison and the exchange of best practices.

In the EU there is an intention to continue the

program and speed up structural reforms.

Sustainability is expected to play an even bigger

role in future, together with the strengthening of

the external dimension (SCADPlus).
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externalities by the private sector (e.g. public
goods, transaction costs, the lack of informa-
tion), the intervention of the government is
therefore inevitable in most cases (Stiglitz,
2000).

The solution preferred by economic theory
is an economic policy that incorporates nega-
tive externalities into the potential cost struc-
ture, and thus also the decision making, of indi-
vidual market participants. These costs would
otherwise be borne by society only and not by
the individuals causing the pollution. The solu-
tion requires the evaluation of  ecological
goods as public goods, which, in the absence of
market prices, can most likely be accomplished
by cost-benefit analysis. This can happen
directly through a so-called contingent valua-
tion or indirectly by using substitution or com-
plementary market goods. Apart from valua-
tion it is necessary to establish incentive mech-
anisms that make environmental protection
possible at minimal costs. These incentives
have differentiated impacts leaving a free
choice from among the different technologies
and economic policy solutions to avoid envi-
ronmental pollution. The goal is to reach a
socially optimal level of environmental pollu-
tion.

In the case of environmental protection, the
use of common resources and the lack of pric-
ing are the most evident problems among
externalities. It is hardly possible to exclude
individual market actors from the use of com-
mon resources and due to the lack of an effi-
cient market, it is difficult to price pollution.
As a result of that, the allocation of environ-
mental resources is typically inefficient.
Microeconomics describes problems related to
the environment as externalities (Pigou, 1920)
that fall outside the spatial and temporal cost
differentiation of individual decision makers
(business administration). In the case of exter-
nalities, the decisions of individual market
actors can have positive or negative effects that

translate into subsequent benefits or costs for
other actors, without actual market transac-
tions involved. Since environmental pollution,
as a negative externality, decreases social pros-
perity, reducing pollution to a socially optimal
level with adequate methods leads to an
improvement of prosperity.

There are two major forms of governmental
intervention: legal restrictions based on direct
command and control as well as market-based
regulations. The spread of market-based
instruments in environmental protection
shows that their assessment and incentive tech-
niques have become more and more sophisti-
cated. These instruments are actually cost
effective, they are suitable for fiscal coordina-
tion and for internalizing externalities, just as
they are fair complements to other sector poli-
cies. In contrast to these, command & control-
type legal regulations, which, some say, serve
rather the economic order, operate with orders,
restraints and sanctions. Regarding environ-
mental pollution, two sorts of regulations can
be distinguished, namely output- and input-
side regulations (Stiglitz, 2000). Certainly
these, too, can be regarded as sanctioning
(operating with prohibitive costs) economic
instruments based on elementary (sometimes
only implicit) assessment.

As far as the market-based instruments of the
government are concerned, these include emis-
sion trading schemes on the one hand and fiscal
instruments like indirect taxes, charges, fines
and subsidies on the other hand. In the case of
emission trading schemes, a politically deter-
mined output limit (cap) is broken down to
single polluters, which in fact means a quanti-
tative regulation (rationing). However, under
the given circumstances, polluters can deal in
the emission permits with one another, thus it
is the market pricing mechanism that prevails
here already. Taxes, charges and fines are also
designed to represent the environment pollut-
ing aspect of production or consumption as
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negative externalities in prices (European
Environmental Agency, 2006) (see Chart 2).
According to British economist Arthur Pigou,
the amount of the tax levied on the output
should ideally equal the marginal cost of the
externalities (Pigou, 1920).

Through the introduction of taxes, charges
and fines, the rise in prices provides negative
incentive for the stakeholders, while the appli-
cation of these instruments and, what is more,
even of the trade of emission permits, raises
revenue for the state budget. In contrast with
that, subsidies, including, beyond direct subsi-
dies, tax exemptions, tax credits and tax
allowances as well, provide incentives for the
production and consumption of goods more
preferable from an environmental point of
view. Consequently, also in this case, the posi-
tive incentive is implemented through the
change (decrease) of prices or costs, while, at
the same time, the subsidies entail a fall in the
revenues or a rise in the expenditures of the
state budget (Kosonen – Nicodeme, 2009).

FISCAL INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR
IMPACTS

One of the main advantages of taxes and other
fiscal instruments as opposed to regulations is
efficiency. On the one hand, this is manifested in
the fact that, through the price mechanism, con-
sumers or producers moderate their environmen-
tally harmful activities in line with the “polluter
pays” principle up to the point where the margin-
al cost of the pollution cutback  equals the
amount of the tax. Consequently, the cost of hit-
ting the environmental target is minimized and,
on the other hand, market actors can flexibly
choose the method and extent of pollution reduc-
tion. Imposing taxes and charges generally entails
lower administrative costs than introducing a reg-
ulation, in the case of which latter it is up to the
actors to explore the details. In contrast with that,
fiscal instruments affect consumers' behaviour
through the price mechanism, while in produc-
tion they provide incentives for technology
exchange and innovation. (Hamilton et al, 2001).

Chart 2

MARKET EQUILIBRIUM IN CASE OF ENVIRONMENTAL TAX ASSESSMENT
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Nonetheless this efficiency gain is moderat-
ed by the social cost of tax increase (dead-
weight loss) and the interaction of environ-
mental tax with the markets of other produc-
tion factors (especially labour). Indeed, the
introduction of environmental tax also causes
a welfare loss due to the fact that it reduces
real wages by increasing consumer prices and
thus it entails a fall in the labour supply.
Another important factor affecting efficiency
is the fact that taxes (and auctioned tradable
emission permits) typically generate revenues
for the budget, which makes it possible to cut
other distorting (principally labour) taxes and
social security contributions. This “revenue
recycling” is the basic idea of environmental
fiscal reforms and its favourable impact is
referred to as the second dividend of environ-
mental taxes, being the number two positive
effect after the primary environmental effect.
It is worthwhile to draw attention here to the
fact, however, that economic literature is
rather divided regarding the existence and
magnitude of the second dividend of environ-
mental taxes. The reason for this is chiefly that
although the positive effects (e.g. those of
improving employment and investments) can
be demonstrated ex ante with the help of vari-
ous models, the ex post experiences are quite
miscellaneous in this regard. It seems that the
negative effect of tax interaction is generally
greater than the positive effect accruing from
revenue recycling; therefore, the introduction
of an environmental tax always entails some
social costs. This is mainly due to the fact that
if a tax with a broader base (such as labour
taxes) is replaced by a(n) (environmental) tax
with a narrower base, this usually gives rise to
substitution, which increases the excess bur-
den. As a result of that, the strong form of the
double dividend principle is not tenable in all
cases, as the second dividend of the environ-
mental fiscal reform is not positive for certain
in net terms (Seung-Joon, 2007).

Experiences show (Kosonen – Nicodeme,
2009), that the net economic effect of the envi-
ronmental fiscal reforms could be either mod-
estly positive or slightly negative. It depends
on numerous unique factors such as the struc-
ture of the particular national economy con-
cerned and its current state in the business
cycle, the elasticity of certain macroeconomic
indicators, the extent of various distortions,
exemptions and compensations as well as the
success of phasing the environmental fiscal
reform with other policies. Nevertheless, while
in the case of the environmental fiscal reform
the recycling of excess revenue reduces the
costs involved in the consumer price rise, in the
case of other policy instruments (regulation,
emission trading with the free allocation of
permits) the welfare loss accruing from the dis-
tortion effect is higher due to the lack of a rev-
enue generating potential. In other words: rev-
enue recycling in order to reduce other distort-
ing (labour) taxes and contributions may not
offset the total welfare loss involved in the
introduction of environmental tax, however, it
mitigates it by all means. Accordingly, it can be
asserted on the basis of both the theory and the
experience that the environmental fiscal reform
implemented by shifting tax burden is more
favourable than the application of single instru-
ments.

Reviewing the results of several studies and
simulations (Hoerner – Bosquet, 2001) one can
state that the vast majority of environmental
fiscal reforms has had a positive impact on
employment. The improvement in employment
is especially remarkable if the excess tax rev-
enue is recycled in form reducing the employ-
er's social security contributions, since this
directly influences the price of labour.
However, if the revenue recycling is imple-
mented through the cut of personal or compa-
ny income taxes, the positive effect on employ-
ment is far from being obvious. Job creation
can be enhanced if the decrease in the employ-
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er's social security contributions is targeted at
low-income workers, as their labour supply has
higher elasticity and from the production fac-
tors labour substitutes nicely for capital or
energy. Reducing social security contributions
therefore encourages the labour intensity of
the economy, an important condition for which
is the existence of a flexible labour market,
however.

The impact of the environmental tax reforms
on GDP is fairly limited; most of the analyses
show a shift of GDP ± 0.5% per cent.
Economic growth is chiefly generated by an
environmental fiscal reform that recycles rev-
enue into reducing employers' social security
contributions or into improving energy effi-
ciency, while reforms cutting personal income
tax typically reduce GDP. Environmental fiscal
reforms combined with investments into the
improvement of energy efficiency or with the
protection of the competitiveness of energy
intensive industries, provide incentives both
for increasing GDP and for extending employ-
ment. Therefore the so-called hybrid solutions
that are combined with other sector policies are
more favourable considering their economic
impact than environmental tax reforms that
remain within the framework of tax policy
(Hoerner – Bosquet, 2001).

As far as their sectoral impacts are concerned,
environmental fiscal reforms hit energy-inten-
sive sectors primarily, since their main objec-
tive is the reduction of pollution emission.
However, as has been shown above, the state of
labour-intensive sectors may be improved as a
result of the revenue recycling. Currently, the
economic impact of energy taxation in Europe
is modest as it has a relatively little share with-
in production costs. Employment in energy-
intensive sectors is low within production as a
whole and generally there is an opportunity to
switch to other energy sources or more effi-
cient technologies. Under unfavourable condi-
tions, however, the relocation of production to

another country would have an adverse impact
on the given country, moreover, in that case the
environmental damage would not decrease at
the global level, either (Kosonen – Nicodeme,
2009).

The distributional effects of environmental
fiscal reforms have influence mainly on two
segments, namely households with low income
and the international competitiveness of the
industry. Energy taxes (on electricity, heating)
have characteristically a regressive impact,
because of which the increase of these taxes is
detrimental for low-income people, since they
spend a larger share of their income on these
services. In contrast with that, transport taxes
have a degressive impact, while the distribu-
tional effect of pollution taxes and charges is
found to be rather neutral (European
Environmental Agency, 2006). In the course of
the implementation of environmental fiscal
reforms, with the help of revenue recycling,
households are in most cases compensated for
the negative impacts from the state budget.
Targeted tax allowances, energy efficiency sub-
sidies and an increase in employment can effec-
tively offset the rise of tax burden for low-
income households. If the environmental fiscal
reform raises the costs of production (e.g.
energy) primarily, which effect cannot be
implemented through the price of the product
by the company as a result of a strong interna-
tional competition, either competitiveness will
decline or the firm will relocate its production
to another country. In order to avoid that,
almost all countries provide compensation for
their most vulnerable industries in the form of
tax allowances or investment subsidies (Viard,
2009).

It is also apparent from the above specified
complex impacts that the economically opti-
mal and the politically, realistically feasible
measures are often different since the individ-
ual interest groups concerned certainly
launch intensive lobbying. However, a well-
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designed, coordinated and comprehensive
environmental fiscal reform combined with
other sector policy measures can, coupled
with a moderated economic and distributive
impact, also increase employment beyond
decreasing environmentally harmful emis-
sion. This requires that an appropriate pro-
portion of the excess revenue should be recy-
cled for cutting labour taxes and social secu-
rity contributions, preserving the competi-
tiveness of energy-intensive industries, pro-
moting energy efficiency and investments
into technologies utilizing renewable energy,
as well as for compensating low-income
households  unable to take advantage of the
increase of employment. Choosing a right
mix and implementing a transformation of
the tax structure of considerable size can,
together, ensure the second (economic) divi-
dend of the environmental fiscal reform as
well. Furthermore, the gradual and calculable
implementation of the reform is indispens-
able in order to reduce information asymmetry
and adaptation costs (Hoerner – Bosquet,
2001).

Nonetheless, it should be also borne in mind
that, for the time being, the implementation of
environmental tax reforms provides a solution
solely at the national level, while climate change
is a global problem. Therefore, a more extensive
use of supranational as well as international
instruments (emission trading schemes, legally
binding international agreements, tax coordi-
nation) would be essential. A comprehensive
approach and fiscal coordination are, however,
indispensable also at the national level.

FINAL THOUGHTS

It is not surprising that economic language and
mindset have spread as a kind of “lingua franca”
considering that the main fracture line runs
between environmental protection and the cur-

rent unsustainable economic systems. These sys-
tems have come under immense and intensify-
ing pressure to adapt and national economic
models and international markets have execut-
ed the necessary changes typically through
competition and innovation (Schumpeter,
1912). Market participants, economic systems
and regions likewise aim to promote their
interests, improve their competitive positions
and competitiveness. Thus, different economic
development strategies striving for environ-
mental protection and sustainability can have
advantageous or harmful effects on all com-
petitors as well as the competition itself (“sys-
tems competition”: Sinn, 2003).

So as to achieve mutually acceptable results
it is necessary to coordinate and harmonize the
different interests and instruments (for exam-
ple of tax policies: Fujiwara – Ferrer –
Egenhofer, 2006), which requires a financial
way of thinking and thus the opportunities of
evaluation and modelling. At the national level,
fiscal coordination has been increasingly a
trend, balancing the different interests and
effects through a cyclical (mostly annual)
budget. At the international or supranational
level, it is typically long term common strate-
gies that are employed, granting participating
states the due time and flexibility for action. At
the micro level, it is market based instruments
that provide flexibility with respect to the het-
erogeneity of corporations. In this case, quan-
tity based systems help to achieve the set tar-
get, while price based systems optimize the
costs of reaching that target.

At the national level, fiscal coordination
does not only require the choice of the ade-
quate instrument for a given problem, but also
the parallel utilisation of multiple instruments.
At this level, instruments and interests can be
matched with an ecologically-oriented budget
that simultaneously considers revenue and
expense aspects, while at the same time invest-
ment and financing decisions can be separated
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according to the separation theorems known
from finance (Fisher, 1930 – Tobin, 1958) (see
Chart 3).

Several international organizations recom-
mend an environmental fiscal reform to devel-
oping states for fighting poverty (OECD,
2005; IBRD – World Bank, 2005), which can,
however, not so much be justified by tying
specific national budgetary revenues to expen-
diture objectives but by the advantageous
effects of structural redesign. Reforming
national tax systems by decreasing disadvanta-
geous tax burdens and increasing advantageous
ones can, for example, not only benefit envi-
ronmental protection but also enhance higher
employment. This is especially apparent in the
case of low-skilled workforce. A similar corre-
lation applies to most public expenditures and
incomes, and, in their coordination efforts, it
is important for governments to strike a bal-

ance between restraints and fiscal neutrality as
well as between stimulating and preventive
instruments.

The international financial and economic cri-
sis prompts governments to significant inter-
vention; they are, however, most likely to
employ the instruments of traditional business
cycle policy, like enhancing demand or the gov-
ernment's taking over the financial risks. This
demand-oriented economic policy neglects
structural reforms and ecological moderniza-
tion (Wuppertal Institute for Climate,
Environment and Energy, 2009), because of
which an increasing number of experts advo-
cate the integration of specialized policies and
the simultaneous treatment of challenges. As a
consequence, the crisis-generated obligation to act
also leads to the fiscalization of environmental
protection and to its integration into competitive-
ness considerations.
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Zoltán Nagy*

The Hungarian Competition
Authority's first five years in
the European Union*

The author reviews the experience of the first five
years of EU membership from the point of view
of the Hungarian Competition Authority
(GVH). He outlines the effects of the EU acces-
sion on competition, and describes GVH's com-
petition supervision proceedings investigating the
activities of undertakings, its competition advo-
cacy aiming to influence state decisions, and the
promotion of competition culture in an attempt to
broaden people's knowledge of competition policy
and competition. He describes the institutional
replies to challenges, and the exploitation of
opportunities arising from the cooperation with
the Directorate General for Competition of the
European Commission and the competition
authorities of other Member States. Finally, he
states that competition may be the way out from
the economic crisis.

CONSTANT TRANSITION

Hungary – together with nine other Member
States – joined the European Union in 2004. It
has also belonged to the Schengen Area for two

years now. The six-year term of the (first)
Barroso Commission has come to an end, and
Neelie Kroes as the European Commissioner
for Competition is soon stepping down. It is
time to assess the results. This period, as well as
that of the approaching of East and West start-
ing in the 1990's has had several favourable out-
comes as far as we are concerned.

Although 2004, the year of the EU acces-
sion, was obviously a milestone, the approach
towards the EU had in fact been a long process.
Thus, in competition policy, like in several
other areas, the accession did not have a shock-
like impact. 

In Hungary, like in all new EU Member States,
a competition authority had operated for some
time, and had gained considerable experience in
jurisdiction. Establishing competition authori-
ties was a logical step in the transition from
planned economy to social market economy for
example in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland and
Hungary in 1990–1991. Chronologically, that
was not really different from the establishment
of the Italian competition authority in 1990, the
Swedish competition authority in 1992, and the
Dutch competition authority in 1998.

The accession did not have a shock-like
impact because both the experts at the compe-
tition authority and national regulators had
been well prepared for the changes, and had

*The present article is the edited version of his lecture
held at the conference "Assessing five years of com-
petition policy, or what the period since the EU
accession has provided for Hungary and the region"
on November 25, 2009.
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notified undertakings, lawyers and the general
public of these. In this respect, we owe a lot to
the active participation of the European
Commission, the trainings and exchanges of
experts organised by them, and to the fact that
the European Competition Network (ECN)1

had involved Hungary in its activity pooling
the experience of the EU competition authori-
ties since its establishment in 2002. Our col-
leagues in the new Member States also made
huge efforts, and through such cooperation,
national legislators gradually integrated EU law
into the national legal systems. That process
had started as early as in the mid-1990's.

The EU accession did not cause a sudden
and sharp change because all social changes
need time. Planned economies such as
Hungary had had significant backlogs in
respect of the social scale of values, the embed-
dedness of market mechanisms, the attitudes
towards competition, and the awareness of the
rules of competition, i.e. the culture of compe-
tition back in 1989. Such a cultural gap can only
be bridged in a longer period of time. 

THE EU AND COMPETITION

As we have seen, the EU accession is best
regarded as a process, which has had a signifi-
cant overall impact on markets and the compe-
tition in those markets. 

Most importantly, the EU promotes the
establishment of an integrated internal market
with a lot of market players, where one can
choose from a lot of potential business part-
ners, sellers, and buyers – thus more freedom
of decision and better economies of scale and
economies of scope can be achieved. At the
same time, there is a higher incentive to
become more efficient as there are more com-
petitors. That results in lowering prices.
According to the research institute ICEG, the
more intense competition due to entering the

integrated EU market and the removal of trade
obstacles may have led to an average decrease
of 1 to 2.5 per cent in consumer prices in the
countries which joined the EU in 2004.2

The common internal market also increases
social welfare through the gross domestic
product; according to a European Commission
analysis, the development of the common mar-
ket between 1992 and 2006 increased the GDP
of the EU by 2.2 per cent, and employment by
1.4 per cent, creating 2.75 million new jobs.3

EU law and the cooperation of those
involved in jurisdiction across the EU create a
more integrated and stable legal environment,
thus enhancing legal certainty – in other words,
there are fewer legal risks to be taken into
account, which may make conducting business
activities cheaper. GVH, the Directorate
General for Competition of the European
Commission and the competition authorities
of the other Member States work for the same
objectives, applying the same EU conform
competition law, cooperating with each other,
relying on practically the same tools.

EU law is competition-friendly, and
demands the opening of markets which have
been closed to competition, thus creating new
market opportunities. We have seen that for
example in the markets of transportation, elec-
trical energy, natural gas, and postal and
telecommunications services.

It is also important to state that EU law is not
dead letter: the European Commission moni-
tors its integration into the national legal sys-
tems, and should that integration fail to occur,
it intervenes, for instance by launching infringe-
ment procedures as it also happened in the case
of Hungary, for instance regarding long-term
agreements kept in effect in the energy sector. 

Finally, it is through the activity of the
Directorate General for Competition that the
Commission can act directly to ensure that
companies or the states that provide subsidies
do not hinder competition.
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GVH'S MISSION

As we have seen, the activity of the European
Commission strongly promotes competition,
and thus the activity conducted by GVH. The
question is what the standards to be applied are
and what GVH considers its objective?

The Hungarian Competition Authority con-
ducts its activity so that markets function better, i.e.
in a competitive manner wherever possible, for the
benefit of consumers. Competition is the driving
force that makes companies function more effi-
ciently, taking customers' demands into consid-
eration, and providing them with better and
cheaper products. Thus, competition enhances
the competitiveness of Hungarian companies
and increases consumer welfare. 

At the same time, relying on the competitive
process does not render state regulation unneces-
sary. GVH is fully aware of that and does not
endeavour to promote competition at all costs,
but endorses creating a balance of state regula-
tion, market self-regulation, and competitive
behaviour to enable consumers to avail of the best
possible services at the lowest possible prices.

Over the past five years, we have done a lot
to ensure that markets really function for the
benefit of consumers. My article focuses on a
few important instances of that process. 

THE ACTIVITY OF GVH

The activity of GVH rests on three main pillars:
the competition supervision proceedings inves-
tigating the activities of undertakings, competi-
tion advocacy aiming to influence state deci-
sions, and the promotion of competition cul-
ture in an attempt to broaden people's knowl-
edge of competition policy and competition.
Further information is obtained through sector
inquiries, and an important condition of good
and effective operation is close cooperation
with Hungarian and foreign organisations.

Supervision of competition

The supervision of competition relating to
market abuse takes up the largest part of
GVH's resources. 

Competition proceedings – restrictive
agreements
In 2004, when our first large cartel investiga-
tions were in progress, a lot of people did not
understand why it was a problem if competing
firms conspired or divided the market among
themselves. That does not seem to be a ques-
tion any more: for instance a leader of a com-
pany who had been found involved in a cartel
case was obliged to back down from the posi-
tion of minister of economy earlier this year
when his nomination was objected to, among
others, by Transparency International because
of his past including cartel cases. Years ago
some leaders of companies thought that
despite the fact that what they were doing was
illegal, their political background made them
untouchable. Since then several cartel cases
brought to light and followed through by us
have proved them wrong. 

The breakthrough came in the summer of
2004. It was then that GVH imposed a 7 billion
HUF fine in the motorway cartel case, which
came as a lightning bolt. That was only one case
in a long line of cases. We have uncovered sev-
eral road construction, contractor, and IT car-
tels which cheated the state, i.e. all of us, every
single taxpayer over the past few years. 

Among them, there are some whose adverse
price effects we consumers can directly feel in
our wallets: the cinema cartel,4 the garage car-
tel,5 the GPS cartel,6 and the taxi cartel.7 The
important cases are being investigated. Since
2004, the GVH has imposed cartel fines worth
26 billion HUF. Fines worth 16.3 billion HUF
have already become effective. Our resolutions,
similarly to the resolutions of the European
Commission during Neelie Kroes's term as
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Commissioner for Competition have stood up
at court as well. (See Table 1)

For instance, our decisions in the motor-
way,8 the pension insurance institute,9 the
Bartók Béla út reconstruction works,10 the car
insurance,11 the city of Gyõr,12 and the IT ten-
der of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant13 cartel
cases are effective.14 Those who expected that
it was possible to have these fines significantly
decreased and the GVH decisions altered
through court appeals were wrong. 

There is one more restrictive agreement that
I wish to mention briefly as in this case both
GVH16 and the European Commission  started
proceedings. In 1996, Hungarian banks agreed
to set the same interbank commission for Visa
and MasterCard cards – while that could have
been perfect ground for competition, asking
retailers for lower commissions for the installa-
tion of card payment terminals. 

For this reason, the competition between the

two card companies and the competition
among the banks accepting card payment could
only develop in a distorted, limited fashion.
GVH imposed fines of nearly 2 billion HUF in
this case. 

Competition proceedings – consumer cases
Besides hardcore cartel cases, GVH has
brought to light several other cases relating to
the restriction of competition over the past six
years. 

For instance, our cases relating to the unfair
manipulation of consumers were especially
widely publicised. We have imposed fines
worth as much as 100 million HUF (individu-
ally) for providing false information about dis-
counted prices, advertising special offers with-
out stocks available, and making unjustified
advertising claims such as promises about the
remedial effect of products in certain cases.
(See Table 2)

Table 1

NUMBER OF CASES RELATING TO RESTRICTIVE AGREEMENTS, NUMBER OF 
INTERVENTIONS, FINES IMPOSED

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009**
Number of injuctions 

terminating cases* 28 25 19 15 6 6

Out of which: number of 

interventions 12 13 15 12 5 6

Fine (million HUF) 8,398 2,855 8,650 1,069 3 5,000
* Competition Council Resolutions and injuctions with commitment clauses 

** Until November 24, 2009

Table 2

NUMBER OF CONSUMER CASES, NUMBER OF INTERVENTIONS, FINES IMPOSED

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009**
Number of injuctions 

terminating cases * 65 79 85 84 66 43 

Out of which: number of 

interventions 50 54 66 81 64 41

Fine (million HUF) 321 439 1 823 1,286 714 818
* Competition Council Resolutions and injuctions with commitment clauses 

** Until November 24, 2009
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Such fines have finally started to take effect;
firms that care about their reputation have
become more and more careful when outlining
their advertising messages and commercial
practices so as not to make them misleading or
unfair. 

I find that a very important message because
if, in a market, firms compete how to best trick
consumers and those better at lying succeed
while the fair ones go bankrupt, that market
will not work for the benefit of consumers.
Quite on the contrary, it will only serve to
cause damage to them. 

Since September 2008, the legislative back-
ground of this area has somewhat changed to
comply with the EC regulation on unfair
commercial practices. Since then, the National
Consumer Protection Agency, the Hungarian
Financial Supervisory Authority and GVH
have been acting jointly in cases of unfair
commercial practices affecting private individ-
uals.17

We have had positive experience with the
new institutional solution. The cooperation
among authorities tends to be smooth, and the
cooperation system established efficiently
manages potential viewpoint differences.

Competition proceedings – abuse of 
dominant position
Even though it might be less widely discussed,
GVH has also investigated important cases

relating to the abuse of dominant position and
non-cartel restrictive agreements during this
period. (See Table 3)

Dominant position proceedings can signifi-
cantly contribute to the success of market
openings, which has been exemplified by a pro-
ceeding relating to the rail transport market,
initiated in 2005.18

Hungarian State Railways (MÁV Zrt.) hin-
dered the operation of private railways which
had been allowed to enter the market subse-
quent to the market opening in different ways
such as demanding unjustified payment guar-
antees for using the rail network, rendering it
difficult and in some cases impossible for pri-
vate railways to access industrial rail lines and
loading lines, and entering into freight con-
tracts containing exclusivity clauses with mass
freight transport undertakings of outstanding
significance for periods of several years right
before the market opening. 

Subsequent to the GVH proceeding, it
became clear for the two leading rail freight
companies in possession of railway networks,
i.e. MÁV and GySEV (Gyõr Sopron Ebenfurt
Rail) that they had to provide other railway
companies discrimination-free access. The
intervention of the competition authority
together with the domestic regulation har-
monised with the EU railway liberalisation
package led to the genuine opening of the rail
freight market, as a result of which nowadays

Table 3

NUMBER OF CASES RELATING TO THE ABUSE OF DOMINANT POSITION, NUMBER OF 
INTERVENTIONS, FINES IMPOSED

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009**
Number of injuctions 

terminating cases * 31 25 33 13 7 1

Out of which: number of 

interventions 7 6 11 10 3 1

Fine (million HUF) 165 39 1,166 0 0 0
* Competition Council Resolutions and injuctions with commitment clauses 

** Until November 24, 2009
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those wishing to avail of freight services can
choose between the services of 28 countrywide
rail licence holders.

Competition proceedings – concentrations
The GVH decisions relating to company
mergers tend to be of interest only to the busi-
nesspeople and lawyers concerned within the
sector. 

However, such decisions may considerably
affect consumer welfare: the justified prohibi-
tion of concentrations prevents competition
from decreasing significantly and thus for
example prices from rising, whereas unjustified
prohibition reduces relative welfare. That is
why it is good to know that GVH has signifi-
cantly increased the role of economic analysis –
besides dominant position cases and some
other cases – in merger assessments as well.
(See Table 4)

In the market of tabloid news, the analysis
of the concentration of two newspaper pub-
lishers resulted in the following: the anticom-
petitive effect was proved so convincingly that
hearing about GVH's intention to prohibit
the merger, the applicant called it off,19 pre-
sumably reckoning that they could not even
carry it out with the help of a commitment or
a judicial review. 

Offering to undertake a commitment was
not an acceptable solution in another case:
GVH prohibited the merger of Hungarian

Telekom and ViDaNet20 because it would
have led to the two infrastructures, the land-
line telephone and cable television networks
so far competing with each other in the mar-
ket of household internet access being con-
centrated in one hand, and the market power
thus created could not have been limited by
either the mobile internet or the access based
competition. 

However, in other cases, for example in the
Strabag and Cemex merger21 (which actually
finally failed to be carried out because Strabag
called off the purchase), the economic analysis
established that exactly that merger of two
firms with significant market shares could eas-
ily be harmonised with competition require-
ments through small-scale corrections, and by
the undertaking of a commitment.

Competition advocacy

GVH does not only deal with competition pro-
ceedings, and the abuse cases and merger noti-
fications of companies. Very often it is not
companies, but the state that limits competi-
tion, doing so without counterbalancing com-
petition limitation with any positive social
effects. In such cases, GVH – to use a technical
term – advocates competition, trying to draw
attention to certain harmful effects, either
while presenting an opinion on draft legisla-

Table 4

NUMBER OF CONCENTRATION CASES, NUMBER OF INTERVENTIONS, 
FINES IMPOSED

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009**
Number of injuctions 

terminating cases * 65 70 43 46 37 28

Out of which: number of 

interventions 2 1 3 3 2 4

* Competition Council Resolutions and injuctions with commitment clauses 

** Until November 24, 2009
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tion, or expressly addressing the ministry, reg-
ulator, or parliamentary committee concerned.
(See Table 5)

In other cases, I put forward recommenda-
tions addressed to the Parliament in the annual
report of the Authority. Since 2004, in my parlia-
mentary reports I have made 12 recommenda-
tions to the Parliament proposing, among other
things, the reregulation of the motor vehicle
originality examination market, and – three times
– the enhancement of the efforts to promote
competition in the electrical energy market. 

Unfortunately, such recommendations of
ours have often failed to create a stir. For exam-
ple, we will yet have to see the establishment of
the regional energy market, a Hungarian or
regional energy exchange, and too much elec-
tricity producing capacity falls under the feed-
in obligation at a high price, making electricity
more expensive and draining the liquidity of
the competitive market. 

It is especially sad when the state tries to
promote the right and indeed important objec-
tives relying on the wrong tools, as it happened
in the case of the food production chain code
earlier this year. It is not a coincidence that
agriculture is given special treatment at EU
level, within the framework of Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP). 

The right tool to protect producers needs to
be found, one which can achieve its aims with-
out harming competition, efficiency or con-
sumer welfare. It is not to be prescribed what

percentage of the goods on the shelves should
be produced domestically; however, it is expe-
dient to support producers' self-organisation,
producer-trader associations, and different
forms of marketing cooperation, to ensure
transparency and predictability, and to prevent
buyers, i.e. chain stores from making later
amendments to contracts with suppliers as they
wish, imposing new fees or worsening condi-
tions. GVH is open for consultation. If asked,
we help create competition-friendly solutions.

Sector inquiries

The knowledge of a market necessary for suc-
cessful competition advocacy and competition
proceedings is often acquired through sector
inquiries. If GVH detects signs of competition
problems within a market, it initiates a sector
inquiry to clarify the situation, based on which,
if necessary, it puts forward regulatory propos-
als, or launches competition proceedings. Since
2004, we have conducted sector inquiries in
connection with mortgage credits, electrical
energy, the electronic media, and switching
banks. (See Table 6)

Naturally, in the course of our sector
inquiries we take into consideration the inquiry
experience of the Directorate General for
Competition and other competition authori-
ties. For example, in the course of our inquiry
dealing with switching financial service

Table 5

NUMBER OF MOTIONS RECEIVED BY GVH, NUMBER OF MOTIONS IN A REPLY TO WHICH GVH
GAVE SHORT OR DETAILED OPINIONS 

Year Motions received Short opinions Detailed opinions
2004 606 12 158

2005 612 52 123

2006 382 62 50

2007 507 86 89

2008 362 53 62
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providers, initiated in early 2007, we took into
consideration an earlier sector inquiry conduct-
ed by the Commission which had analysed
bank services for private individuals and small
businesses. 

Still, that does not mean copying by any
means. For instance, switching banks was only
tangentially dealt with, in one chapter of the
Commission inquiry, while the GVH inquiry
expressly focused on that topic. 

Cooperation

Very often, full cooperation with sector regula-
tors has been the key to success. It is especial-
ly so in cases of market openings, but usually
tends to hold true for regulated sectors. 

In relation to promoting switching banks we
successfully cooperated with the Hungarian
Financial Supervisory Authority. In the field of
unit-linked insurances, our professional coop-
eration was also there behind the outlining of
the total cost ratio. During the electrical ener-
gy sector inquiry and electricity auctions we
have cooperated with the Hungarian Energy
Office. 

In several other cases, for instance in relation
to naked ADSL's, we have worked together
with the National Communications Authority.

Naturally, international cooperation is also
crucial in the activity of GVH, as it is to be fur-
ther elaborated below.

Culture of competition

No state intervention is the best state interven-
tion – because it means that players of the
economy function honestly within an ade-
quately outlined regulatory framework, and
there is no need for the sanctions of GVH or
other authorities. We are not there yet, but we
are going in the right direction. 

We think the most important thing for firms
obliged to comply with competition law is to
be aware of their legal obligations and realise
that breaking competition law is not worth it.
We have already made big steps in enhancing
consciousness. 

According to a 2007 opinion poll,22 virtually
all heads of companies had heard about GVH,
and what is more, 92 out of 100 about the
Competition Act, too (in contrast with 86 out
of 100 in 2004). However, the improvement in
the depth of their knowledge is much more sig-
nificant. 

In 2007, 81 per cent of heads of companies
knew that competitors were forbidden to make
agreements on dividing the market – while in
2004 only 61 per cent seemed to be aware of
that. The massive fines imposed by GVH, and
its decisions and initiatives that received wide-
scale publicity had a part in attention and
awareness raising: in 2007, 83 per cent of heads
of companies knew that those breaking compe-
tition law could be sanctioned with fines, while
in 2004 only 56 per cent had.

Table 6

SECTOR INQUIRIES BY GVH, 
INQUIRY PERIODS 

Sector Inquiry period
Mobile radio telephone services 2001–2002

Mortgage credits 2004–2005

Electrical energy 2004–2006

Switching banks 2007–2009

Electronic media 2007–2009
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EFFORTS MADE TO ENHANCE OPERATION

Just as competition forces companies to
improve their performance, state administra-
tion bodies need to pay special attention to
enhancing their operation. 

For GVH, a higher profile means a higher
and higher workload. The number of those
contacting our customer service section has
more than doubled in four years, and the num-
ber of complaints and reports investigated by
us has grown 2.5 times as high as it was four
years ago. It is a positive change; however, it
imposes a considerably heavier workload on
my colleagues while our headcount has been
virtually unchanged, i.e. approximately 125.
(See Table 7)

We have tackled challenges by amending leg-
islation, making reporting to us a formalised
process, and making it possible to terminate
cases not worth continuing for example
because they do not promise any success with
an injuction instead of a resolution. Naturally,
we have also taken serious steps in order to
lighten the administrative burdens of undertak-
ings, for instance by increasing the merger
threshold figure by 50 per cent. 

Internal changes have been equally impor-
tant. We have established two big sector offices,
and separated the detection of cartels and con-

sumer protection from the rest of our activities,
thus creating the opportunity to adequately
emphasize them, similarly to stressing the
importance of competition culture by founding
the Competition Culture Centre in 2005. 

We have also taken steps to measure the effi-
ciency of the Authority. Based on the findings,
the reform of the different internal systems is
now in progress. 

We have implemented several other changes
to improve our work. To coordinate GVH's
efforts to advance competition culture we
established the Competition Culture Centre in
2005.23 The reader might be familiar with their
tenders, competitions, and publications such as
Versenytükör (“Competition Mirror”) and
Pénziránytû (“Money Compass”), compiled in
cooperation with MNB and PSZÁF, and books
such as Competition Policy by Massimo Motta,
or The Power of Productivity by Lewis, pub-
lished by the Centre. 

Also, we find it crucial to always proceed in
compliance with the law. To ensure that we cre-
ated our Legal Office in July 2005, and to
achieve higher efficiency at court, we established
our Court Representation Office last year. 

Our decisions are generally in compliance
with the legislation in effect. Approximately 40
per cent of our decisions issued subsequent to
competition proceedings in non-merger cases

Table 7

NUMBER OF INSTANCES WHEN THE GVH CUSTOMER SERVICE SECTION WAS CONTACTED
AND NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS AND REPORTS RECEIVED BY GVH

Year Number of instances when GVH Number of reports and complaints
customer service was contacted

2004 1,635 847

2005 2,276 1,046

2006 2,308 1,102

2007 3,290 1,480

2008 4,298 1,994

2009* 3,950 1,233 

* Until November 24 
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are challenged at court, and courts modify 10–15
per cent of the decisions that have been asked to
be reviewed, i.e. 4–6 per cent of all non-merger
decisions, in a legally binding manner. 

We endeavour to align the legislative frame-
work, our inquiry methods and our analytical
tools to the best international practices. For
instance, as part of that effort, the SIEC (or
SLC)24 test has been implemented in merger
control, we have inserted the requirement pro-
viding more efficient protection for firms apply-
ing for leniency in the Competition Act, and we
keep developing our cartel detection methods. 

We constantly aim to provide better and bet-
ter economic analyses so that our decisions and
suggestions best serve competition, con-
sumers, and welfare. 

GVH wishes to increase the standards of
competition policy, and thus competition and
consumer welfare not only in Hungary, but
also in the whole of the Central Eastern
European region. It is our common interest.
For that purpose we established OECD-
Hungary Regional Centre for Competition in
Budapest in cooperation with OECD in Paris
in 2005. The Centre organises educational and
professional programmes, and six or seven
trainings a year drawing on the professional
expertise of OECD and GVH. Last year for
instance 201 competition officials, judges, and
sector regulators from 34 countries participat-
ed to spread the knowledge in different cor-
ners of Europe from Sweden to Albania, from
Spain to Azerbaijan. We have the impressions
that the experience accumulated by GVH over
the past 19 years is worth passing on – thus, we
also assisted the Ukrainian competition
authority and the Cyprus competition author-
ity in the framework of programmes of techni-
cal assistance. 

To promote exchanges of experience and dia-
logues we usually organise one international
conference per year, which is why we take the
comparisons of views and information queries

organised within the framework of ECN very
seriously and fully exploit the opportunities
offered by these.

We are trying to learn from the good exam-
ples, and thus we have transformed our lenien-
cy policy based on the leniency model of ECN,
the European Competition Network. ECN is
not merely a smoothly functioning coopera-
tion allocating cases relating to commerce
among the Member States among the EU com-
petition authorities. Naturally, that is an
important task of its, and so are the coordina-
tion of the investigatory measures relating to
these particular cases, and the provision of a
uniform interpretation of law. However, it is
more than that: it is a real forum of cooperation
where competition authorities help each other
by sharing specific information on different
markets and by presenting different method-
ologies to each other, partly through sectoral
and other task forces.

ECONOMIC COMPETITION AND THE
ECONOMIC CRISIS

As a result of the economic crisis, the trust of
many has been crushed as far as markets are
concerned. Some people have gone as far as
deeming too much competition the root of all
problems. However, it was not competition but
the lack of adequate regulations that led to the
inadequate operation of markets. 

If the prudential rules regulating the activi-
ties of banks are too lenient, the solution is to
make them stricter and not to make market
entry more difficult or to limit price competi-
tion. If the quality of certain imported foods is
bad, it is food safety that needs proper moni-
toring regarding both imported and domestic
products. 

Thus, I find it important to draw certain les-
sons on economic policy and regulation, espe-
cially regarding the financial sector.
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I am convinced that competition and com-
petition policy are not part of the problem,
but rather part of the solution. It is not only
me stating that but also experts specialising in
the field. 

GVH has published an analysis by the
International Competition Network (ICN) in
Hungarian, which concludes that as a result of
the operation of competitive, dynamic markets,
productivity and economic welfare have
increased all over the world, and that practical
experience also confirms that competition has a
beneficial effect on markets, and that serious
competition and competition policy may help
an economy to recover. 

Economists generally agree that competition
policy has an important part to play in enhanc-
ing productivity, whereas, economically speak-
ing, government measures that eased competi-
tion policy during former economic crises were
harmful because they hindered the self-correct-
ing mechanisms of the economy from func-
tioning properly.

JOINT RESPONSIBILITY

GVH conducts its activity in the interest of
Hungarian and European consumers, and the

Hungarian and European economies, within
which we wish to minimise costs and maximise
profits for all those concerned by the operation
of GVH and for all stakeholders. 

The purpose of imposing a substantial fine is
not to fill a gap in the state budget, but to teach
a company that breaking the law does not pay.
It is the price to pay to learn a lesson, which in
fact need not be paid by anyone who knows
better or can take a hint – and either does not
break the law or applies for leniency relating to
past participations in cartels. 

We need to teach consumers that it is worth
doing some comparative shopping to find bet-
ter offers, and it may be well worth switching
service providers such as banks.

As decision makers of state organisations,
we need to pay attention to the social and eco-
nomic effects of the regulatory frameworks
established by us, aiming to achieve the desired
positive effects by imposing the smallest possi-
ble regulatory burden. 

It is our choice what kind of a European com-
munity and norms we are creating, and I am
convinced that enhancing entrepreneurial skills
and creativity and strengthening competition do
not simply serve our interest: neither Hungary,
nor the European Union can be successful with-
out them.

NOTES

1 http://ec.europa.eu/competition/ecn

2 ICEGEC [2007]: Price differentials between
Hungary and the EU Member States. http://www.
gvh.hu/domain2/files/modules/module25/
4296140F4F413654.pdf (in Hungarian)

3 Ilzkovitz, Fabienne et al. (2007) Steps towards a
deeper economic integration: the Internal Market in
the 21st century. A contribution to the Single Market
Review European Commission, Directorate-General
for Economic and Financial Affairs Economic Papers
No. 271 http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/pub-
lications/publication784_en.pdf

4 Vj-70/2002

5 Vj-51/2005

6 Vj-26/2006, Vj-166/2006

7 Vj-92/2005

8 Vj-27/2003

9 Vj-28/2003

10 Vj-138/2002
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11 Vj-51/2005

12 Vj-20/2005

13 Vj-21/2005

14 For an outline of the decisions in public procure-
ment cartel cases, the list of effective resolutions
and further information see http://www.gvh.hu/
kozbeszerzesikartell.

15 Vj-18/2008

16 COMP/34.579

17 Act XLVII of 2008 on the Prohibition of Unfair
Commercial Practices against Consumers (fttv)
came into effect on September 1 2008. It reregulat-
ed commercial practices in compliance with
Directive 2005/29/EC concerning unfair commer-
cial practices (UCP). 

18 Vj/22/2005

19 Vj-155/2008

20 Vj-158/2008

21 Vj-146/2008

22 The opinion polls referred to here were conducted
on a sample of 300 people by TÁRKI Social
Research Institute. Detailed results of several polls
relating to the state of competition culture are avail-
able at http://versenykultura.hu, under the heading
“Versenykultúra felmérések” (Competition culture
surveys) in Hungarian.

23 The website of the Competition Culture Centre can
be found at http://versenykultura.hu.

24 Significant impediment to efficient competition,
Substantial lessening of competition
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Gyula Vörös – Jekatyerina Kodenko – Katalin Komáromi

Flat rate personal 
income tax 

Among public finance revenues, personal income
tax, the second largest source of budgetary rev-
enue, is a key factor. All changes concerning per-
sonal income tax and VAT need to be dealt with
together as any change regarding one type of tax
will affect the other. As a point of departure, we
can state that revenues from personal income tax
can be secured through different (i.e. linear and
progressive) taxation regimes (the latter with
increasing percentage rates). Here we have gath-
ered arguments for and against linear and pro-
gressive taxation. Flat rate taxation is endorsed
by some experts, and it has been introduced in
several countries in Central and Eastern Europe;
however, one cannot overlook the fact that it fails
to meet the equity criterion laid down among the
basic principles of taxation. We aim to demon-
strate that the changes that have been implement-
ed regarding this type of taxation in Hungary so
far have failed to bring about serious positive
changes regarding either the tax morale or the
sums levied. The personal income tax system cur-
rently in effect needs a complete overhaul. The
present study does not aim to outline a compre-
hensive and detailed proposal, firstly, as the nec-
essary overhaul of the Hungarian personal
income tax system ought to be linked to the over-
haul of other tax types, and secondly, as tax
reform had best be treated together with the struc-
tural overhaul of the expenditure side. The conse-

quences that one can draw from our comparative
examinations are worth keeping in mind when
considering which direction to take to improve
the efficiency of the Hungarian personal income
tax system.

TENDENCIES OF THE CHANGES IN 
PERSONAL INCOME TAX IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION

The personal income tax revenue of the EU
Member States as a percentage of the GDP is
approximately 9.3 per cent on average.
Generally speaking, that percentage is lower in
the new Member States than in the old ones
(see Chart 1). Within the former group, the
implementation of flat rate taxation has proved
far more popular in recent years, while income
holders in the old Member States still pay tax
applying more than one tax rate. (Tóth, 2009)

Personal income tax amounts to the highest
percentage of the GDP, i.e. 24.5 per cent in
Denmark, while that chart is the smallest, i.e.
only 2.5 per cent in Slovakia. 

Regarding GDP per capita, the new acces-
sion countries are below the EU average, and
among these countries, GDP proportionate
taxation in Hungary is much higher than what
the GDP per capita chart should justify (see
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Chart 2), i.e. income tax curbs household con-
sumption to a larger extent than for instance in
Slovakia.

In recent years, some changes to personal
income taxation in different EU Member
States have pointed in the same direction, indi-
cating a trend. These include: measures that
aim to increase employment by decreasing the
burden on wages, an efficient and popular tool
of which is decreasing the tax rate of those with
the lowest income; and other measures that
widen the tax free income bracket, and decrease
marginal tax rates (see Chart 3). The marginal
tax rate has only been increased in Sweden.

Eurostat data confirms that personal income
tax as a percentage of the GDP in the European
Union amounted to 9.9 per cent in 2000, and
decreased to 9.2 per cent by 2006. The reason for
that is that within the burden race it is easier to
reduce personal income tax than national insur-
ance contribution due to the steady growth of
health care and pension expenditures. Reducing
the latter is also made more difficult by the age
structure of the population (see Chart 3).

Loss of revenues from personal income tax is
generally compensated for by increasing indi-
rect taxes burdening consumption. To offset
the loss of tax revenues due to decreasing taxes,
governments attempt to enhance tax morale,
simplify taxation and make it transparent
(which has proved to be the single biggest
advantage of introducing a flat rate tax in sev-
eral Member States), widen the tax base, and
decrease the number of tax brackets, all that to
make more people pay less tax, i.e. to establish
a competitive tax system increasing rather than
decreasing state revenues at the same time.
Competitiveness regarding personal income
tax has had a more important part to play
recently partly because seeking employment
abroad has become more widespread due to the
free flow of workforce.

Tax wedge expresses the total percentage of
personal income tax and employees' and
employers' national insurance contribution. It
refers to average labour cost. Chart 4 illustrates
the two contrasted. Regarding tax wedge, the
majority of the EU Member States that have

Chart 1

PERSONAL INCOME TAX AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE GDP IN 2006

Source: Eurostat; 2008
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Chart 2

GDP PER CAPITA IN 2006
(EUR) 

Source: Eurostat, 2008

Chart 3

MARGINAL TAX RATE OF PERSONAL INCOME TAX 
(%)

Source: the author's own compilation based on Eurostat data
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been examined belong to two groups. Tax
wedge falls between 45.4 and 55.5 per cent in 8
countries, and between 34.1 and 44 per cent in
10 countries. Only in Ireland is the tax wedge
significantly lower than in the other countries,
i.e. 22.3 per cent. In the 15 old EU Member
States higher gross labour costs are typically
coupled with higher tax wedges with the excep-
tion of 3 countries. In Italy, the lower labour
cost is burdened with higher amounts subtract-
ed, in Great Britain higher-than-average labour
cost goes together with lower-than-average
amounts subtracted, and in Ireland relatively
low labour cost goes together with the lowest
amounts subtracted. In the 4 new Member
States examined, considerably lower labour
costs are burdened with relatively high
amounts subtracted, especially so in Hungary. 

National insurance contribution and how it
is distributed between employees and employ-
ers is worth some scrutiny in itself. There exist

relatively small differences in the extent of the
overall national insurance contribution, it being
between 31.5 and 39.2 per cent in 12 countries,
between 24.8 and 29.8 per cent in 4 countries,
and under 20 per cent only in 3 countries
(Great Britain, Ireland, and Denmark). In
Denmark, low national insurance rates can be
explained with high personal income tax rates.
The tax wedge is the lowest in the other two of
those three countries, where, in comparison
with other countries, personal income tax and
national insurance contribution play a smaller
part in yielding public finance revenue.
However, larger differences can be found in the
distribution of the national insurance contribu-
tion between employees and employers. In
Germany, Great Britain and Luxembourg,
these two are evenly distributed, while in the
Netherlands, Denmark and Poland a larger part
of national insurance contribution is paid by
the employees, and in the other 13 countries by

Chart 4

TAX WEDGE IN EU MEMBER STATES
(%)

Source: OECD; 2007, the author's own compilation 
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the employers. In 8 countries within that latter
group, employers' burdens considerably exceed
those of employees. Hungary is one of them.

The tax wedge charts clearly show (see Chart 4)
that in the EU Member States, the average labour
costs expressed in USD do not correlate with the
GDP per capita charts (Chart 2). GDP per capi-
ta is nearly the same in Austria, Denmark,
Sweden and Great Britain, and also in Belgium,
Germany and Finland, whereas differences in
average gross labour costs are considerably big-
ger. For instance, in Germany gross labour cost is
nearly 45 per cent higher than in Denmark,
which can be partly explained with the difference
between employers' contributions.

Within average labour costs, the proportions
of employees' and employers' burdens vary in
different Member States. Thus, the (increas-
ing) order of employees' gross wages is not
identical with the (increasing) order of gross
labour costs: whereas employees' average gross
wages are the highest in Great Britain, and net

wages equal 75.6 per cent of the gross wages on
average, in Hungary they only amount to 71.3
per cent of the gross wages. The proportion of
net to gross wages is 74.1 per cent in Poland,
82.1 per cent in Slovakia, and 83 per cent in the
Czech Republic (see Chart 5). In other words,
in Hungary, the amounts subtracted burdening
employees is substantial even in comparison
with the other countries of the region. Among
the 19 Member States examined, Hungary
comes last regarding net average wages. At the
same time, Hungary is one of the EU Member
States placing the highest NI burdens on
employers. That serves as another reason to
overhaul the personal income tax system.

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
REGARDING FLAT RATE TAXATION

The idea of flat rate taxation is not a recent one.
Quite on the contrary, applying flat rate taxa-

Chart 5

NET WAGES AS PERCENTAGE OF GROSS WAGES (AVERAGE VALUES) 
IN 2006

Source: OECD; 2007, the author's own compilation
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tion in the transitional economies was original-
ly a Hungarian invention. Regarding the then
barely one-year-old Hungarian tax system,
János Kornai argued for transparent, unam-
biguous, and neutral taxes in 1989. Supporters
of flat rate taxation believe a lot may depend on
an easy-to-understand and well-structured tax
system and a budget operating with relatively
low income burdens as – though not the only
factors – definitely two decisive elements of the
economic competitiveness of a country. A flat
rate personal income tax harmonised with the
national insurance system could serve as the
basis of a budgetary system built on an easy-to-
plan revenue base.

Also, it needs to be taken into account that
the successful operation of a tax system largely
depends on taxpayers' willingness to pay taxes.
We are convinced that a clearly structured,
transparent tax system that can be understood
by everyone may positively influence taxpayers'
such willingness.

Opting for flat rate taxation is not only an

issue of taxation technique, tax administration,
or tax policy, but also of value orientation, it
symbolises contribution to public revenues
extended to everything, and it is the basis of
transparent, straightforward public finance.
(Csillag, 2008)

Hungary has had to face the tax competition
within the Central and Eastern European
region for a long time now. 

Besides sales taxes, personal income tax is a
significant source of budgetary revenue (see
Chart 6). Thus, it is a major factor in maintain-
ing and enhancing the balance of public
finance. The balance is further deteriorated by
the above mentioned attitude towards tax pay-
ment, which is actually understandable: as it is
a direct tax, changes to it directly affect taxpay-
ers' consumption and savings, which renders
the criteria laid down concerning the tax sys-
tem, and consequently, the requirement of
equity and fairness especially important.

To ensure equity and fairness, it is necessary
to impose tax burdens that are approved of by

Chart 6

REVENUE STRUCTURE OF HUNGARIAN PUBLIC FINANCE

Source: Hungarian Tax and Financial Control Administration, 2009, the author's own compilation
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the whole of society. In other words, people
should be made not to consider paying taxes a
necessary evil, or do their best to avoid fulfill-
ing their obligations. Instead, taxes should be
regarded as the price paid by all for state pro-
vided services. Here, both the horizontal and
the vertical interpretations have a part to play
in ensuring that the principle of equity is
applied. Based on the former, the rate of taxa-
tion ought to be equal for everyone at a given
income level, based on the latter, those with
higher incomes ought to pay higher taxes,
which can be ensured in two ways: through
proportional (linear) or progressive taxation.
Flat rate taxation necessarily applies the linear
model, i.e. the tax to be paid increases in direct
proportion to the increasing of the tax base.
Obviously, it remains a question whether soci-
ety will be able to dismiss the principle “it is the
rich that should pay”, and switch to the con-
cept that “the rich should pay, too”.

One needs no professional expertise to
understand that, firstly, today's Hungarian per-
sonal income tax system imposes a linear tax on
incomes of significant sizes (i.e. on separately
taxed incomes such as incomes relating to mov-
able and immovable assets, capital incomes,
etc.). Secondly, thanks to the two tax brackets
applied and the present tax bracket thresholds,
it is in fact linear taxation that has been applied
in a significant proportion of the cases. From
this point of view, it is indeed right to dismiss
the idea of flat rate taxation in the name of
social justice.

To ensure that the efficiency principle is
applied, the tax system needs to be purged of
the large number of exemptions and excep-
tions. Also, relating to this principle, it should
be inevitable to widen the taxpayer base and
decrease tax rates at the same time. Supporters
of the flat rate tax system are of the opinion
that efficiency would be significantly enhanced
if it were not through the tax system that social
deprivation were taken into consideration.

Taxation has its limits, and we do not neces-
sarily have to have the Laffer curve in mind, but
the limits set by the economy. Taxation affects
savings, and through that consumption and
investment. At the same time, a shift from
direct towards indirect taxes within the tax sys-
tem would be necessary, as levying the latter
imposes a smaller administrative burden, and
avoiding paying indirect taxes is rather cumber-
some: thus evasion might cost more than the
profit gained. 

Simplicity and transparency can largely
enhance the competitiveness of the tax system
of a country. Today's Hungarian tax legislation
includes too many tax bases and methods to
determine tax bases. Obviously, the wide array
of options encourages trickery and more and
more tax optimalisation, which naturally fur-
ther increases administrative costs and renders
retrospective auditing more difficult. Besides,
using tax policy for the purposes of social pol-
icy further complicates taxation (family
allowances, tuition fee allowances, savings
incentives, etc.).

As an OECD examination has revealed,
“pure” flat rate tax systems are rare to find. In
actual fact, the system has four possible varia-
tions (Saavedra, 2007):

• flat rate taxation without a basic allowance;
• flat rate taxation with a basic allowance;
• flat rate taxation with a refundable tax

credit;
• flat rate taxation extended to business

incomes.
Flat rate taxation has been implemented in

several European countries over the past years.
Estonia took the lead it in 1991, much earlier
than any other country. Since then, Latvia,
Lithuania, Russia, Serbia, Ukraine, Slovakia,
Georgia and Romania have switched to the flat
rate system. The possibility of implementing
similar reforms is being examined in Finland,
too. Finland is actually the best example of the
Scandinavian model, i.e. a successful, competi-
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tive society providing its citizens with basic
social goods at an affordable price or free of
charge, financed from high taxes. While the
Germans and the French refer to the Finnish
example with envy, the Finnish are becoming
increasingly worried about the capital shifting
to Estonia and Estonian workers seeking
employment in Finland. Some people think it is
time to implement a comprehensive reform to
transform the Scandinavian welfare state. It is
primarily factory owners and entrepreneurs
who would like to boost the economy follow-
ing the Estonian model. They expect the imple-
mentation of a flat rate tax and the abolition of
capital gains tax to induce bigger economic
growth.

However, the wave of tax reforms does not
only affect European countries. A radical
reform of the tax system is being considered in
the United States and New Zealand, too.

According to Epsten, flat rate taxation may
be the most sensible solution as a head tax
imposed on each individual would be unfair

and would fail to make political sense, whereas
progressive taxation presents a lot of difficul-
ties. (Epstein, 2005)

If there is no significant difference between
tax rates, a small number of tax brackets are set,
and these brackets are set rather narrow – like
in Hungary – progressive taxation makes little
sense. 

It is possible to draw conclusions regarding
the average tax burden and the distribution of
the tax burden based on the distribution quo-
tient of the tax burden (see Chart 7), i.e. the
quotient of the income belonging to the high-
est tax rate and the upper income threshold of
the lowest tax rate. Internationally, it indicates
an average value of 10. In Hungary, the distri-
bution quotient has been well under the inter-
national average since 1992, and has been at a
minimum level since 2005.

The distribution of personal income tax
among taxpayers constitutes further problems
in Hungary. Subsequent to the minimum wage
being increased and then rendered exempt

Chart  7

CHANGES IN THE TAX BURDEN DISTRIBUTION QUOTIENT, 1988–2009

Source: the author's own compilation based on data from the Hungarian Central Statistical Office
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Chart 8

TAXPAYERS AND THEIR PAYMENTS ACCORDING TO INCOME CATEGORIES IN 2006 
(%) 

Source: Csillag, I. (2008) One country, one rate? in HVG, p. 176

Chart 9

BREAKDOWN OF ANNUAL TAXABLE INCOMES THAT ARE SUBJECT TO PERSONAL INCOME TAX
ACCORDING TO INCOME BRACKETS 

(%)

Source: the author's own compilation based on data from the Hungarian Tax and Financial Control Administration
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from taxation, a significantly large group of
employees in Hungary have officially been
reported to earn the minimum wage (by the
employer to the tax office), which can still be
regarded as quasi exempt from personal income
tax. Another problem is that those earning an
average income need to calculate their tax
applying the highest rate on part of their
income, which, by and large, results in the
equivalent of a linear system. Moreover, the
level of the annual gross average income has
moved further and further away from the lower
threshold of the highest tax bracket since 2000.
Thus, a substantial part of the tax burden is
imposed on those with average incomes (see
Chart 8). 

The biggest advantage of flat rate taxation is
considered to be the following: its implementa-
tion would make taxation simpler and cheaper,
and it would spark off fewer heated political
debates. Those with higher incomes would pay
more in this system, too, just in direct proportion. 

Examining the breakdown of annual tax-
able incomes that are subject to personal
income tax, we find that while the number of
taxpayers has stayed virtually unchanged, the
proportion of those claiming to have earned
incomes over 2,000 thousand HUF has grad-
ually and steadily increased, while the propor-
tion of those claiming to have earned incomes
under 1,000 thousand HUF has significantly
decreased since 1999 regarding all such tax-
able incomes (see Chart 9). That change is
reflected in the increase of annual taxable
incomes that are subject to personal income
tax per taxpayer (see Chart 10). At the same
time, the per capita tax payable has less and
less followed the same trend, which also
demonstrates the uneven distribution of the
tax burden. 

Flat rate taxation means having to pay lower
taxes, thus, presumably, fewer people would try
to evade it: see the case of the 13 per cent per-
sonal income tax in Russia. (Partos, 2006)

Chart 10

ANNUAL TAXABLE INCOMES THAT ARE SUBJECT TO PERSONAL INCOME TAX 
AND TAX PAYABLE PER CAPITA 

(thousand HUF/person) 

Source: the author's own compilation based on data from the Hungarian Tax and Financial Control Administration
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However, it is also true that unemployment
has failed to decrease and public finance re-
venues from taxes have failed to increase as a
result of the Hungarian measures. It is rather
difficult to take into account the extent of the
grey and black economies with regard to what
extent the simplicity and transparency of a
tax system would increase the number of tax-
payers.

It is a general assumption that increasing a
tax rate induces a temporary increase in tax rev-
enues followed by a decrease of the same, i.e.
the process can best be described by a reversed
U-shape. However, according to Lackó (2008),
this tenet, which has never been proved empir-
ically, does not hold true for Hungary as,
besides high tax rates, we also need to take into
account the corruption factor, which would
reduce the beneficial effect of tax cuts. Thus,
decreasing tax rates does not automatically lead
to a proportionate increase of tax revenues.
Her calculations suggest that unrealized tax
revenues relating to a hidden economy
amounted to nearly 7 per cent of the GDP in
the period between 2000 and 2004, which can-
not even be considered extremely high if com-
pared to the 8.4 per cent chart in Turkey or 
8 per cent in Poland. Sweden serves as a coun-
terexample: despite high marginal rates, tax
revenues are significant due to the high tax
morale and the low level of corruption.

The administrative cost of maintaining the
tax system in the USA has reached staggering
heights. Tax legislation is twelve times as long as
the complete works of Shakespeare and fifteen
times as long as the Bible. Thus, considering the
amount of money and time that could be saved
through a simpler tax system, the implementa-
tion of flat rate taxation may seem attractive
there as well. Another example is the adjust-
ment of Hong Kong's tax system: the 10 thou-
sand page long legislation was supplemented
with one single page stating that employees and
companies had the option to pay a 15 per cent

tax instead of complying with formerly estab-
lished regulations. Macroeconomically, it would
be ensured that a state – by keeping the old laws
in effect – need not bear the risk entailed by the
implementation of a completely new tax sys-
tem, while there is a new option to calculate
taxes in a simpler, more transparent manner.
(Moore, 2005)

According to Bender (2005), establishing
simplicity and total transparency and generat-
ing sufficient state revenues can be made possi-
ble through a 23 per cent national sales tax built
in the prices of products and services. Those
with lower incomes would be directly support-
ed by being sent a monthly rebate cheque of
the value of the tax on products that could be
purchased from the minimum wage. The
Republican senator in charge of the movement
guarantees that the relating tax code would not
exceed 132 pages.

The advantage of flat rate taxation is that it
would make it possible to run a very simple
system, thus reducing state administration, tax
audits, and taxpayers' tax payment costs.
However, if we consider implementing a flat
rate system, it is expedient to set the tax rate
relatively low, i.e. at around 20 per cent, in
order to manage to somewhat “whiten” the
economy. (Zara – Török, 2007)

The effect of the tax on “whitening” the
economy is important as, presumably, a failure
to widen the circle of taxpayers can significant-
ly decrease tax revenues in the initial period. 

Bálint Gombkötõ, Senior Manager and taxa-
tion expert of KPMG does not agree with the
statement that a flat rate tax of approximately
20 per cent would entail initial revenue loss.
He quoted the case of the decreasing of the
corporate tax, which had yielded increased rev-
enues. “Still, as we do not have exact data on
the black and grey economies, it is impossible
to predict how many people such a change
could convince to become taxpayers.”
(Gombkötõ, 2008) 
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ARGUMENTS AGAINST A FLAT TAX RATE,
PROGRESSIVE TAXATION WITH 
TAX BRACKETS

One of the most often quoted arguments
against the flat tax rate is that it damages pro-
gressivity, i.e. the principle that those with high-
er incomes should pay the state a higher portion
of their wages in the form of income tax. 

Considering Hungarian people's income sit-
uation, implementing flat rate taxation would
more heavily burden those with lower incomes,
and would be beneficial for those with higher
incomes. (Zara – Török, Id.)

Progressivity implies high marginal rates,
which – according to some experts – decreases
capital formation, savings and thus economic
growth. 

In one of its studies, the IMF warns that in
countries implementing flat rate taxation the
very benefits for which the countries have made
sacrifices, which they originally deemed tempo-

rary, may turn out to be illusions. As a major
problem, the study highlights decreased tax rev-
enues (see Chart 11), and that the tax system
has not become transparent everywhere.

Considering the present level of information
technology, complicated calculations do not
tend to constitute a major problem, thus the
simplicity of calculating taxes is not really
worth taking into account, as all it is about is
sparing a mathematical operation. (Vámosi-
Nagy, 2004)

In our opinion, however, it should be noted
that despite the availability of a wide range of
accounting and tax calculating software and
programs, problems very often arise (contract
and invoice details, date of delivery, etc.), in
other words, the law is not fully covered by the
technology available. It “only” assists users in
executing mathematical operation.

The flat rate personal income tax systems
applied in some European countries are in fact
progressive systems due to tax minimums, tax

Chart 11

PERSONAL INCOME TAX REVENUES AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE GDP IN THE YEARS BEFORE
AND AFTER THE IMPLEMENTATION OF FLAT RATE TAXATION 

Source: IMF
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credits, and different allowances and exemp-
tions (see the OECD classification of flat rate
tax systems above). In fact, a literal, perfect flat
rate system cannot be implemented. Moreover,
the implementation of a flat rate personal
income tax system may breed at least as much
social dissatisfaction as the progressive solu-
tion, only in a different circle of income hold-
ers. (Vámosi-Nagy, Id.)

According to Csaba László, differentiation,

which is socially justified, ought to be provided

through the other tax types and the supporting sys-

tem, therefore flat rate taxation can only be intro-

duced if supplemented by compensating those

with lower incomes. (László, 2008)

Former finance minister Mihály Kupa opts for

decreasing the progressivity of the personal

income tax. He cannot accept the concept of flat

rate personal income taxation as it would redi-

rect substantial amounts subtracted from

incomes, burdening those with lower incomes

and benefiting those with higher incomes.

(Kupa, 2007)

Zoltán Pogátsa goes against the prevailing

Zeitgeist as far as Hungary is concerned. In an

intellectual environment where the majority of

economists deem a leaner state and tax cuts the

most important tools of jumpstarting the

Hungarian economy, he is doubtful about the

concept of large-scale tax cuts and the leanest

possible state. The “Irish Miracle” cannot be

repeated, and the “Tatran Tiger” model is unsus-

tainable, he argues. Unlike Ireland, Hungary

cannot expect foreign capital to be invested as an

alternative to exporting, and if it starts downsiz-

ing the state and implementing large tax cuts

similarly to Slovakia, it will squander the chance

of long term growth and catching up, he reckons,

questioning the majority opinion of the

Hungarian economist circles. In his opinion, the

success of Ireland was primarily based on

American capital investing there as an alterna-

tive to exporting. In other words, it was not the

low wage level that attracted capital – especially

as wages in general were not particularly low –

but the opportunity for American companies to

evade crossing customs frontiers by investing in

Ireland, already a Member State of the Union,

which was made possible due to the sufficiently

trained, English-speaking workforce. Affiliates

have created high added value at a relatively

high wage level.

Unlike the Celtic Tiger, Slovakia has attracted

foreign capital with its low wage level, and is

characterised by production activity with low

added value (assembly plants). According to Dr

Pogátsa, the big Slovakian tax reform in 2003

(i.e. the implementation of flat rate taxation) did

not really contribute to attracting foreign capital,

as that process had already been going on by

then. The pace of growth of the influx had start-

ed to increase in 2000, and in actual fact, in

2004 a slight diminution in the extent of the

increase was observed, the researcher of the

Hungarian Academy of Science argues.

(Pogátsa, 2009)

As he reasons, calculating foreign capital attract-

ing potential per million people, one finds that the

capital attracting potential of Eastern Europe is

not outstanding at all, whereas Ireland, Great

Britain, Sweden, and the Netherlands all have

excellent capital attracting potential.

It is not their tax and welfare systems that make

those countries similar to each other, but the large

proportion of highly qualified workforce within

their populations, the researcher concludes. Thus,

according to Dr Pogátsa's approach, the key fac-

tor of catching up is not increasing the supply of

work through tax cuts, free market reforms and

curbing welfare allowances, but providing an

adequately financed education system which is

in compliance with the demands of the economy.

The researcher claims that catching up is impos-

sible based on the “low tax rates – small state”

principle: it has required the participation of a

strong developer state to succeed everywhere in

the world.
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THE FLAWS OF THE PRESENT HUNGARIAN
PERSONAL INCOME TAX SYSTEM

One of the flaws of the current Hungarian pro-
gressive tax system is that since 2004 the lower
income threshold of the highest rate has
become increasingly detached from the average
gross wage level (Chart 8). Also, the lower
threshold of the highest rate and the higher
threshold of the lowest rate have been gradual-
ly converging over the past years, the value of
the marginal tax rate has been 1 since 2005, and
the personal income tax table has proved
unable to deal with the different income layers,
by which we mean that since 2001 average wage
earners have paid tax on a bigger and bigger
part of their income applying the highest tax
rate. At the same time, tax credits, originally
introduced as an element of a social compensa-
tion package do not only exempt the socially
deprived from paying income tax, but also
those employed in the grey economy, who, in

reality, are not paid the minimum wage. In this
respect, freezing the amount of the tax-free
minimum wage does not induce a significant
change. It is also worth noting that the average
wage and the lower threshold of the highest tax
rate have been diverging since 1999, and that
the steady increase of the minimum wage level
entails that the proportion of those paying tax
applying the highest tax rate on an increasing
portion of their income has also been growing
(See Chart 12).

Within the Hungarian personal income tax
system, the divergence of the wage level and
the lower threshold of the highest tax rate also
goes against the principle of equity and fairness
because whereas, practically speaking, employ-
ees who have officially been reported to earn
the minimum wage (by the employer to the tax
office) do not pay income tax on their wages,
employees with higher-than-average incomes
are essentially subject to linear taxation based
on the highest tax rate – in fact, upon reaching

Chart 12

ANNUAL AVERAGE AND MINIMUM WAGES COMPARED TO THE INCOME THRESHOLDS OF 
THE LOWEST AND HIGHEST PERSONAL INCOME TAX RATES

Source: the author's own compilation based on data from the Hungarian Central Statistical Office
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a wage level that can be labelled rather low. In
other words, employees with average incomes
are the most heavily burdened by the personal
income tax system.

Based on the quotient of the tax payable
(without allowing for exemptions) and the per-
sonal income tax actually paid (the tax payable
minus the exemptions) (see Chart 13), one can
determine the linear tax rate necessary to yield
the same personal income tax revenue without
exemptions, or the same but allowing for
exemptions in each year of the period exam-
ined. If exemptions are applied, a flat tax rate of
approximately 25 per cent ought to be used.
Provided that the personal income tax system
did not contain any exemptions, the same tax
revenue could be generated applying a tax rate
of approximately 18–20 per cent.

According to Hall and Rabushka (1995),
equity ought not to be applied through the tax
system. Taking that into consideration, a 20 per
cent tax rate is correct and acceptable; howev-
er, the tax system would still fail to satisfy the

fairness criterion. The analysis of flat rate taxa-
tion supplemented by the application of a tax
credit by Paulus and Peichl (2007) demonstrat-
ed that sustaining a given expenditure level, the
tax reform would benefit those with higher
incomes, and prove unfavourable for low-
income households. That would further
increase already existing, income-related
inequalities. If the flat tax rate were set higher,
the effects would not necessarily be negative;
however, in that case, the positive effect of the
flat rate tax on people's willingness to pay
would be significantly reduced. Thus it is not
surprising, that Iceland is the only Western
European country to have introduced flat rate
taxation. Benedek and Lelkes (2006) have con-
ducted similar studies with regard to Hungary.

The hypothetical flat rate tax calculated
without taking exemptions into account, and
the adjusted flat rate tax that takes exemptions
into account have been decreasing since 2003,
and converging since 2004 (see Chart 13),
which can be explained by the fact that the

Chart 13

HYPOTHETICAL FLAT TAX RATES, 1999–2007

Source: the author's own compilation based on data from the Hungarian Tax and Financial Control Administration

Tax calculated as a percentage of the consolidated tax base, no exemptions
Tax calculated as a percentage of the consolidated tax base, with exemptions 
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Hungarian personal income tax system has
enabled taxpayers to avail of fewer and fewer
exemptions over the years.

We can confidently state that among the
arguments against the flat tax rate, the one
focusing on the issue of equitable contribution
is the most powerful one. Klicsu (2008)
deduces the necessity of differentiation among
those living in different social circumstances
regarding taxation from the interpretation of
the constitution. The requirement of “taxation
in accordance with the taxpayer's economic
capacity” is laid down pursuant to resolutions
of the constitutional court. In accordance with
the vertical and horizontal principles of taxa-
tion, those at identical income levels are to pay
taxes of an identical extent, while those with
higher incomes are to pay proportionately
higher taxes. Applying different regulations in
relation to groups in identical situations and
applying identical regulations in relation to
groups in distinctly different situations can
both be deemed unconstitutional.

The Constitution of the Hungarian Republic
considers married people and people with fam-
ilies to be in a special situation. Based on that
consideration, the economic capacity, and con-
sequently, the tax bearing capacity of parents
caring for children are not deemed identical
with those of single people and people without
children to care for as the members of the for-
mer group give up part of their income earning

activities to bring up their children, and can
avail of smaller freely disposable amounts of
money because of the goods they are obliged to
make use of for bringing up their children.
Consequently, obliging citizens with and with-
out families to pay taxes of the same amount is
unconstitutional.

The Basic Law for the Federal Republic of
German expresses a similar view on family taxa-
tion, i.e. from the point of view of tax law, the
husband and wife's tax-paying capacity is deduced
from half and half of their total incomes.

Along the same reasoning, France has more
equitable taxation within their children-friend-
ly tax system, where family taxation means
dividing the total income earned by the so-
called family quotient (which depends on the
number of family members) and taking the tax
calculated based on the family quotient into
account in tax returns. 

Unlike the flawed Hungarian personal
income tax system, the French tax table satis-
fies several equity criteria. Although the num-
ber of tax brackets has also been reduced in
France, the distribution quotient of the tax
burden is 11.87, which – as opposed to 1, the
value based on the Hungarian tax table –
reflects a more proportionate distribution of
the tax burden among the different income lay-
ers (see Table 1). The number and width of
brackets are adequate, meeting the theoretical
requirements of progressive taxation. Whether

Table 1

FRANCE’S PROGRESSIVE TAX TABLE 
PERSONAL INCOME TAX 2008

Income (EUR) Personal income tax rate (per cent)
0–5,687 0 

5,688–11,344 5.5 

11,344–25,195 14 

25,195–67,546 30 

67,546– 40 

Source: www.budget.gouv.fr
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a zero per cent bracket is applicable largely
depends on the tax morale in a country. In
Hungary, if the progressive system is kept, at
least three, sufficiently wide brackets ought to
be used. Although the 0 rate bracket ought not
necessarily to be restored, the application of a
lower (4–5 per cent point) tax rate in the low-
est bracket seems necessary from the point of
view of public finance revenue, and would also
be equitable and fair. At the same time, the tax
credit system could be abolished, which would
lead to significant simplifications.

SUMMARY

The most compelling reason for implementing a
flat tax rate is that one single rate makes taxa-
tion simpler, more transparent, and cheaper. On
the other hand, its most often criticised short-
coming is that it is unable to apply the principle
of vertical equity – i.e. that those with higher
incomes ought to pay proportionately higher

taxes –, thus it might induce further tax evasion
within the lower income layers of society.

Regarding the reform of the present person-
al income tax system, the most important steps
are the simplification of the tax system, and
further reduction of the number of allowances
and exemptions. This would not only be useful
because transparency enhances taxpayers' will-
ingness to pay taxes, but also because reducing
the number of loopholes would reduce the
opportunity for tax optimalisation. Widening
tax bases together with even stricter audits, and
the creation of powerful incentives should
result in substantial surplus revenues. More
people paying tax of an extent adequate for
their real income situation would enhance hor-
izontal equity, which would make it possible to
generally decrease tax burdens while keeping
progressivity and tax brackets. As a result, both
the tax burden on wages, and the tax wedge
would be decreased, and consequently, the per-
sonal income tax would have a less strong anti-
employment effect.
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János Ivanyos – József Roóz

A new approach in the
assessment of the internal 
control systems applied in the
public sector1

In our article, we will describe the new approach
that supports the assessment of the operation of the
internal control system. The significance and
timeliness of the topic are justified not only by the
recommendations of the audit profession such as
the COSO frameworks, or INTOSAI GOV
9100: Guidelines for Internal Control Standards
for the Public Sector, or the international regula-
tions of financial reporting such as SOX, EU
directives, etc. but also, the ever more pronounced
appearance of the executive assessment and
accounting obligations, which are already widely
applied in the private sector, in the organizations
of the public sector as well. 

INTRODUCTION – APPLICATION OF
INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 

As is explained by the INTOSAI Guidance on
Good Governance, i.e. by the introductory part
of the GOV 9100 Guidelines, the assessment of
internal control systems is a generally accepted
standard for conducting the controls. The
guidelines for the internal control standards
built on the COSO model are on the one hand
used by the managers of the organizations of
public finances as an example for establishing a
solid control framework for their entities, and
on the other hand, these may be applied by the

controllers of the public sector as a tool for
assessing the internal control system. 

Chart 1 helps overview the dimensions of the
internal control system, as well as the related
international (COSO, INTOSAI) recommen-
dations and the guidelines published by the
Ministry of Finance.

The “good governance” guidelines of the
public sector can be traced back to the funda-
mental principles of responsible corporate gov-
ernance in the private sector. In our article, we
have only examined the roles of the internal
control and risk management frameworks from
among the wider correlations of good gover-
nance, as well as responsible corporate gover-
nance, in other words, we have analyzed to
which extent the application of these con-
tributes to obtaining an appropriate level of
(reasonable) certainty as to how effectively and
efficiently the given organization is able to real-
ize its mission.

Internal control is a complex process both
with regard to the public and private sectors,
realized by the management and staff of an
organization, and established for the definition
of risks and for obtaining reasonable certainty.
The purpose is that internal control supports
the organization in  

•complying with the relevant laws and regu-
lations;
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•meeting its accounting/reporting obliga-
tions;

•the regular, ethical, economic, efficient and
effective performance of the operational
processes; 

•the achievement of its strategic goals,
including the protection of the resources of
the entity from losses, improper use and
damages.

In the following sections, we have described,
as an example, those processes presented in the
2006 COSO Guidelines which are typical for
the individual components with regard to the
control system of financial reporting.

Control environment component 

Integrity and ethical values – The values of

integrity and ethical behavior are established,

with special emphasis on the members of senior

management, there is appropriate familiarity

with the principles and in the course of the

preparation of the financial reports, these are

applied as fundamental norms of behavior. 

Supervisory body – The supervisory body

(Board of Directors, Board of Trustees or

Supervisory Board) is aware of, and exercises the

responsibilities related to financial reporting, as

well as the relevant internal control system. 

Management philosophy and working style –

The philosophy and operational style of manage-

ment contribute to the realization of an effective

internal control system of financial reporting. 

Organizational setup – The organizational setup

of the entity supports the effective operation of

the internal control system of financial reporting. 

Financial reporting competences – The organi-

zation uses such persons who have the required

expertise and experience in financial reporting

and the related supervisory responsibilities. 

Authority and responsibility – Both the man-

agers and the staff have the appropriate authori-

ty and responsibilities for allowing the efficient

operation of the internal control system of

financial reporting. 

Human resources – The human resource policies

and practices are planned and introduced in such a

Chart 1 

DIMENSIONS OF THE INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEM AND THE RELATED INTERNATIONAL 
AND DOMESTIC GUIDELINES
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way that these allow the effective operation of the

internal control system of financial reporting. 

Risk assessment component

The goals of financial reporting – The managers

define the goals of financial reporting with

appropriate clarity and by applying sufficient

criteria in order to allow the identification of the

risks that may affect reliable financial reporting. 

Risks of financial reporting – The organization

identifies and analyzes the risks that may affect

the achievement of the goals of financial report-

ing, and based on this, determines the method

of risk management. 

The risk of fraud – The possibility of funda-

mental misrepresentations arising from fraud

should expressly be reckoned with in the assess-

ment of risks affecting the achievement of the

goals of financial reporting. 

Control activities component

Integration with risk assessment – Measures are

taken to handle the risks that jeopardize the

achievement of the goals of financial reporting.

Selection and development of control activities –

The control activities are selected and developed

by taking into account the costs related to them,

and their expected effectiveness with regard to

the reduction of the risks that jeopardize the

achievement of the goals of financial reporting. 

Policies and procedures – The policies for reliable

financial reporting are developed and communi-

cated to the whole organization, the procedures

stipulated in executive directives are executed. 

Information Technology – IT controls are

planned and introduced in order to support the

achievement of the goals of financial reporting,

where applicable. 

Information and communication component

Information in financial reporting – Relevant

information is determined, collected and

applied, as well as distributed in such a way and

by using such timing on each level of the organ-

ization that it could support the achievement of

the goals of financial reporting. 

Information in internal control – the informa-

tion required for the operation of the other con-

trol components is defined, collected, applied

and distributed in such a way and by using such

timing that should allow the employees to per-

form their internal control tasks. 

Internal communication – Communication

allows and supports the understanding and

implementation of the internal control goals and

processes, as well as the personal tasks on each

level of the organization. 

External communication – The external part-

ners are informed of the topics that affect the

achievement of the goals of financial reporting. 

Monitoring component

Regular and individual assessments – It is by

relying on regular and/or individual assessment

that management can conclude whether the inter-

nal control of financial reporting exists and works. 

Reporting of deficiencies – The deficiencies of

internal control are identified in due time and

are communicated to the parties responsible for

corrective measures, as well as to the manage-

ment and the supervisory body, if necessary. 

The sample processes that have been present-
ed show that the components of the internal
control system (control environment, risk assess-
ment, control activities, information and commu-
nication, monitoring) appear as groups of
processes that are parallel to each other and sup-
plement each other, which ensure the efficient
operation of the control system as a whole. 

BACK TO THE BASES OF RISK 
MANAGEMENT!

Enterprise/Entity Risk Management, or ERM
points beyond the risk assessment component
of the internal control system. Focus is placed
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on the risks that jeopardize the organizational
level goals rather than on the risks inherent in
the operational processes. In the following sec-
tions, we have highlighted those elements of
risk management which primarily appear on
the level of the organization (ERM) rather than
on that of the operational processes (within the
internal control system).

Setting of objectives

When the goals are defined, the management
considers the strategy and the strategic goals of
the organization. They determine the organiza-
tion's risk appetite, i.e. what level of risks the
management and the supervisory body (Board
of Directors) regard as acceptable with regard
to the strategy. Furthermore, risk tolerance is
also defined, i.e. what level of deviance from
the organizational goals is to be permitted on
the given risk-bearing levels. 

The goals defined for the organizational level
or for the individual operational units and
processes, as well as the allowed deviations
from these should be supported by appropriate
metrics (indicators). 

The COSO ERM model, along with the
incorporated control system, sets categories of
objectives. In the case of the ERM, the strategic,
operational, reporting and regularity objectives
should be assessed through the realization of the
goals of the operational units and processes, with
regard to the organization, the integrated inter-
nal control system. Although different types of
assessment (performance, financial or regularity)
can be defined on the basis of the individual
objective categories, it is easy to understand that
the objective categories do not exist by them-
selves but are tied to each other (see Chart 2).

According to the approach (also) represent-
ed by us, the objective categories are built on
each other. On the level of the operational
processes, the fulfillment of the compliance

Chart 2 
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(regularity) goals ensures that the activities are
performed according to the selected or pre-
scribed requirements of risk management and
the internal control system. The goals of reli-
able reporting (or accountability) assume the
fulfillment of the compliance requirements, i.
e. the risk-bearing level of the organization
with regard to the operational processes can be
determined by the indicators of the compliance
(regularity) requirements. 

As regards the operational units, the goals of
efficient operation assume the fulfillment of
the requirements of reliable reporting and reg-
ular execution. On this level, the risk appetite
of the organization can be prescribed by the
indicators of the requirements of reliable
reporting and compliance (regularity).

With regard to the organization as a whole,  the
strategic goals broken down to the operational
objectives defined for the level of the opera-
tional units assume the fulfillment of the
requirements of efficient operation, reliable
reporting and regular execution. As regards the
organization as a whole, the level of risk-bear-
ing can be characterized by the indicators of the
operational, reporting and compliance require-
ments assumed in relation to the operational
units, operational processes and activities. 

As regards the risk management strategy of the
organization, the level of risk-bearing can be
described by the indicators of the requirements
prescribed for the internal control system as a
whole. Thus, a consistent organizational level
risk management assumes that the operation of
the internal control system of the organization
can be described by the appropriate indicators.
These indicators are also assigned a role in set-
ting the objectives for the internal control sys-
tem, since it is by using them that the risk tol-
erance for the level in question can be deter-
mined. It is the risk-bearing level of the next
objective category that can be described by the
control risk tolerance indicators of the lower-
level objective category.

Identification of events

The identification of events contains those
incidental external or internal events which
may affect the strategy and the achievement of
goals. It shows how the combination and inter-
action of the internal and external factors affect
the risk profile.

From the aspect of organizational level risk
management, it is not only the events (risks) of
a negative impact that should be identified but
also, the events of a favorable outcome, i.e. the
opportunities. Although the COSO models do
not describe the processes that support the uti-
lization of the opportunities in detail, these
represent the same level of importance for the
operation of the organization as the traditional
controls.

The general operational models, standards,
frameworks, as well as the detailed operational
(such as technological) requirements can also
be used well for the identification of the poten-
tial events. It is by assessing the requirements
prescribed by the control systems for the indi-
vidual elements of the internal control system
and the interrelatedness of the objective cate-
gories that we can obtain information on the
events that were regarded as important by
those who developed the control frameworks.

Integration of the internal control sys-
tem into the risk management system  

Neither the existence of risk management nor
that of an internal control system in itself pro-
vides appropriate guarantee for the efficient
operation of the organization. It is the risk
responses given to keeping the impacts assessed
on the basis of the identification of the external
and internal risks or opportunities within the
appropriate limit (risk tolerance), as well as the
results of the control measures taken in order to
implement these responses that we regard as the
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guarantees for the efficient achievement of the
goals of the organization in question.

In the assessment of the deviations and defi-
ciencies, it is the consequences which go
beyond the risk tolerance value and which
potentially occur as a result of the deficiencies
of the organizational level controls that sup-
port those operational processes which play a
key role in the implementation of the organiza-
tional goals that should be taken into account.
The assessment criteria can be illustrated by a
traditional risk map as well (see Chart 3).

Assessment, even if it is not subjective, is
definitely individual. The significance of indi-
vidual assessment is also supported by the fact
that the consequences that go beyond the risk
tolerance value may also arise from the inap-
propriate execution of the control measures
taken to manage the inherent risk. However, it
should also be taken into account that the key
control process can only be developed appro-
priately, and its application can only be assessed
properly if its relation to the implementation of
the organizational level goals is measurable. 

The integration of the internal control sys-
tem into the risk management system means
that the effectiveness of the operation of the
internal control system should be measured by
what extent the consequences of the affected
operational process(es) remain within the pre-
scribed risk tolerance limit. 

A NEW APPROACH: THE APPLICATION
OF THE ISO/IEC 15504 STANDARD IN THE
ASSESSMENT OF THE PROCESSES OF
THE INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEM 

COSO-based process assessment
model

The ISO/IEC 15504 standard defines a two-
dimensional process capability model for the
assessment of processes. One of the dimen-
sions, which is the process dimension, defines
the processes and lists them in the different
process categories. The other dimension is the
capability dimension, which defines the set of

Chart 3
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process attributes grouped according to capa-
bility levels. It is the process attributes that
provide the measurable characteristics of
process capability (see Chart 4).

It is required by the ISO/IEC 15504-2 stan-
dard that the process reference model (PRM)
should contain the goals and results of the
processes, as well as the definition of the con-
ditions that are necessary and sufficient for the
achievement of these. 

The 2006 COSO guidelines define twenty
fundamental principles that represent the basic
conceptual processes that are related to, and are
directly derived from the five components of
the internal control framework. The individual
principles are supported by the attributes that
represent the characteristics related to the prin-
ciples. It is stated in the guidelines that
“although it is generally required that the indi-
vidual attributes be present in the organization,
it is possible to apply a principle in such a way
that not all the listed attributes are present”.
According to the general criteria of assessing
the internal control system, the attributes are
treated as the “process results creating the condi-

tions necessary and sufficient for the achievement
of the process goal” described in the relevant
principle. 

Table 1 shows how the contents of the 2006
COSO guidelines can be used in PRM deriva-
tion.

The individual processes of the process
assessment model are presented according to
the definition of the goal (see the example in
Table 1). These definitions of goals contain the
individual functional goals related to the imple-
mentation of the process in a given environ-
ment. There is a list of specific final results
linked to each definition of process goals, con-
taining the positive results expected from the
implementation of the process.

The fulfillment of a goal definition for a
process means the first step in building up such
a (level 1) process capability where the expect-
ed final results can already be observed. 

The capability levels that make up the capa-
bility dimension of the process assessment
model represent such a set of the process
attributes as a compound result of which the
capability of implementing the process in ques-

Chart 4
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Table 1

EXAMPLE FOR A STANDARD PROCESS DESCRIPTION FROM 
THE 2006 COSO GUIDELINES 

Results of the successful implementation of the IFC.CE.IEV process:
clearly defined values – A clearly defined set of ethical values is developed by senior man-
agement, familiarity with which is ensured on each level of the organization;
control of compliance – Processes are implemented for the control of compliance with the
principles of integrity and ethical behavior;
handling of deviations – Any deviations from the principles of integrity and ethical behav-
ior are identified in due time, they are appropriately handled and corrected on the relevant
levels of the organization. 

Process results

The values of integrity and ethical behavior are established, with special regard to the members
of senior management; these principles are duly familiar, and are applied as fundamental norms
of behavior in the preparation of the financial reports.

Process goal

Integrity and ethical valuesProcess name

IFC.CE.IEVProcess identifier

Chart 5 
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tion significantly improves. The capability to
implement the process in question consider-
ably improves from one level to another. The
levels create a sensible route in the develop-
ment process of either of the process capabili-
ties and their definitions are contained by the
ISO/IEC 15504-2 standard (see Chart 5).

The process assessment model is based on
the principle that the capability of a process can
be assessed by presenting the achievement of
the process attributes, on the basis of the evi-
dence related to the assessment indicators. 

There are two types of assessment indica-
tors: the (general) process capability indica-
tors, which relate to capability levels from 1 to
5, as well as the (specific) process implementa-
tion indicators, which exclusively refer to the 1.
capability level.

There is such a set of process capability indi-
cators belonging to the process attributes in
the capability dimension which signals the
extent of the fulfillment of the attribute in the
process in question. These indicators refer to
the significant activities, resources or results
related to the fulfillment of the attribute goal in
the process.

The levels of process capabilities and
process attributes 

In this measurement framework, the measuring
of capabilities rests on nine process attributes
(PA's) defined in the ISO/IEC 15504-2 stan-
dard. By using the process attributes, it can be
defined whether the process in question has
reached the required capability level. Each attri-
bute refers to a predefined aspect of the process
capability. The list of attributes within the capa-
bility levels does not suggest any sequence or
ranking, it only serves their definitions.

ISO 15504 is built on a “continuous” model.
This means that each process involved in the
assessment can be independently assessed

through the six-grade ranking scale of process
capabilities (see Chart 6).

LEVEL 0 – NON-EXISTENT PROCESS On this

level, there is not any, or there is very little evi-

dence as to whether the goal of the process is

consistently fulfilled.

LEVEL 1 – PERFORMED PROCESS On this level,

there is one attribute, that of process implementa-

tion, which shows the extent to which the

process goal is fulfilled through the achievement

of the predefined results of the process.

LEVEL 2 – MANAGED PROCESS On this level,

there are two attributes, those of managing

implementation and handling the product of work,

which show to what extent the implementation

of the process is governed, and how appropri-

ately the work product resulting from the

process is handled.

LEVEL 3 – DEFINED PROCESS On this level,

there are two attributes, those of defining the

process and applying the process, which show to

what extent a standard process is maintained in

order to support the application of a predefined

process, and how successfully the standard

process is applied in the achievement of the

results of the process in question.

LEVEL 4 – PREDICTABLE PROCESS On this

level, there are two attributes, those of process

measurement and process control. These show the

extent to which measurement results are used

for the execution of the process to support the

achievement of the appropriate process imple-

mentation goals for supporting the relevant

organizational and operational goals, and the

extent to which the process is managed by quan-

titative tools for achieving a stable process with

appropriate capabilities and predictable within

the predefined limits.

LEVEL 5 – OPTIMIZING PROCESS On this

level, there are two attributes, those of process

innovation and process optimization. These show

the extent to which the changes in the process

are determined by the analysis of the common
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Chart 6

LEVELS OF PROCESS CAPABILITY 

Chart 7

CAPABILITY LEVELS IN ISO/IEC 15504 AND THE COSO OBJECTIVE CATEGORIES 

Level 55: OOptimizing pprocess
PA 5.1: Process innovation
PA 5.2: Process optimization

Level 44: PPredictable pprocess
PA 4.1: Process measurement
PA 4.2: Process control

Level 33: DDefined pprocess
PA 3.1: Process definition 
PA 3.2: Process application

Level 22: MManaged pprocess
PA 2.1: Implementation management
PA 2.2: Work product management

Level 11: PPerformed pprocess
PA 1.1: Process implementation

Level 00: NNon-eexistent pprocess The process is not implemented, or does
not fulfill the goal of the process.

High-level goals
supporting the
mission of the
organization

Processes operat-
ing between limits

defined for the
achievement of

results

Level 3:
Defined

Level 2:
Managed

ISO/IEC 115504
Capability llevels

COSO oobjectives

Determined by
resulting in

resulting in

resulting in

Level 1:
Performed

Defined processes
by using the 

standard 
processes

Effective and
efficient use of

the resources of
the organization

Strategic ggoals

COSO-ERM
Internal Control

Operational
goals

Reporting
goals

Compliance
goals

Managed process-
es, with defined,
controlled and

maintained work
products

Reliability of
reporting

organization

Compliance
with appli-
cable laws
and rules

Performed
processes, which

perform the
process goals

The performed process fulfills the goal of
the process.

The process is managed and its work
products are created, controlled and
maintained in an appropriate manner.

The process is continuously developed
with a view to fulfill the relevant current

and projected business goals.

The process operates within the prede-
fined limits in order to achieve the

results.

The defined process is implemented by
using a standardized process.
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reasons for the fluctuations in implementation,

as well as the examination of the innovative

approaches used in process definition and appli-

cation, and the extent to which the changes

exert an actual effect in the definition, manage-

ment and implementation of the process that

will achieve the relevant process development

goals.

The fulfillment of a capability level requires
that all the attributes below it should be com-
pletely (minimum 85 percent) fulfilled and the
attributes of the level in question should at
least be roughly (minimum 50 percent) met.

The capability levels of the manage-
ment and control processes 

The 1. and 2. level process attributes of the
measurement framework of the ISO/IEC
15504 standard described above focus on the
case or activity aspects of the processes, while
they concentrate on the aspects of the organi-
zational unit from the 3. level onwards. By
using this observation, it is easier to understand
how COSO's internal control system and
ERM's framework fit with the above-described
assessment model. Besides the control and risk
management components and objective cate-
gories, the third dimension of the control
framework is represented by the operative
processes that describe the operational units
and activities, while in the ERM, the third
dimension also including the level of opera-
tional units is the organizational setup.

In the ISO/IEC 15504 process assessment
model, the target process profiles define that
level of the selected process capability which is
found suitable by management (or the party
who ordered the assessment) for the risk
appetite and risk tolerance of the organization. 

Chart 7 shows the derivation applied
between the capability levels and the objective

categories of COSO, i. e. how the process
capability levels can be applied as the score-
cards for the objective categories of the
COSO model. 

LEVEL 1 – COMPLIANCE (PERFORMED PRO-
CESS) There is an internal control process in

place and all the predefined results are achieved

in accordance with all the relevant external and

internal regulations. 

The relevant operational activities should be

examined on the 1. level from the aspect of

whether they prove the existence of the results of

the internal control processes.

LEVEL 2 – RELIABLE REPORTING (MANAGED

PROCESS) The above-described performed

process has already been implemented on this

level in a managed (planned, monitored and cor-

rected) form, the work products are properly

developed, controlled and maintained.

Besides the fulfillment of the requirements of

the 1. level, the internal control process is man-

aged and fulfills the goals of reliable reporting

(management accountability).

On the 2. level, the relevant operational activi-

ties should be examined from the aspect of

whether the implementation management and

work product handling indicators related to the

internal control processes can be assessed.

LEVEL 3 – EFFECTIVE OPERATION (DEFINED

PROCESS) The above-described managed process

has already been implemented on this level by

applying the predefined process that is capable

of achieving the process results.

Besides fulfilling the criteria of the 1. and 2. lev-

els, the internal control process has been inte-

grated into the operational processes on the level

of the operational unit and fulfills the goal of

“effective and efficient operation” (through the

regular, ethical, economic, efficient and effective

execution of the operational processes).

On the 3. level, the relevant operational activi-

ties should be examined along with the guide-

lines and procedures relevant for the given level
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of the organization from such an aspect whether

the process definition and process application

indicators related to the organizational level regu-

lation of the affected operational processes can be

assessed.

LEVEL 4 – STRATEGIC GOALS (PREDICTABLE

PROCESS) The above-described defined process

works within the framework defined on this

level with a view to achieving the process results.

Besides the fulfillment of the criteria of the 1., 2.

and 3. levels, the internal control process was

incorporated  into the system of organizational

risk management and, in harmony with the mis-

sion of the organization and supporting the lat-

ter, it contributes to the fulfillment of the strate-

gic objectives of the organization.

On the 4. level, the key controls must be exam-

ined from such an aspect of how they are applied

for the strategy and the organization as a whole,

and organizational level risk management should

be looked at from the perspective of whether the

process measurement and process control indi-

cators related to the realization of the goals of the

organization can be assessed.

POSSIBILITIES OF APPLYING THE NEW
APPROACH

In the ISO/IEC 15504-4 standard, the process-
es and the methods of applying of Process
Improvement, i.e. PI, and Process Capability
Determination, i.e. PCD are described, and
guidance is given for the following: 

•use of process assessment, 
•selection of process reference model(s), 
•setting of target capability, 
•definition of assessment input, 
•definition of process-related risks from the

assessment output, 
•steps of process improvement, 
•steps of determining process capabilities, 
•comparability of the analysis of assessment

outputs. 

In the context of process improvement,
process assessment provides a tool for the
characterization of the organizational unit with
regard to the capability of the selected process-
es. The analysis of the result of an appropriate
process assessment in the light of the goals of
the organizational unit determines the
strengths, weaknesses and risks regarding the
processes. This, in turn, helps define whether
the processes contribute to the achievement of
the organizational goals, and whether they
facilitate improvement. 

The targeted capability levels and attributes of
the internal control system can be interpreted as
the indicators of the operational goals related to
the control system and the relevant risk tolerance,
from the aspect of process improvement. 

The determination of process capabilities
deals with the analysis of the results of one or
several relevant process assessments, in order
to define the strengths, weaknesses and risks
related to the operational activities by using the
processes selected within a given organization-
al unit. A determination of process capabilities
may provide fundamental input for the regular-
ity control and the supervisory review. In the
determination of process capabilities, however,
the risks related to the process are also taken
into account.

With regard to the internal control system, the
capability levels examined (required) in relation
to the determination of process capabilities, as
well as the attributes thereof can be regarded as
the indicators of the risk tolerance with regard to
the requirements of achieving the higher objective
category.

Analysis of the risks related to the
control process  

By control risk, we mean the risk of that the
individual processes of the control system or
the individual control activities do not achieve
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the planned effect, i.e. the keeping of the resid-
ual risk within the desired range (risk tolerance
level).

Comprehensive enterprise risk management
(ERM) takes all the strategic, performance,
reporting and regularity goals into account but,
with regard to the application area of the risk
assessment of internal control (regarding the
processes), is limited to those material weak-
nesses which are not prevented or disclosed by
internal controls in time. At the same time,
however, the inherent operational and control
risks are definitely not independent from each
other, and the decisions on the risk appetite
(the acceptance of the risk-bearing levels) and
risk tolerance (the acceptance of the deviations
from the organizational and operational goals)
significantly affect the acceptance of the levels
of control risks. 

The risk assessment methodology to be pre-
sented can be generally applied for the use of all
the assessment results of operational and con-
trol processes described in accordance with the
requirements of the ISO/IEC 15504-2 stan-
dard. The capability determination applied for
the operational processes may be suitable for
defining the indicators of the risk tolerance
level even without the framework of the inter-
nal control system. 

The probability of the occurrence of the
problem arises from the extent of the devia-
tions of the process attribute and the capability
level according to occurrence. 

The deviations of the capability levels can be cate-

gorized as follows. 

NONE – There are no major or minor deviations.

LOW – There is no deviation on the 1. level,

there are only minor deviations on the higher

levels.

SIGNIFICANT – There is a minor deviation on

the 1. level, or a major deviation on a higher level.

MATERIAL – There is a significant deviation on

the 1. level, or more than one major deviation on

a higher level. 

The risk related to the process depends on
both the probability of the occurrence of a
problem arising from an identified deviation
and the potential consequence. The conse-
quences usually depend on the capability levels
according to the place of the deviation. 

A high risk arises from the material deviation
of the lower capability level as described in
Table 2.

If the risks are identified on several capabili-
ty levels, the highest risk value should be
regarded as the risk related to the process. 

Table 2

RISKS ALLOCATED TO CAPABILITY LEVELS

High riskHigh riskMedium risk1 – Performed

High riskMedium riskMedium risk2 – Managed

Medium riskMedium riskLow risk3 – Defined

Medium riskLow riskLow risk4 – Predictable 

Low riskLow riskLow risk5 – Optimized 

It is indicated by the extent of the deviation of the capability levels

Low Significant Material

It is indicated by the capa-
bility level of the place of
the deviation

PROBABILITYCONSEQUENCE
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Based on the above-described approach, the
following must be defined by the risk analysis:
the risks arising from which process or process-
es mean a material control deficiency, or a mate-
rial (grave) weakness of the control system. In
Table 3, we have described how the goal and the
process profile that contains the assessed capa-
bility levels can be applied for determining the
risks inherent in the control process.

In the control risk classification of the con-
trol processes assessed as described above, low
risk means an immaterial deficiency within the
risk tolerance level; while medium risk suggests
a material deficiency that exceeds the risk toler-
ance level. High risk means a material (grave)
weakness in the control system. This means
that the risk assessment system presented
above is suitable for providing objective sup-
port to the traditional control risk classifica-
tions (illustrated in Chart 3).

The control risk assessment based on
ISO/IEC 15504-4 provides a practical tool for
assessing the effectiveness of the operation of con-
trols as well, i.e. for concluding whether the
assessed capability profiles provide reasonable
evidence for achieving the related organization-
al goals. For example, the low risk classifica-

tions established in relation to the control
processes mean an acceptably low level of prob-
ability of that the material/financial types of
mistakes or defaults, or any significant losses
are not prevented or disclosed in time during
business as usual.

In the example shown above, we applied the
approach of comprehensive enterprise risk
management (ERM) with regard to the internal
control system:

•for the preliminary definition of the risk
appetite (risk tolerance level) by applying
the capability profile of the processes of the
internal control system;

•for the definition of risk tolerance with
regard to the key control processes;

•for linking the measurements of opera-
tional effectiveness (risk  tolerance) to the
process attributes;

•for risk assessment by comparing the tar-
geted and measured process attribute val-
ues of the internal control system;

•for determining the effectiveness of estab-
lishing and operating the internal control
system through defining the level of
achieving the target capability profiles and
the risks arising from the deviations.

Table 3

EXAMPLE FOR RISK ASSESSMENT RELATED TO INTERNAL CONTROL PROCESSES 

IFC.RA.FRO - Goals of financial reporting

MediumProcess risk

––Medium–Risk of the capability level

––Significant–Deviation of the capability level

––––MinorMajor–Deviation of the process attribute

––LFLPFAssessed profile

––LLFFFTarget profile

PA 4.2PA 4.1PA 3.2PA 3.1PA 2.2PA 2.1PA 1.1

Level 4Level 3Level 2Level 1
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Control of the EU Structural Funds  

Although the Structural Funds are part of the
Community budget, the method of spending
them is based on the common responsibilities
of the European Commission and the govern-
ments of the member states:

•it is the Commission that negotiates the
development programs proposed by the
member states, and approves these, as well
as allocates resources;

•it is the members states and their regions
that manage the programs,  as well as exe-
cute, control and assess these by selecting
the tenders;

•it is the Commission that takes part in the
monitoring of the programs, makes avail-
able and pays the approved expenses and
controls the established control systems.

The control of the (operational and finan-
cial) control systems can be performed by the
European Commission and/or the relevant
member state (in Hungary, the Government
Control Office). The definition of the process
capability of the controls is applicable to both
cases.

In its opinion No. 2/2004 (Official Journal
of the European Union No. C 107/2004), the
European Court of Auditors developed a pro-
posal for the Integrated Internal Control
Framework, which contains what we call the
“single audit model”. The single audit concept
has no generally accepted definition but it fun-
damentally determines that the internal control
systems should be based on a chain of control
procedures, in which the different levels of
internal audit institutions cooperate. 

The single audit approach rests on common
achievements and the prioritization of their
cost-efficient principles and aims to minimize
overlaps in the control efforts and to maximize
the effectiveness of controls with a predefined
level of available resources. The sharing of well-
defined and documented control data with oth-

ers may enhance the reliability of controls on
each level of the chain. The assessment of cost-
efficiency formalized on the individual levels
allows stating that the applied controls have
optimized the error risks remaining in the basic
transactions.

Further development of the systemic
control method 

According to the traditional interpretation,
systemic control is defined by the already exist-
ing systems and the related controls. This
approach assumes that the existing systems
cover all the risks and the method often relies
on “internal control questionnaires”: these are
such uniform documents which are applied in
the execution of the individual controls. 

The use of capability profiles lends an effec-
tive tool to management in the identification,
understanding and management of control risks.
If they reach the attributes of level 4 with regard
to the selected control processes, management
will be able to introduce and apply the principles
of risk management in a cost-efficient manner.

The assessment model that contains both the
process and the capability dimensions does not
only focus on the use of the “internal control
questionnaires” and the checklists but also
takes the relevant assessment indicators into
account. The observance of the standard
requirements of the assessment process under
the standard ISO/IEC 15504 helps implement
this highly developed assessment method into
the internal and external control procedures
that apply varying standards in each sector. 

* * *

The approach described in the article with the
support of the readers of the journal Pénzügyi
Szemle (Financial Review) can on the one hand
be used by the managers of the public finance
organizations in the establishment, improvement
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of their internal control systems, as well as the
presentation of effective operations, on the other
hand, it can be used as a tool for the assessment of
the internal control systems under review by the
controllers of the public sector. A uniform appli-
cation in the widest possible scope, i.e. one that is
compliant with the international process assess-
ment standard, may contribute to ensuring trans-

ferability between the various international and
national management and control systems and
the individual levels thereof, thus to the imple-
mentation of the “single audit approach” pro-
posed by the European Court of Auditors, as well
as to increasing cost efficiency, which has become
ever more important in the public sector, as a
result of the global crisis. 

1 The authors of this article have been involved in the
development of the methodology related to the
assessment of internal control systems, as well as the
development of the related Hungarian and interna-
tional training programs since 2005. In the period
between 2005 and 2007, the international and
Hungarian training and examination system based on
the European Qualifications Framework ('skills card')
entitled "Internal Financial Control Assessment" was
established with the support of the European Union's
Leonardo da Vinci Program and with the participa-
tion of the Hungarian, Spanish, Belgian, Irish and
Romanian partners who took part in project number
L-B-013/2005. From 2008 onwards, the common, i.e.
English, Spanish, German, Romanian and Hungarian
terminological and ontological model of the interna-

tional training has been developed in the framework
of a new support contract. This has been applied in
training since late 2009. The findings of the interna-
tional projects managed by the Budapest Business
School and professionally coordinated by Memolux
Kft have been disclosed on an ongoing basis and they
have been discussed at reputed professional symposia
and international conferences. Of these, we can high-
light the presentations held by Gejza Halász, the
Hungarian member of the European Court of
Auditors and those given by the president of this
organization Vitor Caldeira in Budapest in September
2007 at the international professional conference
entitled "The Role of Internal Financial Controls in
the Public Sector", which was supported by the State
Audit Office (ÁSZ) of Hungary. 

The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission (COSO):

• Internal Control – Integrated Framework (1992)
• Enterprise Risk Management – Integrated

Framework (2004)
• Internal Control over Financial Reporting –

Guidance for Smaller Public Companies (2006)

INTOSAI GOV 9100 (2004): Guidelines for
Internal Control Standards for the Public Sector

ISO/IEC 15504-1:2004 Information technology –
Process assessment – Part 1:  Concepts and vocabulary 

• ISO/IEC 15504-2:2003 Information technology
– Process assessment – Part 2: Performing an
assessment

• ISO/IEC 15504-2:2003/Cor 1:2004 

• ISO/IEC 15504-3:2004 Information technology
– Process assessment – Part 3: Guidance on per-
forming an assessment 

• ISO/IEC 15504-4:2004 Information technology
– Process assessment – Part 4: Guidance on use
for process improvement and process capability
determination 

• ISO/IEC 15504-5:2006 Information technology
– Process Assessment – Part 5: An exemplar
Process Assessment Model 

European Court of Auditors: Opinion No.
2/2004 of the Court of Auditors of the European
Communities on the 'single audit' model (and a
proposal for a Community internal control frame-
work) (Official Journal of the European Union C
107/2004) 

NOTES

LITERATURE
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T

Ranjit Rae – Árpád Kovács 

Cooperation in the 
establishment of good 
governance 

Our mutual objective is to promote 
prudent use of taxpayer money

The relationship between India and Hungary
can look back on a rich tradition and long his-
tory, for the first steps of cooperation reach
back to the 15th and 16th centuries. In this path
that spans centuries, cooperation in the areas of
science, culture and economy has developed
and gained importance gradually. 
Great travellers pioneered in establishing rela-
tions, reciprocally raising public interest by
their reports. As a result of their information
dissemination quest, a number of Indian
philosophers, religious leaders, and poets had
made direct impressions in the Hungarian
intellectual sphere, but the works of Hungarian
explorers and scientists in India were also
received with similar recognition. 

In addition to a mutual interest and attrac-
tion in culture, further expansion of relations is
subject to economic realities. In this light it is
no exaggeration to say that even though they
are worlds apart geographically, India and
Hungary are really close in many aspects. No
other example shall be brought up to describe
the similarity in the mindset of both nations
than the fact that our national flags differ in a
single colour.

Herein we are trying to describe briefly a
small slice in our mutually lucrative relation

with the aim of shedding light on the multi-
faceted nature of our relationship and express
our gratitude towards all supporters of the
cooperation between our nations. 

The Indian government established the bilat-
eral aid program Indian Technical and
Economic Cooperation (ITEC) in 1964,
which, subsequently supplemented with the
SCAAP program (Special Commonwealth
Assistance for Africa Programme), invites the
representatives of 156 countries to share the
experiences and development results with. The
primary goal of the assistance program is to
maintain the partnership and cooperation car-
ried out for the purpose of mutual benefits. 

India spends USD 11 million annually to
finance the activities in the ITEC program,
and has provided technical assistance for
developing countries worth over USD 2 bil-
lion by supporting various projects in addition
to sharing know-how within this program.
Year after year, 40 per cent of the budget of
the ITEC program is spent on financing inter-
national training programs. Consequently,
3,000 to 4,000 students from abroad partici-
pate each year in roughly 200 training pro-
grams held in 40 to 50 educational institutions
in India. Hence, the ITEC training program is
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considered one of the most successful interna-
tional cooperation programs. 

Hungary was first involved in the ITEC pro-
gram in 1992. The Indian government grants
participation for two individuals each year by
assuming payment for all arising expenses
(travel, accommodation, training etc.). The
program is managed by India's Foreign Office
on behalf of the Indian government. The for-
mer arranges travel preparation and travellers'
comfort by assuming the burdens of adminis-
trative tasks.

As the international training centre of India's
state audit office (International Centre for
Information System & Audit; iCISA) has par-
ticipated among the institutions advertising
various international training courses within
the ITEC program for years, it is just natural
for Hungary's Állami Számvevõszék (State
Audit Office) to try and utilise the opportuni-
ties offered by the program in line with its
strategy. Year after year, the iCISA internation-
al training program comprises an increasing
number of four-week courses that aim to dis-
seminate audit know-how, providing excellent
opportunities to share international audit prac-
tices in addition to expand the know-how in
methodology. 

Since April 2002, iCISA has operated in a
training centre in Noida, near New-Delhi. The
centre is designed and equipped to provide all
the conditions of intensive training at high
standard and cater for the comfort of students
participating in the program. The state audit
office of India launched its comprehensive
international training program in 1979 and has
made a unique achievement in this scope as
2,657 individuals from 118 countries have par-
ticipated in the program to date. No wonder
the cabinet decided to build a training facility
of international standards. Since the ITEC pro-
gram was made available to Hungary, a total of
13 auditors have participated in various high-
quality training courses organised by iCISA. 

International experience gained by auditors
and international cooperation between audit
institutions contribute to increase the efficien-
cy of national-level audit work by sharing the
results of joint scrutiny as well as by mutual
dissemination of methodologies and experi-
ences. Recognising this fact, India and
Hungary both play an active role in interna-
tional cooperation in the scope of audit, as well.
As a recognition of a job well done, the chair-
men of both audit offices are members in the
Governing Board of INTOSAI (International
Organisation of Supreme Audit Institutions). 

It is a joint goal for both the Indian and
Hungarian audit offices to contribute to ele-
vate the standards of audit work and further
the practical implementation of good gover-
nance by providing audit work. Both institu-
tions hope the scrutiny they carry out help
public funds be spent prudently. International
know-how and experience, like those obtained
by Hungarian auditors in their training in
India, provide eminent support to these goals
and hopes come true. 

Apart from expanding the professional hori-
zon of participants, the training courses pro-
vide an excellent chance to get to know the cul-
ture, history and cuisine of India, which are
collectively referred to as 'incredible India'.
Relationships formed during the courses help
participants understand each other better and
increase their tolerance toward other peoples.
Several of the Hungarian students sent letters
of praise upon their return, via the Indian
embassy in Hungary and iCISA, thanking for
the excellent training and accommodation and
unparalleled hospitality they experienced dur-
ing the course.

Auditors returning from the training have
obtained an experience that lasts throughout
their lives. Their mission is to utilise the know-
how they acquired in the work and to dissemi-
nate them in as a wide a scope as possible. And
they do achieve this goal, for they transfer the
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know-how and knowledge they acquired and
share the experience they obtained in the train-
ing course in India. This is done via education

programs apart from their road reports, sharing
the experience with their co-workers and other
parties interested in the subject matter. 

Dear Author, 

Thank you for contributing with your article to the achievement of the objectives of our
professional journal, which is being renewed. Hereby we would like to call your atten-
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The articles and studies to be published in the Public Finance Quarterly shall be no
longer than 50,000 characters, including spaces. There is no minimum limit. 

Please divide your text appropriately (with headings and subheadings). 
Please make sure to accurately compile the list of the used literature and references. The

list shall contain: 
• the author's name (authors' names),
• the year of publication, 
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• the name of the publisher and the place of publication. 
If the referred work was published in a journal, after the author's name, the year of 

publication and the title of the work please indicate 
• the full title of the journal, 
• the month of publication, and 
• the number of the page where the referred work can be found within the journal.
Please provide all tables and figures with titles and subsequent numbering (please include

the reference in the text, too), and indicate the units of measurements of quantitative
values. Please enclose the data series of figures and diagrams in Excel files. Please write the
source of the data, as well as your notes pertaining to the tables and figures immediately
under the table or figure. 

Please indicate the author's profession, workplace or possibly position, scientific degree
and other professional activities or title that you require to be published in the “Authors of
this issue” section.  

We can accept publications via e-mail, in Word files. 
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CChina is a major player in the world economy
and in international politics; it is the 20th and
21st century workshop of the world and is, as
for today, the most populous country in the
world with by far the largest foreign currency
reserves in the world. For these reasons, no
serious world economic reviews can avoid deal-
ing with China's development and evaluate it in
one or another way. This popularity certainly
involves as an inevitable consequence that even
those who have superficial (or, in better cases,
distant) knowledge of China make a firm,
sometimes irrevocable, judgement about this
Asian superpower, its development, economic
and human rights “performance”. 

The researchers whose efforts have produced
this volume do not belong to the latter catego-
ry fortunately. Although not all of them by far
are genuine sinologists, they were all extensive-
ly prepared and informed in making their
analyses on the various aspects and correlations

of Chinese development and, let us not be shy
to point out, they formulated their opinions
with the humbleness of a researcher. The World
Economic Research Institute of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences was thus able to find
experts who not only “flew above” the country
of the size of a continent but went deep into
the political, social and, most importantly, eco-
nomic reality of China. Yet, their approach did
not lack the necessary perspective, either; the
authors include versatile world economists as
well as experts who have spent a many decade
career analysing China exclusively or primarily,
having thus an adequate time perspective for
viewing the most important events of this fast
developing country. The development of
China's economy can be followed week by
week in the statistics of The Economist, for
example, where the major economies of the
world are characterised by twelve indicators.
But a lot deeper information is offered on the

András Inotai – Ottó Juhász (editors) 

The Changing
China

AKADÉMIAI KIADÓ, BUDAPEST, 2009
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correlations by a book whose authors have
studied the Chinese press directly or can make
their own predictions on, say, cement produc-
tion in China or even on the likely changes in
the complete factor productivity until 2030
(the way Barna Tálas did)!

For those wishing to learn about Chinese
development, it is wise to rely on specialists.
The country is different from other leading
market economies almost in every respect: it
has a different system, different scales, differ-
ent motivation and a different control system.
The fundamental philosophy of the operation
of the state is not a customary one, either. Even
the state form is hard to define: while there is a
growing number of privately owned plants and
in 2005, for instance, over 80 per cent of city
dwellings were in private ownership  (p. 57),
according to official documents “China is at an
early phase of constructing »socialism with
special Chinese characteristics«, which »may
take as long as a hundred years«. (p. 13) The
socialist character is still reflected, if not in
ownership relations, in the methods by which
the country is governed: Chinese leaders incor-
porate the country targets and nationwide
tasks into ever newer slogans: “the peaceful
unification of fatherland”, “rich country, satis-
fied nation” (p. 13), “harmonic society”, “good
and fast” economic development. (p. 14)

The volume comprises five summary studies.
The first study (The development of the

inner situation of China, perspectives)  was
written by Ottó Juhász, retired Hungarian
ambassador to Beijing. He is a genuine sinolo-
gist with the most versatile knowledge of
China, accordingly giving us a comprehensive
picture of the most important social, political,
ideological and regional processes going on in
China, with meticulosity, careful consideration,
noting even minor shifts of emphasis or just
unfolding trends.

There are just a few thoughts that can be
highlighted here from his exciting analysis. Let

us mention the most surprising one first: The
economic successes of China justify both cur-
rent Chinese leaders and those of the recent
past; what is more, they guarantee that the sys-
tem as a whole is accepted by the people in the
country: “The influence and legitimacy of the
party are stronger today than ever.” (p. 35)
Secondly, we must speak about the adjusting
and renewing ability of the Chinese “model”.
The former is well illustrated by the new slogan
announced in the report on the October 2007
party congress: “keeping up with time”. (p. 13)
The latter is indicated by the fact (among oth-
ers) that, since 2000, among all the countries in
the world, China has spent the second most on
research and development. They take innova-
tion, too, most seriously; this, “similar to other
fields of the economy, has been subject to top
down decision making or, in other words, the
latest success story of the Chinese develop-
ment state.”(p. 63) Although Ottó Juhász, just
like the other authors of this volume, is careful
about recommending the adoption of Chinese
solutions, he formulates a specific recommen-
dation in this field: “…some elements of the
Chinese success story can indeed be adopted.
First we should underline the systematic learn-
ing process of Chinese decision makers: when
working out the vision and, more importantly,
the implementation strategy, they systemised
the innovation policy experience of developed
countries and adopted the elements thereof
that had proved to be successful, into their own
practice.” (p. 66) Hungarian economists of a
more mature age are well aware of the fact that,
from the second half of the 1970's, when Deng
Xiao Ping became the leader of the party and
thus of the whole country, China started study-
ing Hungarian economic reforms in detail.
(This is proved by the fact, for example, that
the book of academician Béla Csikós-Nagy on
socialist price theory and price policy was
translated into Chinese in the mid nineties; in
Hungary it had certainly been published much
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earlier.) Let us note the fine irony by which
Ottó Juhász formulates a lesson for us, once
“reform country”: “We should similarly adopt
the political practice that, in parallel with the
reform measures, they pumped new funds into
the system so that the shrinking direct institu-
tion financing should lead to the strengthening
of competitive fields instead of a general disin-
tegration of the whole system.” (p. 66)

There is another important warning that
should be quoted by all means, for one thing
because the idea is repeated in all the studies in
the book: “Hungarian administration and soci-
ety should count with a constantly changing
China. The relations with China must not be
based on a few “eternal” patterns. China has
not only become stronger; it also has a growing
self awareness. (…) Hungarian politics should
avoid hurting the national feeling of the
Chinese and is not entitled to meddle with the
affairs of China, a country with growing inter-
national influence both economically and polit-
ically.” (p. 64)

Many experts with a very positive attitude
(especially those who have specialised on a sin-
gle country or region) tend to grow fond of the
subject of their analysis so much that that this
might go at the detriment of their scientific
objectivity. Fortunately, none of the authors of
this volume fall victim to this researchers'
“Pygmalion-syndrome”, not even the two
sinologists most endangered in this respect,
Ottó Juhász and Barna Tálas (the author of the
second study). The former (also chairman of
the Hungarian Chinese Friendship Society)
gives a 12 point summary of the serious con-
tradictions and harmful concomitant phenom-
ena that overshadow the undoubtedly impos-
ing Chinese economic performance on the
third page of his study already, starting from
the alarmingly fast growing income differences
to the reproduction of unemployment, to
deep-rooted corruption and rising ethnic ten-
sion.     

The author of the study entitled The per-
spectives of China's social and economic devel-
opment until 2030 is Barna Tálas, the doyen of
Hungarian China research, an expert in the
ninth decade of his life, who also makes it clear
at the beginning of his writing already that he is
not biased towards China; he is well aware that
the success story that has taken place in the
past three decades cannot be continued the
same way. “…the real great difficulties and
problems, which seem almost impossible to
solve at the moment, are in fact only to come,
in the decades hereafter, challenging both
China and humanity as a whole. China will
then be only the second most populous coun-
try after India and, similar to other countries
and country unions in the world, it will have to
fight a chronic shortage of food, energy, labour,
raw material, soil and water, as well as growing
environmental problems and the gloomy wor-
ries of an aged society.” (p. 73) Thus, China
will illustrate the restrictions of growth well
known since  1970: “When talking about the
“blessings” of globalisation, referring to the accel-
erated social-economic development and mod-
ernisation of China and India as well as to the
spectacularly rising living standard of some social
groups in these countries – who are significant in
number – is a deception and delusion comparable
to a pyramid scheme. This development, with-
out the transformation of the current model of
economic growth and a fundamental change in
our attitude to social-economic development,
i.e. without a complete paradigm change,
would lead to a catastrophe, and not only in the
two above countries, but at he global level.” (p.
135; italics in the original). Fortunately, howev-
er, “the current leaders of China  (…) have
already started working out a cost-minimising
economic growth model aimed at the gradual
reduction of expenditure and sustainable
growth”. (p. 136)

They have started this in proper time indeed
since economic growth has been unbroken to
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this day: in 2007,  GDP per head was almost
eight times higher than in 1980 (p. 79); what is
more, even the world economic crisis that
unfolded in  2008 was only able to moderate
the pace of growth, while there was no decline
in production! For economists primarily inter-
ested in monetary policy indicators, various
money market indicators and stock exchange
indexes, let us quote a sentence by Tamás Barna
that will probably make them (too) realise how
the historic performance of a developing coun-
try should be appreciated: “In China, (…) for
almost fifty years, starvation has been essen-
tially unknown, while in certain African coun-
tries, as well as, occasionally, in some countries
in South Asia and Latin America, too, it is an
everyday, customary phenomenon.” (p. 126)
Eliminating starvation is of course only the
first step, but probably the most significant
one, towards economic rise. Chinese leaders
certainly have a further vision: by the mid 21st

century, they wish to make their country into a
modern state, one of the leading world powers
and, as regards GDP per head, a medium
developed country. (p. 104) It is still a ques-
tion, however, how much assimilation this will
require of China: to what extent it will have to
give up its historical characteristics and identi-
ty: “The real question is if, through globalisa-
tion and the world wide web, the ideas, moral
norms and forms of behaviour and attitude
mostly alien to China until now but to spread
inevitably, will change the traditional way of
thinking, moral norms and habits of  Chinese
people and, if they will, to what extent?” (p. 133,
italics in the original)

The third chapter in the book, written by
András Hernádi, analyses China's international
relations. The study accurately examines the
country's relations with the superpowers first,
followed by a survey of its relations with the
major regions, presenting the characteristics of
both goods and capital turnover. From this
chapter, it is the groups of Central Asian as

well as black African countries that deserve a
special mention. With the former, China culti-
vates relations within the framework of the so
called Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.
These partners are important considering the
growing demand for raw material and energy
primarily. Remarkably, the Silk Road, built in
the antiquity, may become an important trans-
port channel in the 21st century once again,
connecting China with the Middle East
Region. Black African countries, on the other
hand, may be important for China as the sup-
pliers of raw material in the first place: there are
real legends going on discussing in the quarries
and mines of how many African countries
China has made acquisitions. Several studies in
the volume raise this issue and the authors
come to the unanimous conclusion that,
despite the undoubtedly existing trend, it
would be an exaggeration to believe that China
has an intention to 'conquer' Africa as a kind of
'neo-colonial superpower'. Certainly, for us it is
not the 'China/Africa axis' that is the most
important relation but that of the European
Union and China, with special highlight upon
China's relations with Central East European
countries. Concerning this issue, András
Hernádi is once again not the only one to point
out in his study that this region must take
China most seriously, while it is he who makes
the most definite, probably a little exaggerated,
stance about this: “An economy [in Central
Eastern Europe] may be successful only if it is
able to meet the new challenges of the eco-
nomically emerging China, a country on the
way to becoming a superpower.” (p. 223) It
seems that all Hungary's neighbour states are
aware of this: “It was an interesting finding in
our investigation that almost all countries in
Central and Eastern Europe have made an
attempt to become some regional, trade/logis-
tic/financial bridgehead for China and they
have become competing rivals in this respect
(too).” (p. 226)
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In the fourth chapter entitled Possibilities
to develop Hungarian–Chinese bilateral rela-
tions, Lajos Rácz draws attention to an inter-
esting correlation: “…There is a clear positive
correlation between China's position in the
foreign trade rankings of respective countries
and the pace of the economic development of
the countries concerned.” (p. 240) Another
observation of the author that can be read in
relation with China here holds for several other
eastern countries: many members of the cur-
rent and now ageing leading stratum know
(and love) Hungary because they pursued their
university studies here, which is an opportuni-
ty, fading by time, absolutely unused by
Hungarian foreign economic diplomacy. What
is more, this fondness towards us is mostly uni-
lateral: Hungarian decision makers tend to be
rather distrustful and  reserved towards
Chinese investors. (p. 243) Even though
Hungary is much more in need of a favourable
judgement by China than the other way
around, not only considering size differences
but also because of the imbalance in bilateral
trade. China is the most populous country in
the world today; it is a huge existing and poten-
tial market, so this is one reason why it is
indeed astonishing that “… there is just a single
Hungarian product that has a stable position at
the Chinese agricultural market (which is fluff
and feathers)”. (p. 245)

This chapter, too, ends with recommenda-
tions certainly, of which the author's urging
that Hungary should join the Chinese educa-
tion and research market is especially interest-
ing. (p. 250) Lajos Rácz also repeats the warn-
ing quoted from Ottó Juhász above: “The pub-
lic opinion forming elite in Hungary qualifies
the objective contradictions of Chinese devel-
opment (which, by the way, are often reminis-
cent of the problems in Hungary) morally,
assigning China the role of a “bogey”; calling it
a scapegoat responsible for global problems.
The Hungarian prime minister, the president of

parliament or members of the government
always have to make excuses to the press, the
opposition or to human rights organisations
about their visits to or negotiations with
China.” (p. 255)

The closing study of the volume by
András Inotai is an energetic, good to read and
thoughtful piece of writing. The chapter
examines China's role in world economic
processes in the fields of goods turnover, cap-
ital flow, international raw material markets,
aid policy and the international financial system.
A depressingly high rate of the world's curren-
cy reserves is concentrated in China's hands,
which fact, well known by now, is put into a
new and interesting light by the current inter-
national financial crisis. The fast advance of the
Asian superpower in world trade has not been
such a new phenomenon but it is just as much
imposing: “In the mid eighties, China's weight
in world exports was about 1 per cent; current-
ly it is above 8 per cent (goods exports, exclud-
ing services exports). (…) in the past years,
exports have approached and then surpassed 50
per cent of China's GDP.” (p. 263)

András Inotai does not regard China's raw
material import disproportionate or dangerous,
either, and, similar to Barna Tálas, he implies
that the popular belief about China's 'conquer-
ing' Africa's mineral treasures is not supported
by facts. The rumours are proven false consid-
ering a wider circle of countries, too:
“…China's raw material purchases are by far
not restricted to developing countries only; in
many cases, developed countries considered
stable or fast developing countries, too, have a
determinative share”. (p. 305) “Chinese corpo-
rate activity is especially lively in Australia,
Canada and South Africa.” (p. 308)

The most interesting issue discussed in the
closing study is aid policy: China is a major
provider of aid, donating more aid than what it
receives. Its aiding activity is complex, target-
oriented and risk-taking. It provides aid under
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less strict conditions than is internationally
common; Chinese experts work for low fees: for
not much higher than is typical in the benefici-
ary countries. (Interestingly, this modesty is to
be led back to Chou En-lai, i.e. the early 1960's.)
“…the awarding and payment of aids and their
utilisation later on are not subject to an admin-
istrational-bureaucratic order of procedure con-
suming most of the money available for the
project”, András Inotai adds with some irony.
(p. 318) Another reason why China is popular
especially with developing countries is that it has
shown to the world in a credible way how mass
poverty can be reduced.  This is a trust capital
that  the majority of developed countries lack.”
(p. 317) “… Several, mainly African, countries
are of the opinion that the Chinese approach to
development policy is easier of adapt to African
conditions than the European, still post-colonial
attitude. African leaders first of all hope that
Chinese aid can significantly reduce poverty,
while, for decades, European subsidies only
improved the living conditions of the African
elite.” – András Inotai quotes the painful lesson
of an article by the Senegal president published
in The Financial Times. (p. 319)

In this chapter once again there are impor-
tant lessons for Hungarian economic policy.
Let us choose only one, arbitrarily: the well
known financial and logistic restrictions of the
potential circle of Hungarian exporters and the
regionally different characteristics of the
Chinese economic policy are two arguments in
favour that “certain regions (and not necessar-
ily the most developed ones) should be select-
ed for a duly prepared export development pol-
icy.” (p. 283) 

* * *

This is a volume of studies commissioned by
the government. Being familiar with the
expertise and knowledge of the authors and
having read the “end product”, one can say
with confidence that the Prime Minister's
Office made the right decision three years ago
when including this China research among the
issues regarded as strategic. All the lessons
and recommendations formulated in the stu-
dies should be given heed to; it is the reviewer's
sincere hope that this volume will not be the
only achievement of the extensive research
efforts.

When you watch a film, the long list of credits at the end of it takes several minutes to show on the
screen: you can read the names of all those without whom the film concerned could not have been
made. This is certainly the same with research, even though the list of contributors is considerably
less lengthy and many of those who midwife the research activities never get publicity. This research
on China, with a great many people involved, was conducted within the framework of a strategic
research cooperation renewed annually between the Prime Minister's Office and the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences. The engine of the cooperation on the part of the government was the indefati-
gable István Szemenyei, who closely follows events in China and whose enthusiasm, agility and
good-humoured encouragement have been indispensable also for the birth of this book. If his name
was not remembered in the book, he should be expressed gratitude here by one of the readers at least. 

Tamás Halm
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MMs. Katalin Botos and fellow researchers select-
ed a topic of particular significance as the focus
of their study. The population of the world is
ageing: More and more people are reaching a
very high age, and a decreasing number of
youths are having children. This is typical
mostly in the developed world, but some of the
emerging countries are also expected to face a
similar situation. Since the ratio of working-age
population is declining, a smaller number of
employees are responsible for providing for a
strata of retirees that is growing in relative size.
One of the primary and most spectacular con-
sequences of ageing is that pension systems,
often looking back fifty or even a hundred
years of operation, become unsustainable.
State-run pension regimes become deficit-mak-
ers, creating a political twist in a demographic-
related situation. When, because of that, pen-
sion income is diverted to be hedged by capital,
dramatic changes are to be anticipated in finan-

cial and equity markets, and this does not nec-
essarily represent a solution to demographic
risks. Since the level of competitiveness in
every country is directly impacted by the
extent of wage costs, any increase in social
security contributions will not be a problem-
free matter. This is the topic of the book.

Ms. Botos's study can be divided into two
major parts, one that compares pension sys-
tems, and another one analysing geographic
regions and countries. Her work takes a global
perspective to the phenomenon of ageing soci-
ety, and then, since the study is also meant to
be read by domestic audience as well,
Hungary's position is discussed separately. 

The first analysis after the preamble
underlines the importance of pension systems
within social security regimes and discusses
possibilities of financing them in changed
demographic and labour market situations as
well as in respect of competition between

Katalin Botos (editor) 

Population ageing
and globalisation 
International financial imbalance 
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countries. In light of international experience,
the role of families is studied with special focus
since they play a pivotal role in the fight against
population ageing. Supporting the creation and
sustainability of families has a positive impact
not only on persons' eagerness to have chil-
dren, but is also key to the education level of
children and, hence, their future productivity.
Appropriate family background can support
women's inclination to work, and also plays a
role in providing for the elderly. This train of
thought about the role of family is in alignment
with the message of a study released on the
homepage of the World Bank: Having children
could be a real alternative to high pensions and
high savings in equity markets (Galasso et al,
2008). In today's Hungary – where the level of
distributive pensions has an upper limit due to
an ageing population and a high savings ratio is
hindered by low productivity – having children
could be one of the most important ways lead-
ing out of the demographic trap. 

The other critical component of the crisis of
ageing society in Hungary is a low level of will-
ingness to work. The book analyses correla-
tions between willingness to work (supply side
of labour market) and job creation and innova-
tion (demand side of labour market). They
have direct impact on work income and, hence,
savings opportunities, including income at sen-
ior age. The book describes the financeability
of healthcare spending as another problem that
stems from population ageing. Expanding life
expectancy is a problem when the number of
years spent in illness also increases. This could
only be managed and financed through a com-
prehensive health prevention strategy. The
study goes on to discuss global financial imbal-
ance before addressing the population ageing
situation in individual countries. Since the
chapter mainly focuses on the fact that China
has been financing United States debt since the
millennium, it provides basis to comprehend
the financial crisis that started in 2008. Another

author discusses ageing problems within the
European Union, which, similarly to the
United States, has a great significance to
Hungary's financial stability and, consequently,
pension-purpose savings (Bauer et al, 2004).

Part two of the book contains regional
analyses and country studies, putting into per-
spective the problems outlined previously.
Sections analysing Eastern Europe are especial-
ly important, because these countries are either
entirely overlooked by global (western) com-
parative analyses (Clark and Whiteside, 2003;
or Ebbinghaus, 2006) or are just mentioned as
an example (Holzmann and Stiglitz, 2001). The
studies clearly indicate that Hungary (and
Eastern Europe) is struggling with serious
problems. Hungary does not own huge and
cheap production capacities like China, or
demographic reserves like India; is not a cham-
pion of productivity like Germany, nor does it
have reserves of oil and other commodities like
Russia does. Any one of those factors could
mean a foothold against the challenges present-
ed by population ageing in Hungary. In lack of
them, however, the authors are cautious about
Hungary, describing two propositions in detail.
One of them votes in favour of social security
reforms that contain impacts on demography,
encouraging families to have children and poli-
tics to implement family-friendly policies. The
other suggestion is related to the first one: On
the back of the dynamic pension system devel-
oped after World War II. in Germany, and also
in line with a plan devised by Wilfrid Schreiber
with an even higher level of solidarity, it propa-
gates that the most important task in Hungary
today is to create a society that is based on
strong moral standards and to reinforce the
distributive pension system. This is not a rare
view, the Dutchman Engelen (2003) also shares
it, saying market-based pension systems are
not free of demographic risks, nor can the effi-
ciency of equity market solution and their
risks (financial and moral) be neglected. A rad-
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ically different view is represented by Clark,
the Australian researcher out of Oxford, who
says “there's no escaping from the supremacy
of capital” (Clark, 2003, page 1340), and return
on equity invested in developing countries
could be the main source of growth in Hungary
as well. In an interview in October 2009, Clark
suggested Hungary should encourage a power-
ful boost in pension-purpose (private) savings
not only to fight old-age poverty but also to
fend off a decline in available macro-level sav-
ings. The relative increase in the number of
retirees means consuming the capital that is
available, which presents problems for both the
corporate sector and households (Börsch-
Supan et al, 2003). The study prefers
Schreiber's (and Engelen's) plan, and does not
support or scowl at the importance of the cap-
ital-hedged system. Instead, the book provides
a starting point for discussions about it, which
will hopefully foster additional studies.

Summary: Ms. Katalin Botos and co-
authors compiled a useful reading for Hunga-

rian researchers, policy markers, and other
interested parties. It is important that addition-
al questions should arise about population age-
ing and that these issues are thought over in a
joint effort. This paper is a fundamental book
for those engaged in the future of economics,
political sciences, or even medicine, sociology,
and the position of minorities. The fact that the
Hungarian population is ageing is an important
factor for almost all the facets of science; year
after year there are more and more senior peo-
ple around us, barely any children are seen.
Senior citizens cannot save, resulting in a
decline of assets; bank deposits and available
domestic capital are anticipated to shrink.
Actual action plans are needed with all deci-
sion-making bodies in Hungary involved. Job
creation is the first step, but there still are a
multitude of questions in the long run that
require answers. Plans spanning 30 or 50 years
are needed and they must be implemented
pragmatically and consistently.

Csaba Burger
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TThe author, British economist Nicholas Barr is
a professor at the London School of
Economics. Working for the World Bank
between 1990 and 1992, Barr participated in
developing plans for income transfers and for
funding the healthcare system in Central and
Eastern Europe and Russia. He also worked as
a consultant for the British, Chinese and South
African governments. The Economics of the
Welfare State is one of his chief works, pub-
lished in four editions since 1987. At the time
of the regime change, the author spent consid-
erable time in Hungary. In cooperation with
British and Hungarian experts, between 1991
and 2001, he took part in developing the con-
cept of student loans, among others.

A Hungarian translation of the book was
published in 2009. Its topicality is undoubted,
given that the functioning of the welfare state,
the scope of the welfare state functions and the
degree of their representation – which is the

focus of the book – is currently also a practical,
in addition to a theoretical issue for debate in
Hungary. It provides important help to higher
education because, by virtue of its structure,
students at any level of higher education may
benefit from it. It may come as valuable reading
material on how the state works for experts of
law, sociology and business. The volume is a
textbook and a manual at the same time. 

The book is primarily built on experience in
the Anglo-Saxon economy, abundantly address-
ing the welfare states (the state activity aimed
at welfare) of Great Britain and the United
States of America. For the Hungarian edition,
however, the author provided a foreword that
briefly presents the development of the
Hungarian welfare state and the social politi-
cal background in Hungary. As a valuable sup-
plement, the translator András Vigvári pro-
vides a summary of the characteristics of the
Hungarian welfare state in the appendix,

Nicholas Barr 

The economics of
the welfare state
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which addresses both theoretical and practical
issues.

As a starting point, the author takes a clear
stance in favour of the need for the role of the
state even in the circumstances of market econ-
omy, as the existence of the welfare state is also
supported by arguments of efficiency other
than equity. The whole book is focused around
three major issues: the problems of maximising
social welfare (i.e. the question of efficiency),
social justice, and, finally, the problems of
measurement and definition. 

The book is divided into three main sections. 
Part One reviews the key notions and the-

oretical correspondences needed to understand
the functioning of the welfare state. A crucial
finding here is that, beyond establishing the
fundamental conditions of security and provid-
ing frameworks to market conditions, the duty
of the state is not more than help those that live
all their lives in poverty. Under these circum-
stances, no welfare state would be needed at all.
In practice, however, due to risks and uncer-
tainty – deriving from imperfect information –
the state plays a central role on a continuous
basis. Under such circumstances, the duty of
the state also includes insurance services (to
provide coverage against risks) and smoothing
consumption (“piggy bank function”), in addi-
tion to helping the underprivileged (the “Robin
Hood function” of the welfare state). 

The first few chapters of Part One present
the historical development of the welfare states
in the UK and the USA, while the next chap-
ters address theoretical issues of the welfare
state (interpretation of social justice and the
economic theory of state intervention, as well
as the theory of insurance against risks).
Definition of the state's duty shows great vari-
ance in the various theories. For libertarians,
the key aim is to ensure personal liberty. A
suitable means of implementing it may be
unlimited private markets. As opposed to that,
Marxists consider equality as the main aim, and

attribute a primary role to the state in attaining
it. The third major ideology, liberal theory is
not unified in terms of objectives, but is unified
in considering private property not as an end in
itself but only as a means to attain aims.

To conclude the first part of the book, the
problems of definition and measurement of
poverty and inequality are addressed.
Examination of poverty has an extraordinary
significance; still there is no uniform stance
concerning who to consider poor. On drawing
limits, one must determine what to regard as
the unit of such analysis (individuals and
households), what to use as the basis of defin-
ing poverty (exclusively considering income, or
also other factors), and what period to use as
reference. In terms of the concepts of poverty,
the author calls attention to the differences of
absolute and relative approaches; in the review-
er's opinion, full presentation of the topic
would require additional presentation of sub-
jective and social political concepts of poverty,
because the value judgement of the population
(expressed in subjective concepts) and the def-
inition of the basis of awarding social benefits
(the social political concept) are also significant
approaches.  

Further chapters of the book present appli-
cation of the analyses to the various fields of
the welfare state. 

Part Two addresses cash benefits. The
author lays down the conditions for efficiency
of insurances against risk, which are needed for
a given insurance to be provided by the private
sector. Should these conditions not be met, the
duty of providing such insurance is shifted
from the private sector to the state. Such a case
is insurance for the case of unemployment,
among others. In this field, moral risk presents
a great problem, inasmuch as the insured may
influence the probability of their unemploy-
ment and re-employment. On analysing old-
age pensions, distinction between the pay-as-
you-go and the funding pension schemes is
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assigned key significance. Today, decreased
employment and the more populous age group
of pensioners represent serious problems, solu-
tion to which is seen by many in the exclusive
adoption of the pay-as-you-go pension scheme.
In his theoretical reasoning, Barr points out
that “funding and PAYG are not substantially
different in their ability to cope with demo-
graphic change” (page 318). It is because
decreased employment leads to decreased total
output, whatever the pension scheme is. “Only
output produced but not consumed by workers
is available for pensioners to consume” (page
316), irrespective of the pension amounts. If
pensioners in the funding system had a higher
amount of pension funded by their earlier sav-
ings compared to what they would get in a
PAYG system from the contributions of the
currently employed generation, they could
consume more even in that case, because it
would generate an inflation process. The criti-
cal value in solving this problem is output,
meaning that the problem of decreasing work-
force can be resolved inasmuch as the decrease
in supply can be prevented (for example,
through increasing productivity).

An important group of cash benefits consti-
tute the means of moderating poverty, i.e. sup-
ports. After taking into account and evaluating
the various forms of support, the author arrives
at the conclusion that “the poverty trap in one
form or another is largely inevitable” (page
369). What this means is that the implicit tax
rates – i.e. how many units of benefits an indi-
vidual loses by earning one unit of income
from work – are so high that they represent a
remarkable curb to work supply and reduce the
propensity to work. This problem may be alle-
viated in terms of benefits by, according to
Barr, “calculation for fixed periods” (page 362).
In this way, the rise in income during the peri-
od of use does not mean immediate discontin-
uation of the benefit. The key conclusion in the
part on cash benefits, beyond the foregoing, is

that, on the one hand “the choice between pri-
vate and public solutions is more of a technical
than an ideological issue” (page 389). 

Part Three addresses benefits in kind (the
health care system, public education and high-
er education). Concerning these fields, the
objectives of the policies are clarified first, and
then the methods that ensure attaining them.
The systems seen in practice are evaluated
based on familiarity with the aims and the
desired methods; subsequently, suggestions are
formulated concerning improvements on these
systems. The latter analyses are explained in the
book primarily in the context of the existing
practice in the United Kingdom. 

Concerning health care, the author rejects
the view that the state must arrange for estab-
lishing such. At the same time, the financing
role of the state is instrumental, in his opinion,
because health care meets the conditions need-
ed for market efficiency and equity only to a
minimum extent. Deteriorated efficiency
derives from imperfect information provided
to the consumers, external economic effects,
financing by third parties, as well as non-com-
petitive conduct of physicians, among others.
On health status surveys, however, it should be
remembered that health is also influenced by
factors external to the health care sector
(income, nutrition, healthy way of life, broader
socio-economic factors). 

Education and higher education are dis-
cussed in a separate chapter in the book, which
is justified by the fact that – although the
underlying economic theory is similar for the
two areas – they validate the role of the state to
different extents. In education – similarly to
health care –, “many of the assumptions neces-
sary for market efficiency fail; the main prob-
lems being imperfect information, imperfect
capital markets and external effects.” (page
490) According to the author's reasoning, the
role of the state in education in terms of equi-
ty is material because a close correlation is
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observed between the quality of education and
the socioeconomic status. The book considers
improvement in the performance of the
schooling system conceivable in the framework
of state financing and production, in other
words, disagrees with establishing a mixed edu-
cation system (containing both state and pri-
vate elements). Similarly to health care, it must
be noted, however, also for education that
school performance may derive from a number
of different sources other than the education
system (financial, human and social capital of
the family, as well as natural, innate abilities). 

For higher education, the book arrives at a
different conclusion: financing must be mixed
(i.e. containing both public and private ele-
ments), and for services, a larger role of the
market forces would be needed. The author
mentions three material elements in reform
strategy: variable and deferred tuition fees
(universities should be allowed to determine
the amounts of their tuition fees, and repay-
ment should be a duty of graduated students);
adequate and general loans depending on
income available to all students; as well as effi-
cient measures taken to improve access. Such
reforms would facilitate investment in human
capital, and could prevent the problem of qual-
ity deterioration seen in higher education for
years, which represents an important argument
of efficiency. In addition, loans may also
improve equity.

What can be said about the book globally
is that it discusses the welfare state and the
major welfare functions of the state thorough-
ly and in detail. A remarkable virtue of the
book is that it examines such a sensitive issue –
most often addressed with a political under-

tone – in an objective way. A key message of
the book is that the welfare state is necessary, as
it “handles the most important problems of
market failures; meets equity aims endorsed by
many; and contributes to important compre-
hensive objectives such as social cohesion.”
(page 537) It discusses the subject in the con-
text of the crucial problems of our days such as
globalisation, demographic changes, the effects
of changes in the family structure and the
employment structure, and in its reasoning,
successfully unites the approaches of econom-
ics, sociology, law and public administration.
For all these reasons, it may well generate
broad interest among the representatives of
various sciences. Comprehensibility of the
explanations is facilitated by explanations of
the various notions going back to basics.
Comprehensibility, quick reference and more
in-depth understanding are assisted through
brief summaries at the end of each chapter,
questions for further discussion, further read-
ing and a glossary provided at the end of the
book. Explanations contain few mathematical
correlations, and the essence can be followed
even without understanding the formulas,
which contributes to wide usability of the
book. The theories presented are often illus-
trated with practical examples. In the reviewer's
opinion, it would have been reasonable to pres-
ent examples and practices of multiple coun-
tries, instead of relying on the  Anglosphere
only. This shortcoming is to some extent com-
pensated for by the abovementioned appendix
prepared by the translator on the subject of
Hungary. 

Eszter Nándori Siposné 
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